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PREFACE
The book is the outcome of a demand for a popular and

non-teclmical publication bringing together all the available

knowledge about rice-growing in different parts of the Madras

Presidency. Due to the importance of the rice crop to the

Province, work on it, particularly on the agronomic side has

been conducted from the very early days of the department

in sevei'al of the older agric\iltural stations, Coimbatore,

Manganallur, Palur, Samalkota, etc. Eegular breeding work

was, however, initialed only in 1914, with the opening of a

Paddy Breeding Station in Coimbatore under the control of

the Government Economic Botanist, whose designation was

later changed as the Paddy Specialist. The development

of the work at the paddy station led to the opening of a

number of sub-stations for rice work at Aduturai, Maruteru,

Pattambi and Bei’hampur, to tackle problems of particular

imjwrtant rice tracts. Each of these stations, in addition to

selection work in the local varieties of rice, has been carrying

on intensive research on the agronomic problems of the tract.

While the results of the various experiments in the agricul-

tural stations dealing with rice have been published in the

several annual station reports, the attempt has been to bring

together all the information in a book form in the present

publication. In dealing with experiments, tabular statements

of data have been purposely avoided and only the summary

of results obtained is given. While the book cannot, by any

means, be considered a text-book on rice, it is presumed it

will be found useful by the numerous agricultural subordinate

officers working in the districts, by the students of the Agri-

cultural College and by a large number of English-knowing

public interested in rice cultivation.

Though the publication deals mainly with rice in Madras,

for the benefit of the readers, a summary of the rice-

growing conditions obtaining outside Madras in India and in
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other countries has been included (Chapter XXVII). While

the cultivation of the ct'op has been dealt with in great detail

i

the portion dealing with rice-breeding is only an elementary

treatise, the more technical data bearing on the genetics of

the rice plant being reserved for a later scientific publication.

In explaining mendelism (Chapter XXI) the author has closely

followed the Research Monograph No. 4 of the Ministry of

Agriculture and Fisheries in England (Chapter 2) as, in his

experience, he has not come across any publication in which

the subject has been (l<‘all with in a more simple and lucid

way. To make the book somewhat complete, a Chapter

(XXIV) on insect and fungus pests of rice in Madras has

been included but th(‘ material for this chapter has been

freely borrowed from the two Madras Departmental Bulletins,

Nos. 27 of 1932 and 32 of 1933. The Chapter (XXVI)

dealing with seed purity is an abiidged foi’in of what was

previously written and published by R. 0. Ilife when he was

Paddy Specialist in Madras. For the discussion of the various

manurial experiments with ilce in the different experimental

stations in Madras (Cha[)ter XI) the author is indebted to

S, N. Venkataraman, now Assistant Marketing OfRcejvin the

department, who hac] prepared a report (unpublished) at the

instance of the Imperial Council of Agricultural Research.

While the author has freely drawn: on the help of all

inembers of the staff in the Paddy Section in the preparation

of the book, special mention might be made of assistant

K. Hanumantha Rao, who has largely helped the author in

the preparation of the index and in proof-reading.

:
,The author’s thanks are due to Mr. S.- V. Ramamurti,

I.C.S., former Director of Agriculture, who gave a stimulus

to th,e writing of the book and to the Superintendent, Govern-

ment Press, for the promptness with which the publication

was put through and for its neat getrup.

. ' _ ^
; K. RAMIAH.
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CHAPTEE I

Eice, Ohigin and Antiquity

Eice (Oryza saliva) is one of the earliest of the crops to come
under cultivation. It is the main sta^e food of half the world’s

population. Almost all the Eastern nations, Japanese, Chinese,

Indians, etc., live on it. Eice beiongo to the great group of plants

coi^rising the family Gramineac in which are included all of our

cer^ls, (wheat, maize, cholam, rd^, etc.), sugarcane, and all

fodder grasses. There are several hundreds of varieties in cultiva-

tion and it has been stated that there are a few thousands of them
in India itself.

Botemical researches point out that every one of our cultivated

crop plants must have originated from a prirSitive wild form exist-

ent in very ancient times and the improved forms now under culti-

vation must have gradually evolved from them by a series of steps.

It has been possible to explain in a way how the present cultivated

forms of, say, wheat or sugarcane should have been derived, what
the wild forms were from which they arose, and the original home
from which they should have spread to different parts of the world.

Concerning rice such information as is available is still a matter
of speculation. But researches point out unmistak^ly to the fact

that South-East Asia, India, China, or Indo-China, must have
been the original home of rice. Original homes are characterized

by the great diversity of forms, rich in varieties and it is in these

three countries that the greatest diversity is to be found. All the

Hindu scriptures mention it aM all offerings to God are given as

rice which denote its anti<}uity. Some of the very ancient

Tamil puranas contain descriptions of particular varieties of rice

which are to be used in certain religious offerings showing
that even in those ancient times varieties with definite grain cha^

racteristicB were recbgnized. In an ancient Chinese work it is

reo(»;ded that the sowing of ricd was an impcnliant religious cere-

monial nearly 6,000 years agoy To the Bihperor alone is said to

have been reserved the’ privilege of rowing rice, the less import-

imt cereals being left f<^ less exalted metabers of the family.

It i» raentioned that rice was one Of the five princi]^! plants

nt^i^iriabinf Ihe being 'itf h^h economic importance eveii

at ilbat r "Wb^her rice was introduced into India
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from China or it existed in India at the same time as in China,

cannot be accurately determined. Ancient Egyptians did not

know about rice nor has this crop been mentioned in the Old Testa-

ment. There are records to show that rice was grown in Java
as far back as 1084 B.C. It is from India that rice spread to

Persia, Me^potamia and Turkestan. According to Greek authors

rice penetrated into Europe only by 300 B.C. introduced by
Alexander the Great from India. In the household of the ancient

Greeks and Brians, rice was not used, but in the beginning of

the present era, as a consequence of commercial intercourse with

the East, rice appeared in the Homan markets as a cheap product

especially recommended by Greek doctors as a readily digestible

food. /The introduction of rice into Japan, Philippines and other

Pacific Islands must have been from China and Korea.

The cultivation of rice in Europe did not begin until the close

of the seventh century. The Arabs when they brought the whole
of North Africa under them, introduced it into Egypt and Southern

Mediterranean coasts. When they conquered Spain it was taken

there. From Spain rice spread to Italy in the sixteenth century

when the latter came under Spanish rule. It spread gradually in

the Balkans still later.

As regards introduction into America the first attempt was
made at the time of the second voyage of Columbus in 1493 but it

did not succ^d. The attempt however succeeded later when in

1694, a Dutcn vessel took some rice there from Madagascar. The
spread of rice into South America, Brazil and other republics has
been later still, i.e., in the beginning of the eighteenth century.

A Eussian Botanist has made a comprehensive survey of the

rice species taking into consideration the geographical areas

of the different species or groups of species. Prom the accurate

descriptions of these species and their relationship to the culti-

vated rices, he concludes, that though the question of origin is still

far from being solved, the wild rice in its complex forms is the

progenitor of the majority of varieties of cultivated rice in India

and Indo-China. It is probable that the conditions in India were
suitable for the wild progenitor to produce numerous new forms
and to give rise to the large number of varieties cultivated at pre-

sent. Even now, careful observations on a big population of pure
varieties, reveal occasionally, new mutations which can be readily

fixed and multiplied. There is no doubt that during the long

period that rice has been cultivated, natural hybridization has also

played a large part in the evolution of varieties. Even now we
are familiar, in certain rice tracts like Malabar, with the particular

wild rice, ©on nellu, which appears in the fields with grains carry-

ing long pinkish or white awns and shattering readily. It i^i^ads

from field to fidd, the grain being carried with the im^ion
water. T%is is not a primitive form but only slightly remote teem
the cultivated tvne. ^Twn these wild plants are avowed to remscin
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in the field in the midst of the cultivated varieties, there is free

natural crossing and the crosses give rise to progenies carrying

various grades of the wild characters like awning and grain-shed-

ding, and contaminate the whole field if left unchecked sufficiently

early. Though rice is a self-fertilized crop, natural crossing appears

to be very common and the percentage of such crossing is even

greater in the wild types than in the cultivated forms. The culti-

vators do realize this and take special care to remove these wrild

plants as soon as they appear in the fields. In certain parts of

the country as in parts of Bombay and Central Provinces, such

wild types are a menace to rice cultivation and great pains are

taken to keep them under control.



CHAPTER H
CUMATB, WATEB and SOID

Climate—Temperature and Latitude .—The mass production of

this cereal is mostly confined to the South-Eastern portions of Asia,

and represents some 67 millions out of the world’s total output of 60
million tons per annum, excluding China. Heat is assumed to

be the factor which determines the general limits of rice culture,

both in latitude and altitude. Although rice is a tropical cereal

thriving in regions of great heat and high atmospheric humidity,

it is also successfully grown in the temperate zone. The crop is

seldom successful where the mean temperature during the growing

season is less than 75°F. In Japan, rice is cultivated as far as

42° latitude where the summer temperature is 70°F. and in Italy

it reaches the latitude of 45°. An average of 95° to 105°F. is a

suitable maximum for rice growing. While with sufficient water-

supply it can stand even higher temperatures, it cannot tolerate

too much of cold during the growing season. The greatest damage
caused to the plant by cold is during the stage when it is forming

tillers. In our own Province, the main difficulty with regard to

the growing of the second crop in December-January in the Goda-
vari delta, is the cold which inhibits the early growth and tiller

production and makes the crop subject to insect pests.

The total temperature required to mature a rice crop (obtained

by the addition of the mean daily temperatures throughout the

growing period) has been determined in Spain and Italy for a

number of varieties. This figure is said to vary between 2,600°

and 4,000°. Similar figures calculated for our rices in Madras are

very much higher than these. They vary from 7,500° Iot a three-

month crop grown in Malabar during January to April, to 16,800“

for a six-month crop in Tanjore grown in July to January. This

temperature probably depends upon the duration of the variety

and the locality and the season of the year in which it is grown.

Great differences in duration often occur with regard to certain

varieties according to the time of planting. The external factors

which are responsible for the changes in duration are not known,
but it is likely that the climatic factors do play an important part

in such changes apart from the inherent character of the different

varieties.

'

With regard to the heat and cold requirements of the (arop,

there is a great deal of variation among varieties. Varieties prob-

ably by long cultivation in particular regions get used to the clima-

tic conditions prevailing there, and do not thrive under different

conditions. We have often imported rices from Japan, Italy, etc,,

and attempted to grow them here, but because of the heat they

ripen off tw quickly to be of use economically. Similarly, varices
growing in the tropics if tried in, say, Italy, are not Suitable, as

tt»e wider climate there delays flowe^g and ripening.
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Altitude .—^Rice can be grown even up to 7,000 feet above

^sea-level as in the Himalayas and is regularly grown at altitudes

of two to three thousand feet as in Java and Madagascar.
Even in our own Province, rice is successfully grown under such

altitudes as in parts of Mysore, Wynad and Coorg. That low

temperatures due to the high altitude also delay flowering has been

observed in Gudalur on the Nilgiris (2,000 to 3,000 feet above

aea-level), where, rice varieties of 4 to 5^ months in duration on
the plains, take very nearly 6 months to ripen.

Light .—Apart from temperature it is likely the length of

day has an important influence on the life activities of the plant.

It resembles most of the plants in general in that the life period

can be either lengthened or shortened by adjusting the light condi-

tions artificially. Rice requires plenty of light generally though

there are exceptions. The ash content of rice straw being high,

large quantities of water must be transpired by the plant and
hence the question of light becomes important. In Malabar there

is a variety of rice, chennellu, which is grown successfully in shade

under trees. Prolonged cloudy weather is generally considered

detrimental to the crop particularly at the time of germination

and when the crop is in flower.

We have no correct information about the requirements of rice

with regard to atmospheric humidity but it appears to stand wide

variations. The optimum conditions of rice growth under the

varying conditions of temperature and humidity prevalent during

the year, could be best found out by the analysis of the weather

data throughout the year and classifying the same into definite

groups or seasons. The analysis of the weather data for Coim-

batore does not reveal the existence of such groups, as there is not

any wide difference between the extremes both in temperature and

humidity percentages in the different parts of the year. In Mala-

bar, however, it is found that definite variations in humidity are

obtainable in the different parts of the year, the maximum differ-

ence being from 66 per cent, to 93 per cent., though the tempera-

ture variations are not great.

Water .—The most important of all the requirements of the

rice plant is an adequate supply of water. This may be available

to the plant either as rainfall or as artificial irrigation. Bice is

^!Own succeffifully in regions getting hardly 10 inches of rain

daring the year with. the help of water pumped out from great

d^hs as in California and it is also grown with the help of rains

oc^ as in Malabar, Philippines, etc., and in the latter case the

season of the rice crop has to fit in with the rainy period of the

tract. This important and broad diff^^ence, whether the crop- is

Kwn with irrigation or with the help of rain only, divides roughly

> cultivation of rice into two categories, upland or dry evdtiva-

twm and lowland or wet caltivati<Mi. The bulk of the rice crop

<rf the world is grown under wet conditions where the plant grows

in fie^ with standing water. Water in fact so dominates ov&t
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other climatic factors that with good irrigation facilities it is the

safest of the world’s great crops to grow. The choice of varieties?

the preparation of the land and the cultural practices axe all adapted
to the quantity and the period of water availability. As a swamp
crop requiring flooding at frequent intervals from the time it is

sown until near its maturity, a five-months’ crop requires about
70 acre inches of water. Even in Italy a five to six-months'

crop is said to take about 100 acre inches. This is usually provided

for by irrigation supplemented by the rains received during the

growing period. In certain tracts as in Malabar where the topo-

graphy does not allow an irrigation system, all the required quan-
tity of water is supplied by the copious rains and the springs which
are abundant.

Soil .—As regards soil requirements, rice is probably more
cosmopolitan than any other crop. In the case of upland rice

grown on hills as in Malabar modan lands, the crop does not appear

to make a great demand on the soil which is here very open con-

taining very Uttle of organic matter. In the case of lowland rice

as in the deltas, it is a plant adapted to heavy soils. While a typi-

cal upland or ^y rice may be grown under lowland conditions,

typical lowland rices do not thrive under dry conditions. Bice is a
semi-aquatic plant and can thrive without much of oxygen. The
heavy soils in which it is grown in addition to their being able to

retain moisture for a long time when once irrigated, form an
almost impervious substratum making the percolation of the irri-

gation water through them difficult as a result of preparing them
by puddling. A most favourable condition is found when a loam
overlies a heavy clay. The upper layer permits root develop-

ment while the clay prevents drainage and holds the water that

is so essential. Such soils are found along river valleys and
on coastal lowlands particularly in the deltas of big rivers where
the nearly-level surface is ideally adapted for irrigation. Typical

rice soils contain a good proportion of the finer particles, clay

and silt, about 40 to 60 per cent. Though good crops of rice

are also grown in loamy and slightly open soils, these soils require

replenishment of plant food much more than the heavy soils.

Successive good crops of rice, about 3,000 lb. grain per acre are

being obtained from some of the heavy soils as m West Godavari
even without application of any manure. While the manurial
requirements of rice will be dealt with in a latar chapter, it may
be pointed out that rice thrives best in soils rich in organic matter
and hence the general response to the application of green manures.
In fact throughout South India the practice of green manuring is

very closely associated with rice culture.

Bice can tolerate a certain amount of acidity in the sdls and in

the heavy soils where oxygen supply is not abundant, the ploughing
in of organic matter and its decomposition there result in middng
the soils slightly acid. Bice thrives also on decidedly alkaline soils

'Wh^e ho other crop can grow. Th^ are of course varietal adap-

tatiUhs with regard to the tol^ticm of alkalinity in the soil.



CHAPTEE m
Statistics

World position .—^It is estimated that the world production of

rice varies from 120,000 to 130,000 million pounds, a figure nearly

equal to that of wheat. Seven hundred millions of people or more
than half the earth’s population live exclusively on rice. From
about 119 millions of acres before the war, the area under rice had
risen to 1<14 million acres in 1924-25 and continues to be at this

figure with slight fluctuations. Asia forms the greatest centre of

rice production. Nearly 95 per cent, of the world’s rice area is

concentrated in Asia and it contributes also about 95 per cent,

of the world’s production.

Although, as regards tlie quantity produced, rice approaches the

principal agricultural products such as wheat and maize, the inter-

national trade in this cereal amounts only to a small fraction of the

total production, whereas for wheat, the amount involved in the

foreign trade is, on an average, about a fifth of the total production.

The three important rice producing and rice exporting countries

of Asia are, India (including Burma), Indo-China and Siam.

Among the other Asiatic countries, China with its enormous
production is a closed market. No statistics are available for

China. Probably the area under rice in China is even greater than

in India. Siam and Indo-China export, respectively, 1,200 and

1,000 million pounds. Nearly 2,000 milhon pounds of the rice

requirements of the Pacific countries, have to be met by India (in-

cluding Burma), Siam and Indo-China, and 40 per cent, of the

production of these countries would meet this requirement. Al-

though the production of Japan with her colonies is regularly

increasing, she does import a certain quantity. When she has

bumper crops she stops all imports except from her colonies. Her
Government controls the prices in the country exempting rice im-

ports from payment of duty when the crop is poor, and levying

the duty in the event of a good crop. The Dutch East Indies im-

port a certain quantity from India and from Siam. The Philippines

draw their supplies mainly from Indo-China. China imports from

Indo-China more than half its requirements. Since 1928 the zone

of rice production has been pushed considerably north in North
East Asia chiefly due tc the Bussian and Japanese enterprise.

The Pacific countries are generally striving to increase their out-

put of rice by increasing the area and % improving the acre

yields. In the Philippines large areas are being newly brought

under rice. In Europe and America rice production is much in

excess of the demand thus releasing a considerable quantity for

the markets, chiefly in Europe.
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Position of India .—In India the chief rice producing provinces

are Bengal, Bihar and Orissa, Burma and Mathras. The area and
production of rice in the several provinces are given below :

—

Table No. 1.

Area and Production of Bice in British Provinces.

Area (],000 acres) Increase or ProducUon (1,000 Increase
average for decrease tons) average for or

192M6. 1927-80.
per cent.

1922^. 1927-80.
decrease
per cent.

(1) (2) (8) (4) (6) (6) (7)

Assam 4,487 4,644 + 1*8 1,627 [1,464 — 4

Bengal 20,793 20,604 — 1.0 7,968 8,615 + 8

Bihar and Onssa 14,446 14,016 — 8*0 4,686 5,466 + 18

Bombay including Sind 8,068 8,142 + 2*4 1,355 1,872 + 1

Burma 11,996 12,691 •h 6*0 4,789 4,818 + 2

Centra] Provinces and Berar. 5,198 6,486 + 6*0 1,460 1,605 + 10

Madras 10,968 11,285 + 3*0 4,947 5,259 + 6

United Provinces 7.178 6,902 — 4*0 2,168 1,709 — 12

When the export trade of the country is compared with the
production, it is seen that Burma though contributing to only one-

sixth of the total production, accounts for nearly 85 per cent, of

the country’s export. Taking the whole of India only 7 per cent,

of her production comes for export whereas in Bimma 38 per cent,

of her production is exported. Bengal and Bihar and Orissa in

spite of their big production do not figure much in export because

most of the produce is actually consumed by the enormous popula-

tion. Burma because of her very thin population is able to release

a large portion of her produce for export. Due to a big increase

both in area and output of rice in Siam and Indo-China within

recent years, they are having increasing exportable surpluses and
are coming into competition with Burma in all her markets parti-

cularly in the East—Japan, China and Malaya. If we compare
the percentage area under rice with the total rice area of India,

Bengal has 26-2 per cent., Bihar and Orissa 18‘2 per cent., Burma
16-1 per cent, and Madras 13'9 per cent.

Position of Madras .—Among the Indian Provinces, Madras
occupies the fourth place in rice area and the third place in rice

production. In spite of her big production she has, mainly due to

her large population, very little exportable surplus. In Madras
the area under rice is 11 *4 million acres which form about

29 per cent, of the total area under cultivation. Comparing the

annual average acreage for the three quinquennia between 1918
-1933, it is found that though the area under rice was lower
during the second quinquennium, it went up again considerably

in the third, so that the average area now is nearly 250,000 acre#

more than ten years' ago. As regards average outturn per aete
far the three p^iods, they were 1,736, 1,745 and 1,717 lb. rioe in

husk and the totsd outturn for the Province for the period 195SB^
haa been 433 and 678 thousand tons more than in ^ peidoda

1918-83 and 1923-28, zespectiTely.
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Fluctuations in area and production.

Table No. 2.

Statemfflit of Aonaal Average Acreage and Total Estimated Outturn
of Bice for the three quinquennia 1918>33.

Acreage.

Period

—

1918-23 .

.

1923-28

Decrease .

.

ACS.

11.166,735

10,890,173

259,562

AOs.

11,166,736

AOS.

10,896,173

1928-33 • • • • • •

Increase •

.

• •

11,406,002

260,267

11,406,002

509,829

Outturn in Bicc in husk.

Period—

1918-23 .

.

1923-28 f • • . • •

Decrease .

.

TONS.

7,483.978

7,339,144

144,834

TONS.

7,483,978

TONS.

7,339,144

1928-33 .

.

Increase .

.

• • 7,917,310

433,302

7,917,310

678,166

There are wide fluctuations from year to year both in area an^

in production. Such fluctuations in area and outturn are com-

mon features of this Province because of the wide range of seasonal

conditions under which this crop is grown in this Presidency. The

rice area is divided into two broad groups (1) irrigated, that depend-

ent on an irrigation system, rivers, canals, tanks, spring channels,

etc., and (2; unirrigated, that dependent exclusively on rainfall.

Out of the 11-4 million acres under rice, 8-13 millions (72 per

cent.) are irrigated and 3-27 millions (28 per cent.) unirrigated.

The rice crop of the West Coast districts (Malabar and South

Kanara 1*3 million acres) depends exclusively on rainfall. Eoughly

60 per cent of the rice area in Ganjam and Vizagapatam districts

is unirrigated. Next in order comes the crop in the districts of

Chingleput, Chittoor and Ramnad, where a major portion of th®

rice crop which is rainfed in its initial stages of growth is irrigated

after the receipt of the north-east monsoon rains. Taking the

whole of the irrigated area in the Province, 75 per cent of it is

devoted to rice. Even the irrigated areas are not absolutely free

from the vicissitudes of the season. The total area irrigated from

the different sources of irrigation shows that SJ million acres Me
irrigated from tanks and wells, whose regular and timely supplies

are to a large extent d^ndent upon the two monsoons which are

inadequate in the Central ^stricts, and sometimes untimely

and 'esusessive in the Coastal districts. The actual quantity of rice

peoduced in any year in the Province is thus mainly dependent on

&e rieen^^ distrihutimi the two monsoons.
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Considering the area and production of rice in the several dis-

tricts of the Province it is found that the areas and production are

rather concentrated in tlie deltaic districts of Tanjore, West and
East Godavari, Kistna, etc. The acre yields are different in differ-

ent districts, they being particularly low in Ganjam and Malabar,

Such variations are due to the natural facilities available and to

the general soil differences with regard to fertility.

Madras produces besides rice, a fair amount of millets, which
are consumed in the Province. The total quantity of cereal avail-

able, rice and millets, for consumption in the Province is 8,674
thousand tons. The quantity of net normal imports of rice (total

imports less exports) comes to about 200 to 300 thousand tons.

This, added to what is produced in the Province allows about IJ lb.

of rice per head per day for the adult population (taking the adult

population to represent 75 per cent of the total population) which
is probably a satisfactory l ation according to Colonel McCarrison’s
estimates. It will thus be seen that in a normal year the Province

has to import but a very small quantity to meet her requirements.

But in an abnormal season this import has to be increased.

Exports and imports—Exports ,—The small foreign export trade

of the Province in rice is concerned only with Ceylon and Malaya.
Table No. 3 below gives the quantities of these exports during the

last five years :

—

Table No. 3.

Foreign Exports from Madras Presidonoy*

Yey.— 1029-80. 1030-31. 1981-82. 1982-88. 1083-84.

Ceylon

—

TON’S. TONS. TONS. TONS. TONS.

Kiee 88,447 96,218 66,505 59,941 72,007

Paddy converted into 2,732 2,663 1,448 1,340 721
rioe.

Malaya States and Straits. 5,3C8 5,461 4,625 4,447 3,264

Total exports from Madras
porta in term of rioe .

.

96,487 104,242 62,578 65,728 75,992

The chief districts of Madras which are concerned in the trade are

Tanjore, Godavari and Kistna. There has been a general decline

in this trade in recent years.

The exports of rice from Madras within India are mainly
to Mysore, Hyderabad, Bombay-Deccan, and to a small extent to

Travanoore, Cochin, Pondicherry, etc. The main limiting factor

to the further expansion of these exports is the rath^ high railway

freight which with the present low price for the produce makes
an unduly large proportion of the production costs. The seriottir
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difficulty with regaxd to the expansion of this export is due to the

competition of the foreign cheap rices that arrive in the ports

and get distributed into the interior.

The imports into the Presidency may be conveniently classi-

fied into (1) foreign imports, (2) coastwise imports and (3) imports

by rail and road from other provinces and adjoining States.

Under (1) comes the imports from Siam and Indo-China, under

(2) those received from Burma and under (3) the imports from
other provinces. The total quantity of such imports which was
only 200 to 300 thousand tons on the average, imtil 1930, has

risen to about 300 to 500 thousand tons during 1933-34 chiefly

due to the large imports from Siam.



CHAPTER rV

Rice Cultivation

(i) Variation in methods .—^Just as the varieties of rice and the

soils in which they are cultivated vary, so also the method of culti-

vation varies from place to place in this Province. Probably in no
other province of India and also in no other crop do such variations

exist. As was pointed out previously the two big divisions in

the method of cultivation are, the dry cultivation and the wet or

swamp cultivation. The former both in extent and in output is

of very little importance while the area under the latter system

is very extensive and contributes most to the total production in

the Province.

Dry rice .—^In parts of West Coast, Malabar and South Eanara,

and in the Agency tracts of Ganjam and Vizagapatam districts rice

is raised as a purely dry crop. Even in this ^y cultivation, there

are two systems, one being more primitive than the other. In
the more

,

primitive one which is known as humeri cultivation in

South Eanara and punam cultivation in North Malabar, the slopes

of the hills are first cleared of the jungle by cutting and burning

and the rice is grown on the cleared ground. After one .or two
crops are taken, the land is left to develop the jungle again. Since

most of the land available has already been brought under cultiva-

tion there are practically no possibilities of extending this destructive

method of cultivation. The ‘ podu ’ cultivation of the Vizaga-

patam Agency tracts practised by the hill tribes corresponds to the

humeri and punam cultivation of the West Coast. After the clear-

ing of the jungle, dry paddies are sown mixed with redgram, cotton

and gogu. Sometimes this is followed by a gingelly crop.

A slightly advanced method of the above is practised in South
Malabar and is known as modan cultivatimi. Here the land is

terraced and no jungle springs up again. Even in this method
the land is now and then left fallow for a year or two to recuperate

between two or three crops of rice. Cotton may also be grown
mixed with rice.

In Eistna and Godavari uplands there obtains a different method
of dry cultivation. While the soils used for the dry cultivation

in Malabar and South Eanara, are poor open laterite soils often

mixed with gravel, those of the Eistna and Godavari are deep
heavy black soils. Here the rice known as the hudama is grown
between lines of redgram. By the time the redgram diades the
space between, the rice gets matured.

Semi-dry riee..

—

From the purely dry method there is a raraotice

prevalent in pints of Chingleput, Nellore and Knmool aistriohi

where tire rice is first sown as a dry crop in ^e early stag<^
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in the later stages of the crop, about two or three months after

sowing, when water-supply is usually available with the break of

the north-east monsoon, the crop is treated as a wet crop. The
same practice obtains in Kollegal taluk of the Coimbatore district,

but here the rice is sown mixed with a number of other crops and
vegetables which give some produce before the tanks get filled with
the monsoon rains. In parts of Ganjam and Yizagapatam districts

the above method of sowing the crop dry is followed, but the

land is ploughed and the rice is sown dry taking advantage of

the early showers and water is turned on as soon as the south-

west monsoon breaks out and water becomes available for irriga-

tion. Here the period through which the crop remains dry is

shorter than in the previous case. In both cases the sources of

water-supply are usually rainfed tanks which get filled with the

monsoons.

Garden land rice .—There is thirdly the practice of growing rice

as a garden crop with the help of lift irrigation from wells. This

practice is seen in several of the southern districts but is most
extensive in North Arcot, Salem, South Arcot and Chingleput

districts. In addition to the use of mhotes worked by bullocks,

wherever the water table is high the water is often baled out by
picottahs with human labour. In parts of Chingleput district the

use of oil engines to pump water for the rice fields is not an
uncommon feature.

Wet rice .—^Finally there is the most important and most exten-

sive wet cultivation practised all over the Presidency wherever
water-supply is assured. The most advanced stages of this typical

wet cultivation is to be seen in the deltaic regions and in the river

valleys. Here the irrigation is all from river canals and spring
channels which have an assured supply of water for definite periods.

The areas commanded by the big irrigation systems of Godavari,
Kistna, Cauvery, Pennar, Periyar, Tambaraparni, etc., all come
under this category. There are also minor irrigation systems of

small rivers and big irrigation tanks in several parts of the Presi-

dency where also such wet rice cultivation is practised but the
water-supply is not usually so dependable as in the above.

Size of fields and bunds .—The size of the rice fields under wet
cultivation varies considerably from tract to tract. It is purely a
questitm of. the level of the land in the tract. It may vary from a
few cents to a few acres. In the terraced lands on the slopes of
l;tdlB as in Malabar and South Kanara, the size will depend uppn
the contours. In the deltas where the level does not MI more than
a foot. per niile, the fields are very much .larger. Generally .the

weersge size will be about 10 to ^ cents. ^Tmle smaHar fields

result in waste of cultivable area by the numerous bunde, levdilmg
Of the fieldz which is necessary can be more thorough there; lb
vw hnfge fields it is ofteii difficult to level properly andt in ^anjoro
in zona# of the larger fidds of an acre or two in area, it is not
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unusual to see the land drying up at one end while there may be

five to six inches of water at another end. The size of the fields

under well irrigation is necessarily small to control the irrigation.

The size of the field bunds also varies, more or less depending

on the size of the fields. Apart from the size, it must be sound

enough to impound water efficiently. In vast stretches of ri<»

lands, the field bunds are the only means of moving about and it

will not be convenient to have them too small. In Godavari and
Kistna deltas while the big bunds which are not used as pathways

axe utilized to grow some pulse or vegetable crops, no such use is

made of the bunds in Tanjore.

Due to the deposition of silt brought with the irrigation water

in the fields, the level of the fields often changes in Tanjore.

Apart from the fine levelling which may be done at the time of pud-

dling, some gross levelling is also done during summer when shallow

and long trenches are dug along the high level portions of the fields

and the clods removed are spread on the lower portions. After

water is let in for ploughing the sides of these trenches are dug
and levelled. Sometimes this dug out earth is heaped in a corner

of the field and by accumulation after some years it becomes a small

dry land bit that could be used as a threshing-floor.

(ii) Season and varieties .
—^Whatever may be the method of

cultivation adopted, the rice season throughout the Province, except

probably to a small extent under well irrigated areas, syncluonizes

with the two monsoons. The three distinct seasons of Madras
are

—

(1) South-west monsoon—June-September.

(2) North-east monsoon—October-January.

(3) Hot weather—^February-May.

Almost all the rice cultivation of the Province is confined to the
two monsoon periods—June to January. The crop either gets the
benefit of the rains directly as in Malabar and South Kanara or
gets its water-supply from rivers which depend upon the monsoon
for their freshes as in Trichinopoly, Tahjore and Godavari. Theie
are rice areas on the East Coast which do not get the benefit of
the south-west monsoon either directly ox indirectly and are
exclusively dependent on the north-east monsoon. Usually these
areas have a large numb^ of irrigation tanks which get filled daring
this monsoon and the rice seascm extends from October to January.
In special isolated tracts where water facilities extend b^ond
February, a hot weather crop of rice may also be ^wn between
February to May as in the Godavari delta.

It must be stated in this coimexion that each rice tract has its

own special set of varieties suited to the conditions obtaining the^^
uid &ough thare are instances when a variety introduced inxa.
tract into aaotl^ has pnwed a. raooess, indisanninate inhodn^ions
have often led to failnrra. One important (^ar^dn a variety that
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is often brought about by moving it to a new place is the alteration

in the duration of the crop. There are severed examples on record

in the experience of the Department of large variations in the crop

due to the seasonal and climatic changes resulting from change

of place.

Number of crops growYc.—Though the majority of the rice

area of the Province consists of single-crop lands, where a

variety of five to six months’ duration is grown, it is usual

in portions of the area with better water facilities to grow

two crops of rice in the same season one followed by the

other. This practice obtains in parts of Tinnevelly, Madura
(Periyar valley), Trichinopoly, Tanjore and Godavari districts.

These areas are such that they get the benefit of both the monsoons,

the total annual rainfall varying from 40 to 50 inches. The first

crop is mainly dependent on the river irrigation and the second

partly on irrigation and partly on north-east monsoon rains. In

Malabar and South Kanara, however, both the crops wherever they

are grown, depend exclusively on the rains and springs activated by
the monsoons. In small areas there is even a third crop raised

by lift irrigation from springs and wells, but this cultivation is rather

precarious. There are facilities for growing three crops of rice in

the same land in certain limited areas commanded by the Oauvery
irrigation system in parts of Trichinopoly district. In Godavari
district, however, though the water-supply in the canals is available

for nearly eleven months, June to April, the first rice crop is raised

from June to November, and the cultivation of the second crop does
not begin immediately, but is postponed to the middle of January
to the middle of April, no use being made of the canal water
between November to January. The special disabilities which are
the causes of this practice will be dealt with later.

Age of the crops.—Where two crops are raised, one is usually
of a short duration and the other of a long duration. Which of
these is to come first depends upon the water facilities and the
occurrence of the monsoons with reference to the individual tract.

In all the double-crop areas except that of Godavari, the short dura-
tion rice is always followed by the long duration one. In Godavari,
however, the long duration rice is grown first and the short dura-
tion one comes later. In the Tamil districts the short first crop is

called kar which includes a large number of varieties of three to
four months in duration and the long second crop is called the
samba or pishariam which again includes a large number of varieties
of five to six and a half months in duration. In the double-crop
areas of the Cauvery delta, in Tanjore district, in the upper portions
of the delta where wat^r is received early in the season, a kar of a
longer duration (four months) is grown while in the lower reaches,
the kuruvai of a shorter duration (three months) takes its place!
In the Telugu districts, the first long crop is called the sarava and
the second i^ort crop is called the dalwa, each of them comprising
again a large number of varieties. The main principle involved in
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the choice of varieties for particular tracts is that the heavy rainy

period should not synchronize either with the sovdng or harvesting

seasons. In North Malabar and South Nanara there is no sharp
distinction in age between the 'first and second crop varieties, both
of them being nearly of the same duration. In South Malabar,
however, we find both the short and long duration varieties in

both the seasons. From the above it will be seen that the bulk of

the rice harvests comes between the period, December to February,
while some small quantities may be expected in September to

October and later in April to May.

While in tracts with an assured and unfailing supply of water,

the number of varieties grown is comparatively few, all nearly dE

the same duration, in tracts which depend upon either the mon-
soons or on irrigation tanks which get their supply from the
monsoon rains, the varieties are rather more, differing in their

durations. This is due to the time at which the tanks receive their

water, i.e., the season, and the quantity of water which may be
expected in the tank. Portions of Ganjam and Vizagapatam
districts represent such tracts.

There are again special localities here and there which have
their special varieties, and special methods of cultivation. In
certain parts of the Tanjore distinct for instance, there is an eighth,

month’s variety, ottadan, which is grown mixed with a short dura-

tion three-month’s crop. Similarly in parts of the West Coast in

what is known as karinkora lands which are low-lying and allow
water to stagnate to a depth of several feet, a long duration variety

of over seven months is grown in summer when the water level

goes down and the land gets nearly dry.

Then there are certain special conditions in various parts of the
Province which require special cultivation practices, such as, por-
tions on the West Coast subject to the inundations from the sea,

areas adjoining back-waters, areas where the soil is alkaline, etc<,

which will be dealt with later separately. By long experience
people are in possession of special varieties suited to such special

conditions.

(iii) 'Preparation of the land for rice .—This may be considered

under three heads :

—

(1) a pure dry crop,

(2) a semi-dry crop, and

(3) a pure wet crop. ’

Drf and semi-dry ordp.—This naturally entails the prepartiitiolii

of the land in time so that the seed can be sowh immediately oil

reeeifit of slradrars with the brealt of the south-tdeat thotsidoii. tl%a

conditions where this practice obtains vary widely in diffei!ent:parts

the Provincfe. Oimerally H i» a precariotts qrof^g ^ the suicce^,

depends npbs a fawmnihie thomoeiti. lands aW
pkni^^Md hi stahosaer a of thiiie to get the necessary tiHh
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and any available manure is also spread. The soAving of rice is

usually done m May-June. The tracts usually get an average
rainfall of 20-30 inches during the growing season (except in parts

of Malabar and South J^^anara where the rains are very much
heavier) and fair crops may be expected. Except in uplands of

the Godavari delta, the soils where this cropping obtains are usually

of a light loamy nature and not inherently fertile.

Under (2) semi-dry crop, there are two classes, one in which the
seed is sown in anticipation of the south-west monsoon and the

other where the sownng is done in anticipation of the north-east

monsoon. The preparation of the land (or both does not differ

from that for No. (1).

The preparation of the land for (3) might be either for directly

broadcasting in puddle, or for transplanting, and the process is

practically the same for both.

Preparation of the land in the heavy delta soils .—On the
heavy soils characteristic of the deltas where the crop is invari-

ably transplanted, the preparation of the land in hot weather
is impossible. The soil after the liarvest of the previous crop
dries very hard and fissures 18 to 24 inclies deep are formed.
For such soils, ploiigl.ing dry in summer, even if possible, is con-
sidered harmful. The land is not usually touched but left fallow

until irrigation water is available. Then the fields are flooded and
after the soil is well soaked, the ploughing starts. If there is any
green manure crop on the fields as is common in parts of Kistna
and Godavari, the plants are pulled out and trampled into the mud.
Even when there is no green manure crop, if green leaves can be
obtained from the adjacent forests in parts of Madura, Salem
and Coimbatore, they are brought in head loads, spread over the
fields and are trampled in. The fields are kept flooded to help in

the rotting of the green leaves. After the lapse of some time, the
fields are again ploughed repeatedly three to four times until the
mud is stirred up into a soft puddle. The fields are then levelled

with a levelling board and they receive the seed, usually sprouted,
either directly or they are transplanted with seedlings raised else-

where. The final and the most important operations before either

direct sowing or transplanting are trimming of the bunds, removal
of weeds and grass growth on them and making them water-
tight by closing all depressions and holes with soft mud.

Harmful effects of dry ploughing heavy soils .—That the heavy
soils are damaged by dry ploughing in the hot weather resulting in

a poor outturn of the following rice crop has been well established

by a Series of experiments conducted at the Agricultural Eesearoh
Stations, Samalkota, Maruter and Aduturai.

Samalkdta .—At Samalkota w^here the soil is a heavy blac^
alluvium, an experiment was conducted for four seasons from
1911-1916 in which a portion of the field was dug up imme^ately
after the hamst of the first crop in November and left in rough

8
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clods while the other portion was left undisturbed. When rice

was transplanted later after puddling, it was found that in all the

four years, the crop on the dug plots appeared thinner and did not

cover the ground so well as in the uncultivated plots and the yields

of the latter were always higher than on the dug plots, by 10 to 30

per cent.

In another experiment carried on again for four seasons from

1909 to 1913, one portion of the field was left undisturbed after

the harvest of the rice crop and the other portion was cultivated

a number of times. The uncultivated portion was puddled and
then transplanted whereas the cultivated portion was planted without

puddling. Even though the cultivation of the non-puddled

portion was not quite so thorough as in the previous experiment

the results obtained were very nearly the same. Though the yield

figures in favour of the uncultivated and puddled plots were very

variable from year to year, the increase was very marked amounting
in some years to nearly 50 per cent, of the yields in the non-puddled

plots.

A similar experiment but in a modified form was started again

in 1928-29 and had gone on until 1932-33. Four pairs of 10 cent

plots were laid out. One of each pair of plots was puddled and
planted in the usual way and the other dry ploughed, irrigated and
planted. In the case of one of the dry ploughed plots, the operation

was commenced soon after the harvest of the previous rice croj

in November while in the case of the remainder the ploughing was
done after the break of the south-west monsoon in next June. The
yields of dry ploughed plots were always lower than the puddled
plots as before and the fall was much more prominent in every

year in the case of the plot diw ploughed immediately after the

harvest of the rice crop. The fall in the yield of the winter dry
ploughed plot varied between 15 to 35 per cent, during the six

years of trial, while in the case of sumrocr dry ploughed plots the

fall was never more than 25 per cent., and in some years the drop
in yield was almost insignificant. The experiment had been
modified later by including another plot to the series which was
dry plouged in summer after the break of the south-west monsoon
but was puddled again just before transplantation. There was
an indication here that the harmful effect of ^ cultivation

could be counteraOted to a certain extent by the action of puddling
the fields at transplant time.

Aduturai .—^An analogous experiment was conducted for four

seasons from 1930 at the Agricultural Besearch Station, Ado-
tuiai. Here also the soil is a heavy clay loam and it is usually left

fallow between February to June. In the double crop area, one of

the fields was laid out into plots and alternate plots were ploughed
in May taking advantage of the rains received then. Wl^ seed-

lings were re^y for planting all the plots wore puddled and tmni^
planted. The crop ia each of the plots was harvested separate
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and the yield recorded. It was found that the averj^e yield of

the dry ploughed plots was definitely 10 per cent, less than the

average yield of the non-ploiighed. The harmful effect of the

dry plougliing had, however, disappeared iti the samba crop follow-

ing. The exi»erhTient was modified later to see whether the harmful
effect of summer ploughing might be modified by fertilizing the

plot. Half the area of the dry ploughed and non-dry ploughed plots

was given a manurial application of green leaves at 4,000 lb. plus

one hundredweight of super phosphate per acre. It was found that

the harmful effect of dry ploughing had been counteracted by the

manurial treatment. The yields of unmanured fallow plots were
the same as the dry ploughed and manured plots while the manured
fallow plot yielded distinctly better by about 10 per cent. This
experiment was also reif^ated in single crop lands and the results

were practically the same pointing out clearly that the disturbance

of the soil in the hot weather was bad for the succeeding rice crop.

The results of analysis of the cultivated and fallow soils of these

fields failed to show any difference in chemical composition or

nitrifying power.

Allowing the soil to dry up completely in summer and the

puddling adopted later probably brings about such a condition in

the physical texture of the soil as is beneficial to the rice crop.

The digging or ploughing in summer prevents the soil in the
bottom layers to dry up completely.

In some cases the heavy rice soils have got to be disturbed in

the hot weather if a green manure crop is to be raised in the fields.

So long as this green manure crop is ploughed in, the disturbance

of the soil in connexion with the sowing of the green manure crop
brings on no harmful effect. This has been the experience at

Maruter and Coimbatore.

That the dry ploughing of the rice soils is harmful only in the
case of heavy clay is apparent from the results of an experiment
conducted at the Agricultural Research Station, Palur. Here the
soil is a sandy loam and the ploughing of the soil in summer has
no harmful effect on the succeeding rice crop.

That even the harmful effect of dry ploughing is noticeable
only in rice grown as a wet crop but.not in a pure dry crop, is borne
out from another experiment conducted at the A^icultural Research
Station, Samalkota. As hae been mentioned already, in portions
<rf the Gk>davari delta there is a pure dry crop of rice grown in the
black heavy soils. To comp^e the results of digging up the soils

in ffOminer in such dry cultivation, some of the plots in the dry
area wSre dug up and left to weather side by side vsrith some fallow
plots. When the dry rice was grown on all these plots and their
yields compared it was found that the yield of rice in the dug plot
was almost 35^ per cent, more than in the fallow plot, just the
ffltHiTersp of the remits obtained with the wet plots,

'
2a
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With the deep heavy soils of Godavari, specially in the Western

delta, it has been the experience that if the summer is rainless

resulting in deep and wide cracking of the soils, the succeeding

rice crop comes up most luxuriantly even without any application

of manure. The beneficial action of the application of green

manure is not apparent in such seasons. Often even the ela-

borate ploughing and puddling is dispensed with in such seasons.

It is the common experience even in Tanjore delta that with a dry,

hot and rainless summer the yields of the first kuruvai crop are

very satisfactory.

In the case of the well irrigated rices the preparation of the fields

entails great care and thoroughness. In the districts where rice is

grown in this way like North Arcot, Salem, Madura, etc., the soils

are generally of a light and porous nature and unless the field is

well prepared, the water will drain off too soon. The soil is ploughed

frequently, sometimes even a dozen times to break the particles

into as fine a condition as possible so that the irrigation water will

not drain down too rapidly. During the later ploughings done in

puddle sheep are let into the fields to trample the mud as the

ploughing is being done, so that the soil below will get consolidated

and become almost impervious to water.

In some parts of the Godavari delta where the land is low-lying,

ploughing begins shortly after the removal of the first crop and is

kept up until the transplanting season comes round again. Here
no second crop is taken and the operation of puddling is omitted.

This practice is adopted because the land when irrigated becomes
very soft and it is difficult to plough owing to the depth to

which the cattle sink into the ground. There are also certain

portions in West Godavari w'here the fields are continuously kept
under puddle, thandn thatupu, and here also ploughing is not
feasible.

(iv) Sowing and transplanting—Sowing.—Of the two practices,

direct sowing and transplanting, the latter is by far the more im-
portant and it may be said that wherever facilities for transplanting
obtain, people will prefer it to broadcasting. Broadcasting is often
practised in the case of (3) short duration crops, (2) where the
land is poor and the yield is likely to be small, (3) where labour is

insufficient at the proper season to transplant or (4) where water
is insufficient to allow transplanting in the proper season. Thus
in Sooth Arcot the first short crop of three to four months in dura-
tion, is almost invariably sown direct. In malarial tracts tvhere
the crop is dependent largely on the rainfall as in the interior sof

Ganjam, Vizagap^am and the West Coast, broadening ia com-
monly practised since labour is pwticularly sctace when the rains
commence. In South Malabar the bulk of the first crop, i.e. , the
main crop is broadcast, as the crop has to be in vvhen :3ie south-
west mofisomi bursts. The land is already prepared dry and if
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transplanting is to be adopted there would not be sufficient labour

to get the whole crop on in the proper season. Weeding expenses

are very heavy in a broadcast crop but there is not probably the

same urgency about this work that there is in getting the crop in

the season. In parts of Kurnool, Nellore, Chingleput and South
Arcot districts, the crop has to be started before water is available

for irrigation and therefore transplanting is impossible. The
comparative merits of direct sowing and transplanting have often

formed the basis of experiments conducted at several of the depart-

mental research stations and these will be discussed later. It is

still possible to introduce transplanting with advantage in certain

cases and the departmental propaganda has been directed towards

it.

Sowing dry rico>i and semi-dry rices.—'.L’he sowing may be done
in any one of the following ways. (1) Broadcasting the seed and
then lightly ploughing the land to cover the seed, (2) sowing the

seed behind the plough furrows and (8) drilling the seed in lines.

Usually a seed rate of lOO to 150 lb. of seed per acre is used for

any one of these methods though the seed rate may be slightly

less in the case of the drilled crop. It looks possible that there

might be economy effected in the quantity of seed sown but as

the success of the whole crop depends upon the timely break and a

satisfactory continuance of the monsoons, probably there is too

much risk involved in economising seed rate. If the crop is found

to be too thick in broadcast fields, the plough is worked again

after the crop has well germinated when the plants are about a foot

high. This ploughing not only helps in thinning the crop but also

removes weeds which in some places prove serious. This ploughing

to thin out the crop has to be done judiciously at the right time.

Sometimes great harm is done to the crop if the soil is disturbed

when it is not in the right condition.

Broadcasting wet rices.—Here either the seed may be directly

sown in a puddled and levelled field or sown in the seed-bed to be
transplanted later. The broadcasting in puddle is usually practised

only in the early varieties in double crop areas, and the seed

is invariably sprouted before sowing. The seed to be sown is

first put into a bag and immersed in water for a period of 12 to 24
hours when the bag is removed and^ the water is allowed to drain

off. When all the excess water is gone, the bag is usually kept
in a dark place and sometimes even covered over vsdth straw and
weighted. After the lapse of 24 hours, great heat is produced inside

the bag and the grains just begin to germinate. By adjusting

the moisture and warmth the germination may be either hastened
03* retarded according to the requirements of circumstances, ^st
results are obtained when the plumule is just showing through the
ghunee and no radicle has come out. If the germination is too
far geme

.

the sprouts stand the risk of breaking at the time of
Sdrw^ the seed due to handling.
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The seed is sown in the field with an inch of water over the soft

mud. The water kept in the field at the time of sowing prevents the

seed sinking into the soft mud. After the sowing is complete the

water is drained off. Water is again let in after a day when the grain

has sent its radicle into the soil and anchored itself. The water-

ing has to be attended to carefully in the early stages by alter-

nate irrigation and draining. There should not be too much of water
given and at the same time the soil should not be allowed to go dry

and crack on the surface. When the germination is all complete
and the plants have grown a few inches, water is allowed to stand

continuously. Sometimes, even in the puddled field dry seed

may be sown, but the water remaining in the field at the time
of sowing will have to be kept on for a day or two until the seed

has well soaked and started germinating.

A seed rate of 100 to iSO lb. per acre, is not unusual for such
dii’ect sowings. There is possibly a great scope for the reduction

in seed rate even for this sowing but it all depends upon how
thorough the preparatory cultivation of the land has been. Beduc-
tion is possible only where the field is well levelled and where the

irrigation can be controlled. It is not always possible to get a

uniform stand of the crop however careful the sowing may be done.

As in the dry rice, the fields are ploughed again when the crop
is about a month or six w'eeks old which helps to thin out the

plants and to remove weeds. The thinnings are used to fill up gaps
and after this operation, there is nothing more to worry except
watering.

Preparation of secd-beds for wet rice .—Sowing in uiu'series and
transplanting the seedlings at a later stage obtain in all the deltas)

and river valleys with an assured supply of irrigation water. There
are three methods of raising the seed-beds—the dry, moist, and
wet according to the method of preparing and watering. All

the three are adopted in different rice tracts. The dry seed-bed is

possible in such districts where a sufficiency of rainfall is assured
and where the soil is sufficiently friable to retain moisture. Such
seed-beds are seen in the West Coast. The moist seed-bed in

many districts, Tanjore, Godavari, Tinnevelly, etc., takes the place

of this dry seed-bed. Here the seedlings are kept grovnng by
sufficient irrigation to keep the soil moist but not wet. There is

not however much difference between the dry and moist seed-beds
as the latter can be converted into the former when necessity

arises. They are invariably adopted in all the important rice tracts

for the first or early crops, the second or late crop being raised in a
wet seed-bed. Periyar tract of Madura is, however, an exception,
where for both the crops wet seed-beds are raised. The dry seed-

bed has the advantage over the wet in places where the time of
receipt of water for the transplanting of the fields is imeertidn and
where immediate advantage of the receipt of water is sou^t to be
taken to transplant etu-ly. The growth of the seedHngs is naton^y
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more rapid in the wet seed-bed and there is a possibility of the
seedlings getting overaged if sufficient water for transplanting is

not available in time. By cutting off the irrigation water in the
dry or moist seed-bed, the growth is retarded and the seedlings can
be left to remain in the seed-bed as long as it is necessary. In the
case of the wet seed-bed it cannot be allowed to dry up without
serious damage to the seedlings. The seedlings of the dry seed-

bed are generally considered hardier and more capable of with-
standing adverse conditions than those of the wet seed-bed.

The preparation of the seed-bed is done with great care, the

most fertile portions of one’s holding being used for the seed-bed

area. All the available manure, which is not too abundant in the

case of the ordinary ryot, is applied to the seed-bed. The manures
ordinarily used are ashes or cattle-manure. The dry or moist seed-

beds have to be prepared in summer by repeated dry ploughings
taking advantage of the rains that may be received until a fine tilth

is obtained. The seed-beds of the delta lands in Tanjore and
Godavari are usually those nearest the village with some water
facilities either in the shape of a well or a tank in the neighbour-

hood. Beds are then formed, the seed either sprouted or dry, more
often the latter, is then sown and in-igated. The beds are kept

moist until the grains have germinated and thereafter the irriga-

tions are so adjusted as to give the required quantity of water.

The preparation of the wet seed-beds does not in any way differ

from the preparation of the transplant field. These usually get a

dressing of green leaves up to 6,000 to 8,000 lb. per acre early

enough to get w'ell decomposed before the sowing. Invariably

sprouted seed is used for the wet seed-bed. After the germination

is complete, the bed is kept flooded until the seedlings are ready for

transplanting.

Connected with the raising of seed-beds there are many
problems requiring investigations. They are

—

(1) Comparative merits of the different methods of raising

seed-bed, wet and dry

;

(2) the optimum seed rate to be adopted ; comparison of seed-

lings from thick and thin sown nurseries;

(3) the optimum number of seedlings to be planted per hole

in the field

;

(4) the optimum spacing between plants in the transplant

field;

(5) the optimum age of. the seedlings to be planted

;

<fi) the influence of season, variety and the fertility of the

land on transplanting practices ; and

(7) comparison between direct sowing (broadcasting) and
transplanting.
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While the first two of the above refer to the seed-bed, the others

refer to the transplanting of the seedlings. All these are inter-

related and to get satisfactory results, they must all be tackled

together. These problems have formed the subject of study and
experimentation of probably every rice-gowing country. The
results of an experiment conducted at any one centre can only be
of limited value to other places especially when the varieties

grown, climatic conditions, and agronomic practices vary widely

from place to place. This obviously necessitates the carrying out

of suitable experiments at every suitable centre. These problems

have been investigated at Samalkota, Maruter, Palur, Aduturai,

Coimbatore, Pattambi, etc. Though some of the earlier experi-

ments have not been laid on proper lines according to the modearn

ideas of experimental technique, yet, the results have proved valua-

ble enough in throwing indications and advancing our knowledge
about these problems.

Wet and dry seed-bed .—The comparative merit of seedlings

from a wet and a dry nursery has been under investigation at a

number of centres. It formed a subject of an experiment for four

years at the Paddy Breeding Station, Coimbatore, from 1925-26

to 1928-29.

The method of preparing a dry nursery adopted at Coimbatore
is described below and it must be applicable to all parts of the

Province except that the methods of manuring, and final sowing
may vary in different tracts. Taking advantage of the usual

summer showers in March-April, the land chosen for the nursery
is broken with a plough. If rains fail or are not sufficient, the land
may have to be ffist irrigated and then ploughed at the right con-
dition. The ploughings are repeated at intervals to get the tilth

and sometimes the clods may have to be broken if too dry. The
usual manure applied is either sheep-penning at 5,000 sheep per
acre or village cattle manure at 20 cart-loads (about 12 tons) per
acre. After the manure is spread the ploughing is again repeated

taking advantage of any rain that might be received until a fine

tilth is obtained. The sowing of seed is done usually about six

weeks earlier to the time of transplanting. At the time of sowing,
the land is once again ploughed, levelled and beds of convenient sizes

formed. After the seed has been covered the beds get a soaking
irrigation. A sprout irrigation is again given on the third day.
These two irrigations may, usually be sufficient, and when the
seedlings are ready for transplanting the beds are again irrigated

and the seedlings are pulled. If, however, the season is too dry
and the seedlings are not making satisfactory progress a further

irrigation before the final one mighty be necessary.

The preparation of the wet nursery begins after the bre^ of

the monsoon when irrigation water is avadable. The field is just

j3ooded, ploughed once or twice in water and the bonds are
iximmed and made water-tight. Green leayes wMch take the
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place of sheep-penning or cattle manure in the dry bed is spread

over the area and trampled in. The field is kept flooded and when
the green leaves have decomposed, say in about three to four

weeks, the field is ploughed a number of times until the soil is

stirred into a soft puddle. It is then levelled and beds of con-

venient sizes are formed. Sprouted seed is sown in the bed. The
irrigation and draining is done carefully for a few days until the

seedlings have all come up and after about two weeks, water is

allowed to stand permanently in the field until the seedlings are

ready for planting.

There is not much difference in the cost of raising seedlings

by the two methods. It costs about Bs. 10 to Bs. 12 to raise a
nursery enough to plant one acre including ploughing, cost of

manure, cost of seed, etc.

During three years the wet and dry seed-beds were prepared

on the farm under identical conditions for two varieties Co. 3 and
GEB. 24 and their yields compared. The differences between the

dry and wet seedlings were not definite in two out of three years,

and the probability is that there is not much difference between the

productive powers of the two kinds of seedlings.

An experiment of a similar nature was conducted one year

at the Agricultural Bcsearch Station, .\duturai, with three kar (first

crop) varieties. The usual practice obtaining in the delta is only

dry or moist nurseries for the first short crop and wet nurseries

for the late second crop. A trial was made to grow wet nurseries

for the first crop and the seedlings obtained were compared against

the seedlings obtained from the usual dry or moist nurseries. Of
the three varieties compared Adt. 3, Adt. 4, and sarapalli, the

yield difference in favour of the dry nurseries was over 20 per cent,

in the case of Adt. 3 and Adt. 4 and in the case of sarapalli the

difference was as much as 32 per cent.

Experiments have also been conducted at the Agricultural

Besearch Station, Pattambi, to compare the merits of dry and
wet nurseries for a first crop variety, aryan, but the results did

not show any difference between the two. A large amount of

experimental work has been done at the Agricultural Besearch
Station, Maruter, in connexion with the advancing of the second-

crop season. It was shown that different methods of raising dry

nurseries could be made use of as one of the means of advancing
the harvests.

Seed rate .—This is a variable quantity and it forms more or

less an indication of the standard of cultivation attained, the rate

being usually higher in the backward tracts. The minimum can

he anywhere near B madras measures (20 lb.) of grain and the
wiRyiTnuTn up to 50 to 60 measures. This quantity sown in five

to seven cents of land is expected to give enough seedlings to

transplant an acre. The ratio of the seed-bed area to the trans-

plant field may vary between i : 8 and 1 : 20. In parts of Malabar
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the ratio may be even as narrow as 1 : 4 or 1 : 5 as the seed-beds

here are usually raised with the precarious hot weather showers

and the germination of the seed is consequently uncertain. In-

Kistna, however, where the ryots are always more enterprising

and where economic transplanting has been in vogue even before

the Department started its propaganda, the I’atio is much wider.

A field planted with seedlings singly four inches apart, i.e.,

with 16 square inches to each plant, should need theoretically

about 400,()00 seedlings per acre, a number which except in the

coarsest varieties, could, probably, be obtained from not more than
20 lb. of grain. Considerable research has been carried on the

seed rate and the amovint of seedlings required to transplant an
acre. It may now be said with confidence that for an ordinary

wet seed-bed well prepared, about 18 to 20 lb. of seed sown in

about seven to eiglit cents of hand (roughly one madras measure'

per cent) should be quite enough to transplant an acre. Though
this rate may be an optittium for any ordinary variety of Madras
such as nclloresamba or krishnakatukkuUu, it may require modi-
fications either when the grain is very small or very coarse. A
variety like jecragasamba has got very fine grain and obviously a
pound of seed will contain a much larger number of grains than
others and hence it might be possible to plant an acre even with
about 8 to 12 lb. of seed. On the other hand, in the case of

varieties like busaiuji and kar, because of the bigger size of the

grain the quantity may have to be increased. It will always prove

a useful practice to adjust the seed rate according to the size of the

grain.

The propaganda of the Department advocating single-seedling

planting in earlier years was intimately connected with the seed

rate to be adopted. Single planting or economic planting is only

possible when the rate of sowing of seed-bed is low. The emphasis

of the propaganda about economic planting is mostly in the

saving of seed used in the seed-bed. This saving could easily be
of the value of Rs. 2 to Rs. 3 per acre. It has been calculated that

the saving in seed that has been effected in one important rice

district, say Tanjore, would be enough to feed the whole population

of the district for three weeks every year. Thin sowing of seed-bed

has been taken up practically in every rice tract particularly in

districts south of Madras. In Tanjore, until 16 years ago, the

ryots were using about 60 to 100 lb. of grain to transplant an
acre and it might be said that the present average cannot be more
than 30 to 40 lb.

Thick md thin sowing of seed-beds .—^Irrespective of how the

seed-bed is sown, the seed rate adopted affects the condition of the
seedlings, thinner sowings giving rise to strong and sturdy seed-

lings and thicker sowings to poor and weak seedlings. 'V^ether
^ere is any difference in the productive power between the thick-

sown and thin-Mwn .seedlings has been investigated at a numb^
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of stations, Coimbatore, Mariiter and Bamalkota. The first preli-

mina^ experiment done at the Paddy Breeding Station, Coimba-
tore, in this connexion may be of some interest.

Even in an ordinary sown seed-bed it can usually be seen that

the seedlings on the borders of the beds, due to the extra space,

are better developed, sometimes even with additional tillers. Such
strong tillered seedlings can be seen even in the middle where
gaps have occurred due to some of the seedlings dying off earlier.

The seedlings in the centre of the beds and when', the seeds have

fallen thick should be on the other hand non-tillered and rather

weak. To see whether such differences in the condition of the

seedlings would lead to differences in yield, three ty|)es of seed-

lings from a pure-line bed, (1) strong and tillered, (2) strong but

not tillered and (3) weak and not tillered w'ere separated out and
planted for comparison. The final yields of these three types

were in the ratio of 143 : 112 : 100 respectively. Probably due to

unfavourable rice season during the year of the trial, the results

were a little exaggerated but still the ex})eriment definitely proved

that the condition of seedlings at planting time did affect the final

results.

If seedlings of the tillered type used in tlie above experiment
could be raised ordinarily it would greatly increase the crop, but

the area of the seed-bed required would probably be prohibitive.

It is by no means impracticable, however, to raise seedlings of

the single strong type. The single weak type would compare
favourably with seedlings ordiuaiily obtained by the ryots’ method
of cultivation.

In another experiment two seed rates, one measure and three

measures per cent each, under manured and non-manured condi-

tion, were compared. Here the manuring of the seed-bed made
no difference but the thinner sown bed gave over 10 per cent,

higher yield than the thicker sown.

At the Samalkota station a number of seed j'ates was compared
over a .series of years, 1911-17, and the yield figures showed
conclusively that the thinner the seed rate the better the resultant

yield from such seedlings. The experiment was repeated in a

modified form with two seed rates, thin, 300 lb. of seed and thick,

1,200 lb. of seed per acre of seed-bed .with two varieties palgum-
masari, an early one, and konamani. a late one, for four years

consecutively from 1922-23 to 1925-26. The comparison of four

years’ results showed that thin sowing was always better. It also

showed that an early variety gave better yields than a late variety

when the seed rate was lowered. That early varieties respond

better to thin sowing was also evident in an experiment conducted
at Maruter where hasangi gave a much better response to thin

sowing than atragada. The increase in yield in the case of

hasatigi was 14 per cent, while in the case of atragada it was only

fiperceni;.
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In connection with the second crop experiments at Maruter an
attempt was made to find out the effect of sowing garikasannamri
at two rates, thick (6 ib. of seed per cent), and thin (2 lb. of

seed per cent), and at intervals of a week between early December
and early January. The planting was done in every trial when
seedlings were 35 days old. It was found that the thin sowing
really did better only when the sowing and planting were done
later. That the thin sowing did not show any response in the

earlier plantings was due to the incidence of insect pests. There
was also another advantage, though slight, in that the thin-sown
plots always flowered a few' days earlier than the thick sown.

In the advocacy of thin sowing, ryots often apprehend a short-

age of seedlings as they are accustomed to plant the seedlings

close. But if thin sowing could be combined with wnder plant-

ing of the seedlings in the field, this difficulty could be obviated.

To test this point an experiment was conducted at Maruter, where
seed was sown at half the seed rate used by the cultivators and the

seedlings were planted out at twice the distance adopted by them.
It was found that the thin sowing and wider planting was better,

the money value of the increased yield obtained together with the

value of the seed saved being about Es. 4 per acre. Another two
rupees could be added to the figure as due to the savings in labour

by adopting wide planting. This cannot, however, be taken as

applicable to every locality. It is applicable only to soils of above
average fertility as at Maruter.

In connection with the study of the different rates of sowing in

seed-bed, one consideration that has to be kept in mind is the size

of the grain. The rate considered as thin sowing in the case of

basangi might really be thick in the case of jeeragasamba. It has
been found by an experiment with a number of varieties, both
coarse and fine, that usually the mortality of the seedlings in seed-

beds was greater in the case of finer varieties and also when
thicker seed rate was adopted. Comprehensive experiments are

in progress at the Maruter station with different rates of so\^g
in the seed-bed for coarse and for fine varieties. It would appear
possible to adjust the rate according to the size of the grain and
the results already indicate that in the case of the fine varieties

like moshiapolo the sowing rate can be very much below 2 lb.

per cent of land.

(v) Pulling and transplanting,—When the seedlings are suffi-

ciently grown they are pulled out for planting. Soon after the
sowing of the seed-beds, the preparation of the transplant field is

taken up and it gets ready by the time seedlings get sufficiently

old. A day or two previous to the day of planting, the seed-beds

are first flooded and the palling starts. In the ideal seed-bed, the
seedlings are not only w«dl grown but they also come off eafflly;

If the lireparation of the seed-hed had not been or ff^
land had bi^p allowed to dry up frequently during fhe groudb of
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the seedlings, the pulling becomes hard, and unless very carefully

done, the seedlings snap above the ground level and considerable

wastage occurs.

The pulling of seedlings is done by both men and women. In
Tanjore it is a special job for men and coolies are often specially

engaged to pull out seedlings and are paid at either so much per

cent of the seed-bed area or at so much per 100 bundles of seedlings

pulled. The men actually squat in the water and do the pulling

with both hands. When a sufficient number has been pulled out,

the roots of the seedlings are beaten against a wooden stick to

remove all mud particles that may be sticking to them. They are

then tied into bundles, the leafy portion of some of the seedlings

in the bundles, serving the purpose of string, by being bent down
and taken round. The tied bundles are all of a standard size, the

man including in each bundle enough to be held in both hands.

These bundles are then taken out of the water and left on the

bunds to drain. They are then gathered, made into big headloads

and carried by men to the place of planting. * Where there is a

water channel connecting the seed-bed and the transplant field,

the bundles are strung together in a long coir rope and dragged

along the water course. For distant places they may be carried

in carts and boats.

In the case of dry seed-beds, under ideal conditions, pulling

is very much easier and flooding the nursery before pulling may
not be necessary. After they are pulled out and bundled they are

left in a corner of the transplant field during the previous evening

and planting is usually begun on the next day. The seedlings from

the wet seed-bed may be left over for a day or two before planting.

How long can the pulled seedlings be kept ?—In transplanting

wet seedlings there is the question as to how soon they should be

planted after they are pulled out. Pulling out the seedlings on one

day and planting them the next day is almost the universal practice.

But due to special reasons like heavy rain, a long distance through

which the seedlings have to be carried and scarcity of labour,

delay in planting will be inevitable. Provided the weather is ideal,

(cloudy weather without a hot sun), the seedlings establish them-
selves quickly but, if the weather is dry and hot at the time of

planting, the seedlings establish at a much slower rate and in the

latter case, the seedlings held over for a few days after pulling

appear to fare badly.

In a small scale experiment at the Aduturai station,' seedlings

w^e pulled out and planted on the same day, second day, third

day, etc., up to six days in a long duration variety, Adt. 2, and
obs^ations ta^en. T%e results disclosed that the transplanted

seedlings did not establish themselves satisfactorily if planted

Utter than the third or the fourth day but that the tillering canaciW
stiid yield of the established plants did not vary up
diy. But in the sixth-day-planted crop, the establikSweili-'^e^
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very poor, nearly 50 per cent, of the seedlings dying off, and the

tillering capacity of the plants vfas also poor. This shows that

there is absolutely no harm in delaying the planting up to three

to five days after the seedlings are pulled out. This period how-
ever, is likely to be less for short duration varieties. Though
no experiment has been done to test the point, the quickness with
which the crop establishes itself is an important consideration in

the case of eai'ly rices aiid as it is known that delay in transplant-

ing after the seedlings are pulled out, delays establishment and
increases casualties, the sooner the planting is done, the better.

Experiments at Maruter with garikasannavari

,

a four months’
crop, have also shown that it is not advisable to postpone planting

beyond fom’ or five days after the seedlings are pulled out. If

delay in planting is likely to have an adverse effect on the crop

even in the case of well-grown seedlings, this effect is sure to be

more pronounced wdth the ryots’ method of raising seedlings where
the seedlings would be thin on account of thick sowing.

Ripening the Heedlings before planting.—There obtains a

practice in South Malabar, Palghat taluk, of purposely delaying

planting and making the seedlings undergo a sort of ripening pro-

cess for the second o'op, planted in September-October. The seed-

ling bundles are arranged in a circular heap with the roots exposed
and all the green parts hidden inside. The heap is left undisturbed

for three or four days. The seedlings on the fifth day are devoid

of all green colour and look pale-yellow and are very flaccid. To
regain turgidity before planting the bundles are left in water over-

night in a corner of the field to be planted the next day. The chief

idea underlying this practice is to encourage production of heat
by fermentation and thus to destroy egg masses and young insects

that the second crop is usually subject to in the tract. The tem-
perature inside the heap of seedlings rises and if the heap gets

dry for want of rain, water is also sprinkled on the heap to

encourage fermentation. The seedlings treated this way regain

their green colour after planting much faster than untreated seed-

lings and are on the whole better grown and freer from insect

pests.

Experiments have been in progress at the Maruter station to

adopt the above practice as a means of controlling mealy bug
attack. Seedlings were ripened for a period of ten days and then
planted. But probably due to the period of ripening, ten days,

being much longer than necessary, the yield of the crop was
not quite satisfactory. When next year a comparison of different

periods of ripening, 4, 6, 8 and 10 days was made, rejecting

all the dead seedlings, tWe was no difference in yield, lire

experiments definitely showed that this practice of ripemng tfie

seedlings for a few days before planting, not more than a week,
has something to recommend as a sort of conM measme agMhpt
mealy bug attack in rice.
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Pruning seedlings before planting.—Then there is the question

of cutting off a portion of the foliage of the seedlings before plant-

ing. If the seedlings are a bit over-grown, a certain amount of top

foliage is removed at the time of planting. By so doing the strain

of transpiration on the plant which has to produce new roots and

shoots is a little minimised. Moreover, if the seedlings are too

tall, they may be easily blown over by the winds when the puddle

is soft unless the seedlings are thrust well inside the mud which

is not necessary. Experiments have shown that irrespective of the

depth of planting, it is only the buds near the surface that get

active and produce new shoots and there is no point in planting

too deep. Probably there is no necessity to prune the seedlings at

planting time as a general agricultural practice in all cases. It has

got to be decided upon as circumstances necessitate according to

the growth of the seedling. It is possible that exoessive pruning

might even prove disadvantageous if the level of the field is not

ideal and the depth of water cannot be regulated. Eyots do not

generally cut the tops of seedlings at planting time and there is

a definite opinion expressed that it is harmfm to early duration

varieties. Experiments were conducted at Aduturai with two of

the early strains, Adt. 3 and Adt. 4 (3^ months’ duration) where
the seedlings without any pruning were compared with pruning
them to three inches and six inches height from top. In the case

of Adt. 4, the cutting off made no difference in the final yields. In
the case of Adt. 3, however, the yield was definitely reduced by
the pruning of six inches of the height. It is probable that six

inches was a little, too much for this variety in relation to its

actual height attained in the seed-bed. This experiment was
carried out in a long duration variety Adt. 2 (6 months) and the
pruning of the seedling did not bring on any difference in yield.

Evidently the cutting has no effect in the late varieties. So long

as it is fajown that the yield is not affected by a certain amount
of cutting off the top of the seedlings at planting, the practice

has something to recommend it in that it facilitates planting.

At the Coimbatore Paddy Breeding Station, the practice of prun-

ing the seedlings at the top is invariably practised as a convenience

and there has been no ill-effect produced on the yield.

The pruning might also prove advantageous in that there Is a

possibility of getting rid of some of the insects, particularly thrips

which, when present, are usually to be found at the tips of the

leaves which remain rolled.

Number of seedlings planted per hole.—^This has a direct bear-
ing on the rate of sowing. With thin sowing of seed-beds resulting

in strong seedlings, the tendency will be to plant fewer seedlings

per hole. The ryots’ practice has for a long time been to sow the
seed thidc tmd plant the seedlings in bunches which may contain

aa^heans about 10 to 15 seedlmgs. There have been observed
c^teih instances where this number went up to even 80 or 40,
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Time was when ryots used to plead that single or economic plant-

ing involved additional labour and extra costs as the women coolies

who are engaged for this job were not trained to it. One seldom
hears of this complaint now, and the coolies have got used to it in

,

most places. Though the planting may not be actually in singles

in every case, there is no doubt that due to the departmental pro-

paganda, the number of seedlings planted per hole has been very

much reduced in actual practice. They are now probably not more
than three or four in a hole except probably in certain very back-

ward tracts where the propaganda has not sufficiently spread.

Though in earlier years the propaganda was for planting in singles

it had to be modified into economic planting later on. Even in

the experiments carried on at the Government stations, planting in

singles has not been a uniform success, the results varying with

the variety, locality, etc. As was pointed out already, even if the

single planting or economic planting was just as good as bunch
planting from the view point of 3'ield, the saving in the quantity of

seedlings required for planting and hence in the quantity of seed

to be sown should be an important consideration.

In an experiment at the Aduturai station, the effect of increasing

the number of plants per hole on the final yield was investigated,

the variety under trial being a short duration 100 days’ crop. Seed-

lings from two up to six per bunch were planted uniformly with
six inches spacing and it was found that as the number of seed-

lings per bunch increased the yield per bunch also increased. The
yield increase by planting five to six seedlings per hole was as much
as 20 per cent, over planting only two per hole. Another experi-

ment was conducted at this station for three years from 192^27
to 1928-29, to assess the comparative merits of planting singles,

doubles and trebles per hole in six varieties, two of the short dura-

tion and four of the long duration. In the case of the two short

duration varieties, Adt. 3 and Adt. 4, there was a definite increase,

20 to 30 per cent.
,
in yield with the increase in the number of seed-

lings planted per hole. In the case of all long duration varieties,

however, there was absolutely nothing gained by increasing the

number of seedlings.

In an analogous experiment conducted at the Palm station for

a number of years it was found that in the case of varieties of over

five months in duration there was no advantage in increasing the

number of seedlings per hole beyond one or two. The results of

earlier experiments at the Samalkota station with number of seed-

lings per hole for varieties like konamani, have led to the same
conclusion that in the heavy delta land represented by Samalkota,

with the small loss that occurs if planting takes place at the right

time, it was sheer waste to plant more than one sealing to a hole.

Again an experiment conducted at the Pattambi statibn with the
variety tkamUMkannan (about’ 4J to 5 months in dmation) for'two
leasbnd, provdd the advantage of planting in stogies br doubles

tocresbstog the number seedlings beyond toro.
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All the experioaeutal results available so far go to show that

with early vari^ies within four months’ duration, it may be more
advantageous to plant in twos or threes than in singles but there

is nothing to be gained by adopting the same for varieties of five

months’ duration and more.

In connection with this study there is also another considera-

tion which has to be examined. The ryots often contend that the

yield of straw goes down by adopting economic planting. There

is a good deal of truth in this contention as the figures obtained at

the Aduturai station prove. In the case of the early varieties, with

the increase in the number of seedlings per hole, there was a

definite increase in the straw yield as well. In the case of the

long duration varieties, however, such an increase was not appa-

rent except in one variety. The straw yield does come into the

economics of rice growing, particularly in places where a large

number of cattle is maintained and there is no other fodder avail-

able. The straw question also arises in tracts where the land is

cultivated by the tenant and where according to the lease terms

he gets most of the straw produced. When as usually happens
there is very little of grain left over to the tenant, he has to

make something out of the straw he gets by selling it. Probably

in several tracts particularly where cattle are not dependent on
paddy straw alone this is not a serious matter and increased pro-

duction of grain should be the main consideration. People in

Godavari and Kistna would not mind foregoing a certain amount
of straw if the grain yield of the crop should be satisfactory.

There is also another consideration with regard to the number
of seedlings to be planted per hole, namely, the risk of casualties.

In Madras in several of the rice tracts crabs do much damage to

young seedlings soon after they are planted out and if the plants

are put in singly there are greater risks of gaps occurring with
such damage.

Studies on inter-relationship between spacing allowed between
plants at planting time and the number of plants put in per
hole always show that spacing has a greater effect in the number
of tillers produced' and* on the length of the earhead formed than
the number of plants per hole. In early varieties irrespective of

the number of ears and the length of ears, it is the total number
of plants planted per unit area that influence the total yield.

The aim of the experimenter is to get the maximum outturn per
unit ai»a. Fmr a given area the same number of plants may be
planitsil Hi t^ different ways ; (1) by increasing the area between
holei ^^easing the number of {dents per hole or (2) by
z^neiaig the mpw between holes and reducing the number of plants
pet iude. It is in . the right choice of either of

,
the above methods

that
. tbe Buooess of the agronmnic practice will depend. The

eiqpezimental results woifld aj^ar to show that it is a better

'».s

.
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practice to reduce the number of plants per hole and plant them
closer in the case of early varieties; in the case of long duration

varieties the optimum spacing suitable to the particular condition

must be determined and no serious attention need be paid to the

number of seedlings per hole, and even here the fewer the seed-

lings per hole the better. This takes us on to the consideration

of the next problem, namely, the optimum spacing to be allowed

for planting rice seedlings.

The spacing between plants .—This has formed the subject

of investigation for a number of years at all agricultural stations.

I’robably no other agronomic practice influences the development

of the plant and the final yield as spacing does. The optimum
spacing to be adopted will depend upon several other conditions,

the most important of them being the variety and the fertility

of the land. An early variety or one that is inherently poor in

tillering has got to be planted closer than a later one or an inherently

good one for tillering. So also in a fertile land in good condition

the planting may have to be wider to avoid the risk of too much
vegetative growth and premature lodging whereas, in a poor land,

the planting will have to be closer. The effect of season on the

development of the plant is well recognized. Planting early in

the season compensates to a large extent the deficiency in fertility

of the land as in Godavari delta and if the planting is delayed un-
avoidably the only way of counteracting the evil effects of the

later season is to plant the seedlings closer. Similarly well grown
strong seedlings can be planted wider than poor weak seedlings.

The recognition of the interactions of the various factors and
adjusting this important agronomical practice accordingly, helps
in a great way the successful raising of a rice crop.

The results of a number of spacing experiments conducted at

the agricultural stations will be discussed here. In the earlier

years, prior to 1920, the most comprehensive experiments on
spacing are those conducted at the two stations, Samalkota and
the Central Parm, Coimbatore. Though even these experiments
might be taken as not correctly laid out with suitable, replications

to give valid results from considerations of modem experimental
technique, yet the results obtained giue an indication and
emphasize the complicated nature of the problem.

At the CoirabatOTe Farm, the experiment was conducted for

eight years consecutively with two local varieties, sadaisamba and
chinnMamba, the former being coarser and earlier by about a
fortnight than the latter. The spacings comjMired were singles

in 4";, 6" and 9"

;

doubles in 9"

;

and trebles in ^ and IS*'

the local ryots' method of planting. Compariutg the average re^'

suite of all the eight years it was shown that in none iff the spachrgt
was the yield, of gradn definitely better than the method
pemting with regard to except p^ehahl^^kd^leii XiT.
The: straw yi^ld Was, however, definitely
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in all the plantings. In the case of ohinnasamba however, both

the yields of grain and straw were definitely better than the local,

wd better than either 4" or 9".

The Samalkota experiment was concerned with two varieties

rasangi, a quick growing coarser variety and konamani, a longer

term rice of better quality. The treatments compared were singles

in i", 6" and 9" and doubles in 4", 6" and 9". Unlike the

Coimbatore experiment, the treatments were sufficiently replicated

and hence the results might be taken as reliable. The yield figures

showed that the wider spacing, 9", was in all cases too wide,

though the reduction in yield due to the 9" spacing was less in the

case of konamani than in ramngi. If two seedlings were used

instead of one, an increase was obtained in rasangi though not

in konamani. One rather unusual result emanating from this

experiment was that the straw yield was increasingly better as the

spacing increased, 9" being better than 6", and 6" being better

than 4". The figures indicated that 4" was about the optimum
for rasangi and somewhere between 4" and S" for konamani.

To test the relation between spacing and the fertility of the land,

during the last three years of the experiment, the different plant-

ings were duplicated in manured and unmanured fields. It was
found that the yields of the wider spacings increased in the

manured plot indicating that the optimum spacing may be higher

than 4" and 6" for rasangi and konamani respectively in a ferti-

lized field. The experiments both at Samalkota and Coimbatore
clearly indicated that the optimum spacing depended upon (1) the

variety of rice concerned, and (2) the fertility of the land either

natural or added.

Experiments on modern lines with replications have been
conducted in later years on the question of spacing for rice planting

and the results are discussed below.

At the Aduturai station six spacings of 3" x 3", 4" x 4", 6" x 6",

8" X 8", 6" X V and 1' x 1' were compared in a short duration

variety of 100 days, planting being two seedlings to a hole. It

was found that the yield per plant steadily increased as the spac-

ing increased so much so that the plant with the spacing I'xl'

gave nine times the yield of a plant with 3" x 3". This

increase in yield was brought about by increase in both the

number of ears per plant, and number of grains per ear. Though
the yield per plant increases with increased spacings, the number
of plants per unit area gets less and less, the reduction being
even in a greater propoiticm than the yield; for example the
yidd of a ptont in 4"x4" plot is l/9th of the yield of the plant

in 1' xl' plot but there are 13 times as many plants in the former

m m the latter; Since the total ;^eld of a plot is the multiple of

the mmnb« of {dants and the yield per plant, the incmase in

yi^ per idurt^^d^ not sufficiently compensate for the reduction

hi the nfimber^ d plants. Consequently when the total yields

U
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ol> the plots are compared it is found that it goes down lower and
lower as the spacing increases and the highest yields are obtained

with 3" X 3". The experiment definitely proved that it was not

economical to adopt any spacing wider than 3'' x 3" for this short

duration variety.

An experiment conducted at the Maruter station with three

short duration varieties, all within 1.10 davs’ duration, and with

three spacings, 4"x4", 7J"x7J" and I'xl' also bore out the

results of Aduturai in that the closest spacing, 4"x4", gave the

highest yield.

A spacing experiment has been conducted with the variety

bayyahunda of five months’ duration at the Berhampur station

for three years. The spacings adopted were 3"x3", 6"x 6" and
10" X 10". While the general characteristics of the effect of

increased spacing on larger number of ears and longer panicles i)er

plant were apparent, the total yield was definitely against the

wider spacing of 10" x 10". There was practically no difference

in yield between
'8" x 3" and 6" x 6" which means that up to 6

"

the increased production of tillers compensates for the reduction in

the number of plants planted. It therefore follows that ,6" is

about the optimum spacing for the variety under the conditions

obtaining at Berhampur. In the same experiment the interaction

of manures by the application of 150 lb. of ammo-phos per acre

at planting time was investigated on the different spacings. While
the effect of the manure was generally significant, it did not
influence differently the different spacings. Even here 10" was
the poorest and there was no difference between 3" and 6".

A similar experiment has been conducted at the Pattambi sta-

tion with two first crop varieties (June to September) aryan and
thavalakkannan of about 41 months’ duration. Pour spacings had
been adopted, 3" x 3", 6" x“6", 9" x9" and 12" x 12". The results

showed that there was not much difference in yield between the

different spacings but 12" x 12" appeared to be definitely too wide.

The same experiment repeated with a second crop variety (Sep-
tember to January) Ptb. 3 of the same duration, definitely showed
that there was no difference between 3 inches and 6 inches and
there was a tendency for the yield to go dowh with 9 inches and
it was definitely bad with 12 inches. The soils of Ganjam and
South Malabar are generally poor compared to the deltas and for

such poor soils even for varieties of five months’ duration it is

not economical to adopt any spacing wider than 6 inches.

Let ns now compare the above results with those (Stained at
Maruter for varieties of similar and of longer duration. The smls
at this centre must be considered much more fortUe tbsn at Ber-
bampor or Psttapabi. In one of the trials with varie^es
and krithmItatrikkuUu, the 3/^ds were the same toe two apysugp
of 6"x 6" and fl" xl2" proving that the optimuzn must be mcAe
than 6''x6\
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A comprehensive experiment was conducted at the Paddy
Breeding Station, Coimbatore, involving spacing and manuring for

two varieties, one of five months’ and the other of six months’
duration. In the beginning only three spacings of 3"x3", 6"x6"
and 12" x 12" were adopted and as in Berhampur the yield per

unit area was the greatest in 3-inch spacing and there was only a

very small difference between 3 inches and 6 inches. The 12-inch

spacing was definitely too wide. liater the 12-inch spacing was
dropped but three more intermediate spacings, namely. inches,

7^ inches and 9 inches were introduced and the experiment repeat-

ed for two more seasons.

The general trend of the results is that the optimum spacing

for the five months’ variety is between and 6 inches, the total

yield being the highest in these two 8p.acings. The yields are

definitely less in the case of 3 and-7J inches. In the case of the

six months’ variety the maximum yield is with 4J inches.

While both wider spacing and manuring increase the yield by
improving the number and length of ears, the former has appa-

rently a greater effect than the latter. There was no apparent

differential effect of the manure in the different spacings. The
results are interesting in that though the average yields of Coim-
batore are very much higher than in Berhampur or Pattambi
the optimum spacing for the long duration varieties appears to be
very nearly the same, namely, within six inches. With regard to

Maruter, however, it appears to be definitely more. Varieties of

rice do not tiller so freely in Coimbatore as in Maruter and to get

the maximum yields the spacing evidently should not be more than

six inches.

The general trend of the results from the various spacing ex-

periments would appear to be that it is not possible to lay down
that such and such a spacing is the optimum. It will have to vary
according to the variety and fertility of the soil, and can be deter-

mined only by actual experiments at the particular centres. While
the varietal and soil fertility differences are apparent with regard

to different spacings, the fairly imiform results obtained from year
to year at every centre of experiment for particular spacings would
show that the season has apparently no influence on spacing.

Age of seedlings .—The period for which the seedlings must
be allowed to remain in the seed-bed varies with varieties, fertility

of the seed-beds and with the manner of preparing the seed-beds.

^3® general accepted principle is that for short duration varieties,

tile seed-bed period should be short and for long duration varieties

it co^d be longer. Boughly a week is allowed in the seed-bed tar

every month’s duration of the crop; this applies to the wet seed-

bed. In the case of the dry or moist seed-beds, however, because
ci the ecnnparative slower growth, the seedlings might be afllowed

in the seed-bed longer than the time-Umit allowed.
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In addition to the age, the condition of the seedlings in the seed-

beds is another criterion for planting out. From the ryots’ point

of view, more than the age, it is the commencement of the for-

mation of nodes in plants even in the seed-bed that makes the

seedlings unfit for planting. So long as sowing is thin and there

is sufficient room for plants to develop tillers without formation

of nodes, the age of the seedling does not affect the crop obtained.

For short duration varieties of less than three to four months,
the seedlings can be planted out even earlier than three weeks

provided the growth is satisfactory. In Tanjore delta the nurseries

for the first kar crop are prepared in tank-beds or in the most
fertile portion of the area adjacent to village-sites and the seedlings

grow even a foot high by about 15 or 17 days and they can be

planted out then. The only consideration in planting seedlings

too young is the careful watering of the transplant field for a

few days until the seedlings establish themselves. Flooding may
have to be avoided and the damage due to crabs is likely to be

a problem to fight against. The earlier the age of the seedling,

the sooner it is expected to establish itself. Getting the sfeedlings

established in the field as early in the season as possible is one of

the important desiderata for a successful crop'. Sometimes plant-

ing the seedlings too young but with the necessary growth in the

case of long duration varieties, results in too rank a growth of

the crop and premature lodging. Sometimes when the season is

late, i.e., when water for the preparation of the nursery is received

late all attempts should be made to hasten up the growth of the

seedlings and plant them out early. Under such circumstances

resource is usually taken to apply a small quantity of ammonium
sulphate, about 50 to 100 lb. per acre of seed-bed area to force

up the seedlings.

Apart from any special conditions described above we should
have some idea as to the optimum age at which the seedlings should
be transplanted. This applies only to the samba or sarva varieties

mostly, as in the case of early kar varieties the principle that the
sooner it is done the better, is well established and recognized
in practice. The necessary information with regard to the optimum
age will have to be determined by actual experiments in the differ-

ent rice tracts. This has been receiving attention practically at

every agricultural station even from very early days. In any
expmment to determine the comparative merits of seedlings of

different ages, there are two ways of carrying it out. One is, to

sow the seed-beds all in one day and transplant the seedlings on
different dates according to the requirements of the experiment
and the other is, to sow the seed-beds on different dates and
do the trane^lanting all in one day with the seedlings of different

ages. It cannot be said definitely whether the resets sSre likcdy

to be different wl]«n either of the above method is followed, but
Ihis point is reoei'ving attention in the recent experiinents in

pees at the severtd rice rmearch stations. From ihe es^terhnentdi
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point of view, when the planting has to be done on different dates,

the question of the preparation of portions of the fields for trans-

planting does involve practical difficulties with irrigation and

weeding. From this point of view, preparing nurseries on different

dates and transplanting them all together is certainly more con-

venient but this is a question at present resting solely on the con-

venience and facilities available to the experimenter.

One of the earliest of experiments on this subject was that

done at the Samalkota station between the years 1908 and 1914.

Three ages of seedlings were under comparison for the sarva crop,

namely 25, 35 and 45 days. During half the number of years

the seed was sown on the same date and transplanting was done
on different dates, and in the other half, the planting was all done
on one day, the sowings being on different dates. The average

yield of grain per acre for kll the years worked out to be, 3,476 lb.,

3,340 lb., and 3,404 lb., for the 45, 35 and 25 days seedlings,

respectively. Since the differences between these figures were
within the limits of error it was concluded that it was a matter of

small moment whether the seedlings were 25, 35 or 45 days old

so far as grain yield was considered. A point of general observa-

tion in this experiment was that the oldest seedlings always took

longer to establish themselves and always suffered more from
casualties.

In an earlier experiment at the Palur station, seedlings of 30,

40 and 50 days old were compared for a six months’ samba crop

and it was found that the yields were practically the same in all the

cases. It was observed, however, that early tillering was more in

the younger seedlings than in the older ones.

This subject was investigated even at the Central Farm (Coim-
batore) wet lands as early as 1908-09 to 1910-11. The experi-

mental results were not reliable as the land used for the experiment
was not ideally situated and it also suffered from patches of

alkalinity. Durations of 25 to 40 days with five days interval, were
compared in the local variety sadaisamba of 6J months’ juration.

Incidentally different rates of sowing of seed-bed in one year and
different plantings, bunches and singles in another year were
combined with ages of seedlings. Where the seedlings had been
so'wn thick according to the ryots’ method there was no indication

of any difference in yield among the different ages but where the

seed-beds had been sown thin, the indications were that younger
seedlings did better than older ones. This is probably what one
would expect, because in the thick sowing the growth of seedlings

mwt have been retarded and the young seedlings when planted

coiild not show any advantage, whereas in the thin sowing, the
seedlings would have attained the plantable stage earlier and with
t^ accepted principle, the earlier the planting the better the

it should have done well. T^ere different methods of plant-

ikd adt^ted the bunch planting did not show any
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difference among the different ages of seedlings but the single

planting gave an indication that the optimum age was about 30 tc

35 days. Since, however, the plots planted with seediings of
2(t and 25 days suffered from gaps, much reliance could not be
placed on this indication.

Experiments relating to this subject have been carried on
recently adopting the modern methods of experimental technique
at the rice stations, Coimbatore, Aduturai, Pattambi and Berham-
pur and the results obtained are given below.

Coimbatore.—In 1932-33 seedlings of five ages 25 to 63 days
with a week’s interval between two ages were planted for com-
parison, the variety being Co. 5, a five months’ crop. Apart
from the indication that the 39 days old seedhngs might be
the best , the yield differences among the different ages did
not warrant any definite conclusion. Observations on the crop
showed that though there was considerable difference in tillering

in the differently aged plants in the early stages, they all levelled
up as the plants got older. This experiment was repeated next
year with modifications introducing greater differences in ages.
There w’ere four ages 25, 40, 55 and 70 days. The experiment
was arranged in two series, one where the sowing was done on
one day, and planted on different dates according to ages and
the other, where planting was done on the same day, sowings hav-
ing been done on different dates to get the right ages. Another
modification w'as also introduced in that, half the seed-bed area
was manured with cattle manure, leaving the other half without
any manure. Even in this year there were no definite differences
in yield among the different ages or between the manured or
non-manured seedlings. It did not matter how the planting was
done, on different dates according to ages or on the snme date
according to the different sowings. The crop of the latter was,
however, looking more healthy and yielded a bigger gross grain
produce than the former. Prom the results of this experiment
it would appear as if there is no differential effect produced in
the crop by planting seedlings of different ages from 25 to 70 days
under Coimbatore conditions. But it was noticed, that even in
the 70 days old seedlings, there was no indication of the formation
of nodes and the seedlings were quite healthy.

Thwe was one interesting observation that emerged out of
this experiment. Where the differently aged seedlings were all
planted on the same date there was no difference in the flowering
period, but where the planting was done on different dates, ^
earlier the planting the earlier was the flowerii^. It is evident
from this that it is the time of planting and not the a^ Ojf the
seedlings that has the greatest influence on £bWerii%.

Adutwfai.-r-A preUminairy experiment conducted, witifci neilore
a six moicdhs’ crop, with seedlings age 8, 4, S, 6 pad
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7 weeks, there was an indication that the yields were likely to

be the same between the ages of tlu-ee weeks and six weeks, the

yields, however, going down beyond six weeks.

Berhampur.—Experiments have been carried out for three

seasons with ages, 30, 40, 50 and 60 days in the variety bayya^

hunda, a five months’ crop. There was a remarkable similarity

in all the three years’ results. There was no significant difference

jn yield among ages 30 to 50 days but the yield definitely dropped

beyond 50 days. It is certain that* under conditions obtaining

in Berhampur there can be no harm resulting from planting seed-

lings up to 50 days of age. As in Coimbatore, the Berhampur
results also showed no difference between planting on the same
date or planting on different dates.

Pattamhi.—At Pattambi station, an experiment analogous to

the one at Berhampur was conducted with the same ages in a

second crop variety, Ptb. 3 of five months’ duration, and it was
found that seedlings could be planted up to 50 days, there being

no difference among 30 to 50 days. In the case of very early

sown nurseries, planting aged seedlings up to 60 days seemed
to be preferable to planting early with short ages. Just as in

spacing, the conditions obtaining at Pattambi and Berhampur
appear to be more or less similar.

(vi) Season for sowing and planting.—~The time of sowing and
transplanting has got a great influence on the behaviour of the

crop. Varieties of rice change their characteristics, often com-
pletely when they are moved from one tract to another with
different climatic conditions or when it is grown in a season other

than the usual. Apart from growth and final yield, the one
characteristic which is particularly affected by such changes is the

duration or life period. Some varieties become shorter in duration'

and others longer. Aitiong the rices two broad groups may be
recognized, (1) those which are time-limited and (2) those which
are season-limited. Time-limited varieties are those which irres-

pective of when they are sown or transplanted take more or less

the. same period to come to harvest. Season-limited varieties are

those which irrespective of when they are grown come to

maturity at a particular season of the year changing their life

periods either by extension or reduction. Most of the kar varieties

like huruvai of Tanjore, kar of Tinnevelly, sornavari of Trichi-

nopoly and Sooth Arcot, garikasannavari of the Godavari, etc., all

belong to the first group. A large number of short duration

varieties of three to four mouths’ duration available in the Coim-
batcxre collections has been tested for this characteristic and while

Aiost of them kept to their short duration even when grown out

of the normal season, there were a few which did change their

normal age and. appeared longer. The yields of course differ con-

and they are far less in out-of-season crops.
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Effect of season on duration .—Instances of varieties changing

their duration when removed from one place to another and

by planting them in different seasons have been many. The
kayama rice of North Malabar which is usually wwn in the nur-

sery in April-May, when taken to the East Coast of the Province

and sown in the nursery in June-July, rij)ened at the same season

that it would have done in its own home, i.e., September-October.

In addition, while it generally does not produce more than four or

five side shoots in its home in Malabar, formed more than eight

or ten side shoots in the* Bast Coast. The konamani of the

Godavari district is a five to six months’ crop. It is planted there

in June-July and harvested in October-November. When this

is tried in Coimbatore where planting is done in August-September

it becomes shorter in duration and ripens in a little more than

four months. Banku is a variety of rice introduced into Madras
from the Central Provinces. It is a four months’ crop and does

well in two seasons either when planted in June-July or October-

November. If, however, it is planted in March-April its life period

is prolonged and does not mature until October, similar to the

crop planted in June-July.

In contrast to the above instances, there are several others

where varieties when moved from one tract into another have
not changed and have proved satisfactory even though the condi-

tions of rice growing might be different in the tracts concerned.

As examples of such cases might be mentioned the nellore samba,
first introduced from Nellore into Tanjore and which has later

spread in most of the Tamil tracts, and poombalai of Tinnevelly,

first introduced from Tinnevelly, and which has spread over several

other tracts.

Among the departmental strains, GEB. 24, is a noted example
of season-limited rice. Some years ago when it was first taken
to Madura by an enterprising ryot and planted in August-Septem-
ber it gave satisfactory results ripening off in December-January.
The ryot was very much impressed with its performance and he
planted it again as a second crop in January as he had* facilities

for irrigation. Instead of coming to harvest in four months as

he expected it would, the crop continued to grow on without
producing ears until next September-October. This strain is now
grown extensively all over the Province under varied systems of

cropping. Its duration varies according to the time of planting.

At Cloimbatore, it is normally planted in July-August and harvest-

ed in Dec^ber, taking 4^ to 5 months to mature and gives
satisfactory yields. It is grown extensively in parts of Godavari
where the planting time is earlier, i.e., June-July and ti^xe

it takes six months to attain maturity, coming to harveet
the Sjime time as in Coimbatore. In pchts of MEaldbar when ^
was tried as a fi^t crop, planted in May-June, it |»mved a failure

it did sot ripen off along with the local varieties in

4| montiis and by remainmg alone in the tract became snbfect
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to all insect pests. It has, however, fitted in for the second-crop

season of Malabar and South Eanara where it is planted in October-

Nbvember and harvested in January-February.

Relation between duration and yield.—^It must, however, be
understood that the total yield more or less goes with the period

of maturity. Maximum yields are obtained only when it is

planted early enough and the ripening period is not less than
five months. As the period of ripening is reduced by later plant*

ings the yield also goes down. That it is still cultivated as a

late crop in certain parts of the Province is due to the fact that

in spite of its relatively poor yield resulting from such late plant-

ing it compares favourably with the local varieties.

Co. 2 and Co. 3, two other strains evolved at Coimbatore, take

6 to 5J months under Coimbatore conditions when planted in July-

August. They were first tried in parts of Guntur district but had
to be given up since, due to the earlier planting, they were slightly

longer in duration than the local varieties. They do not seem
to suffer very much by late planting though their duration might
get reduced by such a practice. They have fitted in in the crop-

ping of South Kanara where, planted as a second crop in October-

November, they ripen off in January-February giving satisfactory

yields.

That a variety manages to adjust itself to changed conditions

of planting without considerable fall in yield is always a very

desirable characteristic. Several of the good Godavari varieties,

akkullu, krishnakatukkullu, konamani, etc., do not prove success-

ful in the Tamil districts because of the later plantings obtaining

here as compared to Godavari.

In the Tanjore district there are both single crop and double

3rop lands. While the former is planted in August-September, the

latter cannot be done before October as the land has to be prepared
after the harvest of the first kuruvai crop. The sirumani varieties

do well in single crop lands but not as a second crop in the double
crop lands whereas, nellore samba is grown both in the single

and double crop areas. Though its yield as a second crop is

not quite as satisfactory as the first crop it does better than
sirumani. Basangi, the early first crop of the West Godavari, is

a very heavy yielder when planted early but seldom does well

when planting is delayed.

Effect of season on yield.—In Godavari the time of planting

is a very important criterion for the success of the crop and this

is found reflected in the average acre yields obtained in the different

parts the delta. Wherever planting can be done immediately
after the opening of the canal in Jtme, greater yields are recorded.

Western delta which gets its mteivsupply earlier, records

yi€i^> genarally, than the Central or the Eaitem delta.
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There is always a rusli to expedite transplanting and often exorbit-

ant wages are paid at this time. Similarly in Tanjore the sooner

the first kuruvai crop is planted the better is the yield. In the

upper portions , of the Cauvery delta where water is received early

and planting can be done early, better yields are recorded than in

the lower portions.

As early as 1914, an experiment was conducted at the SamaJ-
kota station to test the truth about the fall in yield due to late

planting. In that year the planting was begun on the 15th of

July and was continued at intervals of one week until eleven

different transplantations had been done. A long term variety of

rice, konamani, was Used in the ex]:)eriment. It was obvious from
the results that the later transplantations were unnecessary as the

low yields obtained from those plots practically amounted to failure

of the crop. In the following year the number of plantings was
cut down to four, at intervals of a fortnight begiiming on July

11th, and a^shorter termed variety sannaatragada was experiment-

ed with. The results again showed a low yield in the case of the

later plantings. Next year it was considered that some of the

loss due to late planting might be made up if the seedlings were
planted closer together, and if the land was manured. Accordingly
half the plots of the two latest plantings with three varieties of

different durations, rasangi a short term rice, sannaatragada, a
medium duration rice, and konamani, a long term rice, were
manured. Plantings began on 7th July and continued at intervals

of a fortnight. The experiment was repeated the next year. The
results showed conclusively that once the proper season for plant-

ing was lost the yield was bound to fall. The yield of grain

was about 5,000 lb. per acre for the first planting in 15th July
and it gradually went down and reached a level of about 1,300 lb.

for the planting in ‘23rd September. Even the manuring did not

have any material effect on improving the yield for the later

plantings.

Certain experiments have been conducted both at Coimbatore
and at Aduturai to determine the effect of planting some of the

strains at different times of the year. At Coimbatore strains

GEB. 24 and Co. 3 have been sown at intervals of a month
beginning with June and planted out under uniform conditions in

the fields up to next February. Observations were token of every
planted crop regarding tillering, height of plant, duration of the
ctop, size of the panicles, occurrence of sterile spikelets and fintilly

the yield of gi'ain. The experiment continued for five years from
19526-^ to 1929-30.

OEB. 24.—Taking the results of all the years togetilmr it

might be stated that GEB; 24 sown in any of 'the aaontls, -Judy
to September, would give normal yields. October and Koirend^er
;^lds were very yaaying, ISTovember sowing giving yirfde

ih scnne years and poor yields in o^s«rg. Xli^e
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however, a definite 'drop in yields in sowings later than Novem-
bw. January sowing was about the poorest and February sow-

ings have in some years given good yields but the duration of

this crop was so prolonged that it would not be worth the trial.

As regards the flowering duration it was observed that it was
definitely shortened as sowings became later up to a limit in Octo-

ber when it rose again and became abnormally long with January
and February sowings.

Co. 3.—^With regard to this strain the results were very dis-

similar to (tEB. 24. The early sowings in July and August gave

high yields and there was a definite fall in September sowings
in all the years. Except in one year, the October sowing was
poorer still and so was November. There was a slight recovery in

yield in December sowings and January and February sowings

were the poorest of the lot.

As regards the flowering duration the results were more regular

than in GEB. 24. There was a regular fall up to October and
then a rise, becoming abnonnal again for the February sowings.

Generally there was a characteristic higher percentage of un-

setting with late sowings, but in this connexion the incidence of

insect pests which is usually high in any crop grown out of the

season must be taken into account. On the whole the experiment

showed that with GEB. 24 to get a satisfactory crop under Coim-
batore conditions, it should not be sown later than September

;

with regard to Co. 3, however, there was a clear indication that

to get the maximum outturn it should be sown as early as possible,

in the season, the sooner the better.

A similar experiment was carried on with the two kuruvai

strains, Adt. 3 and Adt. 4, at the Aduturai station for two years,

1926-27 and 1927-28. There were eight sowings in all with s
fortnight’s interval between two, beginning with middle of July,

the normal time adopted in the tract and ending with the last

week of October. The results were almost like those obtained for

the first crop trial at Samalkota mentioned earlier. As the sowings
got delayed the duration of the crop slightly decreased and the

yield also went down very rapidly. The yields of September sown
crops were hardly 50 per cent, of those obtained in July sowings.

All the above experiments point out unmistakably that for

satisfactory crops the sowing should be done early in the season.

Tips principle applies equally to both short duration and long

duration crops. There may be some varieties of rice, however,

Iflce GEB. 24, that have a fairly wide period, sowings within w:hich

da not materially affect the yields, but this probably is more an
mtceptkm than a rule. While the adjustment of cultural practices

as fertilizing the crop, planting the seedlings closer, etc., might
A extent dbviate the harmful effects of lateness in sow-

can never repdace the good effects of early sowings.
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(vii) Broadcasting versus transplanting rice crop .—^The advan-

tages of transplanting over broadcasting and the special condi-

tions under which the latter is in vogue have already been men-
tioned. Broadcasting is confined to tracts where the water avail-

ability is uncertain and the season is not .always dependable. It

is usually adopted more in the short duration rices than in the

long duration ones. Transplanting is the normal practice obtaining

over the larger part of the area under irrigated rice. It would be

safer to say, that four-fifths of the rice grown in the world is trans-

planted, and almost all countries like Spain, Italy, Japan, etc.,

where the highest acre yields are recorded adopt transplanting.

Drilling the crop is to a certain extent replacing the practice of

transplanting owing to labour difficulties as in California. In

Italy where also labour is expensive they are attempting to evolve

a satisfactory transplanting machine which can be worked in

the puddle. The fact that the yield per acre is increased by
transplanting is well recognized though, however, the reason for

the increase has not been satisfactorily explained by experimental

evidence.

It has been sometimes explained that transplanting acts in a

way like root pruning, the injury to the root system stimulating

the growth of the sub-aerial portion and resulting in increased

tillering. It is also stated that transplanting gives a shock to the

plant which stimulates better growth and better tillering and con-

sequently better yield. This shock theory cannot, however, be
accepted since seeds directly dibbled in lines, yield very much-

higher than even the transplanted crop.

In one of the earlier years a small experiment was conducted

to compare actual dibbling of sprouted seeds in the field with
transplanting of the seedlings. Two varieties of different durations

were under trial in this experiment and in both cases the dibbling

proved very much superior to transplanting from the point of view
of plant’s growth and final yields. In both Adt. 3, a 100 days’

crop and in GEB. 24, a five months’ crop, the dibbled plots gave
as much as twice the yield of the transplanted plots. Similar

results have been obtained in other parts of India and even outside

India. If this dibbling of seed can be adopted on a field scale

there is no doubt that the increase in yield that might be obtained
should be enormous. Drilling though very much similar to dib-

bling is done under dry conditions. Dibbling in puddle is what
should be aimed at. Further experiments may have to be under-
taken^ about this aspect of the matter.

It is possible that the following explanation which is {Kiraly

{diynological might account for the better performanee. of Idle

trah^lanted crop over the broadcast. When the i^op is Imo^-
cast in the field the seed is usually sown thkdc so there 'h
pv^rowding di plants resulting in c(nnpetiti<m amimg titem

;

more the {diants pm um area, the less must be ^ luoS
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absorbed by them from the held. In addition to competition for

food material there may be competition for light also when plants
are crowded and such a competition is likely to affect early tillering

and number of ears, and also encourage shoot growth at the ex-
pense of root growth. There have been observed striking differ-

ences in the relative development of the root system between the
transplanted and the broadcast crop. Even when sufficient space
is allowed by thinning out the broadcast crop it does not develop
a strong root system. It would appear that plants require plenty
of space in the early stages to develop a good root system. But
under certain conditions, a good season being probably one of

them, broadcasting is found to be as good as transplanting.

There have been several experiments conducted in the different

agricultural stations to compare broadcasting with transplanting.
In connection with the second crop trials for the Godavari delta,

experiments were arranged to find out (1) the optimum time of

sowing the crop and (2) to see which would be better, either

transplanting or broadcasting. The results showed that for early
sowings in December, transplanting was just as good as or slightly

better than broadcasting whereas for later sowings in January,
broadcasting was distinctly better than transplanting.

At Coimbatore, comparisons have been made between broad-
casting and transplanting for three varieties of varying durations.
In all the trials transplanting was distinctly better than broad-
casting, In the experiments regular plots were prepared under
uniform conditions and in one set the seed was sown direct. For
the other set seedlings from a separate seed-bed sown the same day
were later transplanted. At the time of transplanting, the broad-
cast plots were weeded and the crop thinned out and gaps filled

in, this being done in such a manner as to give nearly the same
number of plants per unit area as in the transplanted crop. The
increases in yield due tb transplanting were 37 per cent, in kar
jfour months), 27 per cent, in Co. 1 (five months) and 42 per cent,
in Co. 8 (six months).

A scrutiny of the yield data showed that in spite of the larger
number of ears in the broadcast plot, the greater length of ears
and the larger number of grains per ear have contributed to a
heavier crop in the transplanted crop. Calculation of cost showed
iftat there was a clear extra profit of Es. 8-S-O m kar, Es. 14 in
Co. 1 and Es. 18-8-D in Co. 8 over the respective broadcast crops.

There is also one difficulty with broadcasting which it would be
'W!uthwhile to remember. Sometimes the young rice plants soon
after they are sown become subject to the attack of thrips and su£^

• When this affection occurs in the seed-bed, it is easily
:)tetrtfiied ‘by either flooding the ^d-bed or sja^ying with tobacco
hi^^sibh, The adoption of rtoiedial measures on a field scale, when
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the crop is broadcast would, in most cases, be im|>0S8ibIe to

attempt. In one of the seasons this experiment had to be aban-.

doned due to this thrip attack in the broadcast crop.

Besides the thrips, in parts of North Malabar and South Sanara,

in some seasons the crop becomes subject to a serious atjtack of rice

hispa. Generally for the second crop which is grown hwe between
November-February either broadcasting or transplanting is adopted.

When the attack becomes severe there is always a possibility of

checking it by adopting control measures in the seed-beds but when
the attack is in the open broadcast field, the ryot is helpless.

In a trial at Pattambi, with variety thamlakkannan, in the first

crop season, June to October, transplanting gave nearly 20 per

cent, more yield than the broadcast crop.

In northern parts of Ganjam district there obtains the practice

of broadcasting even in portions of the area fed by canals. Fields

transplanted one season are broadcast the next season. The ryots

there are usually of the opinion that a well managed broadcast crop

would yield just as well as a transplanted one. An experiment was
started to test this point at the Berhampur station. In the

broadcast plots half the area was thinned out by actually plough-

ing the soil when the crop was about a month old and in the

other half the thinning was done by hand. Two years’ results

have been obtained and they go to show that there is no difference

in yield between the two practices. It must be remembered that

the rice season of this tract was favourable in both the years.

The ideal condition required for a broadcast crop are good early

showers, facilitating a thorough preparation of the land, and timely

rains to get in the crop in the right time. These conditions were
fortunately satisfied in both the seasons. It may therefore be said

under the conditions obtaining here that in good years, broad-
casting is just as good as transplanting. But generally the broad-

cast crops suffer more from precarious weather conditions and. it

M seldom that an ideal broadcast crop is met with.
.

’

Observations made on the root systems in the two cases both
at Coimbatore and at Berhampur showed that in the broadcast ciop
the maximum length of the bigger roots was shorter and the &ier
roots' fewer in number, thinner and tiiorter than the oorret^pondmg
ones in, the transplanted crop. It is probably due to. the.

enees in the root system that the broadcast cr(^ is to

lo%e inuch more than a transplanted crop, mere being no su^Scieiit

ahchorage in the soil.

. There is ih some parts of Madras as in the Salem dktiiqt, a
fipmbined practice; cff breadeaetihg and tnumplanting. The. .fields

ain fir^ OG^n end whe^ ercq) is about a month to six bid
nit^oo^jis plpr^ied 'up and the field^lewtiled add
mbved ^ rare transplanted ew^ly. 'TSmre Sklige

appemr to to imy epecifd advantage to recommend this jmadtioe.
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While all the field operations up to planting are attended to by
the cultivator himself, labour has to be engaged for planting.

This is exclusively done by women coolies. In the deltas,

where a large area has to be transplanted in as short a period

aa possible, there is usually scarcity of labour and often high

wages have to be paid. Wages for transplanting may be as high as

eight to ten annas per head per day which is about twice or thrice

the normal rate. Usually there is migration of coolies from the

dry tract to the deltas during this period and the planting is all

done by them on contract.

(viii) After cultivation—Irrigation and drainage .—There is no
hard and fast rule with regard to the method of irrigation. In the

case of swamp rice when once the fiooding of the fields has com-
menced it is generally recognized that the field should not be allow-

ed to crack and dry out until the grain commences to ripen. After

the transplanting is over, the field is usually kept drained for some
time to hasten the seedlings striking root. When the seedlings are

established, water is let into the field and kept there, the only pre-

caution necessary being not to let in too much of water to irown
the crop. Most of the rices can stand a certain amount of sub-

mersion provided it is not continued too long. In certain tracts

without proper facilities for drainage, fields do remain submerged
for some days during certain seasons, specially on the east coast

when the north-east monsoon happens to be very heavy. The
water once let in will have to be changed but the frequency of

change will largely depend upon the supply. Generally, ryots will

like to change the water as often as possible because of the silt

which is brought down with the water. This silt deposited in the
field adds to the fertility of the soil. Besides the silt there is also

the advantage of aeration to the roots. Though rice may be grown
under swamp conditions, its root development is greatly influenced

by aeration which is brought about by frequent change of the irri-

gation water. Well-drained land may not require too frequent a
change but heavy and badly drained land and land inclined to be
alkaline do require the water to be changed frequently. The
necessity for this can be easily recognized by the examination of

the root system. In a well-drained land the root is found to go
down to a depth of a foot or 14 inches whereas in an alkaline land
it is practically confined to a few inches from the surface.

Though in India it is considered essential to keep the water
always in the field throughout the growth of the crop, in some of

the other oountries like Italy, Spain or America, there is often a
practice to drain the water off completely from the fields now and
then; this practice is supposed to make the plants grow more
vigorouB. It looks as if rice can stand this treatment without any
hatful effect. In some years due to adverse season and rather

Iiiai^e4 su^ly of water there is no possibility of keeping water
al#ay8 In tne field. Provided this does not occur too oUvn or too

; I
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iong to make the soils crack, there is apparently no damage done

to the crop. This draining off can be done only before the plants

start forming ears. When once the plants enter this phase, wateor

must be supplied in plenty as this is the period when the transpir-

ing activity is most intense. Frequent draining off and keeping

the fields without water should encourage growth of weeds and

their removal is one of the most expensive items of cultivation

in the coimtries which adopt this practice. There is, however,

no doubt that a good deal of water is wasted in our rice cultiva-

tion methods. It should be possible to economize, as experience

and experiments have shown, that such excessive flooding as is

usually practised is not essential to the growth of the crop. In
some parts of Kistna it is known that crops irrigated by water

lifts, yield even better than crops receiving flow irrigation. That
rice can do with much less water than is usually given in the

deltas is apparent from the fact that certain varieties of rice under

well-irrigation where much less water is used, yield just as well as

and even better than in the deltas. Flooding, however, keeps

the weeds under check effectively.

The question of successfully growing a crop with much less

water than what is used now, particularly in the deltas, has become
specially important in these days. Due to the depression and the

big fall in the price of rice, there is a desire for an attempt to

change the cropping and go in for some crop more paying than

rice. The main difficulty against this being successfully carried

out is that under the conditions rice is grown, no other crop can

grow. For instance there is a great scope for expanding the area

under sugarcane but it is difficult to grow it in the deltas except

in slightly high level fields. If on the other hand rice could be
grown like a garden crop giving water whenever it requires, there

is no difficulty in growing sugarcane by the side of it. The
problem of flooding and draining will not then arise.

Rice varieties, at least a good many of them, do appear to

stand such treatment but the difficulty is in controlling the

weeds that crop up. There was an experiment conducted at the
Samalkota station where this treatment of rice was attempted and
it was found that the rice crop was smothered by weeds and the
yield was very poor. At the Maruter station a numb«: .of varieties

was tried under semi-wet condition, i.e,, the land was puddled
thoroughly as usual and after the rice was transplanted and the
seedlings had established, wrater w:as drained awray. There was
some trouble with weeds and the field was given a flooding at the
time of weeding and then drained off. No more watffl* was given
to the crop. Out of a large number of varieties tried, one of the
basangi strains evolved at the station stood this treatment sucoera^
fully and gave as good a cr<^, nearly 4,000 lb. of gxaih per acre,

ae it wbre grown as a swamp crc^. There appeal' tp be gr^
possibilities in tmdfsiiaking researih in these dirbdHfme.
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The total quantity of water required by a rice crop grown under

the swamp conditions varies according to (1) the duration of the

variety, (2) the soil in which it is grown, and (3) the nature of

the particular irrigation system. Mainly to determine the size of

the sluices and fix the ayacut for each sourcp of irrigation, the

irrigation authorities had determined roughly the duty of water.

The duty of water represents the area which can be irrigated by

a continuous flow of water at the rate of one cubic foot per second.

We have no data at present to show the relationship between the

duty and the yield of the crop, i.e., we would like to know how the

yieid will be affected by increasing the duty, i.e., making the

available supply irrigate a larger area. Whenever there is any

attempt by the irrigation authorities to increase the duty, the ryots

under the ayacut begin to protest, and assert that their crop will

suffer. Eecently with the co-operation of the Irrigation Depart-

ment, an attempt has been made to determine the actual quantity

of water for the crops grown at the different agricultural stations

apart from the theoretical one that is assumed for the tract. Such
determinations have been made for rice at Coimbatore, Aduturai,

Maruter and Samalkota and they are given below :

—

Table No. 4.

’Sig

i
Year. Plaoe. Variety* Season. -S O' a

B

1 'll?
1 iiij
Q H

1931-32 .

.

Samalkota .

.

GEB. 24. July to December, 150 118*35

1932-33 .

.

Do. Punasa kona* July to November. 140 112*93
inani.

1933-84 .. Do. GEB. 24. July to December. 153 102*05

1932-33 .. Maruter Garikasanna- December to 81 36*72
vari. March.

1933-34 .

.

Do. November to Feb- 123 53*00
ruary.

1932-33 .

.

Aduturai Adt. 2. June to Decem- )65 60*24
ber.

1932-33 .

.

Do, AEB. 65. June to Decem- 165 69*52
ber.

1932-33 .. Coimbatore. Co. 3. July to January.

.

160 72*23

1983-34 .

.

Do. Oo. 3. July to January.

.

160 84*79

As will be seen from the figures given, the duty is very high foi
the West Godavari delta because of the heavy nature of the soil

and the very flat nature of the lands. There is hardly one foot of
fall ruffe in the level of the country and consequently the drain-
^^faciliti^ are rather limited. In Coimbatore there is often a

in the level of the field by a foot or six inches within

4a
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a distance of 100 yards. The irrigation authorities are also carry-

ing out an irrigation experiment near Gobichettipalayam under

the Thadapalli channel to see the effect of either lowering or

increasing the normal duty on the yield of the crop.

The total duty determined cannot give us a correct idea of

the different water requirements of the crop in its different stages

of growth. The greatest amount is required when water is just

let in and the fields are puddled. After the crop is in flower the

quantity required is less. The quantity of water required for the

different stages of the crop has been determined at Coimbatore

for Co. 3 and it is given below :

—

Acre inohea including
irrigation and

rainfall.

Preparation of plots up to planting . . . . 25*63

Planting to flowering . . . . . , 48*27

Flowering to last irrigation . . . . . . 10*89

Total . . 84*79

Weeds and weeding.—Weeding is an operation, the importance

of which varies with the conditions under which the crop is grown.
Broadcast crop, especially that sown in soil which has not been
puddled, requires much weeding and this forms one of the expensive

items of the cultivation cost. Where the crop is drilled it can be
minimised to a certain extent by the use of the bullock hoe. In
South Kanara little notice is taken of weeds for the first crop which
is usually transplanted. The monsoon rains at this time are heavy
and continuous and the weeds cannot compete *with the semi-aquatic
plant like rice. As was mentioned already the weeding of the
broadcast areas as in parts of Ganjam is done by actually plough-
ing through the crop after the land is flooded. It serves the purpose
of both thinning and weeding. Where weeding is done by hand
in the broadcast field filling gaps with the thinned seedlings is

also carried on simultaneously.

In transplanted fields where hand weeding may be done once
or twice according to the duration of the crop and the prevailing

circumstances, the operation is not entirely for the benefit which
the crop is to receive by the removal of weeds. Sometimes even
when there are no weeds in the fields the trampling at the sides

of the plants by the women coolies who do the weeding is consideied
beneficial to the crop. This trampling is said to encourage ttllftring*

and root development. The partial drying out of the fields during
weeding is also beneficial to the crop. There are not many 'weeds

which are troublesome to the swamp rice. These tscn usually

aquatic grasses, horai (cyperus) and Panieum Cmtg<lili. The
latter is hard to distinguish from the rice plant in tite ei^y

and the seed usually gets carried on as an in the line
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grain. In some places the arai {Marsilia diandra) is often a

troublesome weed and is usually brought into the fields with the

irrigation water. At Coimbatore where some of the fields were

foul with this, growing a thick green manure crop in summer
was found to effectively keep it under check. In certain places

there is trouble with a kind of green alga which is stated to affect

the tillering of the rice plant in the early stages, if present in large

quantities. Occasional drying out of the fields can easily keep
this under check.

When once the rice is harvested, the whole field gets usually

foul with weeds, some of which die out soon, as the soil gets too

dry while others persist until the next rice season. With the
letting in of water and ploughing, these weeds get buried and serve

the purpose of manure.

Growth of the crop .—After the plants establish themselves they
go on producing side shoots. This is an active period of vegetative

development. This may pass on either directly to the reproductive

development in the early varieties or enter it after an apparent
quiescent or inactive interval in the late varieties. The coming
on of the reproductive activity is characterized by a very rapid
increase in growth and the change of the colour of foliage which
becomes perceptibly dark green. The developing panicle inside

the terminal leaf sheath of each shoot in a plant can be seen now,
and after a week or so, the ears emerge out of the leaf sheath.

A good rice crop in full flower is one of the most pleasing sights to

see.

In some tracts due to too much of initial fertility in the land
the plants grow too rank in the early stages with the result that

the plant tends to lodge even before the ears are thrown out. This
is a characteristic of some of the areas in West Godavari district

and usually such rank growth is arrested either by cutting off the
top leafy portion of the plant or by allowing cattle to graze the crop
down to a certain extent. This ‘ topping ’ or cutting away of the
terminal leafy portion of the plant has to be done judiciously if

the yields are not to be affected.

About three weeks after all the earheads are out, the ‘ setting
’

of the seed in the ear commences which can be made out by feeling

the flowers in the terminal portions of the ear, which on pressure
exude a milky white semi-solid substance. The grain is said to be
in the milk stage then. Too much of rain or any cyclonic winds
at this stage of the crop might do considerable damage to it by
lodging which will affect the grain formation. This should account
for a large percentage of half-filled grains at harvest. If the lodg-
ing of the orop occurs still later there may not be any material
har^ except probably a slight discoloration of the grain and a certain
lunotmt ffiimage to the straw which becomes mouldy at the
hbtto^ el the lay.
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It may be said generally that most of the Madras varieties are

weak in the straw and invariably they are found to lodge at the

time of harvest. There are, however, a few exceptions like GEB. 24

of Coimbatore, kusuma (Mtu. 8) of Eistna which have a fairly

stiff straw and do not lodge to the same extent as other varieties.

Lodging is an indication of the luxuriance of the crop, the

heavier the crop, the greater the lodging. Any yield of over

3,000 lb. of grain per acre must result in lodging of the crop. Due
to adverse season or lateness in planting even a crop that usually

lodges can remain erect after it is fully ripe and the yield of such

a crop must be naturally less—not more than 1,000 lb. per acre.

Draining the water before harvest .—The draining off of the

water from the fields before the harvests is an important agricultu-

ral practice, connected with rice growing. It should be done at the

right time, neither too early nor too late. As was explained earlier

the harvests of the first crop in the double crop areas either

synchronize with the break of the north-east monsoon or come
when the monsoon is in progress. It is not usually possible under
these conditions to completely drain the fields. In some bad years

the harvests may have to be done when there is still water in the

fields and this adds to the difficulty of harvesting and transporting

the sheaves. Beside the difficulty experienced in harvesting opera-

tions, the excess of moisture in the fields encourages secondary
tillering and leaf production. Due to this a certain amount of small

tillers may be produced. These late tillers produce ears also which
do not normally reach maturity. They have a separate ripening

period of their own and it may not be possible to allow them to

run their full course. Their contribution to the harvest is only
chaff and half-filled grains. All these affect the quality of the
produce which has to contain grains of different stages of maturity.
Any amount of drying done later cannot improve the quality. The
bulk of the crop in the single-crop lands and the second crop get
ready for harvest towards the end of the north-east monsoon, or even
later when usually dry weather prevails and there is no difficulty

about draining off the water in time.

The high quality of the rices coming into the European markets
from Spain, Italy and America is to a large extent controlled by
judicious adjustment of the irrigation and harvest practices. It

is stated that the best time to dry out the fields before harvest
is when the grains are just hardening in the ear. It is said that
by so doing the ripening is made much more uniform and the
^am when milled has a uniform and shining texture. When the
water has to be drained off, wdll also depend on the nature of ^e
b(m1 in the tract concerned. In the deltaic soils which ate heavy
clays and therefore more retentive of moisture, the water may be
drained off mndh earlier than in a loose well-drained soil*. It tzuiy
be quite enough if the water is drained off a weedE or ten dayn
hiffwe the crop is ready for harvest in swsh opeu and Ihose voAff,
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(ix) Harvesting and threshing.—The harvesting in South India

is invariably done with hand-sickles. There is considerable varia-

tion in harvest practices in the different rice tracts. In some
places the crop is cut when the grain is still partially green at the

base of the panicles, whereas in other places the crop is not cut

until it is dead ripe and the grain commences to shed. The time

at which the crop is cut has a great influence on the nature of

the produce, particularly its milling quality. Apart from the gene-

ral inherent quality of grain it is recognized that any delay in the

harvest gives rise to a high percentage of breakage in milling.

It is a well known fact that the bulk of the Tanjore rice that is

coming into the markets is unfit for conversion into raw rice while

the bulk of the Ganjam, Guntur and Nellore produce is milled as

raw rice and marketed as such. The difference in the milling

qualities of the produce, of the two tracts should mainly be

accounted for by the differences in harvest practices. Apart from

the slight change in the size of the grain between the same variety,

nellore samba grown in Nellore and that grown in Tanjore, the

quality of the Tanjore product is definitely inferior to the Nellore

product.

Differences in harvest practices.—In the Circars the rice crop

is harvested at a stage when the earheads are just ripe and the

straw is still green. The sheaves are allowed to dry in the field

three or four days, and then put into stacks where the gi’ain under-

goes probably some sort of curing. The stacks are allowed to

remain for a period, up to about four months, depending upon the

convenience of the cultivator before threshing is carried out. In

the Tanjore district, the harvest is delayed considerably and the

operations of harvesting and threshing ai’e invariably finished on

the same day. In this connexion it is interesting to observe that

Tanjore district imports the same white sirumani rice that it itself

grows on a large scale, into some of the towns in the district, from

the adjoining South Arcot district. This is due to the fact that in

the particular locality from which this rice is obtained the cultiva-

tors adopt the Circar’s practice of harvesting detailed above. That
this practice does not obtain in Tanjore may be due to various

reasons. There is first of all the insecurity of leaving the stacks

in the field, trespass of men and cattle being much more common
here than in the Circars. Secondly most of the lands are cultivated

nnder the varam system, i.e., the cultivator and the landlord

share the produce in definite proportions. The share of the

cultivator being, however, much smaller than what obtains in other

places, the landlord cannot be sure of realizing his legitimate por-

ti<wi of the produce unless he is actually present during harvesting

and threshing operations. In the Circars, however, the lease

system is more prevalent and the tenant has the full liberty to

handle the crop as he likes and deliver the stipulated rent^ in

kind withm a reasonable time.
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Submersion of the crop, lodging during the ripening stages and
the presence of grains of different sizes contribute to a high per-

centage of breakage in milling. There is also considerable variation

in the length of the stubbles left at the time of harvest. If as was
stated previously the land could not be drained properly before the

harvests, a fairly long stubble will have to be left. As a general

rule in fields which can be dried completely the straw is cut as

close to the ground as possible. This is also the practice where
there is scarcity of fodder. In the deltas ordinarily a longer stubble

is left for the first crop in the double-crop lands and this when
ploughed under, serves the purpose of manure. In some places as

in parts of Malabar only the earheads are cut and the straw left

over is either cut again or allowed to be grazed down.

However carefully the harvest may be done, a certain amount
of loss by the shedding of the grain in the field cannot be avoided.
If this shedding is high and if the field is dry, special coolies are
put on who try and collect as much of this grain as possible and
after giving a portion of it to the owner take the balance. What-
ever is still left over may be partly eaten by birds and rats. If
the fields get wet before the next rice season begins, these stray
grains germinate and get buried when the puddling of the fields

starts again.

Threshing .—^The sheaves after they are cut, are removed to the
threshing floor, tied into big loads and carried by men on heads.
If, as is usual in some places, the field itself is prepared into a
temporary threshing floor, the distance through which the sheaves
have to be carried will not be much. If the grain is over-ripe
the lead great, there will be some loss by the grains dropping during
transit. Threshing in most places is done immediately or within
two or three days of cutting the crop. As was mentioned earlier,
in the Circars, the grain is stacked in the straw and not threshed
until some months later. Here the crop can be cut a little green
as the ripening continues in the straw. It has got to be dried in
the fields for two or three days to prevent heating in the stack.

In the southern districts the threshing is done in two stages,
the bulk of the grain is threshed by beating the sheaves on the
ground, and what is left after that is subsequently trodden out by
cattle. In Malabar and South Kanara where the bulk of the crop
is on the green side when harvested, the sheaves are beaten but on
a board or on an ordinary bench with reepers instead of planks.
The straw is again subsequently threshed either by beating with
sticks or by treading out by foot, men being employed for the pur-
pose. In the Circars where the sheaves are stacked they are
simply sfuread out and threshed by the treading of cattle.

Allowing the sheaves to dry for a few days ia the fldlds aft»
they are cut makes threshing easier as the grains dkop bff completely^ beati^. While the cutting of the crop a littib: eaz^ is^cuopectefl
tb bontribute to^ better quality of the grain, it zadses
tsf a little more difficult.
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Tke ease with which the grain comes oS. the ears at the time

of threshing, is distinctly a varietal character. There are varieties

which shed their grain badly even with a httle disturbance while

others require hard beating to remove the grains from the ears.

The extreme limit of this character—shattering, is to be seen in

the wild rices which grow in swamps. Here the grains do not

ripen in the earheads at all. They are shattered even before they

are fully ripe. This shattering character of the cultivated rices

must have come from the wild rices and we find various degrees of

shattering represented in the cultivated forms. The shattering

character is inherited and its inheritance has been studied at Coim-

batore, in the progenies of crosses between parents which show a

marked variation in the amount of shattering.

Varieties that possess this shattering character to any degree

will have to be harv'ested early enough, while the crop is some-

what green. If this is not done a considerable amount of damage
will be the result by the grains dropping off even in the fields at

the time of cutting, and all along the route as the sheaves are

bundled and transported to the threshing floor. Generally, grains

with a round shape shatter their grains more easily than oval or

long grains. For instance the siruniani of Tanjore has to be
handled very carefully if excessive shattering is to be avoided in

the fields. An example of a variety that does not shatter percep-

tibly is GEB. 24 which, if circumstances necessitate, can be left

in the field for a much longer period than is permissible for any
other variety. Of the other strains evolved at Coimbatore, Co. 2
is one that shatters badly if left in the field until it is over ripe.

In the deltas there is a great demand for labour at the time of

harvests. As in the case of transplanting, the coolies from the

dry tracts migrate to the deltas then and do the work of harvesting

and threshing on contract. They get paid usually in kind but
sometimes in money also.

(x) Cleaning, drying and storing—Cleaning .—^After threshing,

the produce has to be freed from all chaff, mud particles, and half-

filled grains. In this Province no sort of power or hand winnowing
machine has come into use to clean the produce. The wiimowing
is all done by throwing up the threshed produce in a stream against

the direction of the wind. The chaff and half-filled grains are
blown off to a distance and the heavier and sound grains fall nearer,
the separation of chaff thus being mainly dependent on the strength
Mid continuity of the wind blowing at the time.

The proportion of foreign matter present will depend on the
condign of the crop at harvest and on the threshing practices.

In the ;northmi deltas where the crop often lodges at the time of
harvest and the weather is wet, a fair amount oi mud sticks to the
eain.; The iMune applies to the produce of the first crop in the
aout^m areas where the harvest has to be done in wet weather.
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The produce from the tank-fed and well-irrigated crop in the

central districts is liowever, comparatively cleaner, there being no
damage due to rain, and the cleaning is more carefully done on
account of the smallness of the crop handled. The preparation of

the threshing floor also influences the amount of mud and dust

present in the produce. In the Circars and Nellore district, por-

tions of fields are themselves temjiorarily converted into threshing

floors. In the south, pieces of high ground common to the whole

village, on road sides or canal bunds are used. The clean prepara.-

tion of the produce in these improvised common floors is not a

practicability. The tenants who cultivate the land pay very little

attention to clean the produce thoroughly. They are even interested

in mounting it with foreign matter to make up the quantity that

goes to the share of the landlord.

The removal of stones and mud particles can only be done by

sieving. Sieving however is never done as a general practice.

The proportion of these impurities in the Godavari and Kistna

delta produce is generally fiigh and spoils the appearance of the

produce. The use of rectangular hand sieves operated by two
women as the grain is jioured over it by a third coolie has been
tried with success at the Maruter station. It costs less than six

pies to sieve a bag of grain (166 lb.), while such cleaned produce

fetches always a couple of annas more than unsieved material. A
high proportion of the unwanted material in a sample, results in a

low outturn of rice to paddy during milling.

Drying .—Before the produce is stored it has to be dried to a

certain extent. The amount of moisture will depend upon when
the harvest has been done. As the grains ripen in the head, the

percentage of moisture in it gradually goes down and this has to

be further reduced before the grain can be stored. The harvested

grain is usually spread out one or two inches thick on a clean

mud floor for a day or two and then stored. The amount of

drying to be given will dej)end upon how the produce is to be used,

whether as food-grain or as seed. In the Government farms,

where most of the produce is sent out as seed, the produce is dried

on masonry (Cuddapah or cement) floors for two or three days
and then stored.

In countries like America and Japan the quantity of moisturd

present in the grain at the time of storing amounts to Ti to 16

per cent, of the weight of grain. In experiments conducted at

the Paddy Breeding Station, Coimbatore, it has been foimd that

there is usually about 15 per cent, moisture at the time of harvest.

This goes down to 10 to 12 per cent, when the produce is stored,m
ordinary gunnies and the grain though not very good for seed pw-
poses is found to keep well. But if the same grain is stmred in

0lo£^ metallie bins where the atmosph^e cannot have a free pk^,

^ quantity of namktnre does not go down wuth restifc tiiat

fflnain gets and bad.
,

The quantity of natdet^ idiat can
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left in the grain with safety is about 10 to 12 per cent, of the we^ht
of grain. So, whatever may be the method of storage adopted the

produce will have to be dried to bring down the moisture to thk

level. It is possible that the moisture may be brought down still

further by longer drying in the sun but unless such dried grain is

stored in air-tight receptacles the produce is likely to absorb a

certain amount of moisture from the air and come up to the level

of 10 or 12 per cent. The amount of moisture absorbed by the

dried grain depends upon the climatic conditions of the tract where

the produce is stored. If the weather is humid due to rains, the

quantity of moisture absorbed will be great.

Amount of drying necessary .—Experiments have been made at

the Aduturai and Samalkota stations to determine the quantity of

moisture so absorbed. At Aduturai the grain of Adt. 3 and Adt. 4

was first dried consecutively for four days on a masonry floor and

weighed at the end of each day. The initial weight recorded as

soon as the crop was harvested on the 7th October, which was 128

lb. went down to 115 lb. on the first day, to 112 lb. on the second

day, and there was no further loss by subsequent drying for another

two days. The loss on drying was about 12-6 per cent. This

dried grain was stored in gunnies and left in the store room, and
weights were recorded every fortnight for the next six months,
until the middle of next April, when the grain is usually distri-

buted as seed. From 112 lb. the weight gradually increased to

118 lb. during the middle of February. In February the seed was
given a drying as usual which brought down the weight to 114 Ib.

and the weight increased again to 117 lb. in April. When the

distribution of rainfall during this period of storage was compared
with the changes in weight, it was found that there was a tend-

ency for the weight to increase during the rainy weather and to

remain constant at other periods. This experiment thus showed
that the grain if dried beyond a certain degree it reabsorbs mois-
ture during storing and gains in weight. The final weight in

April was nearly that obtained by drying for one day in October,
and any further drying was probably unnecessary.

The experiment at Samalkota was more or less the same with
the addition that the seed was tested for germination at intervals.

Konamani, a long duration variety, was harvested on January 20th
and immediately bagged. Out of five bags of grain, each weigh-
ing 166 lb., one was kept as control without any drying while the
othOT four were dried for one, two, three, and four days, respect-
ively, before storing. Periodic weighments of bags were made at
iniUarvals until next August along with germination tests of samples
dmvm from each bag. The figures showed that the percentages
of diyage on the original weight on the first, second, third and
foorth ^y, were 6-9 per cent., 8-2 per cent., 1-2 per cent, and 0*2
per c^t., selectively. In the case of bag No. 1, whicfli was

No. 2 wUch was dried for a day, there
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w.as a gradual reduction in weight up to the end of the Irat

season, after which there was a slight rise by reabsorption of mois-

ture and consequently a gain in weight. In the case of grain dried

for four days, the reabsorption continued until the end of March,
after which the weight followed the same course as that in the

case of bag Nos. 3 and 4. An almost stable equilibrium was
reached after two days’ drying when the grain weighed about 160

lb. and any moisture lost by further drying was reabsorbed from
the atmosphere.

The percentage of germination of the samples from the five

bags showed a general increase as the number of dryings increased

but the variation was only slight. From 94 per cent, for the

undried seed, it went up to 99 per cent, for the sample dried for

four days. In two days’ dryings it was 97 per cent. This experi-

ment showed that under the conditions obtaining in the Circars

due to the prevalence of fairly clear weather after the harvest of

the sarva crop two dryings on clear days should be quite sufficient

for preserving the grain as seed.

If, however, the period of storage runs through a wet weather,

the grain, by absorbing considerable amount of moisture, becomes
imfit for seed purposes later, the germination being slow and poor.

This is what usually happens in the second crop seed, garikasanna-

vari, of the Godavari district. The produce is harvested in May
and has to be kept until it is required next January-February
for sowing. During the interval of 10 months the stored produ<’.3

has to pass through two wet seasons—the south-west monsoon
period, June-September, and the north-east monsoon period, Octo-

ber-January. To overcome this difficulty the ryot usually raises

an intermediate second crop in the sarva season. June-October.

This crop invariably suffers from a wet harvest. On account of

this difficulty only some who can command the facilities adopt

this practice. The area grown thus being limited there is a great

demand for the produce for seed purposes and the price is some-

times twice as much as that of ordinary grain.

Preservation of seed .—Experiments have been conducted at

Marnter with regard to the preservation of second-crop seed. The
second-crop seed harvested in May was dried and stored in different

receptacles, metallic bins, gunnies—single, double and treble, and
straw bundles. When germination tests were conducted later, it

was foopd that it was quite satisfactory in the produce st(8'ed in

metallic bins. The produce stored in gunnies, irrespective of the

number of gunnies used, began to lose its vitality after the fifth

month of storing. The straw bundle was about intm'medii^
between bins and gunnies. Comparative yield kiaks of old seed

ha^sted in May and preserved in metallio bins and new seed bw-
vested in October were made and they ^owed thi^ ^ old seed

just as good as the new and at the same lame resulted in an
even harvest. tile seed preserved in gunn^ yrae <ki^^
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dryings, an improvement by way of increased percentage of germi-

nation was obtained. It did not, however, approach the percent-

age secured in the seed preserved in metallic bins. Though the

buying of the metallic bins for storing the second crop seed may
be an expensive item which all ryots cannot probably afford, there

is no doubt that the initial investment on them is more than

recouped in the way of savings secured by not buying seed at

exorbitant prices.

Though it may be an advantage to dry the produce very

thoroughly when it has got to be used for seed purposes, such

excessive drying produces a high percentage of broken rice when
the grain is pounded or milled. This reduces the value of the

grain if it has to be used as food. Bapid drying of the harvested

produce in hot sun brings on what is known as sun-cracks, i.e.,

cross-fissures in the kernel, making it unfit for milling purposes.

In some of the foreign countries where the produce is put on the

market, artificial driers are used, where the temperature is not

allowed to rise too high and thus the formation of fissures in the

kernel is prevented.

Storing .—The storing here referred to only relates to the rice

in husk. Husked rice is not stored for a long time. With regard

to grain in husk what is meant for sale immediately after the

harvest, may be stored loose or in gunnies but larger quantities

that are meant for sale later in the season, have to be stored in

special receptacles.

Receptacles for storing .—These receptacles vary in kind and
size in the different tracts. In the Circars, large quantities are

stored in specially built granaries called gathis. These are elevated

structures built on pillars and provided with walls of bamboo mats
on all sides, thickly plastered over and a pukka roof with projecting

eaves. The capacity of these may vary from 300 to 1,000 bags of

grain (1 bag = 160 lb.). Then there are the circular puris or

pattarais with walls made of straw twists temporarily erected on
either spherical masonry platforms or on an elevated piece of

ground. These puris are very common in Tanjore also and their

capacities are definitely less, the largest of them holding not more
than 200 bags of grain. Then there are the shallow underground
pits used for storing grain for short periods. This practice obtains
both m Ganjam and Nellore. For the preparation of raw rice, rice

in husk must be stored for some time after harvest, as there is pro-
bably a sent of curing process going on during such storage. In
the esae of the pitted grain, due to the heat developed, the curing
is hastened and a sample that has remained in an underground pit

iox couple of months is probably equal to one year old grain.
The millers in Nellore, invariably adopt this practice before milling
the &e^y harvested produce. In the southern parts of the Pro-
yi^, l^e grain is not generally stored for a long time. The

is usually disposed of before the commencement of the
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next harvest. There are also other receptacles commonly nsed,

the granary made of wooden planks as in Malabar, the straw bundle,
mnras used in South Kanara, and the common sun-dried mud bins

used all over the Tamil districts. Big mills which buy the grain

for milling and selling as rice, have special godowns attached to

the mills where the griiin is stored either loose or in gunnies.

The only receptacle used for storing husked rice, even for

temporary periods is the common gunny. The grain stored in

completely air-tight receptacles as gathis or underground pits does

not give such a white and attractive looking rice as that stored

in straw puris. If the grain is milled with a large amount of

moisture, the rice cannot be kept long as it is likely to become
mouldy and lose its nutritive value.



CHAPTEE V

Special Problems op Eice Cultivation

Some of the special and peculiar practices adopted in isolated

parts of the Province are detailed below.

(i) The ‘ Udu ’ cultivation in Tanjore.—This refers to the inge-

nious practice of obtaining two crops of rice with one cultivation.

This practice is to be found in the Northern and Eastern parts

of the delta, where the water-supply is received comparatively late

and where gi’eat difficulty is experienced in transplanting the

second crop after the first kuruvai is harvested as it almost synchro-

nises with the setting in of the north-east monsoon. Where water-

supply is normal the usual two crops {kuruvai followed by samba)
are taken. In ‘ udu ’ cultivation, seed of kuruvai, the three-

months’ variety is mixed with seed of ottadan, a seven to eight-

months’ variety in the proportion of four to one and the mixture

is raised in a dry seed-bed just before the receipt of the freshes in

the rivers. The seed rate adopted ranges from two to four mea-
sures (5 to 10 lb.) per cent, of seed-bed and one acre of seed-bed

is expected to plant about five to six acres of land.

There is nothing special in the cultivation practices, except that

the ryots realizing the exhaustive nature of the cropping, usually

manure the fields heavily. The land is either ploughed dry first

and finished with puddling or it is puddled right through. The
seedlings which are usually well-grown, having been obtained from

a rich soil, are transplanted in bunches of six to eight seedlings to

a bunch with six to eight inches of spacings early in August. The
crop receives the first weeding about three weeks after planting and
again twice after the early crop has been removed. After the

harvest of the early crop in October cattle are sometimes let into

the field to graze down the stubbles and enough water is main-

tained in the field to facilitate the rotting of the kuruvai stubbles

and encourage, shooting of the late crop. The late crop ripens in

February. The yield obtained will depend upon the season but

an acre yield of 2,000 lb. from the first crop and about 1,000 lb.

from the second, is considered satisfactory. When, however, the

summer has been rainless causing the soil to crack deeply and
v^n after the harvest of the first crop there are well distributed

rains which help in the rapid shooting of the late crop, bigger yields

may he <^tained. An examination of the yield figures for a large

number of years points out unmistakably the inter-dependence of

the two crops, "l^enever, due to a favourable season, the kuruvai

crop yields well the titiadan yields les8> but if due to a wet summer
or:&te planting, kuruvai does poorly, the ottadan makes up far it by
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au increased yield. The improvements that have been recom*

mended by the department are (1) the use of the strains of kurufxU

and ottadan evolved at the Aduturai station, (2) the reduction of

the seed rate from 5 to 10 lb. to 3 lb. per cent, and planting less

number of seedlings, not more than four to five in each hole, and
(3) the use of green manure supplemented by either bone-meal or

super-phosphate.

^Though the practice is ingenious enough in that it tides over

the necessity to plough the land twice as is usual with double-crop

lands, there are certain disadvantages inherent to this system. In
rice cultivation when once water is allowed to stand in the field

after the planting, it should be maintained right through. But
to facilitate the harvest of the early crop, water has to be drained

off and the soil gets hard by the trampling of the soil at the

time of this harvest and no ploughing is possible. The partial

drying of the field also encourages considerable weed growth. The
main advantages of the practice are (1) a second crop is guaranteed

in tracts where the second crop freshly planted after the harvest

of the first crop stands the risk of being damaged by the usual

heavy and continuous rain ; (2) because of the strong stubbles of

the ottadan crop, the first kuruvai crop does not lodge badly if

there should be a bad weather prevailing as it has the support pf

the ottadan crop ; and (3) the payment of the double crop assese-

ment is avoided.

Certain experiments have been conducted at the Aduturai

station to determine the best combination of the kuruvai and
ottadan strains out of the four available, two of kuruvai and two
of ottadan. Two or three years’ yield trials point out that a combi-
nation of strains Adt. 4, (kuruvai) and Adt. 7, (ottadan) is about
the best.

This system of cultivation is not likely to extend much. Prob-
ably the area under this system is even now going down in this

district. The ottadan rice though of a longer duration, is not
considered to be of good quality and is mainly consumed by the
labour classes.

Experiments with ‘ Udu ’ cultivation at other places.—Certain

experiments have been conducted at the Samalkota and the Maruter
stations to find out how far this practice of Tanjore could be
adopted in Godavari district. At Samalkota both Adt. 3 and Adt.
4 were mixed with a number of late varieties, GEB. 24, krishna-
katukkullu, ratnachudi, Co. 2, Adt. 5, etc., and grown as a udu
crpp.. The total yields of the different combinations vaned from
2,800 to 3,000 lb. of grain per acre whereas the average yield of
the single crcq? in the farm was about 2,950 Kb. Thus thp yield
was nearly the same both in single cropinng as well as in ftiltt

crofting with the additional disadvantages that .the udu cultiva-
tion involved an extra expenditure of Bs. 12 per u&ta m
ariid the kuruvai grain fetched eight annas less par of jb.
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than the local variety. Owing to the inevitable late planting
obtaining at this station compared with the Western delta the

system had less prospect of success than at Maruter as will be
seen below.

The udu crop trials have been going on from 1926, at the
Maruter station. Five of the short duration varieties, Adt. 3.,

Adt. 4., sornavari, chitrakali, garikasannavari, were each grown
mixed with three long duration varieties, atragada, GEB. 24 and
krishnakatukkullu. The combination of Adt. 3, with all the three

gave increased yields over the pure long duration crop and so also

one of the combinations of Adt. 4, with krishnakatukkidlu. In
all the rest, the total yield of the two crops was below the yield

of the single crop. In a bulk trial, in one of the rich plots of the

station, Adt. 3 with GEB. 24, gave 4,500 lb. of grain per acre

while the average yield of the pure crop for the station was about

3,000 lb. only.

The proportion in which the seed of the two varieties should

be mixed was also experimented upon. Three proportions of 1 :1;

IJ : 1 ; and 2 : 1, of early-crop seed to late-crop seed were used'. It

was found that in all the three, the total yields were imiformly

the same. The figures definitely showed that the yield of the

short crop increased as the proportion of this seed in the mixture
was increased from 1 to 2, but the yield of the long-crop came
down proportionately thus making the total almost the same.

Experiments were also conducted to compare the udu method
against the pure crop that was either topped to prevent lodging

or was non-topped. Trials were also made with early sowings

and late sowings. The general conclusions reached from these

udu trials are : (1) the scope for the adoption of the system in the

delta is limited ; (2) it can be adopted for soils of above average

fertility where topping has to be done, and where facilities for

early sowing and the planting of the crop before the end of June
exist; (3) for these conditions a mixture of Adt. 3 and either

GEB. 24 or krishnakatukkullu planted rather close in doubles

would be advantageous ; and (4) the system is definitely unremu-
nerative for lands of average fertility or where the planting has

to be done late.

(ii) The second-crop problem of the Godavari delta.—^In the

Godavari delta in the double-crop areas, the first crop sarva is grown
between June to November and the second crop dalwa between

February to May. The area allotted to the dalwa crop is about

^ per cent, of the first-crop area and comes to about 200.000 acres

of which the Western delta alone contributes 125,000 acres.

li^ore the introduction of the canal system, the dkilwa cultiva-

tion, was ocmfined to the margins of Collair lake and was extended

into the delta nearly 50 years ago. By experience, the people

t^^ most fovoorable time for planting the ddwa
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to be after the middle of February; this period is found to

synchronise with a favourable change in the weather conditions,

rise of temperature and the onset of pyru gali or corn winds,
and plantings done earlier to this period invariably succumb to

pests and diseases. Later plantings resulting in bumper crops

the area under the second crop has gradually increased. At
the time of the Great War, the price oi rice went up and this

gave a further impetus to the increase in the second-crop area

until a stage was reached beyond the safe limits of the average

water-supply in the canals. Indiscriminate growing of the second

crop led to the difficulty of uncultivated lands in the midst of the

second-crop area getting affected and becoming alkaline consequent

on the alternate wetting and drying. The Irrigation and Revenue
vuthorities took some action in the matter by sitting in conference

very year and deciding upon particular canals that should be

opened for the second crop, preference being given to portions

where the first crop either failed or was poor due to submersion or

flooding in the sarva season. Even then the area under the second
crop rose from 66,500 acres in 1900 to 223,000 acres in 1923.

Government have now formulated measures to put a check to

further increase in the area and to localize the second-crop area for

every season.

The advantages that have resulted in the introduction of the

second crop are ; (1) It has contributed to increased yields in the

main crop, firstly by setting up a general awakening in the matter
of-manuring rice and secondly by checking the rank growth and
the consequent lodging in non-cropped areas. (2) The periodic

cultivation of a second crop counteracts the occurrence of ‘ gulla,’

a peculiar and harmful looseness of the soil common in lands
where a single crop of rice is grown alternating with either a long
period of fallow or a garden land crop. (3) It has increased the
cultivable area in the coastal taluks of the district where the first

crop invariably fails. (4) In the Eastern and the Central deltas,

where large areas are under coconut gardens and sugarcane, the
second crop has come in to augment the fodder supply. (5) It has
increased the level of lease rentals of tenant cultivators who are
on the increase and who mainly depend upon the second crop for

grain and fodder, the produce of the first crop being utilized to

meet the rental.

Stem-borer attack and the second crop,—Among the disadvan-
tages, the most important one is the development of the chief rice

pest, the stem-borer. Previous observations on the incidence of
this pest had disclosed that the percentasfe of incidence varied be-
tween 0’2 to 0*58 in the single-crop lands and between 1*7 to: 4*4
in the double-crop areas. Studies on the incidence of the pest on

station for a number of years showed that the pest attack is

manifest in the rice crop from the end of October to' early
Febmary,: affiscting the first crop while it is ih ears and the ttebond
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crop while it is still in the seed-beds. Eyots have been shrewd
enough to realize the situation and have adopted certain means
of reducing the incidence. They have gone m for shorter dura-

tion varieties for the first crop so that flowering of the varieties

will escape the critical period of insect infestation. It is found
that varieties that flower up to early September, are free from the
pest, later flowering varieties exhibiting increased incidence. In
one of the trials a variety of rice flowering towards the end of

October showed 3*13 per cent, of pest incidence but this increased

to 26 per cent, when the flowering was delayed to 12th November.
The failure of the early planted second crop is due almost entirely

to a severe incidence of the stem-borer. Though the insect con-

tinues to lay eggs even after January, it has been found that the

egg masses collected later than January are all parasitised. Thus,
the ryots have been able to dodge the caterpillar problem by go-

ing in for early duration varieties for the first crop and by delaying

the planting of the second crop.

Sometimes it is stated that the second crop growing depletes

the soil fertility. But this appears to be more imaginary than

real. There is no second crop coming in every year in the same
area and even then there is a long interval between the two crops

and the fairly intensive heat during the period of six to eight weeks
is enough to bring the soil to a nice condition for the following

first crop. The interval between the first and second crop also

permits of the growing of leguminous crops either for green

manuring or for fodder, a common practice with the ryot. The
work at the Maruter station has also shown that it is possible to

raise a good green manure crop of daincha (Sesbania aculeate) for

the sarva crop by sowing it in the standing crop of dalwa. It

has also been noted that the fertility of the land can be maintained

by suitable manurial practices.

The main difficulty with the second crop, as was mentioned

earlier, is the inadequate water-supply at the later stages of the

crop. Alternate wetting and drying caused by the shortage of

water tends to make the soil more alkaline and the inadequate

water-supply in the end does not usually allow the growing of a

green manure crop.

The problems with the second-crop growing amount to this.

The fields planted earlier than February, succumb to insect pests

and later planted fields, though they escape the insect attack,

suffer from water shortage. Inadequate water-sunnly affects the

proper setting of'tlie seeds and the physical condition of the soil

which is detrimental to the following first crop. Regular seed-

bed sowings do not commence until Christmas nr fhe first week
in January and the plantings are not done before the second

week in February. Crops planted in late February , reqtih'e -water

^ to the end of April, but the eanals are closed for general

^ With the difficulty of water
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shortage in April, Government could not allow any further increase

in the second-crop area. So, in 1928, they localized the second*

crop area in three main zones in the Western delta which has the

largest area under the second crop :

—

(a) Excluded zones consisting of high level lands are per-

manently excluded from the second-crop area;

(b) Rotation zones that get a chance of growing a second

crop once in three years; and

(c) Permanent zones that are allowed a second crop every

year, the lands either being liable to submersion or where
a first crop cannot be grown satisfactorily.

This system has been found to work fairly satisfactorily.

Experimental work at Samalkota .—This second-crop problem
has been one of the main lines of investigation at the Samalkota
station for a number of years, the experiments being along three

directions. One was to try a number of short-duration varieties

by planting them early in the second-crop season to see whether
any of them would be suitable for such planting. The second

was to grow a short-duration variety in the main-crop season

and to follow it immediately with a long-duration variety to

mature in February or March. The third was the comparison of

the yielding capacity of a broadcast crop sown in the first and
tliird week of October, with a planted crop in November, the time
of sowing being the same in each. This last arose out of an
indication that a broadcast crop was less affected by stem-borer

than a' transplanted one. Udu cultivation mentioned previously

was also tried.

These trials have all gone on for a number of seasons and
though valuable indications have been obtained, the results, so far

as the solution of the problem is concerned, are a complete
failure. None of the early varieties could be planted successfully

early in the season. As regards the intermediate cropping—a long

duration variety followed by a short one—it was found that the

month of November was the latest at which transplantation could

be done, as otherwise the advantage of cropping out of the normal
season was lost. In the test with a large number of varieties

for a long period, no variety was found that would withstand the
adverse seasonal conditions sufficiently to make its cultivation

a practical proposition. It was found that even small differences

of a week or a fortnight in the time of planting considerably

affected the crops.

Experimental work at Maruter.—^With the available results of

all these trials at Samalkota, the problem was tackled also along
three lines at the Maruter station ; (1) to evolve a strain in the
important local second-crop vatiety, garikasannavari which could be
harvested earlier without detnment to yield. (21 trial of other short-

4aration varietlea outinde in pktee ,<ff
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modification of the different cultural practices with a view to

advance the harvests.

As regards (1), one strain has been evolved (Mtu. 9) which
in addition to giving a higher yield than the local could be harvested

a week to ten days earlier. This has satisfactorily finished the

trials at the station and in the districts and its distribution is in

progress.

Begarding (2), there are a number of varieties of even shorter

duration than garikasannavari but they give a satisfactory yield

only when planted late so that there is no saving in time.

As regards the last item, several trials have been going on with
periodical plantings, alteration in the time and rate of sowing

seed-beds, different methods of raising seed-beds, different ages of

seedling and different spacings given at planting and observing

their effect on the time of flowering of the crop. Planting seed-

lings raised in a thin-sown nursery was found to advance flowering

by three to four days. With seedlings raised under wet condi-

tions, it was found that the greater the age of the seedling at

planting time, the quicker it flowered but the final yield was
definitely poor. If the seedlings were raised under semi-wet con-

ditions, the crop was found to be good in stand and yield but there

was no advance in age. After repeated trials and extensive obser-

vations made on the stand of the crop obtained by planting

volunteer seedlings that had got self-sown in the fields in Novem-
ber, it was found that seedlings raised under wet conditions to

begin with in November and then allowed to dry up, and planted

in early January when the seedlings were nearly 70 days old,

gave a satisfactory crop, and at the same time came to flower

nearly a month in advance of the regular sown crop. The seed-

lings raised under such trying conditions were found to be free

from the infestation of stem-borer and established much more
quickly than ordinary seedlings raised under wet conditions. The
experiment has been extended to large scale trials for two seasons

and the results appear to be satisfactory'.

From the results obtained, the following suggestions emerge

out as worthy of practice :

—

(1) For permanent dalwa areas where the fiirst crop is either

not cultivated at all or damaged by submersion, nurseries

can be sown in November and the planting done in the

first or second week in January. The irrigation for this

crop might be cut off by the end of March.

(2) Fot areas where a first crop is grown but kept under

continuous puddle, nurseries may be sown towards the

end of November or early in December, and planting done

week of January. The irrigation for this

might be out off by the first week of April.
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(3) For areas that grow a catch crop of sunuhemp, planting

may be done durmg the first or second week in i’ebruary,

nursery being sown in early December. Irrigation foi

this might be cut off by the second week of April.

In the course of these experiments it was found that the first

crop varieties like basangi, dkkullu, krishnakatukkullu, can be

used for the second crop, using the previous year’s seed. The
sowing of seed-beds can be made in Noveihber and seedlings trans-

planted in January or early February, come to harvest along with

garikasannavari.

(iii) Double transplantation.—In a few places there is the

practice of transplanting twice. Seed is first thickly sown in the

nursery and then planted close together in bunches. Subsequently,
these are split up and planted again in smaller bunches. The
only advantage with this practice is that it is possible to use much
older seedlings than would otherwise be the case. Planted close

in bunches, the plants cannot tiller and if there is either scarcity

of water or too much of it at the planting season it is possible

to tide over this period by double transplantation. The conditions

obtaining in the Central delta of Godavari are such that facilities

exist for early sowings but not for early plantings. To prevent
the early-sown seedlings from getting too rank they are planted
in a second nursery after a month, about three inches apart,

and the same replanted a month later in the main fields with wider
spacings.

Experiments with double transplantation,—To determine the

merits of this practice an experiment was laid out at the Samal-
kota station and continued for three years consecutively. Two
plots in the same field were transplanted on the same date, and
two months later when the seedlings had become thoroughly

establi^ed, the crop in one plot was pulled out and re-transplanted.

The results showed that there was nothing to be gained by the

second transplantation which was an added expense to the cost of

cultivation. Though the experiment was later discontinued as

uneconomical, it was noticed that the double transplanted crop

had {noduced more grain and less straw and was thus comparable
to the planting of old seedlings and seedlings from the thin sown
seed-beds in other experiments. Probably, the greater ratio of

grain to straw is related to greater root development. This might
account for the double transplanted crop suffering less from lodging

in fields which are inherently over-fertile. The practice though
it involves additional expenditure has compensating features about
it .like saying of seed, and timely planting of healthy and stnmg
seedlings which will grow and be less liable to lodge.

In a later experiment conducted at this station three pounds of
seed were sown in one cent of nursei^ and Uie seeilmgsw^ enough
io |.lant three cents In 1^ first Instance and 84 cents finalfy; wi^
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in single transplantation the same quantity sown in one cent of

nursery was enough to plant twelve cents only. The final yields

were in favour of double transplanting by about 9 per cent. ; but as

the once-planted plot had been sown 25 days later than the double-

transplanted plot, it cannot be said that the increase was not due
to the earlier sowing of the seed-bed in the case of double-trans-

planted crop. The difference in the total age of the crop could

easily account for the 9 per cent, difference in the yield.

At the Maruter station in connection with the studies on the
problem of lodging, a characteristic of rich soils, double transplanting

was found to be one of the agricultural practices that could be

made use of to prevent lodging. The final yield of the double-

transplanted crop was, however, 10 per cent, less than the crop

where the shoots had not been cut in the early stages to prevent

lodging. A regular experiment was later carried out with seven

varieties of varying durations, to assess the comparative merits of

single and double planting. Early and late sowings and thick

and thin sowings had also been included in the experiment. In
the final weighruents two varieties had to be discarded as they

grew too rank and lodged prematurely. Among others, the yield

differences were definite only in the variety akkullu. The general

results of the experiment were that the yield difference in favour

of double planting was very little. It w’as the thin sowing of the

seed-bed that had the most prominent effect on yield.

This practice of double transplantation prevails in certain

tracts of other provinces as well. For instance, in Tirana district

of Bombay, in the stiff black soils, this double transplanting is

practised to reduce production of straw and increase production

of grain. The conditions obtaining here are the same as in West
Godavari where the practices of double transplanting and topping

the crop in the early stages are resorted to. In parts of Assam also

this practice obtains. In an experiment conducted at the Jorhat

farm in Assam, double transplanting was found to be distinctly

beneficial. This experiment, however, amounted only to the com-
parison of one month old ordinary seedlings with two months old

well-tillered and strong seedlings obtained by a first transplanting.

The difference in yield must be mainly due to the better vigour

of the seedlings available for double transplantation.

In Malaya, it is mentioned that in lands of high fertility, there

is a practice of transplanting the seedlings into the field in clumps

which are split up successively two or three times before the final

planting. This practice is stated to stimulate general growth and

particularly tillering to such a degree that a much smaller quantity

seed would be sufficient to plant an acre. This method is,

however, not considered useful for lands of low fertility.

Mention is made of an experiment in British Guiana where

diMfbte tTttniyVanting (first planting after four weeks and thb
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second transplanting three or four weeks again later) has given

a big increase in yield, the increase more than compensating for

the increase in expenditure involved. The doable transplanting

resulted in stronger seedlings, more efficient weed control and
considerable saving in seed.

It may be concluded that this practice might be of some benefit

for special tracts (1) where either facilities for early planting are

not available or early planting is not practicable, and (2) where
early planting results in too rank a vegetative growth due to over

fertility of the soil. The advantage of the practice is mainly due
to the strong and vigorous seedlings available for transplanting

and it is probable that the same advantage might even be gained
by growing the seed-beds thin, and planting the well-grown

vigorous seedlings, without having to incur additional expense in

transplanting twice.

(iv) Two crops in the ‘ sarva ’ season 0/ Godavari delta .—^In a

large area of the Godavari Western delta, scattered areas exist,

which are favourably situated for planting the crop early in the

season. Due to such early planting and to the high fertility of

the soils, the crops grow very rank and such rank grovrth has to be
cut back to prevent loss of yield due to premature lodging. This
cutting back has to be done judiciously if loss is to be prevented.

To make better use of the situation an udu cropping was tried

and this gave nearly a 30 per cent, better yield than the single

crop. As an alternative to this system, the growing of two crops^

an early and a late, independently one following the other was
considered worthy of trial. The possibilities of doing this have
been under investigation at the Maruter station for a number of

years.

While the choice of an early variety to be planted first is easy
enough, the main difficulty lies in the choice of the long duration

variety to follow the early one. It should be such as would come
to flower almost at the same time as the other main crop varieties

of the delta, as otherwise it will be subject to the attack of stem-

borer. For the first two years, preliminary observations were made
to choose the right varieties for this trial. Among the earlv

varieties, wateribune, kasipiehodi, Adt. 8 and stoamalu, and
among the late varieties, GEB. 24, krishnakatukkullu, atragada

and garikasannavari were considei'ed. Of the early varieties Adt. 8
was decided upon as the best for this trial. With regard to the late

varieties observations taken on the severity of the stem-bOTer

attack showed that GEB. 24 was tolerably resistant while krishm-
katukkidlu and atragada showed nearly 60 p^ cent, infe^tbn
Thus the two crops chosen for this trial were Adt. 8 follotred by
GEB. 24. This cropping was compared to the jungte crep GEB.

in adjacent {dots for three seasons. The total yi^ of tl^ tisd
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crops together was distinctly better than the yields from the single

crop by 63 per cent, in the first year, 22 per cent, in the second
year and 82 per cent, in the third year. Later trials with this
method have shown that variety moshiopolo of the Ganjam district

and Co. 3 of Coimbatore are even better than GEB. 24 for this

kind of cropping. The results were definite enough to point out
the feasibility of adopting this practice. It should be particularly

useful to cultivators of smallholdings as they can easily increase
their produce from the laud by nearly 50 per cent, with a little

extra trouble. Of course, adequate regard will have to be paid
to maintain the fertility of the fields by suitable manuring.

This experiment lias also given some indications about the

details to be adopted to make the scheme a success. One important
limiting factor for the trial was found to be that the seed-bed for

the second crop has to be raised dry and early in the season. Seed-

lings from a late seed-bed raised under wet conditions when planted

in September after the harvest of the early crop, are found to be
easily susceptible to the attack of insect pests. The early and dry

sowing gives the seedlings an early start but at the same time

makes tlaem remain dormant in the nursery until required for

planting. Moreover, the dry seedlings also establish sooner when
planted out and are found to possess sufficient hardiness to resist

the unfavourable conditions attended with late planting.

(v) Cultivation of rice in salt lands—‘ Kaipad ’ cultivation in

Malabar.—In parts of the West Coast there are areas near the

mouths of streams subject to tidal waves and annual inundation

within a few miles of the sea coast. The soil in these areas is a

stiff clay, dark in colour. It is extremely impervious, rich in

organic matter, due to deposits accumulated through years. The
fossils of plants and shell fish suggest that these were originally

under the sea and there are also indications of the existence of

salt pans in many places. Such places are usually overgrown

with mangroves which have to be cleared before the land can be

made use of to grow a crop. The rice cultivation in these lands is

known as ‘ kaipad ’ cultivation meaning literally sour land cultiva-

tion.

Alter the jungle is cleared, the area is protected from the tides

by big bunds often strengthened by a row of mangrove plants or

even with rubble. A few drainage channels are cut and these

communicate with the river through narrow wooden sluices across

the bunds. The lay^-out is a slow and costly process and the

soil for the bunds has often to be brought down from long distances,

and thus it may take many years before the bunds are built strong

enough to withstand the currents.
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The cultivation starts in Januaiy-February when the area is

drained thoroughly through the sluices and the land is laid out into

rov?8 of loosely heaped mounds by mammatties. These mounds
conical in shape vary in size according to the level of the field in

relation to the tide level of the river. They may vary from IJ
to 4 feet in height and 2 to 4 feet in diameter. These mounds are

so made with sufficient space between the clods of soil for water
and air to pass through that, when dry, dming the next season,

these blocks may be dismantled block by block and rebuilt again.

The first heavy showers in June wash down most of the salt

from the mounds. This water is drained ofi and fresh vrater is lei

in just up to the top level of the mounds. The top of the
mound is slightly stirred and well-sprouted rice seeds are sprinkled

over the mounds on a showery day and more water is let in to sub-

merge the mounds to a depth of three to four inches. Four days
after sowing, the water level is lowered and when the seedlings

are about ten days old fresh water is let in to stand to about half

the height of the seedlings. The frequent change of water helps

in washing out the salts and stimulating the rice plants to grow.
Even short spells of sun and floods may do much harm to the

crop. About 100 to 150 lb. of seed are sown per acre.

After about thirty to forty days, the water is drained off on a

cloudy day, and the weeds are pulled out and buried. The mounds
are cut up into small bits with a few seedlings in each, and they

are distributed in the fields around the mounds. The work has to

be got through hurriedly and when finished, the field is brought

to its original level with seedlings distributed over it about six

inches apart. Water is now allowed to stand to about half the

height of the seedlings which soon establish and tiller profusely.

. The after cultivation consists only in the careful regulation of

the water and maintaining the bunds safe. Water from the river

is not usually let in unless other sources are blocked. The crop

flowers in September and after this about two to three feet of

water have to be maintained to prevent the .crop from lodging.

Water is drained off only after the earheads ripen and the crop

is ready for harvest by about the middle of October. Any hot

spell before the crop ripens is harmful to the crop. At harvest

the earheads alone are cut, and the field is filled in with fresh

w^ter to submerge the stubbles and this water is kept on until

Jsmuary. The yield of the crop may vary from 1,600 to 8,000 lb.

per aero.

No manuring is ev^ done to the lands as the decayed yegi^able

fitohhles and weeds) and animal matter present replenish the soU.

'[Riough in nmnaal yearsj the actu^ cult’vation .<^ the ept^

mot entail any special expense, it is the maintenaa^ nipahs

to Ihe bunds and sluices that lodn n hea^
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There is usually some subsidiary income from these lands. The
bigger bunds planted with a row or two of coconut trees bring in

some produce. Sometimes the outer bunds may also be planted
with ragi. In some places when river water is let in after the

harvest of rice, varieties of hsh and prawns breed inside the enclo-

sure and these may be collected and sold at the time of draining

in next January. The majority of the depressed classes are

attached to this class of land which provides them with employ-
ment not only in rice cultivation, but also in some cottage indus-

tries like coir manufacture, mat making, fishing, etc.

The chief varieties of rice grown in these salt lands are bait

(an awned variety), orkayama (a kayama suitable to saline lands)

and orkuttadan. Of the above, bali is the most important and is the

variety gi’own in kaipad lands, with bunded enclosures described

above. On the outskirts of kaipad land, there are no bund enclo-

sures and here orkayama is grown which is said to stand salinity

even better than ball. In this class of land the mounds are formed

only in June after the rains start and seedlings brought from out-

side are first planted on these mounds instead of sowing seeds.

After a month these mounds are dismantled as in the case of bali.

Because of the less protected nature of the land, the crop is usually

rather poor. These areas can, however, be gi-adually converted

into kaipad lands by later bunding.

Even among saline areas there are certain low lying places

where water staJids to a greater depth and for a longer period

making transplanting iai[>oasihle before September. Though these

places are also bunded and provided with sluices the method of

cultivation adopted is different. The variety of rice grown here

is orkuttadan which is a deep water rice. With the first rains

the land is ploughed once or twice and the later rains convert

this area into small hikes and a large amount of silt is deposited

on the ploughed surface by the floods. This water can be drained

off only when the south-west monsoon abates and the land is

puddled and "transplanted with seedlings grown in the adjacent

coconut gardens. The excess of water is drained off now and then

and a weeding is also given. The crop can be harvested in

Jonuary-Pebruary and may yield about 1,500 to 2,000 lb. of

grain per acre. Unlike bait or orkayama the straw of this variety

is cut and made use of for thatching purposes.

There are certain high level hinds adjoining kaipad lands which
also devel<^ a certain amount of salinity and have to be attended

to if they are to be made use of to grow crops. The methods
adopted to keep down the salinity in these lands are : (1) diggi^
the land aftw the harvest of rice and leaving it in clods or in

ridges and fuirows until the season comes again for transplanting,

(*i) tr^efaihg at intervals and replacing soils in the saline patches

by good brought from outside and (3) {sroviding high and strong

to prevent saline ^ter getting in at times of high tide.
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Saline lands in Tanjore district .—Such saline lands exist in

parts of Tanjore district also along the coast. The annual rainfall

here is somewhere between 46 and 60 inches, almost all of it being

received during the north-east monsoon.

The nursery is prepared in July, usually in a high le%el held.

It is first flooded with sweet water and subsequently drained to

remove the salt if any. It is then heavily manured with cattle

manure and village rubbish and the seed-beds are prepared in the

ordinary way, under wet conditions using sprouted seed. The
seed-rate adopted is about 60 lb. sown in ten cents of land to plant

an acre. The transplant field is ploughed once or twice meanwhile
and the seedlings are transplanted when they are about 50 days

old. The seedlings are planted in bunches about a foot apart

with four to six seedlings in a bunch. It is considered safer to

plant more seedlings in the bunch as the salinity of the land is likely

to kill some of them. While the better class of land receives prac-

tically no manure, the poorer is sometimes manured by penning

sheep or cattle. The crop comes into ear by the middle of Nov-
ember and is harvested by the middle of Januarj'. The main
principle observed is that the planting time should be so adjusted

as to make the flowering of the crop synchronise with the

heavy north-east monsoon rains. When salt-water gets into the

field during high tide and gets out during the ebb tide, fresh water

is let into the fields and drained oft to remedy the bad effects of

the salt-water. The success of this crop depends upon the mani-
pulation of irrigation and drainage with rain-water and water from
rivers. The after cultivation of the crop does not materially differ

from what is usually adopted for rice and in good seasons the crop

may yield anywhere from 1,200 to 1,500 lb. of grain per acre.

The chief variety of rice grown in these areas is what is known
as vadan samba and this is said to stand a fair amount of salinity

in the soil.

Coastal tracts of Godavari and Kistna .—^In parts of Godavari
district, mainly in the Central and the Western deltas tWe
large areas which require special treatment for growing rice on
them. In the Western delta the areas consist of the coasta}

regions at the tail-end of the main canals, which are subject to

submersion by tidal waters and excessive drainage from higher
portions of the delta. The soil here is generally alkaline, and
along the coast it is sandy. The first crop, June to November,
fails completely in certain seasons but water for a second crop is

usually given every year which is used either to grow a crop or
to wash off the accumulated salts.

There are such lands in the Central delta also idong the ba^>
yraters known as farra lahds. To bring them under oultivatkm,
it is just necessary to surround them by hi|^ embankments fitted

mth <me vday tidal gates for dntinoge. Tbs &st few years
nwlsmation immde no return, and consist in am alternate drying.
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flooding, and draining to get rid of the accumulated salts. The
necessary state of sweetness required by a rice crop is indicated

by the growth of bulb grass (cyperus) and before this appears it is

waste of time to attempt to grow any crop. Silt and river sand are

carted on, whenever possible, to improve the texture after the wash-

ing out of the salts. When the land has become fit to grow a rice

crop, the canal water is let in, to wash away the salts accumulated

in summer and seed from a crop of other parra lands is sown.

Seed from an ordinary wet land does not thrive, unless it has been

grown first in parra lands. Only surface cultivation is practised

for some years and ihe cultivation is made deeper and deeper as

the soil improves. The crop depends to a large extent upon the

amount of rain received and the yield is low and precarious, and

in some years no produce is obtained at all. Persistent efforts and
the gradual improvement of the soil by addition of silt and bulky

organic manures as municipal rubbish can alone solve the difficul-

ties. These lands are cultivated by people owning normal wet
lands elsewhere.

(vi) ‘ Cole ’ cultivation of South Malabar .—There is another

special method of rice cultivation known as cole cultivation obtain-

ing in parts of South Malabar in Ponnani taluk. The cole areas

are stretches of land usually under water almost throughout

the year situated close to canals and back-waters. The access

to sea is usually protected by a masonry dam provided with sluices

to empty the water from the areas into the sea. The whole area

is divided into blocks of 50 to 100 acres with strong impervious

high double bunds with a four to six feet space between, which
is used as a channel where water is stored. These channels are

connected to the outlet into the sea on one side. The bunds
and the channels themselves are the means of traversing the area.

The cultivation of these areas begins after the close of the north-

east monsoon. A number of cultivators owning lands in these

areas join together and arrange to pomp the water from the land

into the channels where it is stored. This pumping was used to

be done by chakrams or water wheels previously, but now one
finds a number of oil engines installed by private individuals

who charge for the baling out of the water at so much per acre. After

the water is baled out into the channels the land is ploughed lightly

and the crop is sown. In some places the soil is too soft to admit
plonghing by cattle. In such cases levelling is the only operation

attended to before putting in the crop.

The crop usually grown is cheera, a three to four months*
variety. It is either broadcast or transplanted from seed-beds

raised outside. Since the crop is grown in a period when there

are usually no rains, the crop requires plenty of irrigation. This
is mani|iged by baling in the water from the impounded channels
back to the fi^elds. H there are any rains and if there is already
too much of water available in the channels, the excess watf^
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ia drained into tho sea. The success of the cultivation depends

upon storing the right quantity of water in the bunded channels.

In some years it may so happen that the available supply will

not be sufficient to ripen the crop in which case, the crop must
necessarily fail or the outturn will be poor.

Under normal conditions the crop gives a satisfactory yield of

1,500 to 2,000 lb. of grain per acre. The cost of cultivation will

usually be Rs. 35 to Rs. 40 per acre, of which Rs. 8 to Re. 10

has to be paid for the engine-owner to pump out and pump in

water.

(vii) Deep-water rices ,—Mention was made already of the

scattered small areas of single-crop lands in parts of Malal^ known
as karinkora lands. These areas occur generally where tho catch-

ment area of the surrounding hills is out of all proportion to the

basin below. During the heavy south-west monsoon these areas

remain flooded with three to five feet of water and since it is

not possible to drain them, nothing is done here until the mon-
soon abates in its strength. After September they are usually

planted with a long duration variety (seedlings being raised else-

where), and harvested in February.

Bice cultivation in Collair tract .—Though the real deep-water

conditions obtaining in parts of Bengal, Orissa and Assam, do not

exist in Madras, there are portions in the Collair tract in the

Kistna district where deep-water conditions prevail to a small

extent. This tract is situated between the two great irrigation

systems of Godavari and Kistna and a large amount of natural
drainage finds its way into this. In addition, the drainage of the
upland tracts comes as sodden floods through a number of wild
streams that empty into this lake. The Collair lake itself must
have once been connected with the sea and by the receding of the
sea it is left as a hollow stretch of land nearly 150 square miles in
extent. While the sources of in-flow into this lake are many and
varied, there is only one outlet from the lake into the sea, and even
this outlet ceases to function effectively during heavy rains. There
are a number of islands in the lake where the fishing-folk live in
hamlets. Though the lake gets full by August-September the
water begins to subside from December onwards and by March
a greater portion of the lake dries up affording grazing to the large
herds of cattle belonging to the cultivators in the taluks bordering
the lake.

Cultivation in the area covered by the wator-s^ad of the toke
is of a very speculative nature and until the burvests are actually
finished one cannot be sure of the fruits of bk lahonr. In the
main crop season, the damage is likely to occur firstly by the sub-
Bi^sion of the crop and secondly by the swarm of birds which
usually visit the crop at the ripening stage. In the se^d crop,
damage may ari^ frcun either scarcity of water at hasty lhund<^.
Storms sometimis occurring in early May.
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Adjoining the regularly cultivated patta lands in the villages

on the margins as well as in the isbnds of the lake, there are stul

vast areas of uosun’eyed lands. There is now a system adopted

from 1916 by which the Government allots these unsurveyed lands

to individuals every year at the rate of not more than an acre to an
individual. Since the proper cultivation of the area entails con-

siderable amount of labour such as putting up of bunds, cutting

down of weeds and burning them in summer, the insecurity of the
tenure does not allow the cultivators to attend to them
satisfactorily.

The whole area can be divided into : (1) Areas on the margin
of the lake—all surveyed lands having irrigation facilities from the
Kistna and Godavari canals, where a first crop alone is cultivated.

(2) Islands in the lake—these depend solely on the Collair water
which has to be lifted by me»^hanical means. Oil engines have
come into use recently. (3) Unsurveyed area, cultivable only
during the second-crop season as the Collair water recedes. The
cultivation of the first two classes is just like what is practised

tn the deltas except that seed-beds can be raised only after the
canals are opened. Sometimes seedlings are also bought in the

delta villages at high prices.

The chief varieties grown on the margins of the lake and in

the lankas are konamani and akkullu. If the water in the lake

rises too soon after planting, the seedlings will be damaged but
if the rise comes on after the seedlings have well established

themselves, there is practically no harm done even if the water
rises to a level of three or four feet. It is found that the variety

konamani stands submersion during the shot-blade and earing

stages even better than the deep-water rices of Bengal introduced

here some years ago. These foreign deep-water rices are prac-

tically going out of cultivation.

The second-crop area cultivated between February and May is

restricted to the Collair bed and most of the unsurveyed lands.

As the water recedes the land gradually gets ready for cultivation,

from December onwards. The seed-beds are prepared on the

borders of surveyed fields by bunding them and baling out the

excess water. Weeds are removed, the land is puddled and sprout-

ed seeds are sown. Jn'igation is given if necessary in the beginning.

After some time no irrigation is given and the plots are allowed to

diy and crack. The leaves of seedlings all get dried up at the
time of pulling and the palling is done dry when 45 to 60 days old.

Before planting, the seedlings are kept heaped in the wet mud for

three nights when fresh roots appear. These are then planted and
are said to be not only free from insect attack, but also do not break

gflier planting, when birds visit the fields in large nurubers and
; '^triple the plants. After March there is scarcity of water in

pi^ons and water will have to be lifted by kanm, an indigenoas
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water-lift. The plots are usually very weedy and the water scarcity

encourages weed growth. With all these troubles the cultivation

is naturally precarious.

The chief second-crop variety of the tract is nallaralu a variety

with black glumes and awns. Garikasannavati and potti kesari

are also grown. Nallaralu is said to resist drought and it does not

also shed the grain during the gales experienced late in April or

early May.

(viii) Ratooning in rice.—There is a practice, in a very small

area round about Chingleput, of ratooning rice. In some of the

clayey soils irrigated by tanks, after the harvest of the crop in

December-January, the field is weeded and irrigated again when
the stubbles shoot up and give a small crop. In some exceptional

years the ratoon crop is expected to give as much yield as the

main crop itself. The special variety which is treated this way
is known as ' uthiri kar

Observations have been made on the ratooning of rice at the
Paddy Breeding Station, Coimbatore. Batooning is due to the
development of the axillary buds at the nodes of the stubbles left

after the harvest. Though the actual stooling of the stubbles is

greatly controlled by the time of cutting the first crop and
other environmental conditions, the development of the buds and
their growing into new shoots appears to be essentially a varietal

character. If a variety with an inherent capacity to ratoon, is

cut just at the time of ripening, when the straw is still somewhat
green and the soil still moist or, supplemented by further supply
of water either by irrigation or rain, the stubbles shoot and give

a secondary crop. If, however, the crop is harvested when it is

dead ripe and there is no supply of water to the soil, the stubbles
do not shoot.

Becords were taken to compare the duration, height of plant,

length of panicle, setting of grain, size of grain, and seed vitality

in the main and ratoon crops. It was found that all the characters

were less pronounced in the ratoon than in the main, except seed
vitality. The reduction in the size of grain is sometimes made use
of by ryots to meet a particular difBculty. Bices do change their

grain size according to the locality in which it is grown. Any
fine rice by repeated growing in the heavy delta soils tends to
become coarse and occasionally by the use of the grain from the
ratocm crop for seed purposes, this coarseness .is wininniiffui

temporarily.

Though the grains from a ratoon crop are smaller in sbm, their
productive power does not in any way get affected. Experimeata
have been conducted at the Adutmrai station to use the ratoon
for seed purposes in a ouniber of varieties and th^ was no defect
tither in the vitMUy cx parbdlKtive povrar seed.
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Batooning is not by any means to be advocated as an economic
proposition. To boe the soil, and to keep it wet in a tract

experiencing water scarcity even for a normal crop, the outturn

from the ratoon crop will hardly meet the cost of the operations,

but if by any chance, the weather is favourable and if the rice

variety grown is capable of ratooning satisfactorily, there is no
doubt that it will be worth while making use of the practice in

certain special tracts where no other economic summer crop could

be successfully raised.



CHAPTER VI

Rotations

In the wet-land rice, on a large proportion of the area available

for cultivation, there is practically no rotation practised. Rice
follows rice, year after year. In some places although rice may
be grown year after year, with sometimes even two crops a
year, there is a practice of taking a catch crop of some pulse,

black-gram, green-gram, cow-gram or horse-gram. Usually this is

sown in the standing rice crop a fortnight before the harvest when
water is drained off. Sometimes, sunnhemp may be grown after

rice, for fodder purposes as in Eistna. In a few places where
facilities exist, instead of sowing these catch crops in standing rice,

the land is ploughed after the harvest and then the pulse is grown.
Gingelly is sometimes grown on wet lands either after the harvest

of rice or later, if a favourable rain is received to plough the land

and sow the crop. Besides the catch crop rotation, the most impor-
tant of other crops which are grown in actual rotation with wet-land

rice, are sugarcane, betel vine, plantain and turmeric. In South
Kanara, tobacco sometimes follows the main rice crop in the

coastal tracts. It must be understood, however, that all these

crops are confined to places where the soil is not too heavy and
where facilities for irrigation and drainage exist. With the above
general remarks the rotations adopted in each individual rice

tract may be mentioned. The kind and nature of cultivation ol

the crops coming in rotation will depend upon the season in which
rice is grown.

Ganjam district .—In the dry lands, dependent absolutely on
rains, the rice is grown during the rainy season and the land
remains fallow for the rest of the year. In wet lands the follow

ing rotations are practised :

—

Season Crops grown

1 June-September . . Sagi, sunnhemp or gogu for fibre.

September-Becember . . Rice.

Jauuary-April . . 6remi-gram mostly, and to a certain
extent black-gram also. These are sown
either in the standing rice crop as in
the south of the district or after plough-
ing the land as in the north where rains
are m(ne certain.

2 July-December . . Bice.

Eebmary-April . . Gingelly.

3 Septemter-December . . Bice . . \ Area adopting this rota-
Apnl-August . . Vegetables .

. j tion is very limited.

4 year . . . Sugarcane .

. ]

Second and third years Bice . . Area adt^tiag this rola*
(July to December). tkm »« very nmited.

Fourth year .. Sugarcane .. i
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Sometimes in parts of Chicacole talnk, samai (P. miliare) is sown
in wet lands anticipating some grain produce, if rains are late.

If, howevffl:, rains set in early, the samai crop is puddled in as

a green manure and rice is planted.

Vizagapatam district.—^Rice is grown here both in garden lands

and wet lands. In wet lands where the land is low lying only one
rice crop is taken in the year but in other respects there is no
difference in the cropping practice between garden and wet lands.

A large number of crops is grown in rotation with rice. There
is a large area under sugarcane in this district and wherever cane

is not grown, three crops are taken in the year from the same land.

The three seasons of the year are

:

(1) early (purma)—March to June,
(2) main (pedda panta)—-July to December, and
(8) late (pyru)—December to April.

A large number of crops is grown in each of the early and late

seasons. Cumbn, rngi, gingelly, mai2ie, Bimlipatam jute, and
onions are the crops grown m the early or punasa season. Bice
is the main crop of pedda panta season. Ragi, gingelly and onions

are grown in the late pyru season. One of the commonest rota-

tion is ragi, rice and gingelly. In parts of the district indigo is

grown mixed with gingelly in the late season after the harvest

of rice. When gingelly is harvested away, indigo spreads on the

land and when ready, is cut and carted to the indigo factory. In
these areas there is thus no punasa crop but, the rice crop is

planted early which coming after the indigo crop and also getting

the indigo refuse as manure, yields very well.

Godavari district.—^There are three portions of this district

:

the Western, the Central, and the Eastern delta, which all grow
rice extensively. The rotation practices are not very different in

the three tracts except that in the Eastern delta, sugarcane forms
one of the rotation crops, its area in the other two deltas being
insignificant. The rotations are different for the dry lands and
the wet lands. In the dry lands, in the first year, the dry rice,

budama, is grown either as a pure crop or mixed with red-gram,

cotton, gogu or sunnhemp. In the following year, there is no
rice on the land but gingelly is grown between Juuj and September,

and crops like cholam, bengal-gram or horse-gmm between October

and February. In the wet lands, rice occupies the land between
June and December followed by sunnhemp between December and
Februa^. The land generally remains fallow between February

and June, or sometimes a gingelly crop is taken between January
and April. In years when the area gets its turn for growing a

second crop of rice, it occupies the land between February and

distfiet .—^This district Also contadns two portions, the

Westwn 'and the Eastern delta. In both the deltas, only one

o^op::|3d^rioe is grown in the yetff, the varieties grown being oi a

«A '

.
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longer duration than those of the Godavari district. In both ^
deltas, rice occupies the land between June and December. In the

Eastern delta, after rice, sunnhemp is grown cm half the area of

each holding for fodder purposes, and in the other half, bli^
and greengtams are grown for the grain. Becently the practice

of growing pttlipesara for fodder as well as for green manure is

on the increase. In the Western delta, there is a catch crop of

sunnhemp for fodder, or horsegram. for grain, that follows rice.

The land in both the deltas remains fallow between March and
June.

In the saline sandy soils of the Coastal tract, and the saline

black clays of the Collair borders, rice occupies the land frmn
June to November, and the land remains fallow fcsr the rest of

the year. In the better portions of the soil, sunnhemp or pulses

are also grown in the off-season. In parts of the Western delta,

known as the Tungabhadra bed, which consists of rich alluvial soils

over a bed of sand, turmeric is grown extensively in one year

and this is followed in the next year, by either dry hudama rice,

drilled along with redgram or other crops like maize, chillies, and
grdundnut.

Chingleput district .—^In Chingleput there is practically no
rotation in wet lands, the role being, rice followed by rice.

However, wherever rice is grown under well irrigation, a crop ot

ragi or gingelly is grovra, in the hot weather. This obtains

practically in every distrust where rice is grown as a garden crop
as in North Arcot, Salem, South Arcot, Madura and Bamnad.
The crops grown in rotation are several and varied. Cotton,
cholam, tobacco, cumbu, onion, etc., are some of the other crops,

besides ragi and gingelly that come in rotation with rice.

In parts of South and North Arcot districts, there are extensive
areas under sugarcane also in wet lands, which comes in rotation

with rice.

Tanjore district .—^In the Tanjore district, there is practically

no rotation adopted, the land remaining fallow after the barvart
of rice from February to June. In some localities pulses like

green and blackgrams are sown in the standing rice crop. Due to
departmental propaganda the sowii^ M koUnji (wild indigo) or
indigo mixed with grams for green manuring purposes is gradually
Iwcoming popular.

Trichinopoty district.-^ln parts of Trichinopoly district where
water-supply in the Cauveiy is available for nearly ten mmitbs in
Ihe year, pluntain and sugarcane are grown, in rotation with rice
in wet lands.

Madura district.—-Tbo wet lands oi the Per^ar valisy in Ifodnnt
district adopt no rotation, rice beii^ the only fhe gma^

green manure <rrppB like (kunehaja olowfy oon^ng hate
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Tinneoelly district.-^ln parts of the Tambraparni valley of the
Tirmevelly district in single-crop lands which grow only a pishanam
rice crop during September—March, crops like field beans and
cholam are grown in the kar season, June to October. Even in

the double-crop areas, in certain parts, a crop of senna, gingelly,

black or greengram is grown after the harvest of the pishanam
rice.

Coimbatore district .—The wet area of Coimbatore district is

comparatively small, but wherever facihties exist, plantain or

sugarcane is rotated with rice. In certain areas with a favoured

water-supply where growing of two crops of rice was the rule,

the early first crop is now being replaced by a groundnut crop.

After the harvest of groundnut, the haulms are all puddled in as

manure for the long duration samba crop.

Malabar district .—In Malabar, in the double-crop areas in the

valleys and in the smgle-crop terraced lands on the slopes of hills,

rice follows rice, except for a precarious catch crop of cow-pea in

the former, and horsegram in the latter. Even if no grain is

obtained from these catch crops they are useful as green manure for

the following main crop.

la modon lands grown with dry rice, a regular rotation is

practised. These lands are naturally very poor in fertility and
have to be rested ior two or three years after a year or two of

cropping. The modan dry rice occupies the land from April

to S^tember. This may be followed by gingelly, blackgram, or

sweet potato. In some years samai may take the place of dry

rice. In the northern taluks of the district ginger and tapioca

may also be grown in rotation with rice.

South Kanara .
—^The rice lands of South Kanara are not very

different from those of Malabar except, that the water-supply is

more copious. Growing of horsegram or other pulses like green-

gram after rice in both single and double crop lands is mwa
common here than in Malabo.
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Implements

Plough .
—^Because of the very nature of the cultivation practised,

the number of implements which have to be considered in con-

nection with rice growing is not many. The one universal

implement used all over the country is the ordinary wooden
plough. The plough used in dry ploughing is of course heavier

and bigger than the one used for the wet ploughing.

The main principle involved in the wet cultivation of rice

is puddling the soil with water, i.e., breaking the soil to a few
inches depth into fine particles and what is desired is a sort of

churning action. As long as the field has been flooded and the

soil has soaked thoroughly, the first ploughing only breaks the soil

and mixes the mud particles with the water. By repeated plough-

ings, the mud is broken into finer and finer particles which are

left suspended in the water. In addition to the actual ploughing,

the trampling of the plough animals and the driver also contri-

butes to this breaking. While for dry land ploughing, the

inversion of the soil obtained by a mould board plough is impor-
tant, it is not so in puddling a field, but still it will be useful to

use a mould board plough for the first ploughing which helps in

burying the weeds growing on the soil surface. A number of

small mould board ploughs useful for wet land ploughing are

now available, e.g., the Hindustan, the Cooper, etc., and their

usefulness has been recognized in certain rice tracts though the
prices of these as compared to the wooden plough are still beyond
the means of many rice cultivators. After the weeds have rotted

sufficiently, the puddling operation starts and for this the plough
is just as good or as bad as any other implement available in the
country. The depth of puddle is important and the deeper the
puddle the bigger is the crop. This can be easily seen by the
rank growth of the crop wherever there has been any trenching
done previous to the rice crop. The country plough is also used
for ploughing broadcast fields to uproot weeds and thin the crop.
A triangular harrow can also be used for this purpose.

A harrow-like implement with a number of teeth attached to
a wooden beam just as is used in parts of Burma and Oentrid Pro-
vinces, may profitably be used for puddling rice seals, but no
trials have been made in Madras. An implement called ' settun

*

a sort of mower nsSl in Burma to cut the grass from the rice fields

before ploughing, was tried in the wet lands of <loimbatQre ai^
Adutnrai but it was found too heavy and unworkabto in these soils.
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While for dry rices all that is required is harrowing after

sowing the -seed, the cultivation of the wet rice involves good pre-

paration of transplant fields as well as seed-beds.

Levelling hoard.—This serves an important purpose in levelling

the field after puddling. It also compacts the mud to a certain

extent. There are two kinds of levelling boards, one a flat heavy
plank with a handle attached, and the other a beam with a
V shaped groove cut deep into it. Where the mud has to be
moved from one portion of the field to another, the latter serves

the purpose better, as the hollow portion when di'agged against

the mud moves it more effectively. Even the former can be made
to move the earth by the driver holding the handle up and keep-

ing the plank in a slanting position but this gives an additional

strain to the driver. If soils are not too deep the driver stands

upon the levelling board as it moves, so that the compacting and
levelling is done more satisfactorily. The levelling board is usually

used only in the preparation of seed-beds where a good levelling

is much more important than in the transplant field. The use
of the levelling board in the transplant field will certainly be
advantageous and it does not entail too much of additional cost.

In certain parts of the delta where the soil becomes very loose on
wetting, no ploughing is practicable, and stirring of the soil by
coolies with their feet and levelling are the only operations attended

to before planting.

Drill.—^For dry rices which are drilled in parts of Chingle-

put, Kistna and Godavari the ordinary seed-drill is used, but no
harrows are used for inter-cultivation.

Water-lifting implements.—In garden cultivation of rice, water
has to be lifted from wells. The most commonly used device is

the simple mhote worked by bullocks as in Salem and Madura
districts. Where the lift is only a few feet from the surface, the

ordinary picottah is used. This is the most common method of

lifting water in North Arcot and Vizagapatam districts. It may
be a single picottah worked by a single man with a counter-poise

at the other end of the oscillating beam, the capacity of the bucket

being not more than three or four gallons ; or a bigger one with

a bucket of eight to ten gallons’ capacity with two or
.
three

men walking up and down on the oscillating beam besides the

man actually handling the bucket standing over the well. The
picottah is really a very efficient device for lifting water, and is

even better than the bullock mhote for small lifts.

In wet land rice cultivation, the irrigation systems are so

designed that water is generally directly let into the fields. But it

mi^ so happen that under certain special circumstances the level

M the water in the canal or tank will go below the level of the

fiel^ in which case water may have to be lifted by a few feet.

the lift is small, say, 2 to 3 feet <mly, the one implement

o(punonly used- in the south is the swring bE»ket. Two men work
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this standing on either side holding the ropes attached to the
basket. The c^tacity of the basket is not more than two to three
gallons and it is fairly efficient. Then there is the trough lift

known as ' kaareim ’ used in Kistna and Godavari districts to lift

water to small heights of a few feet. The trough is made of a
hollowed-out palmyra trunk or wooden planks but recently iron

troughs have been introduced in its place. Generally three to

four men are employed to work this.

There is the water wheel or chakram which is mostly used,

not to Uft water on to the land but to lift it off, i.e., to drain

low'lying swamps sufficiently to take a crop of rice tb^efrom.
It is a paddle wheel with twelve paddles of neat construction,

working in a slot, and made to revolve by means of the feet ; the

slot is i»x)vided with a shutter which can bei let down before the

wheel as soon as work stops, to prevent water flowing back again.

These water wheels were generally in use in parts of Malabar but

of late they have been replaced by oil engines.

The Archimedean screw is exceedingly efficient for low lifts,

and has been introduced in parts of Kistna district, for lifting

water on to the lands just above ordinary irrigation level. It con-

sists of a cylinder, one end of which is made to dip under the

surface of water. Within the cylinder is a spiral portion, the

effect of which is gradually to screw the water upwards when the

cylinder is rotated. The screws are of different sizes of 5 to

9 feet long and can be used to lift water to heights of feet to

feet. A 6 feet machine can irrigate nearly one acre of land

with 6 inches of water in 6| hours if the lift is below 2 feet.

Lastly there are the oil engines which are efficient and more
economical for irrigating large areas. The use of small oil engines
for irrigating rice fields, ten to fifty acres in extent can be aeai
in parts of Chingleput district and in Kistna district on the borders

of Ciollair lake. One of the largest oil-engine installation in

Madras is that used tar pumping water from the Kktna river

near its mouth to irrigate the rice 'fields in the Divi island. The
installation consists of eight Diesel oil-engines, each of 160 brake-

horse-power, and each driving a 39 inches centrifugal pump. The
area irrigated by this installation is at present about 30,000 acres

bat the area can be increased to forty or fifty ^ousand acres.

There are no machines of any kind used in harvesting or
threshing the crop. The cost of agricultural labour is still cheap
and with^ most intensive method of rice growing wnd*y swazni^
conditions by aodostng small portions of the area vrator
ti^t Imnds, there is very little scope {or intindwaiig tnrvmiizig
nmdiinwy. l%e deanutg of the grain is abo dtmo bgr

IlhouT, tiie winaowii^ nmchine bding e^sent even in big
isgs. ^e steing of the pnduoe has been dbes^ deab

not iaw^em nee of madnneiy of any load.
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Hand pounding of rice .—^For consumption the grain has to be
freed of its husk. The time honoured practice of pounding rice

with the ordinary wooden pestle and mortar is well known. This
is done usually by the womenfolk, and two women can husk
and clean about 150 lb. of grain in a day of eight hours. There
is an improved type of this to be found in parts of Malabar
and South Kanara where the feet are used instead of the hands.

This consists of a wooden beam, 6 feet to 8 feet long and works
on the see-saw principle fixed to a pivot. To one end of the beam
is fixed a short pestle and this drops into a wooden mortar, fixed

in the ground. The mortar is filled with the grain and the worker

treads on the beam end opposite to the one to which the pestle

is fixed and this lifts the pestle to 2 or 3 feet above the mortar.

By suddenly releasing the pressure on the beam the pestle drops

with force into the mortar and pounds the rice contained in it.

This is usually worked by men, and is more arduous than the ordi-

nary pestle and mortar though much more efficient. After a ob-
tain amount of shelling is done the grain is removed from the

mortar, the separated husk winnowed away and the unshelled grain

put in again into the mortar for pounding. When the whole shell-

ing is finished the rice is polished in the same mortar to remove
the bran. Such hand-pounded rice can never get the same polish

as that of a machine-milled nee. In some places as in South
Kanara district, the tenant gives the landlord’s share as rice in

neatly packed straw bundles, the rice pounding serving as an off-

season work for his family. This indigenous method ot pounding
rice is becoming practically extinct except in the interior portions

of Malabar and South Kanara. Whether the introduction of ma-
chine milling has been all to the benefit of the rice consumers will

be dealt with later. Because of the hard and tiresome nature of

the hand-pounding and due to the rapid increase in the number
of power-driven rice hullers even in the rural parts of the country,

it has become difficult to get labour for pounffing rice. Even t^
co(ffie classes who get wages paid to them in kind, usually take it to

the nearest mill to get it pounded.

Power milling .—Milling rice by power is now an established

industry in the province, there being quite a number of mills in

T^jqre, Kistna and Godavari districts. The industry has probably

Ulot ^veloped on altogether desirable lines. In the chief milling

4istru;!i>s, the industry lias been detrimentally affected owing to^ eopipetitkm arising from an excessive number of mills. Few
mills are opera^ continufmsly at tibeir maximum capat^.

The development has beau on the installatioa of the single fauB^
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mills driven by oil engines. These were considered at first to be

a good beginning of rural industries and it was hoped it would
pave the way for the establishment of large scale factories. UnfoT'

tunately, the number of these has become so many that in Tanjore

district where rice milling was at first a most remunerative busi-

ness, it has resulted in several of the mill owners losing heavily.

There is also a fair number of large scale cone mills working

on the Bangoon system in Tanjore, Kistna and Godavari districts,

but thp small hullers are to be found practically in every district,

even in rural parts. While in Tanjore district, the large scale

steam-driven mills came in later after the single huller type, in

Kistna and Godavari districts, large scale mills have evolved

directly from the hand milling stage. It is probable that either the

spirit of enterprise is more fully developed in the Telugu districts or

that there is a larger concentration of capital in the hands of indi-

viduals which enables them to carry on industrial operation on a

large scale. Probably the availability of cheap water transport

through the canals in these districts has also contributed to this

enterprise.

Milling in big miUs.—In the big mills, the preparation of the

raw rice consists in the grain being first delivered into the hopper

of the mill and in passing through the first preliminary cleaning

machines, immature grain, chaff, stones, grit and mud are removed.

The cleaned produce is then taken by elevators to the disc shellers.

After shelling, the shelled grains and husk are separated by blow-

ers. The husk obtained is used as fuel for the boil^s generating

steam. The rice obtained is passed through hullers for polishing

once, twice or even thrice. In order to avoid too much of breakage
in the polishing process, an interval extending from three days to a
fortnight is allowed between any two operations. Thereafter the
grain is allowed to pass through sieves for the separation of
broken grains. Most of the coarse rices prepared are not highly
polished as they are required mainly by the poorer class of people.
The fine rices, however, are highly polished as the well-to-do people
go in for only well-polished rices. In some of the rice exporting
countries they have different trade names for the rices according
to the extent of polish given. Eaw rice prepared from freshly
harvested grain is poor in quality and rice from grain that has been
stored for some time is always preferred. There are also wietal
differences with regard to the quriity of rice, the kar varieties of
diorter duration giving always rice of a poorer quality than the
samba varieties of long duration.

Preparation of par-boiled riee.—ln the preparatkm of the par-
^iled rice the nature of the grain used is not of importance as
in the cff raw Hie conditions affecting quality m p^-
l»0iybd rice are the time oi steeping, the water laed Chot iwr ctMl,
r^ewai (rf wat« during steeping, the ppj^ of steahaihg, and ^
amount mid nature nf drying g^ven before miHhig.
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The grain is first steeped in water in masonry tanks of the

capacity of 300 to 400 bags, for a period varying from 24 to 72

hours according to the nature of the grain. New and wet grain

requires a longer soaking period than dry and old grain. In the

Circars where steeping is done in warm water, the soal^ng period

is restricted to 24 hours. In Tanjore, cold water is used with a

longer soaking period, and the water is changed every 24 hours.

The advantages in the longer soaking in cold water are stated to

be reduction in the percentage of breakage and a higher percen-

tage of rice to paddy. But the colour and flavour of rice get

affected unless care is bestowed to change the water at intervals.

The steeped grain is then conveyed to wrought iron drums of 20 to

60 bags capacity, where it is subjected to live steam under pressure

for 10 to 12 minutes. The steamed grain is removed quickly and

is either spread in thin layers for drying on special floors or allowed

to remain in heaps for some time according to the variety and the

market for which the finished product is intended. In the case of

vadan samba variety of Tanjore district, it is said that it should be

kept in heaps for some time as otherwise breakage results in

milling. In the drying floors the steamed grain is exposed to the

direct rays of the sun for about eight horns or so, being raked over

at intervals until dry. The drying has to be done with care as

either overdrying or insufficient d^ing affects the milling quali-

ties. The milling of the par-boiled grain is similar to that already

described for milling raw rice.

Recently two changes have been introduced to get over some of

the defects in the par-boiling process in the big mills. In the

Circars in addition to the usual steaming of the grain after soaking,

the dry grain is first steamed under pressure for 10 minutes and
then conveyed to the soaking tanks filled with cold water and then
allowed to remain there for 24 hours. Though this extra steaming
process entails an additional expenditure of an anna and a half per
bhg, the keeping quality of rice is enhanced and the produce
resembles rice prepared from old grain. In the Tanjore district

the large steaming tanks are now being replaced by smaller ones to

facilitate the expeditious removal of the grain for drying as any
delay is said to affect the colour of milled rice obtained. Opinions
vary among the millers about the effect of the variations in the

practices of soaking, steaming, drying, etc., on the quality of rice.

They are mostly empirical and there is no scientific background
foe them.

The method of par-boiling grain in small mills differs slightly

from the one described above. Here the grain is first soaked in

tubs ct masonry tanks for 18 to 24 hours and then conveyed to

rectangular hot iron pans fitted with irem gauze inside to allow

space fca* steam to be generated. The soaked grain is directly boiled

qy^ fire at atmospheric pressure for two hours. Then the grsdn is

EOtetead but iipmediately to dry in the sun and under shade in the

In certain places they provide even roofs over the drying

nights as it is supposed to improve the quality of rice.
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Milling in small mills .— the small mills there is no separate

shelling. Here husking and ^lishing are both done in one Ojpera*

tion. There is no separate polisher, the grain being pushed through
twice through the hulling cylinder. There are some inlMrent
defects in the small mills as compared to the big mills, which

.
consist of a sheller, huller, aspirator and blower. The percentage of
finished rice obtained is poor, the cost of renewals excessive, and
the husk is often wasted. Farther the breakage of grain is con-
siderable and the appearance and finish of the rice distinctly infe-

rior. Also owing to the absence of any means of cleaning or sepa-
rating the grain, the husk and bran obtained from these milla

remain together and consequently fetch a very low price as cattle

feed. The fuel value of this mixed by-product is also low and it

is often thrown away, the demand being small. The pure bran
obtained from the big mills commands a high price and adds to the
receipts.

Colouring finished rice .—In the preparation of raw rice accor-
ding to the requirements of special tracts where a preference is

shown for rices with either a yellowish or reddish tinge, the millers
add some colouring matter during polishing, turmeric or yellow
ochre for the yellow tinge and red ochre for the red tinge.
The par-boiled rice before it is bagged is sometimes mixed with
a white flour which acts as an absorbing agent of moisture and
gives the rice an attractive whitish colour. The rices of the
European markets particularly those coming from Italy, Spain and
America, have all got a beautiful shining lustre and translucence
which they do not naturally possess. It was pointed out previously

that special precautions are taken in the harvesting, threshing, and
drying of the produce to improve the quality of the rice obtained.
But there is also a special process of artificial glazing that is adopt-
od. The finished polished rice is treated with a mixture of talc

and glucose. In Italy, the so-called ‘ oiled rice ’ is prepared Ijy

treating the polished rice with a fine odourless oil which imparts a
instre to the kernel. Sometimes it is usual to add a small quantity
M ordinary blue, as used in laundries, to accentuate the whiteness
of the {ut^nct.

Costs of milling .—The cost M husking rice by the hand-pound-
ing nsethod varies fecau place to place acoording to the local labour
db^es. N^r b^ urban centres wh^ labow wages axe hiffr ,

the husking charges will be more and in some places it may evuD
he ixppossible to obtain labour fm* this work. It will he roughly
6 to 12 annas to mill a bag of whole grain. In some
Ihe diarges are paid in kind, at so many measnm elean dee
for a bag of whole grain. TJ:» coolies that do the having havuna-
Idy get a sbaro of the broimn rice obtained.

In the snia^^ mills, the charges vary frmn jgMm tp place apooii^
to Ihe Ipcatoi. If the mill is within a tovm, a higher zkte u

epii^ied than when it is in a rural part. !l%e ehaiges of
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in these mills vary from 6 to 8 annas per 150 lb. of whole

grain and all the husk, bran, etc., are returned to the producer,

jb some of the mills situated in rural parts, the miller retains the

husk and bran and charges proportionately less for milling.

In the big mills of Godavari the charges for preparing par-boiled

rice come to about seven annas per bag of 164 lb. of rice. In

Nellore the charges vary from Es. 25 to Rs. 30 per KK) bags of

grain. In Tanjore the charges are higher, amounting to nearly 12

annas per bag. The milling charges, to a certain extent, depend

upon the saleability of the by-pr^ucts of the mill.

Rice—Hoto consumed.—^The consumption of rice takes place in

tbitt province in two forms, one as raw rice and the other as par-

boiled rice, and they vary in the different parts of the Province.

In Tamil districts the consumption of raw rice is generally confined

to the well-to-do classes while all the labourers and poor classes

eat only boiled rice. In the Circars and Ceded districts however,

all classes of people irrespective of their status, use mostly raw rice.

In Malabar, the consumption is exclusively of par-boiled rice with

all classes of people. In the case of the production of raw rice,

the grain in husk is taken straight to the huller whereas in the

case of par-boiled rice the grain has got to be first boiled and then

dried before milling. Poor people who wish to mill small quanti-

ties of grain for their consumption take it to the small mills either

as fresh grain or as par-boiled grain according to their require-

ments and get it milled for a definite charge levied. In the case

of the large mills, however, the millers themselves, either an
their own or on behalf of rice merchants, take the raw grain,

par-boil it and then prepare boiled rice. Recently in the southern

districts, even the small millers provide facilities or undertake

to par-boil the grain first and then mill it, there being a separate

charge levied at so much per bag for the par-boiling process.

While almost all the big mills in Tanjore district prepare only

boiled rice, most of the mills in Kistna and Godavari districts pre-

pare raw rice.

By-products of the mill and their uses—Husk.—-There is

the outer husk which comes off first and this is absolutely

useless except as fuel. It contains a very high proportion

oi nfica and can hardly be used as feeding material for live-

stock. In the big mills this is first removed by shelling and is

exolusiyely used as fuel for the steam engines working the mills.

!I%ere would still be a Targe amount of this left oyer after using

•8 fuel, and it is a common feature to see large accumulation oi

maturiaJ round about mills. It has been demonstrated in

CkxEBOhatore that this hui^ can be converted into activated char-

ootif useful in the manufacture of good cream coloured jaggeiy.

y-J^m and meal.—The grain after the removal oi the husk is

waalfy brown and contains a thin inner covering the kernel.
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The inner husk is cdled the bran layer and is firmly attached to the

grain. Polishing of rice consists m the removal of this layer partly

or completely according to the degree of polishing given. In hand-
pounding, the removal of the layer is never complete. The bran

obtained by polishing is a highly nutritive substance containing

proteins, oils, etc., and is of great value as a feeding material for

livestock and is sold as such by most of the mill owners thus getting

them a monetary return. This is used even as a human food,

particularly as a remedy for beri-beri. During the polishing pro-

cess, there is a large amount of ‘ germs ’ from the grain which get

removed along with the bran. The bran and the germ contain

the most nourishing properties of grain. As the germ is rich in

oil, care must be taken that the meal containing this is not stored

for too long a period as it quickly gets rancid. In the small single

huller type of mills, however, the bran and the husk come out

together in a powdered condition and unless the broken husk can
be sieved away from the bran, it is not safe to use this mixture

for animal food. It is reported that digestive disorders are common
in animals fed on this mixed material.

Broken rice .—^In milling, whatever way it is done, there must
always occur a certain amount of broken grain and this has

to be separated from the rice. This is what is known as broken

rice, and the amount and grade of it will vary according to the

kind and quality of grain milled. In the preparation of the par-

boiled rice, the quantity of broken rice is relatively small,

as. the process of par-boiling the grain hardens it and makes it

less subject to breakage. In fact most of the short duration

varieties are unfit to be milled as raw rice, and are almost in-

variably par-boiled before milling, the preparation of raw rice

being confined to the better class, long duration rices. Even when
coarse rices are milled raw, no attempt is made to eliminate

the broken rice, firstly because it will increase the milling charges
and secondly the produce is intended mainly for the consumption
of poor people to whom cheapness is the main consideration. More-
over, in Madras, the rices are milled separately according io)

varieties as only particular varieties are grown in particular loca-

lities. Since tWe is no mixing of varieties in milling, there is

very little breakage and hence the quantity of broken rice produced
is small. There is no regular output or demand for locally obtained
broken rice. In other rice-exporting countries like Burma and
Siam, the milled grain consists of mixtures of varieties leading to
a good amount of breakage in milling. Since tire rices prodooed
here am put in the international market, the scmpulons elimiiuN
tion of a0 broken grains is important and consequentiy there is

a fair amount ^ brcken rice available for putting on the miirket.
While the hi^er grades of these brokra rice nuiy compare favour-

ehlf with rice of lmer wuieties, the general ou%^ is {t hy<#dd^v
tllmtrcan be diqKNBed.t^'fior'what it wlll-'fetch/"
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This broken rice is largely consamed as such by the po(^r
classes, mainly labourers, and it is also utilized by the Indian

restaurants and the innumerable tea shops where it is groimd into

flour for making cakes. A small quantity of inferior broken rice

is used in the preparation of conjee required by washermen and
weavers for stiffening purposes. In other countries the broken

rice is used for the manufacture of rice flour, in the brewing of

beer for which it finds a ready sale in the continent, for the manu-
facture of starch for which it is well suited, and for the production

of alcohol. In French-Indo-China and other places there are large

distilleries devoted to the manufacture of spirit and allied products

on an extended scale, the raw material in all cases being broken

rice. The famous Japanese spirit sake and the more potent

Chinese shemshu are obtained by distilling broken rice. It is also

used for a similar purpose in the Dutch East Indies. Rice flour

can not -only be used for the preparation of cakes and bread but

is also useful in the preparation of patent foods and toilet powders.

Classification of rice in the markets.—Apart from the botanical

classification that is referred to later, the rices that come into

the market can be classified according to the following grain

characteristics all of which are concerned with the milling :

—

(1) Size of grain—whether fine, medium or coarse.

(2) Colour of rice—whether red or white.

(3) Texture of rice—whether hard and flinty or soft ' and
mealy.

(4) Milling qualities.

(5) Outturn of rice to grain.

Size of grain.—The size classification is based on the ratio of

the breadth to the length of grain, the greater this ratio, the finer

being the rice. The finer rices are preferred by the well-to-do

classes and fetch a better price in the market. The size is pro-

bably not important in the case of par-boiled rice which is the
form in which most of the rice is consumed by a large percentage

of the population. Though the size of grain may be a varietal

character, it is also influenced by seasons and soils. A finer variety

tends to become coarse when cultivated continuously in rich heavy
deltaic soils.. As examples of such a change, the case of GEB. 24
in Godavari and the Nellore samba in Tanjore may be mentioned.

IHiis tendency to become coarse will naturally affect any premium
it might be getting in the market. Gunupur sannam grown in the
Agency tracts is considered finer and fetches a better price than the
same grown in the plains of Viz^apatam district. Similarly if a
rice is grown on an exhausted soil, the size xA the grain tenda to

become smaller.

The lice may be classified into coarse, medium and fine,

yarieties, rnypali of Yizagapatam, hasangi, korvunani, garika-

and atragada of Godavari, husuma of Eietna, vadan-

sdinbqV N<dkae and Obinjj^eput, feir and ottadan ot Tanjore,
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manavari and kar of Tinnevelly, kayatna and thawMkaii^ ai

Malabar, all belong to the coarse group. The ^stmctwo between

medium and fine rices is not so sharp, but still as examples d
medium rices may be mentioned ratnachudi of Ganjam, fcmftwo-

katukulu and akkullu of Godavari, molagulukiOtt of and

anaikomban of Tinnevelly. As examples of really toe rices,

GEB. 2i of Coimbatore, vardcisannam of Kistna, atrumant of

Tanjore, jeeragasamba of South Arcot and Tinnevelly ^
mentioned. Among the fine rices are included not only those

which are thin and long but also short roundish grains.

Colour of rice.—So far as colour is concerned there are only

two grades recognized, red and white. There is also a black ri(»

and also rices of other colours that could be produced experi-

mentally by crossing, as brown, grey-brown, gold, light-red, etc.,

but they are not all important. The colour of rice is confined only

to the fruit coat or the bran layer and even the deeply pigmented

rices as the black can be made to appear white by good polishing.

There is no rice where the kernel inside is coloured. As regards

red and white rice, white is generally prefereed although red is

considered more nutritious. This again varies with the tracts.

Most of the varieties grown in Malabar are red-riced and so also

a number of them grown in the Tamil districts of Tinnevelly

,

Madura, Tanjore and Chingleput. The red rices produced

in the Province are generally consumed by the poorer classes of

people, while in Malabar, most people irrespective of their status,

use only red rice. In ordinary hand-milling, the red rice can never

be polished, into white. In machine-milling if the colour has got

to be removed, the polishing will have to be done very thcaroughly

resulting in a large amount of lose both by breakage and by reduc-

tion in the percentage outturn of clean rice. Even then such

a highly polished red rice can be easily differentiated from white,

the tinge of redness being always present. The presence of red

rice in a white sample is an objectionable feature and the percen-

tage of it often determines the value of the sample. The larger

thia percentage, the more is the polishing necessary and hence

more is the loss in milling.

Texture of rice.
—^The mealy and soft grains can be differentiated

by the presence of the white ‘ abdomen * and these break easily

while milling. l%e harder and pearly grains not only fofier less

by breakage in milling but they also take the polish better than

soft grains and hence obtain a better price in the market. As a

general rule, all the short duration kar varieties of the province

are* soft and have to be converted into par-hoiled rice. 'While this

nay m«nly ^ a vturietal character, agricultural inrai^cea do seem
to have some effect on it. Garden-land ^xiduoe, i.e., produce
obtamed frmn; fields undb: well izrigatimi, is concadened harder than
the produce iigtiwn in tbe deltas. ^Rie stage of the erQ|i whkh
it is hairest^ smd tiie method cf storii^ tiMi inudnoe as was
pointed out ahusdy, also inffo^Kse Jbo testate of the grain.
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Milling qualities.—^Apart from varietal differencea, the milling

qualities depend upon the size and shape of grain, and, on the

conditions of harvest and storage. Thin long grains bre^ more

readily in milling than big bold or small round grains. The shell-

ing is very much easier in the round grains. Almost all the

important commercial rices of Japan, Spain and Italy belong to

the roundish type. The milling qualities can be improved by
adjusting the harvest practices. It is the difference in the harvest

practices that makes the nellore samba of Nellore better than the

same rice grown in Tanjore. The presence of grains of different

sizes particularly affects the milling, but this is not of importance

in Madras as there is never a mixing of varieties before milling.

Outturn of clean rice to grain.—^The percentage of clean rice to

whole grain is essentially a varietal character although the pre-

sence of chaff and half-filled grains in the sample contribute to a

low outturn. Excessive delay in harvest gives rise to a high per-

centage of breakage in milling raw rice. The varieties like

molagulukulu and GEB. 24 may be mentioned as examples of

those that give a high outturn of rice to whole grain. Tanjore
strumani variety also gives a higher percentage of rice to whole
grain than others. Thin long grains like banku give rather a
poorer percentage of rice to whole grain than others. Since it is

the quantity of whole clean rice that is taken into consideration,

any rice that breaks much during milling must give a low per-
centage of rice. The percentage determined by actual small
husking tests will be different from what is obtained in the big
mills. It is usually taken as about 50 per cent, by volume, and
as about 66^ per cent, by weight. Under laboratory conditions
among the number of varieties tried in Coimbatore mere shelling,
i.e., the removal of the husk alone, gives 65 to 61 per cent, by
volume and 65 to 76J per cent, by weight of rice to whole grain.

7
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Food Value op Eice

Losses due to milling,—^Eice, as was stated already, is the

staple food of more than half the population of the world. There

is no doubt that the produce as obtained from the field freed from

the husk only, is nutritious, easily digested, easily prepared and
more than all, is relatively cheap in the place of production. The
grain contains besides, a large amount of starch, protein, fat,

mineral and fibrous matter and most important of them all, the

nerve recuperative vitamin B. The protein of rice from the

nutrition point of view is considered superior to that of wheat
or maize, resembling more that of animal tissues. But the grain

with all these contents is quite different from the one that is ordi-

narily consumed. It is now well known that the food value of the

grain is very much lowered by subjecting it to machine-milling

and good polishing. The craze for the nice-looking white rice

is one of the evils of modern civilization, where quality is for-

saken for the sake of appearance. It is the bran layer that con-
tains this vitamin and also most of the protein, practically all

fats, minerals and phosphorous compounds. It was pointed out

already that in machine-milling this bran layer is removed com-
pletely. It may be taken definitely that the better the polish and
appearance of the rice, the less nutritious it is. The polished rice

contains nothing but starch, besides a small quantity of protein,

oils and mineral matter. The disease ‘ beri-beri
’ common

with the rice-eating oriental nations has now been definitely

traced to the lack of this vitamin B, in the food taken by the
people. It is prevalent only -with people whose chief diet is

machine milled raw rice, particularly when it is not accompanied
by foods richer in protein as fish or pulses. So long as people were
eating only hand-pounded rice where the complete removal of the
bran layer is impossible, this nutrition deficiency disease was not
known. Food reformers of modern times have been preaching to

people to go back to hand-pounded rice but the difficulty is mainly
with the scarcity of hand-milled rice on the market. But it is quite
possible to put on the market what is known as ‘ brown rice

’

which is nothing but the shelled grain with all the bran layer intact

and this Japan is already doing. But once the people are
used to eating highly polished rice, they cannot easily take
to unpolished rice. The unpolished rice is slightly more diffi-

cult to cook and apart from its brownish loolang colour, when
cooked, it opens out without retaining its shape and is rather rough
to the tongue. But it is all a question of what one is used to, and
if pne is ac<msiomed to eating brown rice, he^ have the same
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difficulty to change over to polished rice. What is required now
is a vigorous propaganda, particularly among the educated middle-

classes to make them eschew polished rice. When once the

demand fc»: brown unpolished rice is set up, the supply in the

market wiU naturally follow. The production of brown rice will

be possible only with the large mills provided with shellers. If

necessary a small amount of polishing can also le done in these

still retaining much of the nutritive ingredients.

Losses in cooking .—^Besides the loss in the nutritive value of

the grain by milling and polishing there are also further losses

occurring in the way the grain is usually cooked and eaten.

Before cooking, the rice is first washed thoroughly twice or thrice

in clear water, which removes all traces of bran that may still be
sticking to the grain. Again the rice is boiled with more water
than what the grain could absorb when swelling, so that there is

a certain amount of thick supernatent liquid with probably some
mineral matter, proteins and starches dissolved in it, and this is

drained off from the cooked rice. The preparation of rice in the
modem cookers is an improvement and prevents this evil.

That the disease beri-heri is due to the loss of the vitamin B
contained in the bran, is apparent from the excellent results of

cure obtained by the patients taking this bran mixed in water.

Though Japanese people are also using polished rices, they try to

make use of the nutritive elements of the bran. They have a
method of preparing green pickles with cabbage leaves and other
greens to which the rice bran is also added first. After some time
even when the bran is washed out, the leaves are found to have
absorbed the vitamin contained in the bran and thus its valuable
principle is not lost.

It is often stated that the general poorer physique of the
average South Indian whose diet is mainly polished rice cannot be
due to this inasmuch as the Japanese are also mainly rice-eaters.

But in such a statement one important point is ignored in that m
the Japanese diet, fish often comes in, which is not so in the case
of the South Indian diet. Fruits, vegetables and pulses also do
not form a necessary part of the South Indian diet except probably
with the well-to-do classes.

Par-boiled rice .
—

^The occurrence of the beri-beri is, however,
not noticed with people who consume par-boiled rice. It is

practically absent in Malabar and parts of Tamil districts where
most of the people take only par-boiled rice. The eating of the
par-boiled rice along with fish and coconut which usually forms
the dietary of the Malabar people, is probably the reason for tW
average Malayalee being better fit physically than his equal in otW
districts. In Madras, the occurrence of beri-beri was first noticed

only in the Telugu districts, where the consumption of rice among

^ cisesea of peo;^ is in the t(xm of machine-milled pdished ^te
.. : TA
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rice. That pax-boiled rice is comparatively more nutritive than

raw rice is recognized but why it should be so is not sufficiently

understood. It is considered that some of the valuable principles in

the bran layers diffuse into the endosperm during the process of

par-boiling and do not get removed during milling and polishing.

Food reformers might as well carry on propaganda recommending
the use of par-boiled rice instead of raw rice. There will be no
difficulty in obtaining high grades of par-boiled rice on the market,
and it will surely be the next best thing to do if unpolished raw
rice is not procurable. There will be in the case of the par-boUed
rice, the brownish colour of the cooked rice and the peculiar

flavour. It is only a question of foregoing appearance for the sake
of better nutrition.

Variations in nutritive values of rice .—^Very little is known
about the nutritive value of the different rices. It is often stated
that some rices are more nutritious than others but such a state-

ment has no scientific foundation. Most of ihe rices that are con-
sumed in the polished state differ very little in their chemical
composition, although, definite variations in the amount of fat,

protein and starch have been observed in the unpolished rices of
different varieties. McCarrison has found by actual feeding trials

that rices grown under dry or semi-dry conditions are more
nutritious than the rice grown under typical swamp conditions.
If it is possible to grow rice as economically under the former
conditions as in the latter, it should prove advantageous. This
would mean a complete alteration in the cultural practices usually
adopted with this crop. Certain varieties of rice have been found
to grow and give satisfactory yields as for example, the hasangi
at the Maruter station, under semi-wet conditions and if we could
extend this, we would be producing not only more nutritious
rice but also solving the difficulty of drainage problems where rice
is to be grown in rotation with garden land crops.

.
Bed rices are generally considered more nutritious than white

rices. Becent work at Coimbatore has shown that it must be
true. It is known that all the nutritive principles of rice are
located in the bran layer. Sections of different rices have been
examined at Coimbatore and it is found that the thickness of this
bran layer varies in different varieties, and red rices have usually
tWcker bran layers. It is possible that even some of the white
rrees have got thicker layers than others and such rices must
Certainly be more nutritious than those with thinner layers.
Though red rice may be looked down upon wh^-e high grades of

white rices are concerned, it is nevertheless cultivated and
value appreciated, in particular districts, as Mitlabar

and Tmnevelly. It appears that red rice is even preferred to vvMte
rice in parts of certain other countries like Ceylon, Madagascar, etc.-

There rare ^ain diffCTences in food value attributed to ricas.d!
parent, dnrati<n}& Short dnraticm rices, are griiMlly coitri^!^
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less nutritious than long duration ones, unless they are converted

into par-boiled rice. Whether the difference consists only in the

cooking qualities or whether such cooking qualities are related to

their nutritive values is not known. The process of chemical
changes in the grain as it ripens in the plant in the field is being
followed and any differences observed in such changes between an
early and a late rice should throw light on this question.

Storing of grain was considered previously but very little is

known about the relationship between nutrition and storage. !Bice

immediately after harvest is unfit for consumption as raw rice and
has to be stored for some time, the period of storing depending
upon the variety. Some varieties like GEB. 24 become fit for

consumption much sooner than others of similar duration. If

consumption of fresh rice is inevitable it has to be converted into

par-boiled rice. What the changes are that take place during

storage, is not understood and it is only recently definite investi-

gations have been taken up by a special Bio-chemist at the Indian

Institute of Science, Bangalore. That fresh rice is poor in

quality is evident from its poor cooking qualities, its less wholesome
nature for consumption bringing on digestive disorders, the smaller

volume of cooked rice it gives, etc., apart from the difficulty

involved in milling fresh grain without breakage. Probably
during storage the process of ripening initiated when the crop is

in the field continues and some of the complex carbohydrates are

converted into simpler ones by the action of enzymes.

The amount of moisture present in the grain at the time of

storage and the conditions of storage also influence such changes.

Grains stored in air-tight receptacles become fit for consumption
sooner than those stored with free access to air. Sometimes to

hasten ripening, the grain is stored in underground air-tight

pits and such grain after remaining in the pit for about two
months gets the same cooking quaUt'y of grain nearly a year old

in storage. The characteristics of old rice of good quality are,—^it

takes longer time to cook, absorbs larger amounts of water while

cooking, does not get squashy unless the cooking is very much
overdone and does not dry hard if left long after cooking. Eegular

storage experiments combined with periodical cooking tests have

been undertaken in Coimbatore and these should throw light on
this complicated problem.

As regards the materials used for glazing and artificial coating

of policed rice, they are mainly mineral matter and have no food

value. Generally rice is washed in water before cooking and this

should remove all this extraneous matter. Even if it does not,

the whole of the glazing disappears while the rice is being cooked.

In the United States of America one of the Food Inspection

DivMon directs that glazed rice shall be labelled in all cases with

the name of glazing material used, and dealers add to the label

the " remove by washing before using.”
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There are two rice preparations that are very commonly used

in the south, namely, the beaten rice and the puffed rice. The
production of these is still a minor cottage industry in certain

rural parts. Certain special varieties are chosen for the prepara-

tions as particularly suitable. The process of preparing these is so

well known to every household in the country that there is no
necessity to describe it.

Beaten rice .—^In the case of the beaten rice, its value depends

upon the extent to which the rice has been beaten. The thinner

the beaten rice the better, as it easily soaks and becomes soft for

consumption. Both red as well as white rices are used for this

preparation according to the demands in the locality. South

Kanara is the district where the best beaten rice is produced. It

IS a common article of food taken as it is, with a little jaggery and
coconut by the poor people or soaked in milk or curd and spiced.

It is a sustaining food and contains intact all the nutrients con-

tained in the rice. It is only the valueless husk that has been
removed.

Puffed rice .—The puffed rice is of two kinds; one is prepared

straight from the grain in husk by frying it in a mud pot over fire.

The rice here opens out. The other may be called pop rice and is

prepared from par-boiled rice after salting it first. Here the rice

keeps its shape but is spongy. The proportion of puffed rice to

grain will be about six to eight times by volume. The puffed rice

is a valuable invalid food when prepared into a porridge. Both
the puff and pop rice are often made into balls with a little addi-

tion of molasses or gur and form the most common sweet of the

poor, obtainable at every shop in the rural parts of several

districts. Like beaten rice these also contain all the nutrient

principles of whole rice and well prepared beaten and puffed rice

can easily replace the imported and rather expensive breakfast

foods like shredded wheat, force, etc., which are used by the

educated middle-class people of the country.

Glutinous rice .—A word may be said about the glutinous rice.

This rice known in Tamil as ‘ Puttu rice ’ is grown in small
quantities in Madras. It does not really contain gluten but the
starch is present in a different form. It appears to be a very
wholesome 'food and it would be profitable to make greater use of

it. It cannot be cooked like ordinary rice but can be steamed
Which is the ideal way of preparing any rice for consumption.
Mixed with a little sugar and shredded coconut it makes ao
ekoellent and sustakiing food.
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Bice Seed

Germination ,—Quality of seed depeuds upon its germinating
capacity. Bapidity and high percentage of germination are very
important. The germination greatly depends upon the method
of storing the seed. It is possible that in some cases the grain as

soon as it is harvested from the field may give a satisfactory

germination but it is more an exception than a rule. In a majority

of cases the grain has to be stored for some time after harvest

before sowing. Generally the grain intended for seed purposes is

dried thoroughly after harvest and then stored. As was pointed out

already the maintenance of viability of the grain depends upon
the storing conditions. With the most common method of pre-

serving seed in gunnies, the seed is hable to absorb moisture parti-

cularly if the period passes through a wet or rainy spell. If the

quantity of moisture so absorbed exceeds a limit, the seed is

likely to lose its viability. This is the reason for the seed of

garikaeannavari, the chief second-crop variety of Godavari,

harvested in May, becoming unfit for sowing next January, as it

has to pass through two wet periods in the meanwhile. This can
however be satisfactorily avoided by either drying the seed at

intervals or by storing it in air-tight receptacles such as metallic

bins.

Testing germination.—^A good stand of the crop cannot be
obtained unless the germination is satisfactory. Instead of seeing

whether the germination is satisfactory after the seed has been
actually sown in the field, if a small preliminary test could

be made of the viability of the grain, much of unnecessary loss

might be avoided. A small sample of the grain intended for seed

purposes may be drawn and sown in a pot or tray containing

moist sand; the number of grains that germinate within the

first three or four days out of every 100 grains sown represent

the percentage viability of the grain. If the germination is more
than 90 per cent, within the first four or five days, it can be
taken as satisfactory. It may sometimes be argued that after

making this test the quantity of seed to be sown could be

increa^ proportionately, i.e., if a sample gives only 60 per cent,

gmnination, the defect could be got over by using double the

normal seed rate. This is not, however, quite a correct procedure

as the germination in the field is quite different &om the germina-

tion in a pot under labmatory conditions. The field conditions

nevOT be uniform and it is impossible to get a cent, per cent,

jp^emination although the laboratory tests might have given this

^pre. Any seed which is only slightly defective in gemination
nn^ the lid>oratory test, is likely to prove very much worse unde
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the field conditions. Any seed which gives less than 70 per cent,

germination under laboratory conditions should never be sown if

it could be helped.

Besting period .
—^When conducting germination test, we must

take into consideration, the time when the grain was harvested.

While some varieties of rice can germinate immediately after har-

vest, others require a resting period before they can germinate.

The varieties that do not require the resting period are those which
on occasions when the weather is wet or the crop is blown down
at the time of harvest, begin to germinate in the head itself. These
have to be harvested a little early. Generally short duration varie-

ties are able to germinate soon after harvest without any rest as

swarnalu, garikasannavari, kuruvai, etc. Basangi, is however,
an exception that it wants at least three or four months of

resting period. Long duration varieties generally require a resting

period of two to four months, Co. 3, however, being an exception

to this. The knowledge whether a variety requires any resting

period or not, can be gained only by actual test.

Tests made in Ceylon, Bengal and British Guiana, also point

out that while early varieties hardly require a resting period, late

varieties require a resting period of tliree to four months. In
Ceylon even for the varieties that require a resting period,

the cultivator increases the percentage of germination by
smoking the seed, i.e., placing the bag of seed in the smoke of

the kitchen fire. In long-aged rices which require about three

months’ resting period, smoking increases the germination per-

centage by about 10 to 30 per cent in the second month, but it

ceases to have any effect after three months since the seed has
had the required resting period by then.

Sometimes to improve the quality of the grain for consumption,
the crop is cut even before it is dead ripe. Whep such grain is to

be used for seed purposes it requires a thorough drying and even
the ordinary resting period may be prolonged.

While the viability of the seed is controlled by the method of

storage and the atmospheric conditions acting on it, under ordinary
conditions of storage, the viability goes down after some time.
Monthly germination tests conducted in Coimbatore showed th&t
GEB. 24 seed maintained its viability in full for 13 months after

harvest, after which time there was a steady decline to 80 per-cent,

after 24 months’ storage, which figure was maintained until 33
months had elapsed from the beginning of the test. Co. 1 was
good for 15 months, but dropped rapidly to 49 per cent, in

^ months. Co. 2 and 3 show^ a little more variation and afi^
12 months, dropped rapidly. They showed only 20 per cent,

germination after 24 months. There is thus a great deal of
variation among the varieties. Generally it is seed tiiat

geimiinates vei^ ^uicMy after harvest mthout a resting pmmdi
^lat losei its vudnlity sooner»



Bate of germination.—^Even amoiig varieties harvested at the

same conation of ripemng, the rapidity of seed gennmation when
sown may vary. In getting a satisfactory stand in the seed-bed not
only the total germination but also the short interval within which
this germination is attained, is an important consideration. There
is evidently a great deal of varietal variation with regard to this

characteristic. At Coimbatore, where every year a large number
of varieties is sown at the same time, observations taken with

regard to the rate of germination of the varieties in the seed-bed

showed that while some varieties finished their germination in

a couple of days, others dragged on for nearly a week. GEB. 24

was markedly slower in germination than others. Apart from
other morphological differences, this variation has probably some-
thing to do with the thickness of the husk. The seed remain-

ing dormant in the soil or germinating very slowly is a wild

character and in several of the wild lices of our collections, the

germination is found to be very slow and protracted. The seed

of wild rices is found to remain dormant in the soil even for a

year. The progenies of crosses between cultivated and wild types

are found to exhibit this character in varying degrees suggesting

that it is an inherited character.

Delayed and slow germination is characteristic of not only old

seed but also fresh seed that has been stored defectively, exposed

to wet weather. One way of overcoming this difficulty of delayed

germination is to give the seed a longer soaking in water before

sowing.

Influence of temperature .—The germination of rice is influ-

enced by temperature, there being a wide range of optimum
conditions. It germinates when subjected to a range in tempera-
ture from 42° E to 117° F or between 65° F and 71* F during
the period of germination. Apart from varietal differences all

rices germinate quicker at higher than at lower temperatures.

There is very little germination beyond 108° F and the seeds are

practically Mlled at 122° F. That temperature influences the
rapidity of germination is evident from the fact that during the
months of November-December when the atmospheric temperature
is low in a greater part of the Province, the germination is always
slower than when sown in July-August when the temperature is

usually higher.

This temperature difference has probably a relation to the
water-absorbing nature of the seed. Bice being a semi-aquatic

orop, the grain absorbs water better under submerged conditions.

Bice seed has a remarkable power of withstanding the action of

water when steeped and this is probably due to the comparative
insolubility of the nutrients in the seed. Though rice can ^ermi-

fire^y under wat», germination is greatly retarded if the

indhitiae in the soil where it is sown falls helow 37 per cent.
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Size 0/ grain influencing germination and productivity.—
Every seed sample contains seeds of varying sizes within the
sample. For instance in a rice ear, the grains situated at the top
and middle portions are always somewhat bigger and better filled

than the rest. When the whole produce is harvested together it

must necessarily contain grains of different sizes. If the axiom
‘ better seed results in better crop ’ is literally true, the use of

such heavy grain alone for seed purposes should result in better

crops. It is this principle that is utilized in the practice of

selecting grain for seed purposes by the salt-water method. Salt

solution being heavier than water, the seeds that sink in it when
immersed must be heavier and if such grain alone is used for seed

purposes, the resulting crop gives more satisfactory yields. This
has been put to the test in the case of rice with very definite

results. For about four years from 1920 to 1924 at the Samalkota
station, the seed sample was separated into heavy, medium and
hght seed in four varieties, ratnachudi, palagummasari, garika-

sannavari and kanakasompu and separately planted. There was
practically no difference in the productivity of the three samples
to justify the separation of the seed into heavy and light seed.

Eecently at Coimbatore, the seed from strain Co. 4, a six

months’ crop, was separated into three classes, heavy, medium
and light by actual weighments of individual grains and the three

groups were grown separately. There was no difference in yield.

Again the experiment was repeated with an early variety kar (3J
months) and it was found there was some advantage in the medium
and heavy seed, the yield per: plant being higher in these groups

than in the light seed.

It is possible that in the early variety, the advantage of a
better start obtained by the plant from a heavy seed continues

for some time and since the period of maturity is short the

advantage of the better start is seen. In the late variety, how-
ever, the initial differences level out later as the growing period

is fairly long. This is parallel to the advantage gained by plant-

ing better grown seedlings in the case of short duration varieties

whereas such advantage is not apparent in a late variety. This
experiment hsks been conducted at a number of places in foreign

countries and the general result of all such experiments has been
that if the seed is from a pure line, i.e., seed developed from the

produce of a single plant breeding pure for all its characters,

there cannot be any inherent difference among the individual

grains.

INatural loss of viability with ^e has been dealt wi^ and loss

doe to want of drj^g and defective storage have also been men*
tiioned. There is still another cause of deterioration of seed, due
to the attack of insects during storage. two chid inmedt

pests Attackiiig! Btmred rice are the ruse moth and the r^ beetle

of whkh the miiner is the more common one. Tim only fieaaiUle
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remedy is to occasionally spread out the grain on a floor exposed to

the bright sun and store it again after a thorough cleaning. Mud
pots and mud bins may be made insect proof by a covering of cow-
dung at the mouth. A good method consists of preserving the seed

in a mud bin placed on a wooden frame. The top is sealed

by a layer of fine dry sand and the seed is drawn off through a
hole at the bottom.

In bad cases of attack by insects, the receptacles may be
fumigated with some poison like carbon-bi-sulphide. For storing

small quantities of seed in tins or small bags the addition of a few
balls of naphthalene in the receptacle prevents the multiplication

of the insect and the seed is kept viable for a long time satis-

factorily. Experiments conducted at Coimbatore have shown that

the addition of naphthalene does not in any way affect the viability

of the seed under dry conditions.
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Manurinq

(i) Principles of manuring rice .—^Eice cultivation as practised

in South India Offers essentially from ordinary cultivation in

(1) that the land is prepared for the crop by a system of puddling
in water and (2) the land is kept flooded in a swampy condition

during the greater part of the growing season. The puddling

of the land previous to transplanting affects the physical condi-

tion of the soil and produces a finer and more clayey texture.

This process should tend to make the soil heavier and heavier as

years go on. Because of this, the first problem involved in the
manuring of rice is the question of using manures which will tend
to counteract this effect. Organic manures have a beneficial effect

on the texture of the soil. That the addition of a bulky organic

manure like green manure to rice soil is recognized as a beneficial

practice meets this point.

The fact that the land is kept fully saturated with water
throughout the greater part of the growing season means that

there is practically no free oxygen present in the soil and this

draws a sharp distinction between rice cultivation and that of

ordinary field crops. In ordinary soils the nitrogen of the manure
after going through many intermediate changes, unites with the

oxygen of the air to form nitric acid, a substance which is easily

absorbed by the crop. On the other hand in rice soils, no oxygen
being present, instead of nitric acid, ammonia is produced,
and it has been found in Japan several years ago that the rice

plant readily assimilates this substance and consequently the pro-

ducts of the decomposition of many manures in such soils are

suitable for the needs of the plant. Fermentation in rice soils

being anaerobic, nitrates are decomposed and the nitrogen is

liberated as free gas. Since rice plant cannot make use of this

nitrogen, nitrates need not be used for rice.

Eice is a cereal crop and requires besides nitrogen mentioned
above, phosphoric acid and potash also. The soil contains all the
plant food required but not all in a form capable of being utilized

by the plant. Only portions that can dissolve in water known
as ‘ available plant food ’ are useful to the crop, whereas the total

plant food in the soil forms a reserve for the plant to draw upon.
A rice crop giving 8,000 lb. of gt^ and an equal amotmt of s^w
from an acre removes from the soil roughly 48 lb. nitrogen, 2^ lb.

tA ^mi^h(»iG add and 41 lb. of potash. These unll have to be nk
plsi^ the soil is not to be depleted of its f«iil%. But in Natme
p«t9 is a mechanism for the indefinite supj^ ofW bare minimass
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requirements for what is known as the minimum crop production,

i.e., the soil is able to replenish the loss sustained by the removal
of the crop. This is exemplified in the fact that in certain soils

over 2,000 lb. of rice are harvested every year without the appli-

cation of any manure at all.

The comparative merits of the soil with regard to its manurial
requirements can be judged only by chemically analysing the soil

and estimating the total and available quantities of nitrogen,

phosphoric acid and potash. Soil surveys of the important rice

tracts of Madras have been made and these have yielded striking

results shoeing in a marked manner the deficiencies in particular

ingredients. The following table gives an idea of the nature and
the extent of deficiency noted :

—

Name of tract.

Percentage of soils

deficient in

Nitrogen. Phosphoric
acid.

Godavari • • 40 23

Kistna . • .. 33 55

Guntur 80 33

Tanjore • « 87 80

Peri^ar • • • • • • 90

Malabar s • • • • • 90

With the aid of the data secured by the survey, it has been
possible to ascertain the manurial needs of the areas and the

nature of action of the manures was then taken up for investiga-

tion. The results of a large number of experiments in the field

and in the pot house spread over a number of years have shown
that all the natural and artificial nitrogenous manures are more or

less beneficial to rice but they are most economical when applied

in conjunction with bulky organic manures. Of the latter class of

manures, green manures are particularly suitable to the rice crop.

Fermentation and function of green-manure .—The nature of

the action of green manuring in rice soils was one of the earliest of

the investigations undertaken by the Agricultural Chemist at

Ooimbat(»:e. The investigation has been mainly in the nature of

examining the gases evolved when the green manure decomposes
in the soil. It was found that the gases escaping through and at

the surface of the water in the rice fields were oxygen and
nitrogen, wldle marsh gas, hydrogen and carbondioxide were found

iodde ^ soil. Further studies proved that the evolved oxygen

was ahsotbed by the plant for its growth. Bice though it grows
in water, does not have the roots characteristic of aquatic planto.'

Tile toots require plenty of ssration and this is supplied by tke
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oxygen evolved. The evolution of the oxygen itself has been
traced to a film of algss commonly seen on the surface of the rice

fields and this film was found to contain bacteria which oxidise

hydrogen and marsh gas with the production of carbondioxide.

The carbon of this gas is utilized by the algaa as their food liberating

the oxygen which dissolves in the water and aerates the roots. This
aeration of the roots is possible only if the water with the oxygen
dissolved in it could reach the root zone by drainage, so that diain‘

age becomes an important factor. But experiments have shown
that the aeration of the roots is not so satisfactorily managed if the

soil is too well drained. Simple draining would only let the roots

have access to a weak solution of oxygen but where the percolation

is slow the water is strongly charged with oxygen and therefore

supplies plenty of it to the crop. A simple system of slow move-
ment of water through the soil has been found to be most benefi-

cial to the crop. The reason for this has been traced to the fact

that the development of the film which is responsible for the supply
of oxygen occurs best under moderate drainage conditions.

The presence of organic matter in green manure leads to in-

creased fermentation going on in the soil and would lead to

greater production of oxygen by the algal film. The research work
has also shown that during the fermentation of the green-manure,
the nitrogen escapes as free gas and has led to the conclusions

that the nitrogen of these organic manures has little actual

manmial value, that the crop is mainly dependent upon soil nitro-

gen for its support, and that green manures owe their efficiency

mainly to their indirect action on the soil by increasing root

aeration. Nevertheless the green manuring of rice as practised in

Madras has jnelded exceedingly good results in the past and the

use of these manures is rapidly extending.

The miaximum benefit of the green manure can be got (mly
when other soil factors are simultaneously improved. I^e most
promising line of experiment would appear to be to find a suitable

system of manuring which would employ green manures in con-
junction with mineral manures. Generally speaking rice soils in

South India are deficient in phosphorous and nitrogen and of these

tile former is easily made good bv the use of bonemeal, superphos-
phate, etc. With regard to the fatter, to produce improvement by
the direct supply oi nitrogen, the manure cannot be a bulky organic
manure and it should be in a form assimilable by the crop. The
cmly manures which answer these requirements are ammonium
(^pounds and compounds of the type of cyanamide which yield

ammonia on decomposition. Because they do not have way
indirect effiect of increasing root ssration it would be detinble to
u^ thqm^ in conjunction with green manures^ Th«8 tM whii^:

pxindple wmmnts to the application of some od the phosphatic or
n^Ogen<^ Iariilisers in oonjuncticm with green manores to
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The results of the manurial experiments can be ex^pressed

numerically in terms of the green manure, taking it as equal to 1.

No manure . . . . . . ... 0'33

Phosphatio manures alone . . . . . . 0*50

Niiarogenous manures alone . . . . . . 0*70

Nitrogen + Phosphate , . . . . . 0*90

Green manure . . . . . . . . I'OO

Green manure + Pa O5 . . . . . . 1*20

Green manure 4- N. .. .. .. 1*33

Green manure + N + P Os . . . . 1'60

Nitrogenous and phosphatic manures are, in general, needed and
there is response by the crop when they are applied singly or

together but the combined effect appears to be better.

This raises the question of the proportion in which they have
to be mixed. While this question is mainly one of cost, certain

results obtained at Coimbatore, appear to indicate that the supply

of N in the proportion of 2/5 artificials and 3/5 organic might be

advantageous. Increase in the dressing of green leaves appears

to make the action of artificial manures, particularly nitrogenous,

ineffective.

Green manuring and green-leaf manuring .—When the action

of green manures is only indirect, we have to consider the relative

values of the two systems of green manuring commonly practised

in South India, i.e., a comparison of the system of growing a

green manure crop on the soil to which it is to be applied with

that of manuring with green leaf or a green crop brought from
outside. The green crop usually grown in rice soils is leguminous
in character and obtains a proportion of its nitrogen from the

atmosphere ; but in soils already rich in nitrogen it is probable

that the crop takes the nitrogen only from the soil. In the case

of the non-leguminous crop all the nitrogen would be taken from
the soil. When the nitrogen contained in it is dissipated as gas

when the crop is ploughed into the soil, the crop ceases to have
any direct manurial value. This should point out to the conclu-

sion that the practice of growing a green manure on the soil itself

for ploughing in, particularly a non-leguminous type, could not be

as profitable as bringing leaf from outside and ploughing it in.

The indirect action of the green manuring is also borne out by
equally good results obtained by ploughing in a non-leguminous

crop. That in addition to its indirect effect there may be a slight

direct effect also is evident from the experiments in Ceylon where
it is stated that large quantities of ammonia are made available to

the soil at all stages of the decomposition process which coincides

with the period of rice growth.

OreenAeaf manuring .—The practice of green-leaf manuring

g^nendly obtama throughout the Province, 'l^erever fqret^. aije.

to t^o fiolds, green Imes are oithe? brought or booglit
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in cart-loads and applied to the soil. The value of green-leaf

manuring particularly fox light and well drained soils has been
recognized. In South Kanara, there is the peculiar practice of

not applying the green leaves collected straight to the field. They
are first put into the cattle stalls as a bedding for the animals and,
after they get incorporated with the dung and urine of the

animals, they are removed and applied to the fields. In bringing

leaves from outside, practically any and every leaf available is

used, the comparative value depending upon the rapidity of their

decomposition in the soil. Leaves of leguminous shjrabs.and trees

are however, usually preferred. Kolinji leaves {TepTir^sia pttr-

purea), leaves of cassia and leaves of Pungam tree {Pongamia
glabra) are highly valued in several places. In Malabar any leaf

obtainable from the forests or avenue trees close by, is used.

Green manuring practices.—The practice of actually growing
a green manure crop in the fields, though it existed here and there

before, is becoming universal, due chiefly to departmental activi-

ties. Collecting, stocking and selling of green manure seeds to

the cultivators is still an important item of the departmental
propaganda. The crops recommended are all leguminous. The
success of raising a green manure crop in rice lands depends upon
the type of land, whether it is single or double-crop land, the

nature of the soil and the availability of water. The rice fields

which are generally heavy clays and which carry a single crop

in a year remain fallow in the hottest part of the year when
deep cracks are formed and it is very difficult to cultivate the

land and sow the green manure unless the fields are flooded. The
adverse effect of dry ploughing in. summer has already been
touched upon. Evidently the dry ploughing and the subsequent

puddling affect the physical condition and make the percolation

of water (which has been found so necessary), more difficult.

'WMle ihe harmful effects of cultivating the soil in summer are not

^ apparent in loose and loamy soils, experiments at Maruteru tmd
Adqturai have shown that even in the heavy soUs, the harmful

offers of sunamer cultivation are more than counteracted by plough-

ing in green manure. What the haimful effects of sumt&er

ploughing are really due to, and how green manuring counteracts

them, are not fff(^)erly understoo(^
,

XjsuaHy.in the Gpdavari delta, the rice crop is off the land by
Npyembw and the land has -to remain fallow until next June. A
c^bp of sunnhemp is usually grown under the rice before it is

harvjsrted ahd this is mostly* cut and .fed off to the cattle before.

and thero is very little left that goes in as green manure
to the foUowihg rice crop. Since canal water is avaSable till

the cmd df 'AfkH, it has been foimd pntetidable to cultitrtd»

land .imd Sow » green ..manure crop by the middle qf .lierdti and
in; in; Jane.- (Her; a ipreat, portion of Wba eite

any .fioBaiiin sad ehdxirste colilvation, tlie ti^st rl(» crop gives

^ of ovmr d,fl00 lb. grain and an equal amount m* mew
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of straw. Particularly in years when the summer has been rain-

less resulting in very deep cracking of the soil, even without any
manure, the crop grows too rank and often has to be cut down
once or twice to prevent lodging before the grain is formed. In
such soils the value of green manuring becomes doubtful. Work
has been directed to sow the green manure crop in the standing

crop of rice and keep it on until June, cutting it down once or

twice in the meanwhile and to use the cuttings for feeding cattle.

This is, however, possible only with particular types of green

manures.

Value of green manure .—The value of green manure is most
apparent in soils of average fertility containing less than 0 07 per

cent, of available nitrogen and less than 0-06 per cent, phosphoric

acid. The increase in the produce obtained as a result of green
manuring varies in different localities. While in soils above the

average level of fertility it has been about eight to ten per cent.,

on poor soils and lands of average fertility the increase recorded

has been to the extent of 20 to 25 per cent, even with an applica-

tion of three to four thousand pounds of leaf per acre. The good
effects of green manuring have been particularly striking during

bad seasons. The rise of the average acre yield of rice in Coimba-
tore wet lands from 2,000 lb. to nearly 4,000 lb. has all been due
to the systematic growing of a green manure crop in rotation with

rice. In Hospet area of Bellary district, rice is alternated with
sugarcane (two years’ rotation) and in spite of the fact that cane
is an exhausting crop, the average yield of rice has always been
above 3,000 lb. per acre, due to the practice of growing a crop

of sunnhemp as green manure between the rice and the sugarcane.

The amount of leaf to be applied varies very much. From the

several experiments that have been conducted, it may be said that

four to five thousand pounds of leaf per acre wrill be an optimum
dose for rice. In spme places even larger doses than four to six

thousand pounds have given significant increases in the yield of

rice. Where the doses have been increased to six to eight thou-

sand pounds per acre in some poor soils, repeated applications of

such heavy doses have been found to depress the yield unless

supplemented by some form of phosphatic manures such as bone-

meal and super-phosphate.

The several green manure crops grown in Madras are dealt

with separately. It has not been possible to make any systematic

comparison as some of them thrive only under particQlar

conditions. Problems like their comparative efficiency as nitro-

gen fixers, relative rate of decomposition in the soil, etc., fiave

not been investigated. Under average conditions, the choice can
alvmys be between sunnhemp and pUlipesara, while daincha may
be iraitable for heavy and slightly i. ’Se soils and wild indigo for

ralii^ poor, gritty and loamy soils. For Malabar soils, however,
hisB dbne so satisfactorily as cow-pea for green manuring.

Inffigo when it was being grown extensively in South Arcot and

'''a-',
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Vizagapatam districts for the production of the natural dye, the
waste called the seeth was freely used as manure and was highly

valued. Since it is not grown so extensively now, its use as a
green manure crop alone, is confined to certain specially favoured
situations.

The quantity of green matter obtained from an acre of crop
varies with the conditions, and normally a yield of 8,000 to

10,000 lb. per acre may be expected. But under favourable con-
ditions as at Coimbatore and Maruter, pillipesara and sunnhemp
have given phenomenal yields of 20,000 to 30,000 lb. of green
matter per acre. Under such conditions the quantity obtained
from an acre of crop should easily suffice for fertilizing five to

six acres. ’ Daincha can also, under favourable circumstances,
give fifteen to twenty thousand pounds of green matter but the
main trouble with regard to this is that the stems get woody
and the question of cutting and incorporating them into the soil

becomes a difficult proposition. The comparative merits of the
green manure crops will, besides the total quantity of green
matter produced, depend upon the ease with which the plants

can be cut and applied to the fields. Even with daincha which
generally grows woody by sowing it late and thick, handling
might be made easier.

Cost of green manuring .—The cost of growing a green manure
crop is comparatively low and it has been found to be the most
economical method of fertilizing rice fields. From the figures

available in the different experimental stations, the cost of growing
an acre of green manure crop varies within wide limits, from Es. 7
to as much as Es. 30 per acre, the higher figure being associated
with cases where irrigations were given and the yield of green
matter was above 25,000 lb. The average cost varies from seven
annas to one rupee per thousand pounds of green matter and
thus an application of 4,000 lb. of leaf per acre should not
cost more than Es. 4, and it is not possible to think of any ferti-

lizer which can give comparable results with 4,000 lb. of le^
for the same investment. It is not uncommon among cultivators
to pay as much as Es. 3 to Es. 5 per thousand pounds of green
leaf brought from outside. Though the beneficial action of green
manuring was stated to be not due to the nitrogen contained in
it, its action is very similar to that of a nitrogenous manure and
has given results comparable with a chemical fertilizer like
ammonium sulphate. Comparing the value of nitrt^en per pound
in a fertilizer like ammonium sulphate and nitrogen in the leaf,
thejsost of nitrogen in the latter is only a fraction, one-sixth to
one-eighth, of that in the fertilizer.

(ii) Oeeni rmnure crops.—Oi the several green manure
omps here descnSbed, the choice of any depen^- m]^. the Ioes|'
epnditions of soil, season and climate. - BesideB . wint are meci^-w
t|^d he^ many of the pulse crops iike.,l>la(^fsg^,,gre^^^S^
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horsegram, cowgram, are also used for the purpose. The
cultivator hiruself knows which of the several pulses will grow and
under what conditions in his wet lands. While discussing about
rotations, the various pulses grown in the different parts of the

Province in rice fields were mentioned. Though they may be
grown mainly for the grain, they may be used for green manuring
also; when some grain is obtained the aftermath is invariably

ploughed in as a green manure.

Sunnhemp {Crotalaria juncea).—^This is perhaps grown more
largely than any other green manure crop. It is grown practi-

cally all over the Province except in Malabar. Every year large

areas are grown in Kistna and Godavari deltas. The seed is sown
just before the rice is harvested and the crop is cut when it is

about four to eight feet high. The tops dried make excellent

fodder. Because of its rapid growth, it is the crop to grow
where only short intervals are available between twn rice crops.

It is, however, a sensitive crop and cannot stand very dry condi-

tions. It is also very sensitive to water-logging. Its use is

confined to well-drained lands where irrigation can be given if

necessary. With irrigation it can give a heavy crop within six

or seven weeks. In Coimbatore, sown in ploughed fields in April-

May with one or two irrigations it has given in a two months’
period heavy crops of twenty to thirty thousand pounds of leal

per acre. Because the stem is fibrous it decomposes very readily

when ploughed in.

It is often subject to the attack of caterpillar and flea ^beetle

pests and if the attack comes in at an early stage, the crop may
completely fail. Since it is a fodder crop readily eaten by cattle,

it cannot be grown where cattle trespass cannot be prevented.
There are varieties varying slightly in duration and the required

variety can be grown. The seed-rate for the crop is fifteen to

twenty pounds per acre.

Wild indigo or koUnji (Tephrosia purpurea).—This is considered

to be the most valuable crop because of its hardiness and drought
resistance. Sometimes cultivators travel several miles to cart it

from waste lands to their rice fields. It thrives best where the

soil is loamy or a bit gritty and not too heavy. It will not stand

any water-logging. For sowing in standing rice crop in single-

crop lands where the land remains fallow for nearly six months, it

is the ideal crop to grow. It requires moisture only for germina-
tion and it can thrive later without any irrigation or rain. It is

rather slow growing in the beginning but if there are any summer
diowers, it bursts out well and gives a good crop of green matter.

It can be sowm mixed with some more rapidly growing pulse crops.

The plant usually fonns some seed before it is cut. ^e seed, be-

cacte^ of its hard coat, can remain dormant in the soil and so, when
cbce a good crop is established, there will probably be no necessity

to ibw it again, unless heavy hot weather showers kill it oubright.

do not eat it and therefore it can be grown in open fields.
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The seed of kolinji does not readily germinate and it takes some

years before a good crop of kolinji can be established. The seed is

usually dressed before sowing, i.e., it is pounded with sand so that

the seed coat is damaged to facilitate absorption of moisture.

Though the crop does not give as large quantities of green matter

as the sunnhemp, it is specially chosen for its hardiness. About

three to four thousand pounds per acre will be a good yield for

wild indigo.

This is grown principally in the Tamil districts of Tinnevelly,

Bamnad, Madura, Trichinoply, Tanjore and South Arcot, but it can

also be seen in Kistna, Nellore and Guntur districts. The seed-rate

used is ten to fifteen pounds per acre.

Daincha (Sesbania aculeata).—^This is a valuable green manure
crop on heavy soils and especially on lands inclined to be saline.

It has been found useful to reclaim saline lands in the coastal

regions of Godavari and Kistna where other green manures will not

grow. It is a drought resistant plant and at the same time can

withstand wet conditions. Its spread as a green manure crop is

due to the departmental propaganda. The greatest success with

this crop has been on tank-fed lands which are supplemented by
wells as in Chingleput, South Arcot, etc., districts. It can be
sown either pure or mixed with a cereal such as cumbu. As
a pure crop it is usually grown in May-June and after three months,
is ploughed in for the samba crop coming in July-August. It can
also be used for sowing in single-crop lands just before the harvest

of the rice crop. Under these conditions, unless it is sown very

thick, the stems get woody and there will be difficulty in incorporat-

ing them into the soil. A successful method of dealing with the

crop under these circumstances is to cut the crop a little early and
compost it in pits for about two months and then use it in the

fields. Even in single-crop lands the crop can be sown after

ploughing the lands in April-M^'y and then irrigated. In this case

it will have to be sown thick to give a good tonnage of green
matter. Since it may be ploughed in within three months, the
stems will be succulent. Though under favourable circumstances
when sown late and thick, even twenty thousand pounds of green
matter per acre may be obtained, eight to ten thousand pounds
can ordinarily be expected under any circumstances.

This has spread to several parts of the Presidency
,
Vizagapatam,

Godavari, Kistna, Chingleput, Salem, Coimbatore and Madora
(Periyar area) districts.

The ordinary seed-rate is eight to ten pounds par acre, if it has
to be grown mixed on single-crop lands and allowed to remain for

nearly six months. For late sowings the seed-rate may be raised to
twoaty pounds.

hdigo Hndigofera Unctoria).—'Sim is also a hardy plant and is

nseftd tar sowing in single-crop lands in the stemding mop of
befm» harirost in Pecembw-Jamiary, Inks irild iitm^
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slow-growing in the beginning but bushes well later, if there are

any summer showers. It thrives best in loams and clay loams.

Because of its long dmation, it could be sown mixed with some other

rapidly 'growing pulse like green or blackgram. After the pulse is

harvested the indigo remains in the field until next June. It is

drought resistant and has a deep root system. If the hot weather
rains are favourable, this crop may be cut back and allowed to grow
again. The cuttings can be used for manuring seed-beds which
have to be raised early. In some places under tank irrigation where
the water-supply is supplemented by wells, and a dry cereal crop,

usually cumbu, is grown with the aid of the well water, indigo is

sown mixed with cumbu. After the cumbu is harvested, the indigo

is left alone and gives a luxiiriant crop before the samba rice season

commences. In Vizagapatam it is also grown mixed with gingelly.

Indigo is getting popular in parts of Tanjore district.

The seed-rate is the same as for wild indigo and the seed being

hard it may have to be treated before sowing. Under favourable

conditions it can give about eight to ten thousand pounds of green

matter per acre.

Pillipesara (Phaseolus trilobus).—This is a new green manure
crop introduced from Kistna some ten years ago and is now rapidly

expanding to all parts of the Province. The seed is edible. It

gives a good green forage and is an ideal green manure crop, quick

to grow and easy to be ploughed in. It can be sown in all seasons

and seed production is abundant. In Godavari it is advantageous

to grow it mixed with sunnhemp both in single and double-crop

lands. In the second-crop lands after the sunnhemp is cut for

hay, the pillipesara can be ploughed in for the second crop. In the

single-crop lands after the harvest of sunnhemp it gives good
grazing for the cattle in March. The stubble flushes again with an
irrigation and gives plenty of green matter for ploughing in, for

the first crop of rice in June.

It has been tried in other places also in single-crop lands. It can
be sown in the standing rice crop before harvest and if the weather
is favourable it can be cut once for fodder and the aftermath

ploughed in for the rice crop. It has possibilities as a combined
green manure and fodder crop in Tanjore and Coimbatore. If the

soil does not dry out too quickly or if an irrigation could be given in

summer, very heavy yields of the crop can be obtained. Under
favourable circumstances it can give fifteen to twenty thousand
pounds of succulent and easily decomposing green matter. It has
proved a success even when it was sown in a ploughed field after

^e harvest of the rice crop in February-March provided an irri-

gation could be given to start the crop. At Maruter it has given

miQ/ee green matter than sunnhemp or daincha sown at the same
ti^. There is a great future for this crop, and in the triifls and
in pi^^rizihg it, the Maruter station has taken a leading psu:t.

^ :

purposes a heavy seed-rate of thirty to f(»ty
si^ per acre is advisfdile.
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Other crops .—^Besides the green manure crops mentioned above,

the cow-pea is one extensively used in Malabar. It is found to do

better than other green manure crops for the Malabar conditions.

It is grown both in the single and the double-crop lands after

ploughing the land first. Under favourable conditions eight to ten

thousand pounds of green matter may be expected and being

succulent it easily decomposes in the soil.

Provision of green manure seed .—^In Kistna and Godavari where
sunnhemp is regularly grown for fodder purposes, there is always

scarcity for seed and it has to be obtained from the high lands.

The seed is often expensive. Even for the daincha and indigo seeds,

high prices have often to be paid. It is possible, however, for the

cultivator to provide himself with his own seed by taking a little

care^to sow some seeds on the field bunds and allow the plants to

seed. Utilizing the field bunds for some odd crop or another, is a

practice obtaining in the Godavari delta and parts of Malabar and
could well be copied in the south, particularly in Tanjore.

The successful raising of a green manure crop rests almost

entirely with the cultivator. For Tanjore soils besides wild indigo,

and in^go which might be sown in the standing rice crop in January
and allowed to gi’ow on until next June for single-crop lands, it

has been found possible to gl ow a green manure crop even after the

receipt of the freshes in rivers in June-July. If the land is ploughed

in summer with the help of showers and some green manure seed

sown and irrigated as soon as water is available in the channels,

in middle of June, a fair crop can be obtained by August when the

land has to be prepared for planting. For such trials sunnhemp
and daincha are found quite satisfactory. They can give an yield of

eight to ten thousand pounds of green matter per acre.

(iii) Other bulky organic manures—Cattle manure .—^With the

knowledge that bulky organic manures are beneficial to the rice

crop, other indigenous bulky manures may now be considered.

The foremost among them is cattle manure which is the only

one universally available and applied to the crop. There is no
doubt that it is about the best, but the main difficulty is with regard
to the inadequacy of the supply. In the Tanjore delta where it is

the only source of manure supply, the quantity available is hardly
Sufficient for about one-tenth of the whole area. Because of the
absence of forests nearby, and the difficulties about obtaining fuel for

household purposes, a considerable quantity of the cattle dung is

used away as fuel. The available quantity is all used for the seed-

beds and to the first crop in the second-crop area, the main sir^-
Ordp lands going practically without any manure. There is no
doubt thiEtt here, much of the area has been reduced to the naimrsl

minimum fertility level. The cattle manure available in ' the
country u a very poor stuff due to the very bad ways adopted ih

making and isreserving it. The care bestowed in South Kanare to

.xffepare cattle manure, mentioned already, is uiiiquo ih this rei^ieipt.

I^x^iaganda about better method^ of prepani^ and stoiil^
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manure has always formed one of the important activities of the

department. The several methods of preparing cattle manure,
the heap, the loose box, and the pit have been experimented with,

in several of the agricultural stations and the comparative merits

of the manure prepared in different ways tested by application to

rice crops.

Instead of collecting the manure and spreading it on the field,

paining of cattle and sheep straight on the fields is a common prac-

tice. Sheep penning is common throughout the Province except

probably in Malabar, and cattle penning is practised in Vizagapatam,
Kistna, Ganjam, Madura and Tinnevelly districts.

Composts ,—With the scanty supply of cattle-manure available,

and with the recognition of tlie importance of organic matter to the

soda, greater attention has been paid in recent years to convert all

vegetable wastes into manure by composting them. There are

several methods of which the Indore method appears to be the most
suitable for composting all farm waste. It can be even modified

and simplified according to local requirements. In Madras, what
is known as the pit method of composting is adopted and appears to

be quite simple and satisfactory.

Ordinary municipal rubbish forms an excellent bulky organic

manure for rice fields. Unlike in the case of other crops, the
material need not be composted first, but applied straight to the

fields and the fermentation allowed to take place after the field has
been puddled. Application of large quantities of municipal rubbish

in some of the Periyar rict i areas of the Madura district, particularly

in soils tending to become alkaline, has given satisfactory results.

Night-soil .—This is also a useful manure for rice fields but has
to be converted into poudrette by composting, to facilitate handling.

The objection to the use of this manure appears to be only senti-

mental. Good results have been obtained by its application, at

Government stations. In fact, it is one of the most common
things used for fertilizing rice fields in Japan where high acre yields

- are recorded.

Among bulky organic manures may be included the different

oil-seed cakes available in the country and fish manure. They can
be utilized with advantage, the only limiting factors being the

availability ahd cost at any particular locality. They contain a
^luch larger proportion of nitrogen, and other mineral ingredients

than green manures and consequently can be used in much less

quantity. They are complete manures and there is generally little

necessity to use any other manure in conjunction with them. Bone
meal is also included among the bulky organic manures. It is ex-

ceedingly rich in phosphoric acid and contains a fair amount of

nitmgen and undergoing rapid decomposition in rice soils makes
the tnanurial in^edients available as plant food. It is, however,
be^ use4 in conjunction with green manure, as the decomposition

^ ^ green manure assists to dissolve the phosphoric acid of
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the bones and thus makes it much more available to the plant than
it would otherwise be.

In some places as in Kistna the rice straw itself is applied in

large quantities to the rice fields as manure. It is considered ‘^larti-

cularly useful for reclaiming alkaline lands. Since suitable green
manure crops like daincha can be grown on such lands, the efficacy

of straw application is doubtful.

In parts of the Province as in Kistna delta, the value of ‘ pattu
mannu,' old village site earth, is valued highly as a manure for rice

fields. All the available quantity of this has probably been already
used up.

(iv) Mineral or artificial manures—Phosphatic manures.—The
manures of this class to be considered in connexion with rice crops
are very few. The most important phosphatic manure is super-
phosphate, either mineral siipeiphosphate or bone superphosphate
according to what it is prepared from. It is easily soluble and
becomes readily available to the plant when applied to rice soil.

There is also a certain amount of flour phosphate prepared by crush-
ing minerals containing a large amount of phosphoric acid in an
insoluble form. There are large deposits of phosphatic nodules in
Trichinopoly district and tlie use of the flour prepared out of it as
a manure for rice soils has been the subject of experimentation at
a number of places. There are also sometimes available on the
market other phosphates like Kossier phosphate, in which also
the phosphoric acid is present mostly in an insoluble form.

Nitrogenous manures.—Among the nitrogenous manures, the
most important is ammonium sulphate. It is a quick acting manure,
quite suited to rice and its use was generally coming into practice
in spite of its high price until recently, >efore the price of
rice went down. Other nitrogenous manures that might be con-
sidered are the calcium cyanamide and sodium nitrate. Calcium
cyanamide releases ammonia which is the form in which the rice
plant takes in nitrogen, and was considered a useful manure and
it has been the subject of experiments. Sodium nitrate is not of
importance to rice crop though it has also been experimented with
at the agricultural stations. Certain physiological experiments con-
ducted recently with rice in Bombay would appear to point out
that the plant can take nitrogen both in ammonical and nitrate
forms, and the absorption is more in the ammonical form in the
early stages which gradually decreases while the absorption in the
nitrate form increases as the plant gets older. This observation
has led to the suggestion that a mixture of nitrate and ammivtibim
sulphate should prove a better source of nitrogen to the plant than
ammonium sulphate alone. This, however, has yet to be confirroed
by field experiments.

Compound manures.—lEtecentlj there are available on the
compound mineral manures containing in a cpnoentrated fortn Vitb
nitrogen and pho^horic acid. There are a number of them,
ammophos, leimophos, and niciphos and exo^ that aw
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different patent names adopted for trade purposes by different manu-
facturers, their manuriel values are about the same. There are,

however, two grades of them one in which the nitrogen and phos-

phoric acid are present in equal proportions and the other in which

the phosporic acid is present to a larger extent, about two to three

times that of nitrogen. These are also slowly coming into use, and
should be considered cheap for their manurial contents but their

extensive use is limited by the prevailing low price for rice. These

are being recommended for use for the rice crop in Burma, the

United Provinces, the Central Provinces, etc., as they are con-

sidered particularly useful for fertilising seed-beds.

All the mineral manures do not fulfil the necessary condition of

supplying organic matter to the soil and best results are generally

obtained only when they are used in conjunction with bulky organic

manures. There may, however, be exceptions where the applica-

tion of any one of these by itself gives a satisfactory return, when it

is known that the soil to which it is applied, has been found to be

particularly deficient in any one manurial requirement. Such
responses are likely to be only temporary and to maintain enhanced
rate of cropping the best ciourse would appear to be to use the

mineral manures in conjunction with organic manures.

(v) Results of manurial experiments .—Manurial experiments

have been carried on at all the agricultural stations. The results

could either be discussed according to the manures or according to

the stations. Since the stations are situated in the important rice

tracts and as the Results are applicable to the individual tracts the

latter method has been adopted. The results of manurial experi-

ments in Madras were compiled by a Special Officer on behalf of the

Imperial Council of Agricultural Eesearch and this compilation has
been made use of, supplemented by information that has become
available since then.

Anakapalle .—The soil of this station is a red loam, representing

the most common type of soil in Vizagapatam district. The farm
soils are sufficiently rich in phosphoric acid (available Fg Os = *03 to

•05 per cent.) and probably do not require any phosphatic manuring.
Trial of super, does not give any sufficient response but green leaf

manuring with sunnhemp or wild indigo (2,000 to 3,000 lb. of leaf

per acre) gives an average increase of 10 per cent, grain and 16 per
cent, straw on mean yields of 2,300 and 3,200 lb., respectively.

Maruter .—This represents one of the most fertile rice areas of

the i^wince and the first sarva crop easily yields 3,000 lb. of grain
an acre. The value of nitrogen and phosphoric acid on such lands,

«ad the best stage of the crop at which the nitrogen could be applied
h»s been tried. The increase obtained is neither marked nor
comdstent. Application of nitrogen one month after planting gives
Ute beet results.

The sabiidieed manurial trials in co-operation with the different

intiaiute has been carried on for five years in a specially

Sfd^ieiMdlet^^ area. The various chemical manures like leunophos,
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ammophos, sulpuro phosphate, etc., do not give any consistent
results. The average increase for all years is about eight to teh
per cent, only on a basal dressing of 4,000 lb. of leaf. The res-
ponse to manure is poor in the first crop but verj^ much better
in the second crop resembling Samalkota results. The salient
features of these trials are : ( 1 ) green leaf definitely increases the
yield ; (2) organic manures like cakes serve the same purpose as
green leaf; (3) fertilizers like ammonium sulphate, ammophos,
niciphos, etc., are as good as green leaves in increasing the yield';

(4) the above fertilizers when applied in conjunction with leaves
give increases over plots receiving leaf only

; (5 ) phosphatic manures
give no response over the application of green leaf ; (6) the
increases of yield are generally in the nature of 10 to 15 per cent*
only ; and (7) it will not be an economic proposition to resort to
any of the artificial fertilizers with the present low price of rice.

The excellent value of pillipesara for green manuring purposefe
is very evident at this station. It has also been shown as a result
of experiments at this station that facilities exist for growing green
manure crops for both crops of rice.

Samalkota .—This represents the heavy deltaic soils of Godavari
occurring in a great portion of the Eastern delta. A large number
of manorial experiments has been carried on here from the very
beginning. The farm soils contain from *05 to *09 per cent, of
nitrogen, *01 to *02 per cent, of available potash and -002 to *016

per cent, of available phosphoric acid. The range in respect of
N and Pa O5 is wide and covers plant requirements from slight

deficiency to moderate fertility.

A large number of manurial experiments has been conducted
over a series of years with green manuring, ammonium sulphate,
super, bone meal, fish guano, castor cake, potash, etc., both by
themselves and in combinations. Experiments have also been
carried out with big applications of rice straw (ten tons per acre)
and with cattle-manure preserved in different ways.

The general conclusions of the various experiments may be
summarized as below. Land beyond a certain fertility which can
be indicated by an average yield of about 3,000 lb. of grain and with
•008 per cent, available P2 Og and ’07 per cent. N does not usually
respond to manuring. Potash is well-supplied in all cases and its

application either has no effect or is sometimes depressing, especially

with ammonium sulphate. Phosphatic manuring is of first impoi
tmce in the tract, and along with cakes increases the yield some**
times up to even 80 per cent, for the second crop in the double crop
area. Green manures alone act beneficially in poor soils only.

mixtWB of green leaf and bone meal (or better super) is the best of
all the manures. Next comes fish guano. Both have residual effects
in the succeeding year, the former sometimes longer. Cyanatnide
has sho^ itself usrful only in stray cases and has no residual value,
jimmonium sulphate has acted beneficially giving even 20
increase, but its a{|>lication is not necessary on green
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lands. Castor cake has a slight direct effect ; on the other hand it,

has a pronounced depressing residual effect which can be seen even

in the fifth year after application. Rice straw is of no value on
manured lands. Cattle manure preserved in the loose box is better

than other cattle-manures and has also residual effect in the next

year, but its use is, limited due to the submerged condition of the

tract.

Falur .—^This is in South Arcot and represents a great portion

of South Arcot district. The soil is a sandy loam with good drainage.

It contains ’002 to *05 per cent, nitrogen; -003 to ’015 per cent,

available potash; and -006 to -009 per cent, available phosphoric

acid. Only nitrogen is in slight defect.

The effect of artificials is not material in soils represented by
Palur and they do not supplement green leaf in any manner. The
effect of green leaf is not cumulative when applied over a number
of years, as it has not produced increased rates of yield but the

remarkably increased yield produced in the first few years on poor

land cannot be ignored. The inference is probably that green

manures are capable of bringing up the yields on poor land in the

first few years only after application and that afterwards they are

not of much value in increasing the yield but are necessary in main*
taining the fertility.

Manganallur .—This was a temporary station on the Eastern
delta of Tanjore and was closed down after ten years’ existence.

Green leaf alone gives the best results, a 20 per cent, increase. It

is best applied by puddling green. To avoid damage to texture of

the soil, green manme sowing should be done in the standing crop

of rice. Phosphate is found very essential. Even super, alone is

able to give a 22 per cent, increase in yield. The slow acting phos-

phates are distinctly poorer than super, for either direct or residual

effects. Ammonium sulphate has the same value as green manure
but ca.lcium cyanamide was definitely inferior. Ammonium sulphate

has sometimes supplemented green leaf and sometimes not. Super
acted beneficially in combination with green leaf or ammonium
sulphate and to a less extent with cyanamide. Oil-cakes are by
themselves good, increasing the yield up to 30 per cent. In
combination they have the further advantage of making even slow
acting, phosphates, such as mineral phosphates or bone meal more
available (40 to 80 per cent, increase). Potash has little or some-
times even depressing effect and inhibits the beneficial residual

effects of super. Cattle-manure gives about 20 per cent, increase

in yield.

The manures respond better in single crop lands than in the

^euble,.,
,
In the latter case application before the first crop kurumi

gives better results. Poor lands respond very well, while fields with

a h%h cropping power sometimes' show bad residual effect on
aiciCQttht of manuring. As a general deficiency of both phosphates

f^ hitregeh is indicated, a conibination of these manures is best for
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Aduturai .—This represents a great portion of the Cauvery delta.

The soils of Tanjore delta contain ten times as much total potash

(•2 to *8) as phosphoric acid (-02 to 'OS). Except some portions

near Coleroon and in isolated areas of West Mayavaram most soils

contain less than -01 per cent, available P2 0« and are very deficient

in this. Potash is very well-snpplied. Nitrogen is generally in

defect (-04 to -06 per cent, rarely). One of the marked defects of

this area, and one likely to interfere with the results of manuring
i^ inefficient drainage. This is more or less a general drawback
and some lands are tending to alkalinity on this account. Any
improvement in the tract could therefore be directed towards this

end first.

So far as.mamiring at Aduturai is concerned, green leaf to supply

50 lb. N is economically the best. Sodium nitrate although it has
increased the yield in some cases is not a paying proposition.

Cattle-manure is beneficial generally. Loose box manure is very

good on poor lands, but its superiority to other forms of manure is

not well-established. Village cattle-manure is slightly inferior.

Supplementing the same by sodium nitrate, ammonium sulphate or

groundnut cake has not proved useful in all cases.

Coimbatore .—To find out a substitute for patti-mannu exten-
sively used in Kistna, various combinations of nitrogenous, phos-
phatic and potassic fertilizers have been tried for rice. A mixture
of one hundredw^eight of potash and two hundredweights of super,

on a basal dressing of three to four thousand pounds of leaf give the

best results, a 21 per cent, increase over 3,114 lb. for unmamured
plot. The mineral manures by themselves give a poor response.

There is an indication of the necessity for bulky organic manures.

Among the natural manures tried—black and white castor cake,

fish manure, poudrette and bone meal—^fish manure is the best

giving a 35 per cent, increase over unmanured plot with 2,344 lb.

Poudrette is beneficial and cake gives an increase of 18 to 20 per
cent, while bone meal gives only a 13 per cent, increase.

The new manures ammophos and leunophos show that they
are able to supplement cattle-manure. The ammophos of higher
plmsphate content does better and is equal to either ammonium
sulphate with super, or cattle-manure with super, on an equ{^ N
and P, Og basis.

The potassic manures are found generally to depress the yields.

Sodium nitrate has been tried in conjunction with either green
leaf or cattle-manure. Green manure alone and in combinaldon
with sodium nitrate gives the best results. Next come the cattle-

manure combinations. Sodium nitrate by itself is no better than no
manine.

Ammonium sulphate by itself or in conabinatmn wiih supers gives
a ^nifictmt incsmao in the first year, but the yii^ds of sobOeqptMtt

yeats .are very ^^{xressed.
v:';'' ''•/ft
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Calcium cyanamide though it gives an increase is not economi-

cal.

Nandyal .—Experiments were conducted on leased wet lands

irrigated by Nandyal tank at Tekkai from 1918. The practice of

manuring adopted locally was to apply green leaves at about 4,000

lb. per acre and cattle-manure at about 3,000 lb. per acre. The
objects of the exfteriments were (1) to compare green manuring and
cattle-manuring with a view' to introduce the former, (2) to under-

stand the significance of the cattle-manure adopted in the local

system and (3) to evolve a new scheme of manuring by which the

bulky manure, cattle-manure and leaf could be either wholly or

partially replaced by more concentrated manures.

The conclusions from the experiments are : (1) that ploughing
in of a green manure crop wherever possible is almost as efficient

as green leaf but inferior to local manuring, (2) that groundnut
cake at 320 lb. and bone meal or super, at 100 lb. per acre give the

same results as the local manuring.

Sirvel .—This station in Kurnool was closed down after some
years. Experiments with rice manuring have given the following

results. On unmanured lands and green manured lands super, is

very beneficial. Bone meal also supplements green manure as

efficiently as super. (20 per cent, increase). Green leaf manure is

slightly inferior to green manure (wild indigo). Amongst green

manures, tangedu (Cassia auriculata) is bad while daincha and
wild indigo are of equal value. Groundnut cake supplements
super, best.

Berhampur .—This represents the extensive rice area of Ganjam
district. The soils are found to contain *04 per cent. N, '02 per

cent, available P2 O,, and -02 per cent, of Ka 0.

The station has been in existence for only five years and the

indications of manorial trials conducted are given below.

Green manuring is found to be definitely beneficial. With
regard to the dose, there is a progressive increase in yield of

grain as the dose is increased from two thousand to six thousand
pounds. With regard to the trial of fertilizers, an addition of

100 lb. of ammophos over a basal dressing of 4,000 lb. of green leaf

gives a significant yield increase but the value of the increase does

not cover the cost of the manure. Ammonium sulphate to supply

20 lb. of N over a basal dressing of leaves gives a definite yield

increase but any further increase in the quantity of ammonium sul-

|diate does not improve the yield. While super, either by itself or

m combination with ammonium sulphate over a basal dressing of

gre^ leaves gives satisfactory yield increases, bone meal is n<;4 so

effisctive. The application of lime does not seem to have much

f*attembt.—The station is representative of a great portion of the

li^abar Coast. Soils are all of laterite origin and are general^
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shallow and poor. While even here the advantage of green manur-
ing has been established, the main difficulty is the unsuitability

of the natural conditions to raise a green manure crop. Wherever
green manure crops of daincha, cow-pea and horsegram can be
raised, they have proved advantageous for the double crop area.

Eecent experiments with phosphatic manures do not show
any response. Liming of the soil does not produce any results.

A small dose of ammonium sulphate over a basal dressing of green

leaves is of some advantage.

General.—Green leaf or green manure has been generally found
to be beneficial in the entire rice area of the Province. Nitrogenous

artificials, either alone or as supplements to green leaf are found
useful in only limited areas with pronounced deficiency of nitrogen

as at Manganallur and to a less extent as in Coimbatore, but there

are harmful after-elfects. Phosphates are very useful at Manga-
nallur and Samalkota, super, being preferable to the slow acting

phosphates. It is always best to apply phosphates in combination

with other manures, as they have generally no value alone, except

at Manganallur. A combination of green leaf, and bone meal or

super, is found to do uniformly well wherever phosphate deficiency

is indicated. At Anakapalle and Palm-, phosphates are not found

useful.

(vi) Miscellaneous experiments—(1) Application of sand .
—^When

no response was obtained by manuring fields at Samalkota which are

already known to be of a certain standard of fertility, it was con-

sidered that altering the physical condition of the soil might
improve the response of the soils to fertilizers. An interesting

experiment was therefore commenced by applying 400 cart-loads

of sand per acre. The application of sand had an immediate
harmful effect in that the yield was depressed. The depression

gradually got less and less until after three or four years there was
gradually no difference between sanded and unsanded plots.

Experiments are now in progress to see if the fertilizers will give

a better response in the sanded plots.

(2) Kossier phosphate.—

A

new phosphate like Eossier Phos-
phate which contains a larger amoimf of Ps 65 than bone meal
and is slightly cheaper was tried as a fertilizer for rice at a number
of places, Anakapalle, Palur, Aduturai, Coimbatore and Pattambi
and in none of the places did it give a response and prove better

than bone meal.

(3) Compound manures.—The compound manure, niciidios,

has been tried for some years against a mixture of super and ammo-
niuih sulphate to give the same amount of N and P3 Q« and thero

has been no difference, although experiments in Burma have gen^
rally proved the superiority of these compound manures. It is thus

eompiarison of cost that ^ould decide whether thib is to be p*e>*

fbsnw to (unmouiuin sulphate and super.
. i 1
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(4) Dry and wet fermentation .—Since the nitrogen of the

green leal applied to the soil has been found to escaf^ as free gas,

to see whether this escape could be prevented by altering the nature

of fermentation, in certain fields of the Paddy Breeding Station,

Coimbatore, in half the area green leaf was applied in the dry and

ploughed in soon after the harvest of the rice crop in January and

in the other half, the green leaf was applied after puddling the land

in next June. Even the dry ploughed plot was puddled later and

the crop transplanted. Comparisons of the yield showed that apply-

ing green leaf in the puddle was preferable.

In an experiment at Maruteru, application of sunnhemp hay

as green manure was found to be as good as normal manuring,

i.e.; when sunnhemp is applied in a green state.

(5) Manuring of seed-bed .—In the case of transplanted crop,

manuring of the crop is done at two stages one in the nurserjf,

and the other in the transplant field. When the manure available

is limited it would be useful to know where the manure could be

more advantageously used, either in the seed-bed or in the field. It

is sometimes believed that if the seed-bed is heavily manured and
the seedlings are very vigorous, such seedlings when planted give

a better crop and this would be one of the ways of avoiding the

necessity to manure the transplant field. To test this point, ex-

periments were laid out in Coimbatore with three varieties of rice

of four, five and six months’ duration, respectively. The seed-

beds were prepared in three ways, (1) without any manure, (2)

the ordinary method of manuring and (3) very intensively manured.
The seedlings from the three types of seed-beds were each planted

out in manured and unmanured fields. The development of the
plants was studied as they grew and the final yields were recorded.

It was found that in all the cases the manuring of the seed-bed
had no effect and the manured transplant field, irrespective of the
treatment of the seed-bed, gave a higher yield than the unmanured.

The intensive manuring of the seed-bed consisted of the
application of 20,000 lb. of leaf besides one hundredweight of super,

and- one hundi'edweight of ammonium sulphate. The seedlings

were naturally very much in adrance of the others but in spite oi

their grovrth they were planted only on the same day. But
taking into consideration only the growth of the crop, the seedlings

of the intensively manured beds could have been planted about ten
to fourteen days before the others, and if this had been done, we
should not be able to decide whether the advantage, if any, was
due to early planting or to the manorial treatment. Later modi-
fication of the experiment by planting the crop early, when the
intensively manured seedlings were ready, has not shown any
change in the trend of results.

A similar experiment has been in progress for two or three
seasons in tdl the rice stations, Berhampore, Maruteru, Aduturai and
Bttltainki and in every case the intensively manured seedlings did
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not prove superior. There were, no doubt, great differences in

the seedlings when planted, but they all levelled out nicely in the

end. The method of intensively manuring the seed-bed should

prove particularly advantageous in forcing the seedlings in years

when the season happens to be late.

The plant practically starts a new life after transplanting

and the growth depends entirely on the fertility of the land. It

therefore looks advantageous to give the available manure to the

transplant field rather than to the seed-bed. This does not mean
that the seed-beds need not be manured at all. Provided the seed-

bed is moderately fertile, any available manure could be better

used in the field than in making the seed-bed extremely fertile. The
results of this experiment are significant in that they are similar

in half a dozen places where the conditions are very different.

(6) Time of application of manure .—The bulky organic

manures have to ferment in the soil and hence should be applied

early enough. In the case of a quick acting fertilizer, however,

the time of its application may have a relation to the plant develop-

ment. A careful study of the development of the rice plant has

been made in relation to applying fertilizers like ammonium sul-

phate. An experiment was conducted in Coimbatore, Pattambi,

Aduturai and Marutcru, with ammonium sulphate as a fertilizer,

varying both the quantity applied and the time of application.

The experiment has given interesting results. The optimum time

of application is found to vary with the locality. At Coimbatore,

best results were obtained when the manure was applied one and
a half months after planting, at Aduturai and Pattambi two
months after and at Maruteru one month after.

The yield of the rice plant is influenced by two conditions, (i)

the number of ear bearing tillers per plant and (ii) the size of these

ears, and as will be shown later, it is the latter that plays a more
important part. If tlie fertilizer is applied just at the time when the

ear primordium is about to form, it has a direct effect on increasing

the ear size. The time of ear formation should vary with the

variety and the locality and hence the differences obtained regarding

the optimum time. «



CHAPTER XII

Botany of the Rice Plant

Bice plant (Oryza sativa) botanically is a grass included in

the great family ‘ Gramine® ’• This word Oryza may be said

to bear some resemblance to the Telugu name, ‘ Vari ’ and the

Tamil ‘ Amt In the Spanish and Portugese languages the

word for rice is ‘ Arros The original Asiatic word Erus must
have been modified into rice, riz, and reis. While the cultivated

rices and a few of the wild rices are included under the species,

Oryza sativa, there are three other species of rice, mostly wild,

found in India and they are Oryza coaractata an aquatic plant

growing wild in the Indus valley, Oryza granulata, growing on dry

soils at altitudes of 3,000 feet in Assam, Burma, Bengal and
Malabar and Oryza latifolia an aquatic plant again, foimd in

Burma. There are certain other species mentioned by the earlier

systematic botanists as Oryza rufipogan, Oryza grandiglumis, Oryza
minuta, etc., but there does not seem to be much justification in

taking them out of sativa as the particular characters justifying

the name are all simple Mendelian characters. Some species are

said to be indigenous to Africa and these have been obtained and
grown in Coimbatore and it remains to be seen whether they are

real species different from sativa. There is, however, one species

Oryza longistuminata, also indigenous to Africa, which deserves

a separate species status.

Shoot and root.—Germination of the seed has already been
dealt with. The plumule comes out in 48 hours after soaking

the seed in water and unlike other cereals it is the plumule (shoot)

and not the radicle (root) that comes out first in rice. The
plumule is white, tapering, much thicker than the radicle and is

hollow in the centre, whereas the radicle is slender, long and solid.

The radicle gives rise to the primary root system consisting of a
number of fibrous and branching rootlets. The primary root

system is temporary and is soon replaced by a secondary system
which is produced from the first node of the plumule. The
secondary root system is situated at a fixed level with reference

to the ground. All later roots produced arise from the portion

of the ste^m bearing the secondary system.

Hie i>lumole after coming out splits on one side through which
the growing shoot emerges and gradually develops a green colour

on exposure to light. The shoot which is nothing but a rolled

up ^af in a rudimentary form begins to grow and after about
hours, unfurle the first leaf blade. This blade is endrclefi

Iw, a green i^heath and has withm it the growing shoot. The leal

poeiMha^ a^ oopseque^^vthe stem of the rice seedling

psere fiat tiianv imQd.*
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The shoot comprises the stem, the leaves and the inflorescence,

i,e., all portions of the plant above ground level. The so-called

stem is formed of the several leaf sheaths overlapping one another.

The stem remains concealed during most of its life by the leaf

sheath on the top, and at the base by a mass of roots. The stem
is very slow in growth and so short that it remains entirely under-

ground and appears above ground only some weeks after planting.

Unlike all cultivated rices, there is an underground stem developed

in Oryza longistaminata and the plant can propagate itself with the

help of the underground stems. The stem has a number of nodes

from each of which grows a leaf and the parts of the stem between
two nodes are called intemodes. The internodes remain very

short in the beginning and the upper ones, elongate first and the

successive internodes become longer and longer. Each single

stem is a culm and the internodes are hollow but may be practically

solid when very short at the base of the plant.

Tillering .—Tillering is the development into new shoot of

the bud remaining at the axil of each leaf. The tillering zone
or the portion of the stem wherefrom the axillary buds develop

into shoots is a small one confined to a few inches at and just

below: ground level. The internodes here are so suppressed that

it would appear as if all the shoots spring from a common point.

The tiller after it emerges from the sheath of the leaf, poshes
it down which ultimately falls off. The tillers are usually pro-

duced on alternate sides of the main shoot. The tiller Behaves
as if it were a new individual and the vertical and lateral growth
both of the mother and the tiller go on simultaneously. After
some time a tiller may in its own turn produce additional tillers.

The tillers as they develop into independent stalks grow along
with the mother plant, mature and produce ear-heads. All tillers,

however, do not develop completely and some of the very late

ones may not produce any ear-head at all. The size of the ear-

head also varies, the first formed tillers generally giving a bigger
ear-head than the later ones. The stem of the plant does not
grow, imtil the tillering phase is finished. When the tillering

is nearly finished, the stem starts elongating rapidly, as the

flowering time approaches. Though the tillers may be of different

ages, the ear-heads on them come out and ripen almost at the
same time as on the main shoot.

Leaves,—^The leaves are long and tapering. The distinguish-

ing parts of the leaf ai’e the sheath, the auricle, the lignle, and
the blade. The sheath is rolled into a cylinder enclorang all

the younger parts of the shoot in early images and later the
ihtornode only.

.

It first remains small, out increases in length
and thickness later. The blade is long and narrow horn
to 20" in length, and about i" to 1" broad at the br(»»dest por-
idon and remains flat; There is a juncticm jdnh^ the lE^eath

and the blade, and at the tiase of the junctioh there are two
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shaped hairy structures encircling the internode called auricles.

They may vary in size and may also be entirely absent in some
varieties of rice. The ligule is a thin scaly projection appearing
as a continuation of the leaf sheath for a short distance beyond
the leaf junction. Tlic number of functioning leaves on a stem
may vary from four to seven and as the stem grows, the older

ones below, first turn yellow apd dry up. The top-most leaf

enclosing the ear-liead is called the boot leaf and is usually

shorter and broader than other leaves. The sheath of the top-

most leaf is first distended by the enclosed ear-head within.

Panicle and Spikeleis.—The whole ear of rice is called a panicle

or spike, and its axis is a continuation of the culm or stem.

The stem of the panicle called rachis, is divided into a number of

internodes and nodes from which branches of the panicle arise

either singly or in a whorl. The branches may be simple or

branched in turn and each final branch bears a number of flowers

called spikelets. The panicles are erect at first, but as the spike-

lets develop into grains they present a graceful arched form. The
size and shape of the panicles may vary widely in different varieties.

Each spikelet is a complete flower having six stamens and
enclosed by two well-developed glumes of whicli the inner is

called the palea and the outer, the lemma. There are also two
rudimentary empty glumes at the base of each spikelet. In some
varieties these empty glumes may he as long as the ones bearing
the stamens and pistil. The inner glumes bearing the essential

parts may be green or of varying colours, though not all persisting

at the ripening time. Inside the glumes at the base there are

two fleshy small bodies called lodicules and a small ovary and two
sessile stigmas which a-je long and featherlike. The flowers

develop from the top downwards in each of the branches in the
panicle. As the ovary develops, it fills up the whole cavity be-

tween the boat-shaped palea and lemma and this along with the
two empty glumes constitutes a fruit or grain. The spikelet is

laterally flattened so that the least diameter of the grain is its

thickness. The palea may sometimes bear at its tip, a long awn.
The palea and the lemma have a number of ridges and furrows
and the edges of the two fit into each other so that they hold
tightly the grain inside. The lemma and palea may be clothed

with more or less stiff hairs, their number varying in different

varieties.

PruiL—^The fruit or grain is enclosed by the husk, the lemma
and palea, and lies loose inside when the grain is ripe. Under
the husk, there is the fruit coat attached to the grain, which may
be called the bran layer. The endosperm of the grain is mostly
starch and in the so-calM glutinous varieties, portion of the
starch may be present in the form of dextrin* iElice fruit has no
definite dormant period as it can germinate readily after it is per-

fecstly ripe in the panicle. The number of spikelets in a panicle

9a
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is a varietal character and may be as few as 50 to 60 as in kuruvai,

kar, etc., and may be as many as 200 to 300. The number more
or less depends upon the length of the panicle.

The arrangement of the grains in the panicle may also vary

in varieties, some having a lax panicle with the spiSelets sparsely

arranged and others having a dense panicle with the grains closely

packed. The packed arrangement is usually to be found in very

fine rices. The size of the grain may also vary widely and is the

most definite varietal character.

Flowering, pollination and fertilization .—^Rice flower is herma-
phrodite, i.e., contains both the male and female parts. It is

essentially self-fertilized, the pollen of a flower fertilizing the

stigma of the same flower, but natural crossing is not rare. Pollina-

tion takes place just before or simultaneously with the opening

of the glumes. The swelling of the lodicules by the absorption

of water and the rapid elongation of the filaments, cause the

glumes to open. The glumes remain open for some time, half

to one hour, when the pollination is complete and the glumes
close and do not open again. As soon as the glumes open, the

anthers dehisce and shed their pollen on to the feathery stigmas

which also grow and protrude outside the glumes. If the stigmas

do not receive the pollen grains when the glumes remain open,
the possibilities of the stigma getting fertilized later are very
little and the result will be an empty or unfilled grain.

The opening of the glumes takes place between 10 a.m. and
12 noon, the chief factors controlling it being temperature and
humidity. A warm sunny day hastens opening, while a cloudy day
retards it. The flowering time of rice varies in different countries

due chiefly to the climatic factors. There are also slight varietal

differences. The blooming occurs earlier in the day in India.
Java and Phillipines, than in Japan and America. The most
active flowering takes place when the atmospheric temperature
ranges between 80° and 84°F. Temperature either below 75°F
or above 90°P retard flowering. The fact that temperature
controls flower-opening has been made use of in Coimbatore in

evolving a simple technique for artificial crossing.

It is the spikelets that are situated at the tips of the panicles
that open first and the order of flowering gradually works down-
wards. It takes about a week to nine days for all the spikelets

in a panicle to finish flowering, the maximum being recorded on
the third or fointh day.

-While usually pollination takes place immediately after the

Pining >.
due to defective anthers and want of poU^ grains, the

i^tigpxa may raipain unfertilized but it niaintains ijto repeptii^ty

even for six or seven days. There are stra^ instanimi s^^oia
liptting fertilized even without the glumes <^mng and therp is
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oveu a cleistoyamous variety in the Coimbatore collections in

which the whole panicle remains enclosed inside the terminal

leaf sheath which does not allow the glumes to open. Though
seeds may get set in this, such setting is not always satisfactory.

Natural crossing .—While self-fertilization is the rule, natural

crossing occurs freely, its percentage depending on the locality and
varieties concerned. In Madras the extent of natural crossing

was estimated to be somewhere about half to two per cent.

Becently however, under exceptional circumstances, it has been

found that this natural crossing may be as much as 10 to 12 pw
cent. In wild rices particularly, the dehiscence of the anther is

not satisfactory and if the pollen also happens to be non-viable,

crossing from the neighbouring plants may take place easily and
it is in stich cases that the percentage of natural crossing is

high. Climatic factors also appear to play a large part in effect-

ing cross-fertilization. Wind is one of the chief agencies in

carrying pollen from one plant to another, but the distance to

which such pollen is carried does not probably exceed six feet.

Artijicuil crossing.—^h’or effecting artificial crossing the anthers

will have to be removed before they dehisce and the pollen of

another variety used to fertilize the stigma. The technique of

crossing adopted by workers in the different countries varies, but

the one now in use at Coimbatore appears to be most satisfactory

and yields the maximum percentage of setting. A panicle which

is on the second or third day of blooming is first selected and

after removing all the fertilized spikelets at the top and the spike-

lets that may not open that day at the bottom, it is enclosed in a

brown paper bag early in the morning. Due to the increase in

temperature inside the bag, the glumes start opening much earlier

in the day and since the anthers are not mature enough at the

time, they come out and hang without dehiscing. These are

caught hold of at the filaments by a pointed forceps and removed.

When the pollen of the other parent is ready it is brought and

dusted on to the stigmas of each spikelet and the whole panicle

is kept in a cloth bag to prevent access to any foreign pollen.

During the first few days after pollination the endosperm in

the single ovule grows rapidly and reaches its full length after

which its other dimensions increase slightly. Its contents are

at first liquid and consist of white starchy material. This is

called the milk stage. As more material passes into the endos-

perm, this milk solidifies and hardens passing successfully ^e
dough, soft and hard stages.

qSie time taken for the grain to ripen after fertilization

varies somewhat with varieties. In early varieties of four months

and below, the ^ain is fully ripe in 25 days after fertilization,

but in later varieties this period varies from 36 to 40 days.



CHAPTEE Xm
Bice Vabieties and Classification

That there are several thousands of rice varieties actually under

cultivation in India has already been pointed out. Most of the

varieties grown have got their own vernacular names, these names
sometimes denoting a particular characteristic of the variety.

There is certainly a large amount of duplication, i.e., the same
variety going by different names in different parts of the. country

and there are also instances of different varieties going by the

same name in different parts. As an example of the former, may
be mentioned the variety named ftarapalli in Trichinopoly, sorna-

wari'in. South Arcot and swarmhi in Godavari; an example of

the latter is the variety sirnniani. The mrumani of Tanjore is an
entirely different variety from the sirumani of Chingiepet or

Madura. Notwithstanding this, it has been found that the num-
ber of botanically distinct varieties is well over a thousand in

Madras itself. New types are being continuously added. The
chief agencies concerned in the production of new varieties are

natural crossing and mutations. When two varieties cross either

naturally or by artificial means the off-sj)ring gives plants with

enormous variations and as would be shown later, some of these

variations may have combinations of characters not represented

in the parents. The isolation of any such stable combination will

give rise to a new variety. There may also occur in nature new
mutations, variations occurriug spt)ntaneously due to changes in the

germ structure giving characters not recognized before. The occur-

rence of such mutations are not very common but not unusual.

Several mutations have been observed and isolated in Coimbatore.

The varieties differ fi’om each other in (1) several morphological
characters visible to the eye, which are inherited and which are

not subject to much change due to the environment in which the

plant grows and (2) several physiological characters which also may
be inherited but which may be modified by the environment.
The yield or the quantity of grain from a plant which is the main
consideration in growing the crop, is related to the physiological

characters. It is, however, the end result of a number of complex
processes both environmental and hereditai’y, acting on the plant

throughout the period of its growth.

Basis of classification.—The classification of rice varieties from
the milling point, of view has already been dealt with. There are
classifications based purely on morphological characters. Apart
from its 'scientific interest, such a classification is not of much value,
to the cultivator. The morphological characters on which such
a (fiassificp^ion has been based are :—presence or absence ofLpig-
ment in. the different parts of the plant such as leaf-sheath, iator-

imd®, glume, glume tip, .stigma, leaf etc. ; habit of the straws
iefcetA, intermediate or prostrate; nature of straw—shcart w lpii^i
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size and shape of panicle ; size and shape of the individual grain

;

colour of rice—^black, red, brown, white, etc. ; awned or awnless

;

shattering or non-shattering ; texture of grain—soft or hard

;

nature of endosperm—starchy or glutinous ; and other special

qualities such as the presence of scent. As the knowledge about
the inheritance of the above characters accumulates, the groupings
are modified and enlarged. Probably among the above, the grain

size and shape are about the most reliable characters for classify-

ing rices and the classification based on them has relations to

trade and milling requirements. But any classification loses its

value because of the large number of varieties to be handled and
because of the fact that the varieties as grown by the cultivator

are never reasonably botanically pure.

Some of the physiological characters which are usually taken
into consideration for classifying rices are :—lengths of growing
period ; adaptations to varying amounts of water—up-land dry rice

and low-land or wet-land rice; adaptability to special conditions

such as water-logging, alkalinity, etc.
;
tillering or the number of

shoots produced per plant; and adaptability to the season, i.e.,

whether suitable as a main crop or as a kar crop. Several of these

characters are very much influenced by the climatic and soil

conditions.

Period of growth.—The most important of the above characters

is the period of growth. In the Coimbatore collections there are

varieties which ripen in three months and others which take

nearly eight months with all the intermediate ages between these

two extremes. For a transplanted crop the total period of growth
may be divided into three portions, (1) the seed-bed portion, (2)

the portion between transplanting and flowering and (3) the por-

tion taken by the grain to set and ripen. Of these three, the

first and the third are about equal and fairly constant for all the

varieties. The differences in the life periods of rice varieties are

mainly due to the differences in the second portion, any change
due to climate, soil or season, bringing about a change only in

this portion. It is very rarely that a variety is found to be con-

stant under different conditions. The rice growing conditions vary

so much from place to place that a classification based on characters

which are influenced by such conditions is of no practical utility.

Like duration, tillering is also very much influenced by environ-

mental conditions. It is only by the actual Rowing of a variety

und^ different conditions that any description of a particular

charact^ can be made. The varying conmtions are themselves

the causes for the existence of such a large number of varieties.

Any estimate of yield can be made only by actual trial. Even m
countries like Japan, Italy, Spain or America, where the rice

area is small and where the seasonal conditions are not so varied,

the actual recommendation or distribution of any particular variety

to a locality is only made after trying the vaariety in the locality
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Root Studies in Rioe

Just as in any other crop plant, the proper development of the

root system is associated with corresponding vigour and producti-

vity in rice. It has been observed that in rice the larger amount of

tillering or production of secondary shoots is correlated with a

better root system. Though rice may be an aquatic plant, its

roots, as was pointed out aheady, do not belong to the aquatic

type and require as much aeration as the roots of a non-aquatic

plant. The role of the surface film and the influence of its activity

in supplying oxygen to the root have been discussed already. The
root development was found to be the greatest where the conditions

for this aeration were perfect.

The root system of the rice plant consists of two kinds of roots,

one, long, thin, flaccid, brownish and much branched; and the

other, short, white, bold and unbranched. Both the kinds could

be seen even in the seed-beds after about a fortnight’s growth
there. Adventitious roots appear early in the life of the plant and
the primary root soon becomes indistinguishable. The roots are

evidently in rings, emerging below the nodes, but the nodes are

so close together in the region that the arrangement cannot be
made out clearly. As new roots form, the old ones develop an
impervious layer, first near the attachment to the stem and finally

extending along the whole root, which then dies. At transplant-

ing time, when the seedlings are pulled out, the roots are torn

and the plant produces a fresh set of roots after transplanting.

The roots remaining with the seedlings at transplanting time do
not seem to function at all.

Root pruning experiments .—Experiments have been made at

Ck)imbatore and Fattambi with pruning away all the roots at the
time of planting and such pruned plants never suffered in com-
parison with seedlings that were not so pruned. In fact the
quicker establishment of the seedlings in the transplant field

depends upon the rapidity with which new roots are formed. If
the seedlings are grown under hardy conditions, say, raised in a
dry bed without much of water, the root development is poor and
such seedlings are found to establish quicker than seedlings grown
under more favourable conditions with plenty of manure and
vvater. When seedlings are pulled out of the seed-bed and ke|it

for a few days we can see new roots springing up at the hottbin
of the stem near the base.

Vamti&n in roof The depth of the root systooB^

depep^ npon the variety and the cultural practices a^hipted. la
the broadcast field

, the seed is left on the suriace and
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zone iti confined to a few inches from the surface and this is one

of the reasons for the broadcast crop lodging more easily than a
transplanted one. While transplanting, the seedlings are thrust

a few inches inside the mud and the rooting zone is also deeper.

The root system is generally poorer in the early varieties than
in the late ones. Apart from the age of the variety, there appear
to be variations according to, whether it is a low land rice or a
dry land rice, whether it is a coarse or a fine one whether the soil

is stiff clay loam or sandy, whether the variety has a stiff erect

or a weak lodging straw, etc. The typical dry land rices develop

a bigger root system than the wet land rices when grown under
dry conditions than they do in puddle. In puddled lands,

however, the typical wet rices develop a large root system. Quite

unlike other crops, in rice it is found that the more the water-

supply the greater is the root development. Generally a fine rice

like jeeragasamba has a smaller root system than a coarse one of

the same duration.

With regard to the relation of soil to the root development it

is found that the root production is greater in clay soils than in

loamy or sandy soils. Evidently in the very open soils where the

drainage is very rapid the roots do not get sufficient oxygen supply

and hence the development is reduced. Apart from the difference

in root system according to whether the crop is broadcast or

transplanted, the varietal difference is apparent. For instance, in

the deep water rices which have comparatively a larger shoot

system than any variety of similar duration, the root is very

poorly developed both in quantity and depth of penetration.

Strain GEB. 24 has been found to possess a more profuse and
matted root development than any variety of similar duration and
this might be a reason for its greater productivity. The prepara-

tion of the land for a second crop of rice after GEB. 24 has, on
this account, got to be very thorough.

Comparing a short and a long duration variety, the production

of roots is more in the former in the beginning, and the roots

appear to concentrate on spreading in a zone down to four inches

depth. In the long duration variety the root growth is more sus-*

tained and goes very much deeper, sometimes even to twelve
inches. Generally the root development is in direct proportion to

the time of ripening, the varieties ripening latest having the

largest development. Observations made at Coimbatore have
shown that, among varieties of similar duration but differing in

he^ht, the downward and the lateral spread of the roots is more
pronounced in the taller than in the shorter varieties. Within
a variety there is a definite and high correlation betwera the

number of tillers and the numbor of roots per plant, the greater^ tillering the greater being the root development.
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Generally tlie increase in the number of roots produced conti-

nues up to the time the plant finishes flowering and shows a fall

later. There apjpears to be however differences among varieties

according to their duration. In varieties of four to five months’
duration the number of roots per plant shows a fall as the late-

formed tillers start dying off but in a variety of six months’ dura-

tion the root development continues to be active for a very much
longer period. In all varieties when once the grain has ripened,

the roots start dying irrespective of their duration and there is

no further root activity even if moisture is present in the soil.

Provided the soil is not allowed to dry up completely after the

harvest of the crop, the stubbles can be used for further propaga-
tion. If these are transplanted there is a fresh root activity and
the production of new shoots and roots goes on simultaneously.

The root development is also related to the fertility of the

soil and the manure applied to the crop. The root development
is at its maximum when the fields are well fertilized with bulky
organic manures like green leaf, cattle-manure, oil-cakes, etc. This
must be due to the greater supply of oxygen. With regard to

the different chemical fertilizers, nitrogenous manures like

ammonium sulphate definitely encourage greater root development.
Phosphatic and potassic fertilizers do not seem to have any parti-

cular effect, and in fact their application without sufficient nitro-

genous manures appears even to inhibit the growth of roots.
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Tub Straw Chaeacteb

Variatiotvs .—With regard to the habit of the stem, two or three

definite types can be made out. There is the typical wild rice at

one extreme wliere tlic steiirs remain almost flat parallel to the

soil for a great portion of the season and bend later becoming
erect when the ear-heads are formed. At the other extreme we
have some cultivated rices where all the shoots remain grouped
together as a clump assuming a jxjsition almost vertical to the

soil. There are any number of varieties with the straw character

representing several intermediate stages between these two. The
prostrate or wild habit is not a desirable character. It has been
found that the erect or compact habit of the straw is usually

associated with a non-lodging nature.

Cultural practices and straw character .—The lodging or non-

lodging nature of the straw is an important economic considera-

tion in rice as in other cereals. A weak or lodging straw is un-

desirable. The initial high fertility of the fields, early planting

and application of nitiogenous fertilizers are factors contributing to

bigger yields. This objeid is, however, frustrated by the too rank
initial growth which is indicative of future lodging, but this can
be satisfactorily averted by adjusting the cultural practices. It

was mentioned that in Godavari certain soils already possess

the optimum conditions of soil fertility and in a favourable season

the crop tends to lodge even before the ear-heads are formed and
great loss occurs. Such premature lodging is usually counteracted

by either cutting off a portion of the foliage in the early stages

or allovring cattle to graze it down a little. It was pointed out

before, that the whole stem consists of a number of internodes,

a number of them condensed and remaining short at the bottom
close to ground level and a few elongated internodes on the top.

Favourable conditions contributing to premature lodging make the

bottom internodes grow faster and longer in the early stages of

the crop. The cutting of the plants arrests this premature
growth and retards the elongation of the bottom internodes with
the result that lodging is prevented. It has been found by
experiments conducted over a series of years at the Maruter station

that this topping does affect the yields though not probably to

the same extent as lodging would. Minimizing the loss due to

cutting consisted in adopting the practice judiciously, fairly early

in the season, and not too low.

' Adjustment of other cultural practices to prevent lodging consists

in plmiting the seedlings wider uptwrt where early planting is
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iuevitable, planting seedlings which have been kept for some time
after they are palled out of the seed-bed, and application of

fertilizers in partial small doses instead of in a single big application.

The udu cultivation described before, which consists of growing
together an early and a late variety, also helps in preventing lodg-

ing in the late crop. The practice of doable transplanting, previ-

ously referred to, is another method of dodging the problem of

lodging.

Morphological and anatomical studies have been made at

Coimbatore with regard to the problem of lodging in rice varieties.

Great differences were found in the extent and type of lodging

that occurred in the different varieties. While lodging is common
in most of the economically superior types, it does not do much
harm so long as there is no adverse wet weather prevailing at the

time of harvest. The deep water paddies which have a straggling

stem come down flat on the ground unless thei'e is sufficient water
in the field to support the stem. There are, however, certain

varieties which do not lodge at all, even after the crop is dead ripe.

Several of the Burma types that are available in Coimbatore
collection belong to this group. Such non-lodging types are gene-

rally poor in tillering and are coarse-grained. These are character-

ized by stouter stems with a persistent leaf sheath closely adhering

to, and covering a great portion of the bottom internodes. Sections

of stems examined under the microscope show in several cases a
special thickening of the cell walls on the boundary which pro-

bably helps the plant to remain erect.

Inheritance of straw character .—The problem of lodging is not

of much consideration so long as the harvesting of the crop is all

done by human labour which continues to be the practice all over

the world except probably in America. Since, however, it is

impossible to attain heavy yields with big ears without a corre-

sponding improvement in the straw, breeding for stronger straw

becomes important. The inheritance studies on the lodging and
non-lodging nature of the straw would appear to show the latter

to be a recessive character. The question of breeding types with
good yield and non-lodging straw has received some attention at

Coimbatore. Crosses were rmdertaken some years back between
a good Burma type and one of the Coimbatore strains, to combine
the high productive capacity of the latter viuth the stronger straw
of the former. The work is now well advanced and certain strains

showing the desirable combinations have been obtained and are

undergoing trials in the cultivators’ fields. Obs^ations made on
the {orogenies of the above cross have shown that non-lodging
nature is usually associated with longer duration, greater height,
poor tillering and high sterility. association is, however,
fortunately not absolute so that by patient stuffies extended over
a

;
series or i^eneralions it is possible to eluniiiate the undesirable

from the deniable charaot^.
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Stbru/Ity

Kinds of sterility .—One of the causes of low yields of rice is

the occurrence of sterility, either partial or complete in its popula-

tion. By sterility is here meant, the occurrence of unset spikelets

interspaced with well set spikelets in the panicle. This' is different

from a special type of sterility known as ‘ sterile tips ’ or ‘ spongi-

ness ’ which sometimes occurs in certain rice varieties. Some of

the spikelets either at the base or at the terminal portion of the

panicle are white and rudimentary, both the ovaries and the

anther sacs not being developed. This is a characteristic of

certain varieties, and Co. 3, a strain from Coimbatore, often

exhibits it in varying amounts. High fertility in the field also

increases the incidence of ‘sterile tips.’

The ordinary form of sterility, where some of the flowers, in

spite of their containing all the essential parts, remain sterile, is of

common occurrence in rice. When grown under optimum condi-

tions a large number of rice varieties exhibits very little of this

defect, but certain others show it to a varying extent year after

year. Jeeragasamba of the Tamil districts and vankisannam of

the Kistna delta are two examples which always show a certain

amount of sterility.

Sterility or unsetting is exhibited to the greatest degree by
the wild rices. In these the spikelets are produced in abundance
but few of them develop any grain. A large number of varieties

in the Coimbatore collections has been examined for the amount
of sterility occurring in them from year to year and it has been
found that this amount varies from about 2 to 40 per cent.

It is not known whether the awns produced by some varieties

interfere with the proper setting of the grain or not, but the
awned varieties generally show a fair amount of sterility though
there are exceptions to this finding. It has also been found that

several of the early varieties show sterility. There are also certain

mutations that have been observed to exhibit sterility to an extent

of 90 per cent.

Sterility and environment .—One of the chief environmental
conditions that causes sterility has been found to be the season
of planting or rather the time at which blooming takes place.

Every variety has an optimum season of planting, and growing
it in the wrong season, results in reduced yields, one of the contri-

buting causes fra: such low yields being sterility, llie effect of

sowing and planing GEB. 24 and Go. 8, at regular intervids

l^lixoughout the year has already been mentioned. Besides other
ObfiHKrvations the amount of sterility wa>s estimated for each sowing.
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The percentage of sterility was found to vary from 6 to 27 per

cent, in GEB. 24 and 10 to 32 per cent, in Co. 3 according to

the time of planting which varied from July to February. Although
from the yield point of view it might be said that the earlier the

sowings the better, it would appear that, 1 ut for the higher per-

centage of unsetting obtained, some of the later sowings could

have proved even better. The sterility observed here had nothing

to do with the vigour of the plant as the number of ears formed
per plant was satisfactory even in some of the later sowings.

Too much of rain or cold spells at flowering time, or want of

sufficient moisture in the field at this time when plants transpire

most, are known to cause sterility in the plant. This is due to

the climatic conditions interfering with the normal opening of

the glumes and the dehiscence of anthers. There is also another

type of sterility caused by too much of water in the field when
the grain has nearly ripened. The presence of moisture induces

additional tiller formation and production of small ears in such

late tillers. These, however, do not have sufficient time to set

and ripen seed and their contribution to the total yield is only

unset chaff. The premature lodging of the crop mentioned pre-

viously also causes sterility.

Inheritance of sterility .—Apart from environmental influence,

the unsetting is a hereditary character. It may happen that two
parents used in a cross may be perfectly normal but the cross

progenies of the same can exhibit unsetting in varying degrees.

This is generally the case when any cross is made between two
varieties differing widely in characters like duration, tillering,

grain size, etc., or when they belong to two different zones

having different climatic conditions. For instance crosses between
Indian and Japanese varieties or between Indian and American
varieties always produce unsetting. In fact sterility is one of the

limiting factors in evolving high yielding types from cross progenies.

In one of the crosses made at Coimbatore, the parents were normal
but the Fj generation exhibited sterility from 4 to 56 per cent.

Though sterility may be a serious factor to contend against in

making crosses between parents widely different, it has been shown
in some of the other crop plants that the greatest possibilities of

attaining success lie only in undertaking such crosses.

That sterility is an inherited character is particularly apparent

from the association it shows with other known inherited characters

in the progenies of crosses. In one cross made between a piginented

and a non-pigmented variety, the estimation of sterility in the Fa
progeny showed that the pigmented plants exhibited a higher

percentage of sterility than the non-pi^ented plants. In another

(aroiM where the progeny was segregating for duration and for the
amonnt of emergence of the panicle from the enclosing leaf sheath,

sterility was foimd associated with plants of later duration and
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poor emergence of panicles. In still another cross involving

difference in grain size and arrangement of the grain in the panicle

(bunched or sparse arrangement), it was found in the progenies that

the small grain and a closely packed arrangement in the panicle

were associated with a greater degree of sterility. There are

also indications that sterility is, to a certain extent, related to

the glutinous character of the endosperm.

Detailed observations on certain varieties showing normally a

certain amount of sterility, have shown that it is mostly confined to

the later panicles and to the grains which flower at the end of

the blooming period, i.e., those that are situated at the base of

the panicle.

Cause of sterility .—The most common cause of sterility appears

to be defective pollen. In crosses showing sterility, examina-

tion of the pollen in the Fi always shows a large amount of

aborted grains, while they are normal in the parents themselves.

The anthers may also remain undehisced normally. Besides

defective pollen another cause of sterility is the uneven maturity

of anthers and stigma, simultaneous maturity being a necessary

condition for proper setting. The unevenness may be either due

to structural peculiarities as in certain wild varieties, or due to the

abnormal climatic conditions of temperature, humidity, etc.

Eecent cytological studies in progress at Coimbatore have shown
a relationship between the chromosomes, their number, structure,

etc., and particular forms of sterility.
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Shattering op the Grain

Besides sterility shattering of the grain is another contributory
cause of lowering the normal yields of crops. A certain amount of
shedding of the grain in all varieties at the time of harvest is inevi-
table but an ideal variety is one that does not shatter at all. The
amount of shattering will depend upon the stage at which the
crop is harvested. Hi an over-ripe crop the loss due to shatter-
ing is likely to be enhanced. A crop that is harvested while the
straw is still green and then allowed to dry in the fields does not
shatter its grain so badly as the same harvested after it is dead ripe.
The loss due to shattering will be more in a crop that has lodged
before it is quite ripe. In Tanjore where the harvest is done
when the crop is dead ripe, the alternating heat in the day and
the dew in the night which prevail at the harvest period add to the
trouble of shedding which may be present even otherwise.

Varietal differences .—There are, however, great varietal differ-
ences with regard to this character. Generally the round type of
grain, the sirumani of Tanjore, sheds much more than an oval or
oblong grain like Nellore samba and hence the practice of confining
the harvest operations for sirumani to the mornings when the

'

crop is wet with the dew. The bundling of the sheaves and
carrying them to the threshing floors are attended to in the after-
noon when the sun has gone down slightly. Even n-mni^g the
normal type of grains, Co. 2, and Co. 3, are varieties which shed
badly if harvesting is not done early enough. On the other hand
the strain GEB. 24 can be left in the field as long as is necessary
even after the straw has become over-dried and has reached the
stage when it breaks into pieces at the time of harvest. It has
been estimated at Coimbatore, that a loss of 5 to 12 per cent, of
the crop may occur in the shedding varieties due to late harvest.

There is, however, another aspect to the problem of shattering.
Since threshing is all done by human labour, by beating the sheaves
against a hard surface, varieties that ordinarily shatter are the
easiest to thresh. Even with a single beating all the grain comes
off. While it is necessary to aim at a certain amount of non-
shedding nature, an ideal non-shedding crop will Ito difficult to
and thus part of the advantage is counterbalanced by the extea
labour that may be found necessary. The method of stacking the
sheaves for two or three months before thrediing which obtam in
the Northern Circars makes the threslung operateons easier, ai the
grains come off easily. There are certain types in the Ooimbi^cm
collections where the grains do not easily come off while beq^ti^.
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Severe beating, only makes the whole panicles and portions of

panicles to come off, rather than the individual grains. The wide

variations of this character in the different varieties are being made
use of at Coimbatore to study its inheritance in progenies of specially

made crosses. A suitable atid satisfactory method of estimating

the degree of shattering m the plants has also been devised for this

study. Breeding experiments have shown that it should be possi-

ble to evolve suitable types combining good yield with a reasonable

amount of non-shattering nature.

The shattering depends to a large extent on the nature of the

attachment of the gram in the panicle. This attachment consists

of a depression at the base of the grain and a small projection of the

stalk which fits into this depression. In varieties that shatter

easily the depression is very slight as in the round sirnmani grain

and in varieties that do not shatter easily the depression is a little

deeper with a longer stalk projection as in GEB. 24. In the

Phillipines the non-shattering nature is found associated with

varieties having grams with long awns.

We find the worst form of shattering nature exhibited in the

wild rices. The grains shatter and come off the panicle even
before they are ripe and any collection of grain must be done
when the grain is only half ripe. The loss due to shattering has
been estimated to go up to even thirty per cent in some parts of

India as in the Malnad tract of the Bombay Presidency. A. study

of this character has led to the conclusion that this large amount
•of shattering is due to the contamination of the cultivated types

by the wild rices growing in the swamps whose seeds get into the

fields and freely cross with the cultivated ones producing a number
of new forms carrying some of the wild chameters. There are

plants which for all purposes do not have any wild character

except this shattering nature. The problem here is to get rid of

the wild plants systematically and prevent any natural crossing

taking place in the field. We have some difficulties with this

wild rice (van) in Malabar, and cultivators take special pains to

get rid of it from the cultivated fields.

10



CHAPTER XVm
Developmentaij Studies

1. Tillering and ear formation .—Certain varieties of rice give

a higher yield than oth^ under particular conditions, and certain

varieties also change their yielding capacity according to the condi*

tions under which they are grown. The knowledge about the

adaptation of varieties is mostly traditional based on long experiences

of practical cultivators. Although one may know that certain rices

are more adapted to certain conditions, very little is known about

the reactions which the plants exhibit when grown under such con-

ditions. In a study of the yield, the development of the plant

in all its phases and its relation to yield must be first investigated.

Tillering or the production of side-shoots, common to all cereals,

is a very important developmental phase of the rice plant- Each
plant produces a number of shoots and each of them produces an
earhead so that the total yield of a plant is made up of a number
of earheads produced by the different shoots. Another contributing

factor to yield is the size of the earhead or the number of grains

per earhead. Thus the total yield obtained from a particular variety

of rice for, a given area may be expressed as the product of the

three factors, the number of plants, the number of earheads per

plant and the number of grains per ear.

Tillering .—^Any favourable treatment which the plant may be
subject to, brings out a response more in the increase of the num-
ber of tillers than in any other character. Besides soil, some
of the agricultural practices that influence tillering are, time of

planting, spacing, manuring, etc. That tillering, apaH from its

behaviour due to environment, is a varietal character is evident

from the study of this character in the large number of varieties,

all pure lines, that are being grown every year at the Coimbatore
station. Some are naturally poor while others are more proli-

fic. Since yield depends upon the number of earheads produced,

its study becomes important. The results obtained from a study

of the development of tillers^ and the size of the earheads and their

relation to final yield in ai number of pure lines at Coimbatore axe

described below.

Studies in tUlering.- -In the "study of tillering, it is not enough
to take into consideration only the final number of earheads
obtained per plant at the time of harvest. It is rarely Huil every
shoot develops by the plant results in an eaihead and the percentage
of earhead to the total number of shoots may vary aooorobg to the
mieiy of rice under observation and according to the envirmunenta!
OpnditioDS, in whidi the pkht g^w». ot ^.varietieB vir^
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planted with regular spacings and in each variety a block of about
300 plants was marked out. The tillering of each of these 300
plants was counted every week from the beginning up to the time
of harvest.

Course of tillering .—In the case of a transplanted rice crop,

the plants take sometime, six to ten days, to revive as

indicated by the casting ofE of old leaves and the emergence of

new ones. After the plants have established themselves, the buds
in the axils of leaves in the main shoot develop into side-shoots, such
development being confined to the buds near the surface of the
soil. The zone where side-shoots are produced is restricted to half

to one inch in length along the main axis and situated about one
to two inches below ground level. If transplanting is done too

deep the bottom most internode first elongates up to about an inch

from ground level and then the production of side-shoots

commences. If the tillers produced progressively along the main
axis be called primary tillers some of the first-formed primary tillers

may start forming side-tillers in their turn which may be called

secondary tillers. In course of time the secondary tillers may them-
selves produce tertiary tillers. When the total number of tillers

in a plant is considered it is always found that there is a defi-

nite proportion of these different classes of tillers making up the

total. The actual separation of the tillers into groups becomes
rather difficult at the later stages but still can be made out with
some care.

The course of tiller formation appears to be almost identical in

all the varieties studied, there being no strong varietal differences

noticeable. During advanced stages of growth crowding occurs,

with the result that the process of tillering with respect to one or

more side-tillers comes to a standstill, while others more favourably

situated, continue to produce tillers.

Active tillering commences about two weeks after transplanting

and goes on rapidly for about four to five weeks thereafter. The
period through which this activity continues is a varietal character

mainly dependent on its duration. In a four months’ variety the

period may not extend beyond three to four weeks. Apart from

the varietal characteristic, abnormal conditions like too much of

spacing, late planting, excess of fertility in the soil, stem-borer

attack, cause the normally dormant buds to get active and produce

tillers and this prolongs the vegetative phase. Excess of water-

supply either artificially, or due to rains late in the season, may
accentuate a fresh tillering phase but such late tillering never

contributes to yield.

Death of tillers .
—^When once the tillering phase has reached the

maxisiiun, uiider nfirmal conditions, in spite of the ideal conditions i

for growth being present, some of tiie late-foiined tillers start dying

F if probably ”dud to the mother tillers end^vouring

IOa
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to successfully rush through the reproductive phase cutting o£E

supply of nutrition to such late tillers. All the late and un-
wanted tillers are thus eliminated by the time the plant starts

forming earheads. This process of reduction is almost the same
in all varieties. The final percentage of ears to the total tillers

produced by the plant varies in the different varieties. In a

late variety like Co. 4, taking over six months to ripen, this

percentage is only about 60, whereas it goes up to 80 per cent

in varieties like GEB. 24, Co. 7, etc., of five months’ duration.

Tilleriny and yield.—Examining the yield per plant it is found

that in several of the varieties, the increase in the number of func-

tional tillers or ears is directly proportional to the yield per plant.

In a late variety like Co. 4, however, this increase is not so

regular. Though generally the yield per ear is almost the same
in each of the plants with different number of ears, in certain

varieties like GEB. 24 and Co. 7, there is a slight increase in the

j'ield per ear as the number of ears per plant increases. It is pos-

sible that in these varieties the increase in the number of ears, is

an indication of the plant’s greater adaptability to respond to

environmental changes which affect the production of ears.

Critical period of tillering.—If the ears formed follow the same
order as the development of tillers, the plant produces enough tillers

to result in ears even two to three weeks before the maximum tiller-

ing phase is reached. If we denote the particular stage in the

tillering where the number of tillers formed is equal to the number
of ears produced as the ‘ critical period,’ all tillering beyond this

period is a waste. As any increase in the number of tillers per

plant leads to a corresponding increase in the number of ears,

enhanced tillering should result in enhanced yields. To get the

maximum benefit the attempt must be to so adjust the agronomic
practices to enhance the rate of tiller production as much as possible

up to the time of this critical period.

Individuality of tillers.—^If all the late-formed tillers are going

to prove a waste, what is their function in the plant? A small

experiment was conducted where, in a certain number of plants

of a variety only a particular number of first-formed tillers—^three,

four, five and six—^were left in the plant and all the rest removed
as they were forming. Examining the yield per ear in each of

these plants, it was found that it definitely increased as the num-
ber of tillers left increased up to a certain stage and then dropped

again, and in every case the yield per ear was decidedly more than
in the plant which was left without any pruning. This probably

shows that any increase in tillering beyond a certain number does

not conduce to higher 3deldB and the removal of such superfluous

ones contribute to increasing the size of the existing ears.

In another experiment an attempt ms made to ^termine the

individuality of the tillers and the relation beiwteaB the^^^
M tillers and then* contribation to yield. The aha was to And
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the effect on yield by planting seedlings with three initial tillers,

and also by removing the main, second or both the secondary tillers

to elucidate the function of each. Periodical counts of tillers were
made and the final yields determined. I’hougli the yield of the
plant was highest where all the tillers were left in tact, the reduc-
tion in yield due to the removal of the second or the third tiller was
not very marked. When, however, the main tiller was removed
the yield went down considerably. As regards the total number of

tillers produced per plant, it was highest where all the tillers were
left intact closely followed by the one where the third tiller alone

was removed.

It was also observed that wherever the main tiller by itself or

in combination with others was left to develop, the plant flowered

definitely one week earlier than when the main tiller had been
removed. This experiment definitely proves the advantage of

the main tiller towards its contribution to total tiller production,

total yield and earliness in flowering. If by any circumstances,

say, stem-borer attack, the main tiller could not develop, the yield

is sure to be affected.

II. Development of the ear .—A rapid growth in height of

the tiller in the later stages, foretells the onset of the reproductive

phase or the formation of ears. After a time all the tillers of the

plant produce their rudimentary ears in quick succession, the inter-

val of time, in the production of ears in the main, secondary or

tertiary tillers being very much less than the interval observed

in the formation of tillers themselves. A difference of two to three

weeks in the ages of tillers will get dwindled to a few days by the

time earheads are produced. In the later stages of tiller counts, a few

plants with the average number of tillers for the week were pulled

out and the parts examined to find out at what stage the ear

fonnation commences. While the maximum tillering phase was
readied at the same time for all the varieties studied, namely, six

weeks after planting, the time of ear formation appears to be

independent of tiller production, and is mainly a varietal charac-

ter depending on its duration.

When ears are formed .—In varieties of less than four months’

duration the ear formation in the tillers commences quite two

weeks before the maximum tillering phase is reached. In varieties

of to 5 months’ duration like GEB. 24 and Co. 1, the ear forma-

tion begins a few days earlier than the onset of the maxiinum
tillering phase. In varieties of SJ months’ duration like Co. 2 and

Go. 8 , the ear development synchronises with the stage at \7faich

the tiller production is at its maximum. In late varieties over

fiSi months’ duration like Co. 4, and Co. 8, there is an interval of

mesc three weeks between the finishing of the tillering phase and

fte commencwnent of the ear formation. The knowledge as tp
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when the ear formation commences is very important as it leaids

to the judicious adjustment of any cultural practice, say the appli-

cation of a quick acting manure like ammonium sulphate.

Effect of manuring on ear formation.—The experiment with

regard to the time of application of ammonium sulphate has already

been mentioned. The best time for applying the manure from the

point of view of yield was found to vary in the different localities.

For instance, at Aduturai the best results were obtained when the

ammonium sulphate was applied two months after planting. When
the tillering records of the experiment were examined it was found
that both the maximum number of tillers per plant as well as the

time at which such maximum was attained was different for the

different times of applying the manure. The maximum produc-

tion of tillers and the maximum percentage of functional tillers were
recorded for the application of the manure two months after plant-

ing. As the ‘ critical period ’ of tiller formation must have been
earlier than the onset of the maximum tillering phase, the yield

increase due to the ammonium sulphate must be attributed to

bigger sized earheads. It is generally known from the application

of nitrogenous fertilizers to cereals as a top dressing practised in

the West, that the yield increase due to such applications is mainly
in the shape o.C obtaining bigger earheads. The early application

of the manure, say at planting time, hastens the tillering and the

maximum tillering is reached much earlier than in the later appli-

cations. While a certain amount of hastening early tillering, i.e.,

before the arrival of the ‘ critical period ’ is an advantage, hasten-

ing it too much by the application of fertilizers at planting time does

not result in any advantage. In lands of above average fertility

such hastening may even prove disastrous as it leads to rank
growth and premature lodging.

The increase in the ear size by the application of a fertilizer is

probably brought about in the following way. In the early formed
tillers, the length of earheads formed and the number of grains

per ear are almost the same. But in the case of the later.ffonned

tillers) the number of grains per panicle decreases, there is a
greater percentage of unsetting and the size of the individual grain

is also slightly less. Application of the fertilizer at the time of

the ear formation helps in overcoming these defects particularly

in the late-formed tillers.

m. How to make use of the knowledge about Uttering and ear

formation .—The tillering studies thus point out, that, to get the.

maximum yields from a given area, both the numb^ of ears per plant
and the number of grains per ear must be increased. Of the .twp>.

the lattef is found to be an even more important factor. To increa^;
the number of ears per plant, the plant must be encouraged to
ppodi^ tillers early and rapidly. Though early vigorous tUlwii^
may be a varietal characteristic, it can be induci^ even ih
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by adding to the initial fertility of the soil and by the proper adjust-

ment of the spacing given between plants.

Spacing, in fact, has a more profound effect on tillering than
even manuring. When once early and rapid tillering has beeji

" achieved the attempt must be to increase the size of the ears formed
by the tillers. This is best done by the application of a quick acting

fertilizer like ammonium sulphate at a time when the juvenile

earheads are forming. Since this will vary according to the variety

and the soil conditions, the determination of the correct time of

applying the manure can be done by actual tests in the locality with

the variety. It is thus evident that a correct knowledge of the

"^developmental phases of the plant leads to a judicious adjustment

of agricultural practices and helps to get the maximum benefit.



CHAPTEli XIX

Eice-breeding

Methods of crop improvement ,—The improvement achieved in

any crop can be of two kinds, one due to ‘ nature * and the other

due to ‘ nurture/ The nurture is the adjustment of cultural prac-

tices, which are methods of raising the nursery, methods of trans-

filanting, methods of manuring, etc,, and these have been dealt

with already. By improvemeiit is here meant a greater return

for the same investment. While the adoption of improvements in
‘ nurture ’ might involve extra trouble or investment in taking to

new methods of growing the crop, adoption of improvements in

‘ nature ’ involves invariably no additional trouble or expense.

The improvement of ‘ nature,* i.e., ‘ breeding,* is what is usually

adopted by any crop breeder. The lines of attack usually adopted

by a breeder are what are known as selection and hybridization.

Sometimes even before attempting to start work on these

methods, there is a particular method of work which tlie breeder

unusually resorts to, to bring about desired results. This is what is

known as ‘ introduction/ Sometimes even this simple process can

give a tangible improvement.

Introduction,—This is nothing but introducing any sj)ecial

variety of rice from one tract into another. If by chance the con-

ditions in the new tract are more favourable to the introduced

variety it does well and probably gives a better return to the grower
than the existing ones. If the trials are satisfactory, the variety

spreads automatically and in course of time would replace the less

profitable local kinds.

Past experiences with introduction .—This subject of introduction

has received the attention of the local Agricultural Depart-
ment even in the very early days of its work. We find

mention made in some of the earliest reports of the Depart-
ment about the introduction of a number of rice varieties

into Madras from the Central Provinces, Bombay and Bengal. Of
the several introduced varieties, banku and rascadam are the only
two still being grown in Madras to some extent, the others having
disappeared due to their unsuitability to the conditions. One chief

difficulty in introducing varieties from one place to another is that
the change of ccmditions causes great variations in the crop. Some
times they become either longer or shorter in duration and do not
fit in with the local cropping season. Even recently soim of the
best rices of JTapan, Italy, Spain and America have been tried and
have proved failures. They grow and put forth heads probably dne
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to the hotter climate and longer nights, too soon to be of any econo-

mic nse. But where the conditions are not ,widely different the

introduction has sometimes proved a phenomenal succefis.

Examples of successful introductions.—Poombalai, a Tinnevelly

variety, was first introduced to Coimbatore and Go. 2 a strain

of this variety has proved a success in several other parts of the

Province. Similai'ly Nellorc Samba, a variety first introduced

from Nellore, is now grown on a very large scale in the Tanjore

and Trichinopoly districts. GEB. 24, a strain bred in Coimbatore,

has been found suitable to varying conditions and has spread

largely in Periyar tracts of Madura, the Hospet taluk of Bellary

and parts of South Malabar. It has completely replaced most
of the local varieties in parts of Mysore and Hyderabad. Eecently

among the large number of varieties that have been introduced

from other provinces in India, one or two are proving exceptionally

good and can well replace varieties of similar durations but with

grain of poorer quality. We cannot pass any judgment on any
introduced variety without trial for a sufficient number of seasons

as sometimes it takes time to acclimatise itself to the new conditions.

Introduction where most effective -—The introduction i.“i likely

ta be particularly useful where it is intended to meet some special

needs of a tract such as a variety that can resist drought, a variety

that can stand deep water conditions, a variety that will stand alkali-

nity, etc. The question of introduction is to a large extent depen-
dent upon the peculiar needs and prejudices of people in particular

tracts. What would pass as fine rice in one tract would be con-

sidered coarse in another. Some people prefei’ red rices while others

would not even look at it. There are again certain special varieties

in favour in particular tracts, some for their fineness, some for their

peculiar scent emitted while cooking and others for their suitability

for the preparation of puffed or beaten rice. Sometimes even if

the introduced variety satisfies the condition for which it was
meant, it does not take root and spread in the tract for other rea-

sons. Such reasons may be that the people do not like the grain

or that the grain does not have a local market. In certain cases an
introduced variety may cease to give satisfactory performance after

sometime, as for example, the deep water rices introduced from
Bengal into Kollair tract of Eistna. Though they did well in the
beginning, the ryots had to drop it later. .

Plant breeding .—There are in existence to-day wild species and
wild varieties of plants which have' been preserved by natural selec-

tioa or evolved either through nautation or natural hybridization

and without man’s interference. There are also old cultivated

vaiie^ ^ioh have survived up to the preirent time through
helj^ul and discriminating care of the early agriculturists, or have
ooine into existence through pnconsdonB acts of man. Plant breed-

a soieilce and as an art however, of comparatively reomt
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origin. There are a number of noted investigators to whom the

honour of discovering the great biological principles, which underlie

the science of plant bree^ig, belongs. They are Lamarck, Dar-

win, Weissmau, Hugo De Vries, Johansen and Gregor Mendel.

We are particularly indebted to Mendel for the laws of heredity

which bew his name.

The art of plant breeding was also established by a number of

celebrated men. The work of these men has formed the founda-

tion on which almost all the improvement work on crops now
adopted in the West, has been based. Great advances have been

made with regard to breeding in cereals like wheat, barley, oats, rye,

maize, etc., in the temperate countries. Though the conditions

under which rice is grown in the tropics may be entirely different,

the principles of breeding which have been so successfully used in

the cereals of temperate regions are applicable to rice equally well.

Begular breeding work on rice was commenced only in 1914
witli the appointment of a special botanist and the opening of a

special station at Coimbatore. The chief aim of plant breeding

in rice as in any other crop is the production of new varieties

which will bring to the grower a greater return than he is getting

with the existing varieties. The policy is therefore based on
a survey of the needs of the Province concerned for new varieties.

Every cultivator wants better varieties and can also give some idea

of his requirements. The breeder takes hold of these require-

ments and formulates definite lines of work and chooses from
among the many varieties already available, the most desirable and
practicable to work upon. The three methods usually adopted
in breeding, namely, introduction, selection and hybridization,

have been followed. The first has been dealt with earher.

Selection .—Selection consists merely in the choice of the best

individuals for the propagation of seed and it is by means of selec-

tion exercised through centuries that the cultivated cereals are in

their present state of excellence. Selection in animals is well recog-

nized and understood as even the most illiterate cultivator would
desire to have his cow served by a good bull ^ that the progeny
will be satisfactory. The principle applies equally to crops. Selec-

tion, in its restricted meaning, has a technical significance and
implies the systematic choosing of specific plants for future repro-

duction. with the object of bringing about an improvement of

type. It recognizes that there are endless variations in any
ordinary crc^ and that no two plants are alike. Selection seeks
to isolate those types of plants which approximate most nearly to
the ideal and to choose systematically from the produce of these

types, the variationB which are likely to be of value. The principle

of seleqtum was adopted by the Chinese, it app^s, even
yesrs ago when the cultivators used to pick out the ' best ’ pli^ts

fca: sowing in the follovring year. Formerly, it was considered

thH ,
by repeated ^ectipn from ; the progwries. .of . J-
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great improvement was attainable. But the ideal was not risached

because all the progeny of a single plant which is self-fertiUzed ixp,

genetically identical and ho amount of selection in this, can bring

about any permanent improvement. This principle is the basis of

the ‘ Pure line theory.’ There have been instances of remarkable
achievements in various countries due to the adoption of selection.

This is particularly so in backward countries in the tropics where
the held is wide and new. The same cannot be said of the Western
countries where agriculture has already advanced and the cultiva-

tion is confined to the most highly evolved improved types.

Selection may be of two kinds, the mass selection and the pure
line selection. While the former implies selecting groups of simi-

lar plants the latter starts with the single plant as the baWs.
' ‘ '

Mass selection .—Mass selection consists of the continuous and
repeated selection of a number of best plants. It is supposed that

by such repeated selection of a number of good plants, the race as

a whole would be gradually improved. It may happen that the

plants selected are better than others on account of some favourable

environment, such as their having received more manure than others

as a result of uneven distribution of the manure in the field, or

having been given more spacing than others. However, the

repeated and rigorous selection of the best plants would gradually

confine the choice to i)ermanently superior plants, and the general

character will improve in the desired direction. This can be easily

adopted by any cultivator. He will have to only take hold of good
plants in the fields before harvest and use the grain of such good

plants for seed purposes in the following year. Mass selection can

be adopted as a start before pure line selection is taken up. In
fact, in all the rice stations of Madras, mass selected seed is first

multiplied and distributed to the cultivators and this is replaced

by pure lines when they become ready after some years. It has

been adopted at Aduturai, Maruteru, Fattambi and Berhampor.
The improvement by mass selection being temporary, has got to

be repeatedly done every year.

Pure line selection .
—

^This comes in when the individual plant or

individual ear is made the starting point. It consists simply in

isolating individual plants of promising appearance and multiplying

the seed of their types as rapidly as possible. Thiire is but one
initial selection followed by rapid multiplication of the progeny.

Here the selection begins wdth a number of superior plants of a

variety and the seeds from each plant are separately planted and
kept under continuous observation. This enables a strict comparison

to be made of the progeny of each selection so that in a few years

the best strain of the selections may be determined and multiplied

fm* future use. The method assumes that repeated selection is not

iMOessary. The main undendying principle of the method is that

the mnrits of an individual are to be judged by the performance

of its progeny.
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The principle of pure line selection may be illustrated in the

fcdlowing way. If we measure the heights of 1,000 individuals

taken at random, add up the heights and divide the total by 1,000,

we get the average height of these 1,000 individuals and let us say,

it is 5'S". If, however, the several recorded heights are examined,
they vary from 4' to T

;

we find a few are extremely short, say
4', some are at 4'-4", still more at 4'-6" and so on and we get the

largest number of people having the height of 6'-6". People taller

than 6'-6" also exist and the number of individuals in each of the

heights 5'-8", 5'-10", etc., will go on gradually falling down and
theer are a few with heights of 7'. On the same analogy, if we
harvest a crop of rice from a field containing say, 1,000 plants

and divide the total yield obtained by 1,000, we get the average

yield per plant. Though the largest number of plants of this

1,000 will have only this average productivity there should be
some which give very much less and some very much more than
this average. The pure line selection aims at finding out the best

individuals from among those which give larger yields than the

average and multiplying the same for seed purposes. The prin-

ciple is quite straightforward but the process involved in arriving

at the best individual is complicated and involves special technique

and can be managed only at the Agricultural Besearch Stations.
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Technique of Pure Line Selection

Before any selection is undertaken in any variety of rice, its

importance in the locality, the methods of growing it as adopted by
the cultivators in the tract, the chief characteristics of the variety,

and any special points to be aimed at besides yield, are first ascer-

tained by undertaking a survey of the tract where the variety is

grown, by an experienced officer of the section. Supposing
sadai-satnba of Coimbatore district is the variety which has been

decided to evolve strains from, the officer who does the survey

collects small samples of sadai-samba seeds from different places of

the tract where the variety is grown in a fairly pure condition and
brings them to Coimbatore. Tl»e samples are all mixed and after

raising a nurseiy, the crop is planted in singles w’ith regular

spacings, say Tx6", in one of the good uniform fields, about half

an acre in extent. This bulk field is constantly under observation.

The sample being ryots’ seed would give rise to good, bad and
indifferent plants, some late and some early, and plants of varying

morphological characters. A large number of plants true to the

type is marked out on the basis of duration, height, tillering, good

stand, uniform heading, well filled grains, freedom from sterility,

etc. Vigorous plants next to a gap in planting or to an uneven
patch are not selected unless there are other desirable characteristics.

The number of plants selected will depend upon the convenience and
facilities available, but about 200 to 300 will not be too many. The
larger the number selected, the greater are the possibilities of its

including some of the really best individuals. Any amount of theo-

rizing and set descriptions in the choice of plants may not be of mudi
practical value. It is the trained eye and the knack of spotting out

the right type that really count. An extra vigorous plant may prove

a hybrid and with years of familiarity with the plant and its charac-

ters, it should not be difficult to spot it out. The Observations for

selecting have to be made quite early ; when the grain is in the milk

stage would probably be the best time to examine and mark the

plants. Bach of these plants is separately labelled, the heads alone

harvested when ripe in small cloth bags, dried well, stripped and put

into a wide mouthed bottle with a tin screw top. The stripping

and bottling has to be done carefully to avoid any seed getting mixed.

A small piece of naphthalene ball is dripped into each oi the bot-

tles before storing and this prevents damage by rice moths.

Second year .—The above finishes the operation for the first year.

During the sec<md year just before the rice season oommenoes,' the

Cin in tlte bottles is examined again to eee if any Selsetum liad

n inehi^ with w4 «ce, awning mr too much of uiMetting, etc;,
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and these are rejected. If the examination of the plants at harvest

has been done thoroughly there will not be any necessity to do this

later.

Preparation of seed-bed.—The .seed-bed is first prepared

thoroughly by repeated ploughings. Usually the seed-beds are

manured with heavy doses of green leaves, up to 10,000 lb. per acre

and after the leaf has thoroughly rotted, the odd bits of unrotted

stalks left with the leaves are removed and then the field is levelled,

first, with the large board drawn by bullocks and later with a hand
boarf worked by coolies. While the former attends to the gross

levelling, the smaller board finishes it off. Then the field is marked
Out into strips 3 feet wide with a 2-feet channel between two. There
is also a 2-feet channel all round the field on the borders. Each of

these strips is again divided into beds 4 feet long by putting small

cross-bunds. Bach bed will then be 4 feet by 3 feet and this i.s

usually enough for sowing 4 oz. of seed unless the grain is too small

when the area may have to be more. The beds are again hand-
levelled and a thin layer of water kept in them. When finally pre-

pared the level of the bed is a few inches above the level of the chan-

nels. When the channels are flooded water should be able to get

into the, beds and when the water in the channel is let off the water
from the beds should drain off into the channels on either side.

Sowing .—^Two days before the actual sowing the naphthalene
in the bottle is removed, a special paraffined cardboard label is put
in and water is poured into each bottle sufficient to completely cover

the seed. After about 18 to 24 hours the water is dramed off from
each bottle by inverting it over a piece of wire gauze. When the
draining is complete, the grain in each bottle is packed, and the
bottle arranged in a box or tray and left in the dark, for about 24
hours. Sometimes the whole tray containing the bottles may be
covered with a wet gunny. When the seeds have started germi-
nating which takes place in about 24 kours after the draining, the
whole tray is removed to the field and the bottles with the germi-
nated seeds are left on the bunds of the beds according to a definite

order, each bed having been labelled previously with a bamboo
stake. Then just before the actual sowing, the label of the stake

and the label inside the bottle are checked and then the seeds are

sown separately in each of the plots. Great care Is n^s^isaiy to

see that no grain gets in accidentally from to a neighbouring
one.' To get a tmiform stand the seed is sown very evenly and
sli^Uy av^y from the bunds. The quantity of seed, in .e^h
bottle may v^ according to the size of the. plant taken bu^ during
sovring, care is taken to sow the saine quantity of se^ hroim each
of the botties. The sowing is all done by the staA or trmued
coolies standing in the 2-feet channels.

DratntM.-'-After tile sowings are qver tiie. water |n i^e be^ ^
&aSned oflTby ontimg 'a bui^s on tite si3^
ifitaaod. But if any ^atiiiag nun is e^i^Cetod water inay hare
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to be retained in the beds as otherwise, the beating rain will bo^
the seeds inside the mud and the germination will not be satis-

factory. Draining will have to be done carefully to prevent seeds

from the beds getting washed into channels. The ^ying of the

soil surface in the bed and indications of small cracks show the

necessity to water the beds again which is done by flooding the

channels first and allowing the water to get into the beds slowly.

This water is allov/ed to stand for three or four hours and then

drained off. For a week or 10 days this frequent watering and
draining will have to be attended to carefully. By this time the

germination will all be complete and water is thereafter allowed to

stand permanently in the plots until such time as the seedlings are

ready for planting.

Sometimes the seed-beds may require a weeding. Any insect

attack will have to be carefully attended to. xVs the seedlings are

growing, the preparation of the transplant field is taken up which
should have been ploughed in puddle once and manured with green

leaves if necessary. Repeated ploughings, four to five times, and
a final levelling finish the preparation.

Pulling seedlings and transplanting .-.—When the seedlings are

ready they are pulled out by women coohes under supervision. The
seedlings of each bed are pulled out separately, tied into bundles

with a string—say of plantain leaf sheath—and then removed to

the transplant fields along with the labels fixed in the seed-beds.

In pulling out, the seedlings on the bunds of the beds or on the
edges of bunds are not included, to avoid any accidental mixing.
Great care is again necessary at transplanting time and it is all

done under the immediate supervision of trained staff.

The transplant fields are just marked off into strips with coir

ropes and at the top of each strip the seedling bundles along with
their label stake are put in. One planting woman gets into each
strip and with graduated bamboo sticks which she keeps at the

sides along the strings and in front, she plants the seedlings with
uniform spacing one foot between lines and six inches in the line.

Each strip is about 40 feet to 50 feet long according to the size of

the field and contains five rows of plants and there is usually an
alley space of 2 feet separating two strips. There is no selection

allowed in the seedlings at planting, the women being asked to

plant them as they come. The whole operation looks at first very
complicated but w'hen once the coolies are trained to it, they go
bn automatically and quite fast too. A woman can easily plant
12 strips of 50 feet by 4 feet or a;bont 6 cents in a day of 8 hours.
With ordinary planting without any regular spacing a* woman may
|dant about 8 to 9 oeuts of land, liie seedlings are all planted in

sihglea. The planting is done with a thin layer of water which
idem dries up. The third day after planting water is let into the

Tfail is repeated ofitU all the seedlings
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establish themselves after which time, water is allowed to stand in

the fields permanently and the depth of water is gradually inereaseid

as the phmt grows.

Observation .—^If there are 200 single plants sown and transx

planted there will be 200 observation blocks each 60 feet by 4 feet

in the second year, fine of the characters on which observation

is necessary is the time of flowering. If the selection work is

intended to get plants definitely earlier in duration, even in the

first year before the plants are selected, the planted field is

represented in a specially prepared squared paper with one square

for each of the plant , in the field. The rows and columns being

previously marked in the field by means of stakes fixed at every

10th plant, a coolie walking between the rows of plants every

alternate day, shouts out whether any plant has flowered or not.

A fieldman remaining on the bund marks the date on which each

of the plants flowered, on the squared paper. The day on which the

main ear-head of the plant emerges out of the enclosing leaf sheath

is taken as the day of flowering for that plant. From the chart so

prepared it should be quite an easy matter to choose really early

plants. During the second year observation, no detailed flower

marking is done but the flowermg time of a particular family is

taken as the day on which more than 50 jwr cent of the plants

have put forth their main heads. This is easily determined by any
member of the trained stafl'. If a family is pure for flowering

duration, the interval between the first flowering and the finishing

will not be more than a week or ten days. If on the other hand it

is not pure, the flowering instead of its coming on in a flush will be
protracted and can be easily made out even from a look at the plot

standing on the bunds. Any family impure for flowering duration

is straightaway rejected.

When- the flowering is complete, the lots are examined for the

purity or otherwise of other characters like presence <x absence o£

pigmentation, height of plant, tillering, length and natmre ctf

panicle, size and shape of gi'ain, emergence of the ear-head, occur-

rence of sterility, and so forth. An examinaticm of a few plants

in each of the lots will show whether it is pure or not for these
various characters. Small changes due to the position of the plant
are dififerentiated from large changes that are inherited. All impure
lots so detected are rejected. Some of the selections, though pure
for the characters, if they are unthrifty with pomr tflleiing,

ear-heads, etc., are also eliminated. After eliminating all obviously
undesirable selections, tiller counts, i.e., the numbw of ear-Iieads

per plant are determined for a sample, say of 26 to 50 plants, in the
mid^e row of each lot and the middle three rows tmea lutrytts^d vud
the grain gathered after- counting the total nmidM» of ptohts
tnbuting to the ha^est. Though a rough cinnparistm ma^: be
made oi the yields, it cannot be taken as tM <nitoation for^ ae no valid yield otmrparisons are poasfl^
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While the rejection of families based on impurity for characters

actually observed, is quite valid, other rejections have to

depend entirely on experience and eye judgment. Elimination of

lots in the second year will have to be drastic as otherwise the

material to be handled will be too unwieldy to manage.

Third year.—

H

supposing out of the original 200 lots, 160 get

eliminated in the second year the problem from the third year

onwards is to determine which of the remaining 50 multiplied and

distributed will give a greater return to the cultivator. The yield

trials begin from this year. In the first year such an yield trial

with 60 lots can only be in a rough and simplified form as regular

trials with replicated plots will take too much space. Usually a

simple form of trial adopted is to grow them in blocks as in the

second year with all due care taken in sowing and transplanting,

with a block of a control for comparison between every two strains.

The control generally used is the bulk crop from the ryots’ seed

obtained first. The seed of this will have to be raised in the seed-

bed with the same care and uniformity as for the selections. Some-
times instead of using the bulk which is a mixture of samples

obtained from different localities, the seed from any particular

locality found to be the best by actual yield trials on the station

is used as the control. In this preliminary yield trial since there

are no replications the yields of each of the strips have to be com-
pared against the yields of the adjacent controls. Though it may
not be very accurate, it gives fairly satisfactory results and is of use

in eliminating and bringing the number of selections from 60 to

a reasonably small number with which regular yield trials with
replications can be undertaken later. Twenty is about the maxi-
mum nmnber which can be taken on for regular yield comparison
from the fourth year onwards.

Fourth year to sixth year .—The method of conducting yield trials

with transplanted rice has undergone investigations for a number
of yeara and it has how been standardized. Same quantities of

seed from each of the strain and the bulk from which the plants
were isolated are sown in regular well prepared seed-beds of equal
sizes. Before sowing, the germination of the seed is tested as
otherwise, unequal germination will affect the stand and result in
uneven seedlings and hence difl’erences in yield. The strains are
split into three or four groups according to convenience, and size

of the transplant field available, and each group is planted in one
or two fid<h, the strains and control being planted in 40 feet by
4 feet strips distributed in a random manner in blocks and repeated
six to eight times. If space permits the nmnber of repetitions may
be increased up to twelve. Eeduction of the plot size to 20 feet
by 4 feet has been found to give equally accurate results and allows
for 1ai^ number of repetitions for the same area. The plants are
put in 6 eadi way in the strips and there is an intei^ of
one foot aBow^ to separate two strips. At hwfvest tiie middle

: n
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seven rows alone are taken rejecting the two border rows. When
the crop is ready for harvest each repetition is harvested and

threshed $eparately and the grain dried to constant weight and then

weighed. The determination of the yields of the several plots

individually helps in understanding the reliability of the expm-
ment. Strains, which give a definite 10 per cent, increased yield

over the standard are taken as promising and the trial is repeated

with them rejecting the rest. To allow for variations in the season

the yield trial is repeated for at least three seasons.

Seed multiplication .—^During the years when yield trials are

undertaken, the strips of different strains are planted quite close

together and there is sure to be contamination by natural crossing

between plants in adjacent strips. To overcome this, besides what
is planted for comparative strips, a separate block is planted of

each of the strains undergoing trial. It is only the seed from
the centre of these blocks that is used for the next year’s compari-

son and seed multiplication. Towards the closing stages of the

yield trials when the number of strains gets reduced to two or

three only, larger blocks are planted of these so that enough seed

will be available for larger trials and multiplication.

It is the most outstanding of the strains that is finally retained,

multiplied and distributed as a strain under a station number. A
ten per cent, increase is taken as the minimum, as any increase of

yield of less than ten per cent, is not likely to be appreciated by the

cultivators.

District trial .
—^Recently with qualified staff available in the

districts to undertake and carry out fairly accurate yield trials in

ryots’ fields, the last stages of trial on the station are supplemented
by actual trials on cultivators’ fields in the tract in as many centres

as possible. Sometimes when this district trial with a few of the
best strains is conducted at a number of centres in the tract, it is

found that while a particular strain does well in one centre, another
strain does equally well in some other centre. Thus the district

trial is found to be of help in determining the variable suitability

of the d.ifferent strains to different conditions obtaining in the tract.

Even where actual yield trials are not possible some quantity of
the seed of the improved strain is given to one or two cultivators

in the tract to make them grow it in their fields and their r^inion
regarding it is elicited. When once the cultivator is convinced of
the superiority of the strain by the actual growing of the strain
in his fields, there is no further trouble except the difficulty of
meeting the demand for the supply of seed wWch increases very
rapidly. Apart from the yield tests which are carried on in amnJl

plots, i^e strain must be grown on a big field scale and it is only
then it gives a good idea of its chuacteristics. Tields are Oftw
expessed as so many munds of grain per acre. Mth small
tms can only be a caleolated figure ^ch misy be
i| is th^efore ne^issary to grow the strain on a 'large

^ a^sofficientlyiearly. sta^.
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Scrupulous care in maintaining the purity of seed cannot be

expected of the ordinary cultivator. There are inherent difficolties

with regard to seed-bed areas being confined to definite localities

near the village, and the existence of a common threBhing-fi.oor for

the whole village. Where a number of varieties is handled,
mixing of the seed in seed-beds and threshing-floors is inevitable

and this, combined with the natural crossing taking place in the

fields when odd plants are growing mixed in the crop, causes the
purity of the seed to deteriorate. At the Government stations

pure stocks of all the seeds distributed to the ryot are always

maintained and these by multiplication and distribution help to

maintain the purity of the strains. It Will never be possible to

meet all the demand for seed from the Government stations.

Ryots can, however, multiply the seed and maintain the purity of

strains if the instructions given in Chapter XXVI are followed.

Time taken to evolve strains .—The technique of evolving strains

described has been adopted in all the strains so far evolved and
distributed in the Province. Of these GEB. 24 and Adt. 8 are

not mere selections. Appendix A gives details about these strains,

the varieties they were selected from, and the conditions under
which they have been found to do well. It is seen that it takes

roughly, 7 years before a strain can be released for distribution.

It should be possible to save a year by a slight modification in the

technique. Instead of bringing ryots’ samples of grain and
growing them on the farm, actual single heads can be directly

selected in the ryots’ fields. Since we cannot be sure whether
the plants are always planted in singles under ryots' conditions,

it is rather risky to take single plants. Single heads obviate

this difficulty. These heads after examination at the station are

sown and planted separately for observation in the first year and
the preliminary yield trial can begin from the second year onwards.

The quantity of seed in a single head being limited, the first year’s

block will be small, and will not contain more than 200 plants

at the most. Greater care will therefore be necessary to spot out

and reject natural crosses in the early stages but it is not an
unsurmountable difficulty.

Purpose of selection .—^Increased yield has been the sole criterion

in the evolution of strains. While several of the strains have
recorded a minimum increase of about 8-10 per cent, yield over the

unselected seed others have given even greater increases like 15 to

20 per cent. While many of the important commercial varieties of

the ^ovince have been tackled, there are still tracts having

varieties in which pure line selection will be worth undertaking.

The strains alr^y evolved have spread over large areas in the

different tracts and an increased yield of a minimum of 10 per

oeaiiit. in the total production by the growing of strains has been
demoni^ted. Bometimes, brides yield, the ptire line selections

A^ve the purpose of meeting other desirable economic require-

For instance earliness in duration without sacrifidng

'

,

' llA
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yield is an urgent requirement in some tracts. In Tanjore the

Strain of kuruvai, Adt. 3, does not give definite increased yield

over the ryots’ seed under all conditions but its chief merit lies

in the fact that it matures ten days earlier than the ryots’ crop,

which is a great advantage. It has spread and become popular more
on this account. A strain of garikasannavari evolved at Maruteru

in addition to its higher yield is also slightly earlier than the ryots’

crop and thus has the double advantage. It is found that it is

quite possible to knock oil' a week to ten days in the duration of

the crop by pure line selections only. In some cases a strain

even if does not register a definite increased yield, being the pro-

duce of a single plant originally, flowers and ripens in the field

uniformly and the grain is uniform. Uniform flowering and
ripening are advantages easily recognized by the cultivator and
uniformity of grain size and freedom from red rice are advantages

valued from the trading and milling point of view. Though
increased yield was the only consideration in the strains it

been found that several of the strains, besides giving higher yields

also possess some useful ancillary characters as better quality rice,

resistance to diseases, good straw, non-shattering grain, etc. In
Burma great attention is paid to the milling qualities also in making
selections. There is a great milling industry and a large export

trade of milled rice from Burma. Though yield may satisfy the

grower, the selection has to possess go<^ milling qualities, i.e.,

freedom from breakage.

It must be emphasized that the weighing of the produce and
determining the yield is not the only criterion of the superiority of

a strain justifying its release to the cultivators. The straw yield

is not usually taken into consideration except in the final stages of

trial though the character does form one of the important points
for observation in the crop. Habit and lodging have to be con-
sidered and when the strains differ among themselves with regard
to these straw characters, the one combining yield with good straw
is always preferred.

In certain rice tracts the cpiantity of straw obtained is certainly

a consideration. In such places high grain yield alone may not
satisfy the cultivator. There have been complaints in certain places

about the poor straw yield of one or two of the strains distributed,

but the fact that such strains have still spread must be due to
several other more important merits which they possess. Some-
times cultivators make differences even in the quality of the straw.
It is said that some straws are not so freely eaten by cattle as
others. While coarseness may go with rigidity and capacity to
stand erect, only fine straw will be preferred for feeding purposes.
There are certainly differences in the quality of straw among
varieties but it is doubtful whether any large differences ean esd^
among strains of a particular variety except pidbably- in quantity.'

Moreover, there is no possibility of und^aking srijecticm with the
idea of improving the quality of steaw.

,
.
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Husking test .—When a large number of pure lines from a

variety is being tried for yield differences, we have to get an

idea of the possible differences in the percentage of husked rice

to whole grain. Big differences exist among varieties with regard

to this character and it has been found that there are differences

even among strains of the same variety. High percentage of

husked, ric-o to whole grain is an important consideration. Husking
by the ordinary wooden pestle and mortar is not convenient for

dealing with very small quantities of grain. A special wooden hand
mill has been improvised which is found to be quite satisfactory.

The mill, consisting of two parts, upper and lower, is made of

some hard-wood. The upper revolving part is a disc of about 3

inches in thickness with a handle at one side for turning. A central

hole widened above into a funnel shape, serves as a feed hole. An
iron collar, fixed across the feed hole, acts as a bearing for the

iron rod, fixed vertically in the lower part, about which the disc

revolves. Sufficient clearance for the grain to pass is allowed

between the rod and the narrow end of the feed hole. The lower

part is a simple cylinder of about a foot high, heavy enough to

stand firm when in use. The opposed surfaces of the two parts

are corrugated with radial grooves. These ars V sections, cut

about a quarter inch deep and of the same width at the edge where
they are half an inch apart and tapering towards the centre. The
working surface of the lower part is sloped slightly from the central

peg so as to be convex and the upper part is correspondingly concave.

The surface wears quickly but can be deepened occasionally.

It is only the husk that is removed in this mill, the bran layer

remaining in tact, so that the percentage determined with this mill

will always be somewhat higher than with the pestle and mortar.

While the percentage by weight is determined by directly weighing
the rice and the husk obtained from a definite quantity of whole
grain milled, percentage by volmne is measured by first potting the
whde grain into a narrow cylindrical or rectangular graduated glass

jar, taMng the readings and then doing the same for the rice

d>tained after milling.

The examination of the rice also gives some idea about its

quality. Differences in hardness are easily made out and it can
be easily verified by pounding the shelled grain with the mortar and
pestle. With a definite number of strokes by the pestle, the per-

centage of broken rice obtained in the different samples gives an
idea of the relative hardness.

Cooking test .—This is also usually done in the laboratories

b^i^e the strains aire released. Definite w'eighed quantities of

pounded nee aft®r shelling are first put in a copper cylindejr open
at their volume measured and then three to four times the

igeluine of - water added to them and the whole cylinder is put on
a water bath for cooking. The bath can take four cylindera of

llte sune dimensions at a time and the following points are ta^n
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note of in cooking ; the time taken to cook, the volume of the

cooked rice, the volume «nd coniastency of the supemateht liquid

that has to be drained off after cooking and the consistency and
appearance of the cooked rice. All these points give information

about the cooking quality of the rice which will be of help in

eliminating or retaining strains.

Special appliances .—In connexion with the breeding technique,

it will be found necessary to have the undermentioned special

appliances. Mention is not made here of the variety of bamboo
stakes, coir ropes, etc., as they need no special attention.

It was mentioned that single plants are first harvested in cloth

bags which after drying are stripped and put into bottles. Thus
a large number of cloth bags and wide-mouthed tin screw top

bottles of capacities from 4 to 20 oz. will be necessary. Before

bottling, the grain may have to be cleaned of the chaff and for

this small winnows made of thin metallic sheets are very useful.

Ordinary bamboo winnows are not satisfactory as they may
harbour grains in their interstices.

During threshing, the sheaves of small plots have to be beaten
separately and this is done on a masonry floor and inside a rectan-

gular wooden frame with three sides and open at bottom and top.

After each lot is beaten out, the frame is removed, the grain is

collected and put into receptacles for drying and weighing. The
cleaning of the grain is best done by large winnows of metaUic
sheets. For collecting the grain, even baskets specially made of

zinc sheets can be used. For drying the grain shallow metalUc
trays will be necessary. The storing of the grain in small quan-
tities, say, up to 20 lb. is best done in ordinary kerosene tins

provided with a lid. For very small quantities round coffee tins

with tops are found very satisfactory. For quantities above 60 lb.

,

a bin made of zinc sheets with a lid on the top is found useful.

Such bins may be made of different sizes to hold 100 to 500 lb.

of grain.

The wooden mill used for the husking test and the c<^per
vessel for the cooking test have already been* mentioned. An
ordinary wooden pestle and mortar will also be required to deter-

mine breakage in milling.

' Balances of sorts will be required for the different stages of

work. To weigh the produce of single plants a sm^l * cmnmit ’ or
‘ stmd balance ’ costing about Es. 60 has been found very setis-

factory. For weighing grain and rice in the husking test a drog<-

goA scale to weigh up to 6 lb. mi^ be necemary. Fes' weighing
the produce of trial plots a bigger balance to w^p;h u|» to 66 Ai.

ia necessaiy. In this tha% must be a piaifnrm instep oF
scale pan on one side so that the k(»i}{»iie ^

^ain inside can be placed on it {ok weif^li^Bfi l^ntdly ffxr

still larger quantities, ^e ordmary piOrtAble

^fimqbine to wei^ Up to 8 or 6 ewt. eaa be usedi'
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Far measuring length and breadth of grain, an ordinary calli-

per with a vernier arrangement to measure up to one-tenth of

miUi-metre has been found quite satisfactory.

Limitations of selection work .—The selection work has, how-
ever, one important limitation in that we cannot be sure that a
strain doing well in one centre under a particular set of agricultural

and climatic conditions will behave equally so under a different

set of conditions. It is very rarely that we come across a strain

like GEB. 24 which does well under a wide range of conditions.

As we know , the rice-growing conditions vary widely in Madras.
This should mean that the selection work must be tmdertaken
in the respective tracts.

Substations .—This aspect of the question was realized quite

early enough and hence the expansion of the Coimbatore work
took shape by the opening of a number of sub-stations one in

each of the important rice tracts of the Province. While the work
at Coimbatore includes all aspects of study of the rice plant besides

simple selection, the work of the sub-stations is mainly confined

to selection work in the important local varieties besides a study

of the agronomical problems like cultivation and manuring of the

tract. The first sub-station was opened at Aduturai for the

Tanjore district which has a million acres under rice every year.

Eleven strains have been evolved at this station so far and these

have been distributed to the people in the district and even at a

modest estimate it can be said that more than 50 per cent, of

the rice area in this district is now grown with Aduturai strains.

The next sub-station was opened at Maruteru for the Kistna-

Godavari deltas and eight strains so far evolved have been under

distribution in the tract since 1932. The third station was opened
at Pattambi for Malabar and South Eanara and ten strains have
just been released for distribution after the necessary trials at the

station and in the district. Like Malabar, Ganjam is a district

which, though having a large rice area, always records a poor acre

yield. A station was opened at Ganjam in 1932 and good progress

has been made in the evolution of strains suitable to the tract.

The necessity foi: undertaking selection work for particular

tracts in the tract itself has been pointed out, but the opening of

sub-stations on the model of the present ones for each tract can-

not go on indefinitely. While certain iraportaot tracts like

Chingleput may still justify the opening of such sub-stations, there

are others where the rice-growing areas are rather limited. For
these ureas we might probably have small temporary farms of

6 to 7 acres in extent on leased land with a rather limited subordi-

nate staff. On such small stations besides selection work for the

toot, trial shrams evolved elsewhere in the Province and
expraimuits on local cultural and manurial problems might be
l^dsart^Q^. A large number of such small testing centres is sm
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important feature of rice-breeding work carried on in Ceylon and
Malaya. In Western countries there are special organizations to

carry out trials of strains evolved by breeders in difierent parts of

the country and farmers are easily found to carry out such trials

and make the results available to the experimenters. The condi-

tions obtaining here are different and it is sometimes found difficult

to get a few landowners to agree to try the strains on their lands

even when the work is to be managed for them by the Depart-
ment.

There are certain minor tracts still where the rice-growing

conditions are not very different from those obtaining at Coimba-
tore. Work for these tracts might be done at Coimbatore. That
it is possible to do this successfully to a limited extent has been
demonstrated. The material for the selection is first obtained from
the tract and the later stages of field trials are duplicated both at

Coimbatore and at some centres in the tract. So long as the final

distribution of any strain is made to depend upon its successful per-
formance in the tract itself there is no risk or waste of time
involved.



OHAPTEB XXI

Hybbiuization and Genetics

We then go to the next aspect of breeding, namely, hybridiza-

tion. Hybridization may have two objects in view—(1) to bring

about greater variability than what exists and (2) to synthesize in

one variety certain desirable characters observed in two or more
varieties.

It sometimes happens that certain varieties do not offer any
scope for improvement by pure line selection. By long uncon-

scious selection by the cultivator himself a variety may have

attained a certain stage of excellence that any selections made in

it do not show out any merit, i.e., the variation between indi-

viduals in the population is not large enough to give the breeder

a chance of getting at a really good plant. Sirumani and nellore

samba of Tanjore are good examples of this condition. Bepeated
attempts made to evolve high yielding strains from either of these

varieties have not proved \'ery successful. Hybridization or cross-

ing these varieties with other similar varieties is the only possible

method of increasing the variations in the generation so that

the breeder will have a fair chance of coming across a really good
yielder. The principle of hybridization for either increasing the

variability or the production of new combination of useful

characters is based on the famous laws of Gregor Mendel. The
study of the inheritance of characters in the progenies of crosses

is called Mendelism.

Mendelism.—Mendel’s laws of heredity which were obtained

from his studies on sweet peas over seventy years ago had remained
unnoticed until the beginning of the present century. Before this

time the breeder had nothing to guide him. Since the rediscovery,

the principles have been greatly utilized in the study of the

inheritance of characters in a great number of plants. Bice is*a

suitable crop for illustrating Mendel’s principles and an account

of it may be given here.

Single pair of characters.—Let us take the study of the colour

of husk in rice and follow it in successive generations of a cross,

between two rices, say sadai samba which has the ordinary straw-

coloured husk on rqietiing and nellore samba which has a brown-
coloured husk on ripening. A cross made between the two (the

Fi, a term used in genetics), no matter what the mother was,
either nellore samba or sadai samba, has only straw glume and is

indistinguishable from the sadai samba in colour of glumes. This
Fj OT hybrid plant by self-fertilization, i.e., the pollen of the

same |>kimt fertilizing the stigmas in it fu-oduces a large number
d! grains. When these grains are sown and plants raised frwn
thetnv the F, generation, we get two types of plants one witir

fidw samba and the other with the brown ghime
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like nellore samba. These straw and brown glumed plants appear

in definite proportions. On an average the two sorts appear in the

proportion of three straw to one brown. No other types occur.

The characteristics appearing in the oli'spring of the hybrid plant

are solely those found in the parent plants. Grains taken from
individual plants of this generation and sown separately show the

following results. Those having brown glumes give nothing but

brown-glumed plants and in spite of the fact that one of the grand

parents had a straw glume, this feature fails to appear. On the

other hand, those taken from plants with straw glumes may either

give rise to only straw-glumed plants or they may give both straw

and brown-glumed plants. It is impossible to say from the appear-

ance of the straw-glumed plants whether they will breed true to

type or throw a mixed offspring. They are, so far as appearance
goes, identical and the difference between them, can be made
obvious only by growing the seed. This shows that plants may
look alike and yet behave differently when the seeds are sown.

Many of the distinguishing characters of rice show this simple

form of inheritance, it may be stated that when any particular

feature fails to show up in the first cross, Fi, then all plants showing
it in the next generation will breed true to it straightaway. Tha
feature which fails to show up is called the ‘ recessive character,’

the alternative ‘ dominant character ’ being used to describe the

feature which completely masks the recessive in the first cross.

In the Fj generation there are two kinds of dominants, the ’ pure
dominant ’ which breeds true to type, the straw glume in this

case and ‘ impure dominant ’ which on sowing produces a mixed
offspring of dominants and recessives, straw and brown glumes.

How the Fj generation contains definite juroportions of straw
and brown-glumed plants can be explained. The sex cells produced
by the hybrid plant (Fj generation) bear either one or the other
erf a pair of characters, in this case straw or brown. The male sex

cells—^the pollen grains, carrying either straw or brown may fer-

tilize female sex cells—egg cells also carrying either straw or brown.
The possible combinations of these sex cells are shown below :

—

Hale MX Female sex
cells.

.
cells.

Straw

Brown

Straw

Browtts

They are (1) straw x straw ; (2) straw x brown ; (3) brown x
straw and (4) brown x brown. Two of the four possible coiubina-

tions straw x straw and brown x brown, give rise to true breeding
plants, the other two straw x lH*own and brown x straw give pdaota
which are similar to the first cross and show only the dominant stoaw
ecdour. So far as appearance goes they are connterpari W tnna
hzeeding straw and consequently in every Ipmr piMinfe oi Wg
genckation, on the average, tlw^ are straw ghamed and tme
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glumed and of the three straw-glumed plants one will breed true

to type : the other two behave like the Pi and throw brown*
glumed forms.

Two pairs of characters .—The above example may not have any
economic interest but the possibilities can be exemplified when
two pairs of characters are taken into consideration. Suppose the
sadai samba with white rice w’as crossed to a brown-glumed variety

having red rice. The inheritance of red rice and white rice is also

similar to colour of glumes. The hybrid plant (Pi) is red rice

and the Pa gives red and white-riced plants in the proportion of

3 : 1. But the glume colour is not associated with rice colour so
that the Fa of this cross will give four kinds of rice plants :

—

(1) Straw glume red rice.

(2) Straw glume white rice.

(3) Brown glume red rice.

(4) Brown glume white rice.

In (1) and (4) the parental characters have been regrouped
and they are new forms. (2) and (3) are combinations represent-
ing the two parental forms. Their occurrence and the proportional
representation is explained by the fact that the sex cells of the
hybrid (F,) carry either the one or the other of a pair of characters.
There are four possible types of pollen grains and egg cells. These
are capable of giving 16 combinations, for as shown below, each
of the four kinds of pollen gram can unite with all four kinds of
egg cells :

—

Pollen gnin.

Straw red ..

Straw white

drown tad ..

Brown white

Egg eellt.

Appearance of the
resulting F2 Remarkf.

Straw red
plant.

. . 1. Straw red Pure
Straw white . • 2. Straw red
Brown red ,

.

. . 3. Straw red
Brown white . . 4. Straw red
Straw red . . 5. Straw red
Straw white 6. Straw white Pure.
Brown red .

.

. . 7* Straw red
Brown white . . 8. Straw white
Straw red . . 9. Straw red
Straw white . . 10. Straw red
Brown red 11. Brown red Pure.
Brown white . . 12. Brown red
Straw red .. 13. Straw red
Straw white . . 14. Straw white
Brown red .

.

.. 15. Brown red
Brown white 16. Brown white Pure.

The appearance of the P* plants as given above will show that
there axe nine straw red, three straw white, three brown red and
one brown white. Of the nine straw red, showing the two domi-
nant ehanroters, only one is capable of breeding true to type. These
^stitutionally distinct fi^ms are dike in at^rance and the
iwtetion of the true breedii^ type can be managed only by sowing
^Ijrge number of Pa families and determining from their la^enyB^h of them was built up of the two dominant characters <mly.

thfis type occurs only once in nine times on the avenge, a
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large number must be grown. The straw red type resulting from

union (2) will breed true to straw character but its progeny may
have either red or white rice, the two types occurring in the

proportion of 3 of the former to 1 of the latter. Since 1 of every

3 will breed true a true breeding straw red can be obtained by
sowing the grain of a small number of such plants. Number (3)

will breed true to red rice but will give in F, 3 of straw to 1 of

brown. Number (4) will behave like the origmal Fi and throw all

the four types.

The brown white type which is recessive for both the characters

occurs only once among 36 individuals and breeds true to type at

once. All these plants can be harvested together if necessary and
grown in bulk with the certainty of getting a pure crop in the F3
generation. This rapid multiplication is, however, not possible

with types t-howing one or the other or both of the dominant
characters. Another generation must be raised to find the true

breeding form.

Three or more pairs of characters .—The above two examples
illustrate some of the principles which guide the plant breeder but
in practice they are not so simjile. Instead of only two pairs of

characters described as above, there may be three or four obvious
differences and in some cases there may be some intangible features

also like shattering of the grain. For obviously recognizable

features there is no difficulty for multiplication, only the work
will have to be done on a larger scale whereas, in the case of the
non-recognisable characters there may be serious difficulties for

multiplication.

In addition to glume colour ind rice colour there may be a third

pair of characters, round and long gram. If Tanjore tohite sirumani
with white rice is crossed with a brown-glumed red-riced kar
variety there is besides colour of glume and colour of rice, the shape
of grain also. The round shape of sirumani being a simple domi-
nant to long oval grain, the four Fj types that occurred before,

namely, straw red, straw white, brown red and brown white will

each be represented by round and long grains. The three pairs of
differentiating characters result in the production of eight types
and these occur in the following proportion

:

•Bound straw red 27
Long straw red 9
Bound straw white .., 0
Long straw white 8
Bound brown red .., 9
Long brown red 8
Bound brown white ... 3
Long brown white ... J

64
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The type which is recessive in all the three characters occurs

only once out of 64 individuals and unless the is twice or thrice

as many as this we may not get this type at all. To obtain a

stable form of round straw red at least 27 F, plants must be grown
and probably certainly more.

Superposed on these eight distinct classes there may be
characters not so readily discernable. For instance in the above

cross the kar variety is a short duration (4 months) crop whereas
sirumani is of six months’ duration. If duration early or late

behaves again as another simple pair of characters and earliness is

dominant to lateness the above eight classes will be again subdivisi-

ble into sixteen. The recessive late growing long grain with brown
glume and white rice would only occur on the average once amongst
266 individuals. A true breeding early plant whth round grain,

straw glume and red rice, the type showing all the four dominant
characters would occur once amongst 81 individuals. To isolate

it directly would require a very extensive series of Fj cultures.

All the numerous features by which the multitude of forms of

rice are distinguished are not inherited in the same way as some
of the characters described above. One usually occurring feature

is that the first hybrid (F,) exhibits neither of the parent characters

in its full intensity. There is a particular glume colour which
looks green in the early stages and ripens into a light gold colour.

This when crossed with the ordinary dark gold glume, the hybrid

shows both green and gold, i.e., is intermediate in glume colour

to the two parents with the gold appearing in patches. The grain

of this when sown gives three groups of plants, two like the two
parents and one intermediate between the two. The proportion
in which these three groups occur is found to be 1 : 2 : 1, the two
parental types being one each and the intermediate type two.
When the Fj types are sown again the two parental types breed
true while the intermediate type gives all the three groups in the
same proportion as the original cross did.

Modifications of ratios .—This mode of inheritance in which
there is no marked dominance of one or the other of a character
pair appears to be common. The closely packed arrangement of

the grains in the ear-head is inherited in this manner. A cross
between a bunched and a^ lax ear, gives an intermediate F, and
the Fa generation gives the three groups, equal proportions of the
two parental types and double this of the intermediate type. This
kind of inheritance which occurs with reference to several other
characters in rice simplifies breeding work in that plants with the
pujre parental characters, can be picked out with certainty in the

and there is no necessity to grow large F, cultures to isolate

the true brdieding types.

Another important feature in rice is that certain characters
fequire the presence of two complem^tajy units before they can
il^elop. Two rices liaving either of these units and ther^re not
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showing the particular character, when crossed, show the

character in the Pi because the complementary units are brought

together. When seeds of this Fi are grown again we get plants

showing the character and plants not showing the character in

the proportion of 9 : 7. The 7 represent the three last terms of

the 9 : 3 : 3 : 1 series resulting from the meeting of sex cells which
do not make up the two complementary units. Further breeding

will show that the 7 are made up of plants of different constitutions.

Yet another sort of inheritance may also be mentioned.

Ordinarily a cross between red rice and white rice gives red rice

in the Fi which when bred from gives on an average 3 plants

with red rice to 1 with white in Fj. But, there are different

kinds of red. Sometimes, a cross between two red rkes gives

rise to plants in the Fj generation with white rice. This occurs

on the average once among 16 individuals. This shows that the

red colour of the grain may be due to two separate units, some
varieties having one and others the other. These white-riced plants

coming from crosses between red-riced plants represent the last

term of 9 : 3 : 3 : 1 series resulting from the meeting of sex cells

carrying neither of the red-producing characters and they breed

true to lack of redness in rice.

The above illustrations show that the plant is built up of a

series of separate units like straw and brown glume, red and
white rice, long and round grain, etc., each of which is capable of

independent inheritance. On crossing forms of rice with different

units, they Begregate in the F, generation in all the possible com-
binations, two pairs of units giving four combinations, three

eight, four sixteen, and so on. The whole process is very definite

and the breeder can forecast what types will occm in the F* and
also in what proportion they will occur. While some of the fea-

tures have been shown to behave as unit characters showing
independent segregation in the F^ generation, the breeder should

know whether the particular features he may be interested in,

are also unit characters.

When it is now understood that new forms arise siinply and
solely from the regrouping of characters already present in the
parents, any particular combination of results which the bree^
requires is brought out by choosing the right types for crossing

with each other. This naturally necessitates that the breeder should
know what all characteristics exist in rice. He must have as it

were a big collection of varieties, and should grow them pure and
keep them under observation continuously. It is the maintenance
ol a large number of varieties that gives the breeder the mate^
to choose from for his crosses. There is a large collection of rice

varieties at Coimbatore, the number having exceeded 1,000.
These diff^nt types probably represent all the possible variations

and ixmbinadaoiM of characters that would be postible in rice.

The success or otiierwise of breeding a demred type W!^ diqpaid
pq^n tiie parents to be chosen f<« Ihe aeoBrng and
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ptffento carrying such characters as may be required. It will thus

be apparent that a big collection of lice varieties is a desideratum

for successfully evolving useful types by hybridization.

Qualitative and quantitative characters.—A distinction must be

made at this stage between characters of the rice plant which are

purely qualitative, morphological differences and which can be
easily made out by eye judgment, and characters which are quanti-

tative, i.e.
, which have to be measured. These may be the differ-

ences in length of grain, differences in the height of plants,

differences in the number of ears per plant, differences in the size

of the earhead, differences in the duration of the crop, etc. It is

these quantitative characters which are of economic importance

as they contribute to the yield of* the plant which is the main con-

sideration in breeding. To successfully breed out more economic

forms we should know whether these quantitative characters are

also inherited in the same simple way as some of the qualitative

characters like colour of glumes. The study of the inheritance

of these quantitative characters is not easy and requires complicated

experiments. These quantitative characters are so much subject

to the influences of the environment in which the plant grows
that it becomes almost impossible in certain cases to separate

the effect due to environment. Although hybridization has been
practised for a number of years, the really useful forms evolved

from such hybridizations are not many. This is entirely due to

the insufficient knowledge we possess about the inheritance of

these quantitative and economic characters.

When crosses are made between parents sbovring characters

about the heredity of which little or nothing is known, it is

assumed that these characters would also behave in the same simifle

way as those that were described before. While such assumption
has generally been justified, exceptions have been met with which
put a limitation to the production of* new forms. Some examples
of this experience may be mentioned.

Exceptions to simple Mendelian inheritance.—GEB. 24 is a
valuable strain, grows well and produces a large number of ear-

heads per plant but the earhead itself is an open lax one with
comparatively few grains on it. In the varietal collections there
was one type where the earhead was even smaller than GEB. 24,

but the grains had the characteristic of being situated in clusters.

It was considered that if a type could be bred by crossing the two
wi^ the salient characteristics of GEB. 24 and the clustered

spikelets, the number of grains per earhead would be greater and
he^ the final yield would also be greater. When a cross was
aGtaall|r made the first hybrid shov^ an intermediate type of

of grains. When this was bred from, three t
3^pes

ooDQxred, two like the two parents and one like the Ft hybrifi.

type with the clustered grain had only small heads lilm the
paieent. ; ISie duatering and non-ohistaring bdiaved as a simple
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pair of alternating characters and there was no possibility of com-
bining the clustering character with the greater earhead length of

GEB. 24. The clustering is not inherited independent of the small

length of' the earhead.

Again GEB. 24 was crossed with a giant variety, growing over

six feet in height and which had unusually long earheads but com-
paratively fewer heads per plant, the idea being to combine the

greater tillering power of GEB. 24 with the longer earheads of

this giant variety. Several generations were raised from this cross

and the material gave valuable information about the inheritance

of several important characters in rice. But so far as the panicle

length was concerned, it was intermediate between the two parents

in F, and in the variations observed in the subsequent genera-

tions wherever the earhead length showed an improvement, the

number of earheads per plant was definitely less, so that what was
gained in the ear size was lost in the ear number. The ideal of

combining the ear number of GEB. 24 with the ear length of the

giant variety was never attained. Moreover the types with a good
ear length were too late in duration compared wfith GEB. 24 to

be of any economic use. This cross shows that the good ear

length is not inherited independent of poor tillering and lateness

in duration.

There was still another cross made between GEB. 24 and
another type in which the earhead had a bunched type of grain

arrangement and consequently a larger number of grains per ear-

head. The size of the grain was also smaller than in GEB. 24.

The Ft was intermediate for the characters of the two parents and
only three types of earheads were observed in the Fj one like

GEB. 24, one intermediate like the Fj and the other like the

other parent. The bunched type of head was always associated

with smaller grains and there was another complication also in

this cross. While the bunched type showed a small amount of

onsetting, this was found to be considerably enhanced in the pro-

genies of the crosses and almost all the bunched heads were bad
with unsetting so that the possibility of getting a useful type with
bunched heads and free from unsetting was very remote.

Modifications of Mendelian hypothesis .—Greater intensive

work in rice as in several other crops has led to certain modifi-

cations of the original Mendelian hypothesis. These are (1) that

the dominance is not always complete and (2) that the hereditary

units controlling characters are not always independent. Certain
units always tend to go together while certain others are always
independent. There have l^en several examples in rice illusteat^

mg these points. Since the study of these varions croases, eon-
tdderable kimwledge has been gained about the inheritance imd
association of several economic, quantitative cbaract^ like

duration, gr^ size, tillering^ height of jdant, etc., and the possi-

bilities of evolving more useful types ly hybridization are

hopeful. Whenever the associaticm between an undesirable
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a useful character is not absolute there are distinct possibilities of

growing a large population and getting at types which should prove
slightly better than the parenis. Crossing tnese slightly more
useful types again either with the parents or among themselves
have usually resulted in great improvement in other crops and
this is being tried in rice as well. Studies on the development of
the plant have given an insight into the plant characters which
contribute to yield. Parents for hybridisation can now be chosen
on the basis of these ascertained components of yield. What to

look for in the progenies is now more definite and the work should

prove more satisfactory.

The economic importance of the plant duration was mentioned
previously. Inheritance studies have shown that earliness and late-

ness are contrasting characters, inherited either in a simple or m
a complicated way according to the number and nature of units

controlling this character, present in the parents. It is possible

to get forms both earlier and later than the parents by crossing

two parents of similar duration. It is also possible to get by cross-

ing two types say of four months’ and six months’ duration, forms
in the generation earlier than the early parent and later than
the late parent. Duration appears to be one of the characters

of the rice plant easiest to'breed for. Duration is generally asso-

ciated with yield within limits. Early duration varieties com-
paratively yield less than the late duration ones. It docs not

mean, however, that the very late ones say of over six months are

really good yielders. Though such very late varieties may be

grown here and there more to suit the conditions available in the

tract, it may be safely said that most of the valuable economic
varieties of rice grown in Madras are of a duration between five and
six months. It was pointed out before that it would be possible

to evolve strains by mere selection with duration shorter than the

variety by a week to ten days. Though the possibilities of breed-

ing a type, an ideal, of very early duration combined with a high

yield do not appear to be hopeful, it appears to be quite possible

to evolve types by hybridization between suitable varieties with

durations of two to three weeks less than the parent without

sacrificing yield.

One of the strains Adt. 8 evolved at Aduturai was derived from
the variety Adt. 2 by crossing it with another similar variety. It

is about a fortnight earlier than Adt. 2 and still has all the good

characteristics of Adt. 2 including yield. In certain tracts it has

been found to do even better than Adt. 2.

With the understanding of Mendel’s principles of heredity it

vm hoped that it would be quite a simpls matter to breed

valnable economic types. This expectation had not materialised

due to the complexity of agricultural plant characters which

«»s ;^itited to yield. A simple difference of red eerm white rice

/:
'

li
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can be followed in its segregation. But no one has yet been able

to identify and trace the segregation of the units which combine

to make any agricultural plant character of great importance.

Limitations to breeding 0/ improved types,—^Agricultural plant

characters which include yielding capacity are obscure complexes.

Bvery one of them is understood to be the manifestation of a number
of physico-chemical plant processes, these being identical with

unit characters of Mendelian heredity. To synthesise ideal new
types for various agricultural requirements would involve complete

analysis of plant characters into ultimate units. Such a resolution

is at present not conceivable. And even if it were conceivable it

would not be of practical value. Crops have to be grown on widely

varying soils and no two seasons are alike. Beyond a certain point,

therefore, analysis need not go. There have been produced, no
doubt, remarkably valuable types by breeding in certain other

crops but the instances are comparatively few considering the

possibilities visuaUsed when Mendelism was first rediscovered.

Except probably in sugarcane where the technique is much
simpler, it being a vegetatively propagated crop, the value of the

improved types evolved by breeding has been more in the way
of attaining in them valuable ancillary characters rather than
gross yield. Such ancillary characters may be improvements in

the quality of grain obtained, better standing power of the straw,

resistance to particular pathological diseases, resistance to inten-

sive cold, frost, etc. A direct improvement in yield of say 10 to

15 per cent, would be all that might be expected from breeding by
hybridisation. In Japan where breeding work in rice has been
in progress much earlier than in any other country, it is autho-

ritatively stated that about 20 to 25 per cent, improvement in yield

would be all that might be expected by breeding, a 10 per cent,

increase by mere selection and another 10 per cent, increase by
hybridisation. If greater and phenomenal yields are being obtained
there, they are due to improvements in agronomic practices.

In Madras a minimum of 10 per cent, increase in yield has been
demonstrated by selection alone. Some of these selections have
proved advantageous by possessing better quality rices. Some
others like Adt. 3 (a mere selection) and Adt. 8 (a cross progeny)
have proved advantageous by their special earliness. Other usefm
characteristics achieved besides yield are that some of them are
non-shattering, some of them are tolerant to insect attack, and
some -can tolerate lateness in season, etc.

Breeding for characters other than yield.—^Disease resist-

ance is one of the useful ancillary characters often soi^ht fca:

by breeding. In Madras an important and popular variety of
Tanjore, korangusamba, is at times subject to a serious attack
of a fun^ di^se, Pirietdaria orym. Observations had i&own
that strains GEB, 24 and Co. 4 were resistent to thia disease.
A pix^^ramme of .crossing work was therefi^ nnd^rtato bi^ween
k<mngu8ant^ and the resistant sennits. The betssMen
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GEB. 24 and korangusamba has gone up to the ninth generation and
there have been obtained half a dozen strains which are as resis-

tant as GEB. 24 and give an increased yield over korangusamba.
Even when there is no disease present these strains have given
an increase of 10-15 per cent, over korangusamba, which increase

markedly becomes higher still (about 30-40 per cent.) when
disease prevails. These strains have undergone yield tests in the

tracts and the best of them will soon be available for distribution.

This work has demonstrated the possibilities of breeding for disease

resistance. Treatment of the crop in the field after the disease

has broken out is not a practical proposition and breeding for

resistance is usually one of the definite methods of attack by the

breeder. The cross progenies of Co. 4 x korangusamba are still

in the study stage and it is expected they might prove even more
advantageous than the progenies of the first cross.

Straw character .—Another useful ancillary character often

secured by breeding is the improvement in the standing power of

the straw. Co. 3 is a simple strain evolved from a Coimbatore
variety and has been observed to give a 10 to 15 per cent, increase

in yield over the variety it was selected from. This has a tendency
to lodge at harvest time and during adverse seasons the grains

also E^ed. This has been crossed to one of the types in the

collections with a stifEer straw and which does not shed so badly

as Co. 3. Because of its comparatively poorer tillering, this type
could not compare with Co. 3 in yield. One or two strains have
been evolved from this cross which while possessing greater

rigidity in the straw and greater freedom from shedding, are giving

a definite increase in yield over Co. 3. They have satisfactorily

finished the yield trials at the Coimbatore station and if they prove

successful in the district trials, as they are expected to, they can
replace Co. 3 which has already spread and thus materially add
to the total outturn of the crop.

Crosses with wild rices .
—^The wild rices have all the undesir-

able characters in them, viz., their prostrate habit of the stem, the

easy shedding nature of the grain, the possession of long awns on
the grains, slow and defective germination, etc., the only relieving

features about them being their resistance to drought conditions

and greater freedom from plant diseases. Crossing between wild

and cultivated types has been done at Coimbatore and it would
appear possible to evolve types having the drought resistant

character of the wild rice but without its undesirable characteris-

tics.

Time taken to evolve a strain by hybridization .—^The technique

of crossing in rice has already been described. The process of

evolving improved strains from the cross progenies is not sim]:de

and requires sound knowledge of the heredity of some of the useful

hhaxftcters we are after. The yield trials adopted in ordinary

selMi(^hB are also necessary in the case of strains frmn crosses

ISA
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but only they come at a later stage. The first few generation

of the cross are all impure for one or more of the hereditary

cbaructers. All the difficulties experienced when undertaking

simple selection also appear with regard to selection from the

hybrid piogenies with the additional difficulty of getting a true

breeding type. The progenies must be grown on for several years

keeping those from individual Fa plants separate in the succeeding

generations. It is not wise to start selection work at too early a

stage. Experienced eye-judgment and records of development
must progressively weed out the less desirable ones as otherwise

the material will get too unwieldy to handle. By F» or F,o we
may get a few families pure for all the more important unit charac-

ters, and satisfactory for yield or quality by small scale trials.

The breeder has to finally discriminate and choose the best of

these by large-scale trials as in simple selections. The time thus

taken to evolve a strain from the cross progenies is much longer

than in the case of ordinary selection. Ten years will be the

minimum period by which any strain can be expected to be placed

in the hands of the cultivator.

The proportion of plants impure in one or more characters

decreases throughout the generations from the Fj onwards. It

might be asked why should selection be attempted at such a stage

and why not allow the progenies to come to a pure stage for the

characters. The selection can be done at a later stage when the
chances of their being pure are very great. This method known
a.? ‘ Svalof method ’ which was first tried in Svalof in Sweden
can be tried when there are other more pressing problems for the

breeder to engage himself with. This method is also being tried

in rice and it is too soon to speak of its merits or demerits.

The technique of the series of operations involved in the ordi-

nary selection was described before. The same technique applies to

the studies of the cross progenies also. Great care is needed at

every stage of the work The cross seeds are usrally first sown in

separate pots along with the parents and then transplanted in the
field. Though self-fertilization is the rule, natural crossing can
take place and to be absolutely sure, it would be safer to self a few
plants in the Ft stage. Selling consists in enclosing the whole
plant within a cloth bag to prevent any foreign pollen getting

access to it. It will always be a useful plan to grow a few lines

of the two parents of the cross at every stage along with the
selections for rough comparison of the characters.
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CrroLOGY

Chromosome theory of heredity .—The study of cytology, i.e.,

the changes in the cell contents, has made rapid advances during
the last three decades and hai, contributed much to the study
of the inheritance of characters. Every living thing, animal or

plant, is made up of cells. These are minute bodies "arying in,

size, shape and function in different parts of the organism. In
every cell is a nucleus on which the life and activity of the cell

depend. The nucleus while small even in comparison with the
cell, has yet smaller bodies inside it. These are the chromosomes,
dark staining, minute bodies. It was twen*y-five years ago that

a definite connection was actually established be^^ween the behaviour
of chromosomes and the laws of heredity. The actual Mendelian
units are found to be situated in these chromosomes. It is to

Professor Morgan of America and his associates that we are

indebted for the present chromosome theory of heredity. The
chromosomes can be seen only under the microscope and can be
counted. Their size varies with different species cf plants, they

being generally larger in liliaceous plants. In rice they are

particularly small, looking like pin heads even at a magnification

of 2,000 times.

The number of chromosomes of a species is important because

it is constant and different for each species. In the ordinary cell

these chromosomes remain in pairs. When the plant is entering

the reproductive stage, i.e., forming the sex cells the partners of

each chromosome pair get separated and one goes to each of the

sex cells either male (pollen) or female (egg). When two sex

cells meet again in fertilization the full complement is restored

and the chromosome pairs go on dividing and enter into the

nucleus of every cell as it is being formed.

According to the chromosome theory of heredity all the known
hereditary units for characters must form as many groups as the

number of chromosome pairs in the species. The units located in

each chromosome always tend to remain together and the characters

responsible are then said to be linked. But occasionally during

cell division when the sex cells are formed, portions of the pair of

chromosomes get interchanged and the hereditary units located in

such separated parts also get separated and this is the phenomenon
known as crossing over. The hereditary units are supposed to be

arranged in a linear fashion just like a string of beads along the

length of each chromosome and the closer together these units are

situated, the less are the chances of their getting separated.

In the fruit fly Drosophila, which has been the object of great,

intensive studies, there are only four chromosomes and with the

liUc^e number of hereditary characters whose inheritance is known
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in this fly, they have been able to even map out each of these

chromosomes showing the different hereditary units each of the

chromosomes contain and even the probable distances between

these units. In plants, make and sweet peas are the only two
where such intensive studies have been made showing the units

contained in each of the chromosomes. As new characters

come to light and their inheritance becomes known, their location

in particular chromosomes and their relation to other units in the

same chromosome are determined.

Bice contains twelve pairs of chromosomes and all the hereditary

units must therefore fall into twelve linkage groups. Compared to

maize and sweet peas the number of characters whose inheritance

has been studied in rice is comparatively fewer. These characters

include purely morphological characters as colour of glumes,

colour in the several parts of the plant, presence or absence of

awn, etc., and economic characters like duration, size of the

grain, shattering of the grain, etc. The inheritance of some of the

characters is simple in certain cases and comphcated in others

according to the number of Mendelian units responsible for their

expression. Over 100 units have been recognized in Coimbatore
studies and the attempt is now directed to And out the groups into

which they fall. One or two of these groups have already been
identified but the interactions among the several units constituting

a group remain to be investigated.

Association of characters .—While the simple morphological

characters like presence or absence of pigment in the different parts

of the plant may, by themselves, be not important it is possible that

some of them may belong to the same group having other valuable

economic characters. While the grain size may behave inde-

pendently of other characters there was one instance where there

was a complete association between grain size and shape and its

fineness or coarseness. The depth of gold colour on the glumes
was varying from dark to a very light intensity. It was found
that the dark gold had broad and coarse grain whereas the light

gold had grains thin and fine. Valuable associations among
quantitative characters have also come to light. In several crosses

it was found that the height of plant and duration went absolutely

together, all the early plants being short and all the late plants
being tall.

In certain crosses the amount of unsetting in the individual

progenies is found associated with particular grain size and its

arrangement in the panicle. Then again there is found an associa-

tion between straw character and amount of unsetting. The identi-

fication of such associations will prove of considerable advantage in

breedi^ work. In breeding work for agricultural {flant charadt^
it is difficult to find out exactly how many Mendelian units conttnl
a psurticulmr diaracter and even if this is determined it is not of
mu(ffL help. It is the association or relationEdiip betiroen ohe
agrimilthral character and another that p rea^JiQportant juad.of
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ufle in breeding. Observations on pore lines for a number of

seasons reveal that tillering, panicle length, height and duration

are all related to yield.

Though the presence or absence of pigment in any particular

portion of the plant like internode, leaf, glume, stigma, etc., may
behave as simple Mendelian characters there is one group in

which a large number of the units responsible for the development

of pigment appears together. It would appear that all the units

responsible for pigment in different parts fall in two Unkage
groups. Though the identification of the groups and the inter-

relationship among the units of each group can never be expected

to reach the stage which has been reached in the Drosophila fly

or in the maize plant, work is definitely, though slowly progressing.

Cytology and sterility ,—^It was shown how the linkage among
different Mendelian units responsible for different characters by
being located in one chromosome sets up limitations to the breed-

ing of any and every type of plant we may be after. Apart from
linkages we come across the problem of sterility in the hybrids

about which mention was made before. The chief manifestation

of such sterility is the occurrence of ill developed or non-viable

pollen or male sex-cells. The study of cytology has been of great

help in understanding the cause of these irregularities. Such
study is able to connect the occurrence of sterility with particular

behaviour of the chromosomes. It was observed that the number
of chromosomes was constant for each species. When species

of different chromosome numbers are crossed, in the formation of

sex cells some of the chromosomes go unpaired and the sex cellj

which contain these unpaired chromosomes are non-viable. This
is the case in wheat where there are three races, having 7, 14 and
21 chromosome pairs respectively. From efforts made at crossing

various races, it has been found that two wheats having the same
chromosome number will inter-cross without sterility. If two
wheats differing in chromosome number say one with 14 pairs and
the other with 21 pairs are crossed, the resulting hybrid (F, plant)

is partially sterile and in its progeny will be some plants fully

sterile, some partly fertile, and some fully fertile. This sterility

caused by different chromosome numbers is different from the

sterility which is caused by Mendelian units.

The determination of the number of chromosomes and inten-

sive studies on their morphology and behaviour in hybrids have
led to an understanding of the evolution of the cultivated types.

For instance in wheat as in other plants, the plant with the least

number of chromosomes is.a primitive form and the {dant witl.

larger numbers has been derived from the primitive form by
cj^mosome duplications either by crossing or by mutations, In

ticei however, the real primitive forms probably do not exist.

Almost all the species of Oryssa including the wild ones contain

mfly twelve pairs of chromosomes.
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Apart from differences in chromosome numbers, sterility may
also be caused in crosses between plants liavmg the same number.
Some rices when crossed produce a very large amount of sterihty.

It was pointed out that the units responsible for the plant cliarac-

ters are in the chromosomes. By the growing of plants for

centuries and centuries these units undergo small changes and the
varieties of rice growing under one set of geographical and climatic

conditions attain a particular stable composition or arrangement of

the units in their chromosomes. This composition or arrangement
may be different for rices of different regions. When rices belong-

ing to two such regions are crossed, due to the differences in the com-
position of chromosomes certain irregularities occur in the union
and separation of sex cells and these cause unsetting or sterility.

Differences in chromosome numbers.—Cytological studies in

rice at Coimbatore have led to the identification of several

irregularities in the chromosome numbers and such irregularities

have a bearing not only on setting but also on the stature of

the plant. Sometimes instead of the normal (12 pairs) 24 chromo-
somes, plants may result with 12, 36 or 48 chromosomes. The
plant with twelve is very diminutive with all the parts of the plant

reduced and is completely sterile, i.e., it cannot produce seeds.

Similarly the plants with 36 and 48 chromosomes are comparatively
bigger and better developed than those with the normal 24. In
fact the chromosome numbers are related to the size and vigour

of the plant in rice as in one or two other recorded cases.

The knowledge that the increase in the number of chromosomes
goes with increase in the size of the plant has been made use of in

certain other plants to produce artificially, duplication of the

chromosome sets so that the plant arising from such duplicated

sex cells may be bigger and more productive. This doubling in

an otherwise sterile hybrid (F,) between two species having
different chromosome numbers, may give fertile off-spring as the
partnerless chromosomes now get their partners. A number of

such plants with duplicated chromosome sets have been secured

both naturally and by artificial means from the sterile F, in the

inter-generic wheat-rye cross, in maize, in Solanum, in cabbage X
radish cross, and in several wild or ornamental plants. These
plants which arise by the doubling of the chromosomes are so

different from the originals that they are usually put into a
different species or even genera. All the plants with the different

chromosome numbers are being studied in rice.

After repeated failures, crosses have been successfully made
even between different species of rice, i.e., 0. saliva X 0. latifolia

and 0. saliva X 0. longistaminata. The F^s were sterile but when
back crossed to saliva parent again gave some seeds. The inters

species and inter-generic crosses have led to phenomenal results

in Russia and ether countries, and it is likely that the Coimbatore
work may lead to similar results, apart from tbeir acadeoaic

importance.
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Mutations .—^Besides changes in .whole chromosome numbers
there may be changes in the Mendelian units located in the

chromosomes or in portions of chromosomes. These are called

mutations and these mutations do occur in nature though rarely.

It has been demonstrated however, that mutations can be artifi-

cially induced by subjecting the material, seed, plant, pollen, etc.,

to X-rays. In this way new unit characters, as contrasted with
now combinations of existing characters, produced by hybridisation,

may be placed at our disposal. Bice subjected to X-rays ui

Coimbatore has produced a large number of mutations, some of

them entirely new, and some which have already been observed

in nature. That X-rays bring about changes in chromosomes is

evident from the large amount of unsetting caused in plants from
X-rayed seed. Most of the mutations obtained so far have been

on the negative side only, i.e., they do not show any valuable

characteristic not present before, but the work, from the analogy

of results obtained in other plants, is full of possibilities.
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Eesume of the Yield Pboblbm

The yield of the crop whose improvement is the main object-

ive of all departmental activities, is controlled by a great number
of factors. They can be broadly grouped under (1) soil, (2) cli-

mate, (3) agricultural and manurial practices, (4) pests and diseases

and (5) botanical forms and varieties.

As regards soil, the inherent differences are reflected by the

large variation in acre yields obtained in different parts of the

world. If we take up the world statistics and examine the acre

yields it is found that they vary from 500 lb. to 5,000 lb. In
Japan recently, in a competition for a special prize offered, an
acre yield of over 7,000 lb. of grain has been recorded. The
averages are over 3,000 lb. for countries like Spain, Italy and
Japan while the average is about 1,600 lb. for Madras and only

1,000 lb. for the whole of India. In countries which record high

yields, apart from higher general fertility of the soil, artiflcial

fertilizers are used in large quantities. In Spain and Japan, they

apply 60 to 80 lb. of nitrogen and 50 to 60 lb. of phosphoric acid

per acre in the shape of fertilizers. They easily spend more than

Ks. 50 per acre for fertilizers alone. The soils of Japan already

contain about ten times the quantity of available nitrogen and
phosphoric acid found in the South Indian soils and over that

large quantities of fertilizers are applied. Under the present

economic condition of the South Indian rice cultivator, it will

be too much to expect of him to spend more than Es. 10 to

Es. 15 per acre towards manures.

In Madras the liighest average yields are obtained in the

Godavari delta and the lowest in Malabar and Ganjam di^ricts.

The poor yields are due to natural deficiencies and any scheme
of improvement must first consist of improving such deficiencies

in soil by suitable manuring. Of the several manures, the advant-

age of green manuring is evident throughout the Province and
appears to be the cheapest method of improving the fertility of

the soil. In addition to green manures, applications of phos-

phates like super, or bone meal appear to give satisfactory results

where the phosphate deficiency of the soils is pronounced. While
the applications of chemical fertilizers by themselves have not

{ffoved advantageous or economical, small quantities of them in

conjunction with green manuring or bulky organic manures
c&ea; the best scope. Though the {nresent prices produce are

against the application of fertilizers on any large sesle, small

quantities of ammonium sulnhate <a ammonium phoqihate to
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soils where any particular deficiency is most pronounced may prove

advantageous. The results of the various manurial experiments
have been discussed to prove that this is so. Experiments at

Maruter have definitely proved that improved strains respond better

to intensive manurial treatment than the ryots’ unselected seed.

Climate is a factor we have no control over. Some varieties

of rice appear to be pecuharly adapted to certain conditions of

climate. The so-called most prohfic varieties of the sub-temperate

climates (from Spain, Italy and Japan) have proved failures under
our tropical conditions. It would appear, therefore, that the best

way of meeting the situation will be to carry out systematic trials

of the available prolific varieties of the province and decide upon
the most suitable for each locality or tract. It is possible that

crossing between varieties of different geographical races, though
beset with difficulties on account of unsetting, might prove advanta-

geous. This line of investigation which is receiving attention in

Coimbatore is full of promise.

As regards diseases, any curative treatment for an extensively

cultivated crop like rice, does not hold promise and the problem
is mainly one of breeding resistant varieties by making use of a cer-

tain amount of natural resistance displayed by varieties. That
useful results may be expected of this line of work has been proved

by the breeding programme adopted to evolve piricularia resistant

forms. Eegarding insect pests, while some may offer scope for the

adoption of preventive methods, the main hne of attack should

consist in the search for particular varieties of rice tolerant to

insect attack and in the adjustment of growing practices taking

advantage of the non-harmful period of the insect attacking the

crop.

The influence of agricultural practices like broadcasting and
transplanting, methods of raising seed-bed, spacing to be given

between plants at planting, age of seedlings to be planted, manur-
ing of the seed-beds, manuring of the transplant field, etc., on
yield have all been dealt with. The modification of the above to

get the best results would appear to vary according to the tract

and the variety. There are several tracts even in our own pro-

vince where the improvement of cultural practices alone can
increase the present yield by 20 to 26 per cent. , and this combined
with the growing of improved strains should still enhance the

acre yields. At the Central Farm, Coimbatore, the average acre

yield which was about 2,0(X) lb. some 15 years back has now been
brought up to nearly 4,000 lb. by the adoption of improved cul-

tnral and manurial practices combined with growing of strains.

Though it may not be possible to raise the yields to this high

level tiiroughout the province, there is no doubt that conditions

exist in certain parts, where intensive methods adopted in Coim-
batore could be followed and yields raised to the level of Spain or
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Under varieties and botanical forms comes the work of the

breeder. His work consists of three stages (1) comparison of the

existing varieties and determining the best variety for the locality

;

(2) obtaining pure lines by simple selection from the best of tne

local varieties that would give a higher yield than ‘the unselected

crop, and (3) obtaining selections from crosses deliberately made
that show a combination of the useful characters that may be
present in one or more varieties. A large amount of improvement
has been effected so far as the first two lines of work are concerned.

Success in breeding out new types requires an understanding
of the association existing among the number of Mendelian charac-

ters in rice because, some associations limit the possibilities of

obtaining any and every combination of characters we may desire

to have. While the inlieritance of most of the morphological
characters is simple and controlled by one or two units, the quanti-

tative characters that contribute to yield are governed by multiple

units and their effect is also masked by environmental conditions.

While a certain amount of improvement in yield may be expected
by the evolution of strains from hybrid progenies, greater scope
appears to lie in the improvement of ancillary characters which
indirectly help yield. These may be, breeding for disease resist-

ance, breeding for non-lodging of the straw, breeding for the non-
shattering character of the grain, breeding for better quality rices,

etc. Though a good deal of work yet remains to be done, the
results already obtained have shown the enormous possibilities m
these lines of work.

The possibilities that have been demonstrated of utilizing the

latest developments in cytological knowledge in other advanced
countries have been realized and work of a similar nature is in

progress in rice also. These consist of crosses between geographi-

cal races, interspecies crosses, inducing mutations by surtificial

means, etc.

The importance of undertaking developmental studies has been
emphasized. It is such studies that give an idea as to what con-
tributes to yield and how yield differences are brought about. The
outstanding characters of the rice plant which contribute to yield

are, (1) tillering or number of earbeads i«r plant, (2) number of

grains per ear, and f3) weight of the individual groin. The rela-

tionship of each of these factors to yield and the influence of

environmental conditions as spacing, manuring, age of seedling,

e^., on them have been studied and understood. A correct under-
standing of these influences gives greater scope for designing crosses

and for making selections from progenies of such crosses.

Thus the problem of yield improvement, has to be attacked
from a wide front to get the most satisfactory results. Though
nngle plant selections by themselves combined wi^ bett^ cultiva-

practices have brought about gr^t improvexaeats elrea^i
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still greater improvements are possible only by the breeding of

special varieties or strains from crosses. These strains with a

proper adjustment of cultural and manurial practices for improv-

ing yield attributes, will result in the greatest benefit.

An idea of the improvement already effected by the evolution

of strains can be had from the following figures. During the
1933-34 season the total area under the improved strains in the

province has been estimated to be at least eight lakhs of acres.

Taking the average acre yield at a very modest figure of 1,500 lb.

per acre, an improvement of ten per cent, in yield by the growing
of strains would amount to 150 lb. of grain which in money value

at the present price is equivalent to Es. 4. Thus the value of

the improvement over the whole area comes to 32 lakhs of rupees.

Improved seed enough to sow about lakhs of acres has been

distributed during the year 1934-35.
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Pests and Diseases

Insect pests of rice

In the Madras Presidency more than thirty difEerent species

of insects are known to attack rice. Fortunately, however, several

of them occur only occasionally or in such small numbers as to be of

little more than academic interest. The really serious pests are

not many, but when they do appear, they appear in such numbers
that their attacks prove disastrous.

Some of the pests attack the young crop, especially when it

is in the nursery stage. Of these the most important is the Army
worm of rice (Spodoptera mauritia). It appears all on a sudden

in thousands and tens of thousands and wipes out whole areas.

The other pests of nurseries are the black spined beetle, the rice

hispa found throughout the Presidency and the blue-black beetle

(Leptispa) peculiar to Malabar, both of which are capable of seri-

ously damaging a young crop. Sometimes thrips attack young
seedlings and suck up the plant juice and affect the vigour and
growth of seedlings.

Of the pests that attack the crop after it is transplanted the

most important are the rice gall fly and rice mealy bug. When
the plants are forming ears it is subject to the stem-borer iScheno-

biotis ineertellus) and to the rice bug (Leptocorisa acuta).

To combat any pest effectively, its life history and habit must
first be known, and a general knowledge of the weak points of

its life-cycle gained so that the control measures might be devised

accordingly. The successful application of the measures again

may demand a full knowledge of the conditions under which the

pest occurs, so as to modify them, where necessary to suit parti-

cular conditions. There are, however, various difficulties in adopt-

ing control measures. Sometimes after once appearing, the pest

may not appear again in the tract for some time. The rice crop

being grown on a very extensive scale, when wide spread attadm
of pests are noticed, it would prove a sheer impossibility to adc^t

any control measures.

The Army worm of rice (Spodoptera mauritia).—^This is one
of the wmst pests on rice. This is an insect (caterpillar) which
appears all of a sudden in enormous numbers on nurseries or <m
young broadcast crop. The cultivator usually notice its pate-

smice only when the crop has already been partly devastated mnl
vety Bom the pest disai^ars after doing the havoc. The cator*

{filler defoliates seedlings and young plants. 1?be t^erpilhu:' is of

i^turnd habit. During the day it hides undw (fiods eM crevices
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oi the soil or rests on the soil surface, and begins to feed at night*

fall. Whole fields are sometimes wiped out in a single night.

After destroying one field the caterpillars march over to the next

in large bodies. Though it occurs chiefly in Malabar it has been
noticed also in Northern Circars and Tinnevelly.

Bemedies against this consist in flooding the infested field,s or

nurseries where water is available. When the caterpillar is very
young sweeping with hand nets may also be adopted. Sometimes
digging a deep trench round the nurseries prevents the caterpillar

migrating to the next field. Cutting down grasses on the bunds
where eggs are usually laid in the off-season may also be adopted

;

scraping the bunds and exposing the pupae may keep the pest

under check.

Rice Stem-borer (Schenobious incertellus).—^This is another

major pest on rice. It occurs in most tracts and is particularly

bad in Northern Circars. The caterpillar bores into the stem and
kills the shoot and causes the characteristic white-ears. Though
counts of such ears taken in the field have shown that the damage
is only from one to three per cent., in certain seasons, the infesta-

tion leaps up to ten to twenty-five per cent, or more at times.

It attacks also seedlings in the nurseries and sometimes kills them.
When the attack is in young transplanted seedlings, tillering is

very much affected and the plant is not able to make any head-

way. Studies on the stem-borer carried on at the Maruter station

for a number of years show that its effect on the rice crop in the

delta is largely manifested from the end of October to early Febru-
ary, so that the first sarva crop is affected when it is in ears and
the pest goes next to the nurseries of the second dalwa crop sown
in December-January. The relationship of this pest attack to the

second crop in Godavari has already been mentioned. The ryot

has evolved suitable methods to evade the attack of stem-borer.

Knowing that the broods emerge and attack the crop between
September to January, he goes in for a short duration variety for

the first crop which will finish flowering by September and delays

the planting of the second crop until February.

Comparative observations on the incidence of the pest on differ-

ent varieties of rice grown at the same time on this station showed
that the incidence varied with varieties and it was definitely less

in GEB. 24, than in other varieties.

The stem-borer moth is easily attracted by lights. Counts of

catches (males and females) have been made at different rice sta-

tions in different parts of the year and from the observations so

far made it may be said that (1) at every fresh brood the insect

comes to light in very large numbers, (2) that at the peak of ema*-

pnce it is highly phototropic and comes to light at all hours of

^ night even in moonlight nights, (8) the percentage of the gravid

lemaies (those with eggs) is always greater than the spent ones,

443 the proportion of females to males ywies in different localities
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and in the same locality during seasons and (5) during the rice

season the insect makes its hrst appearance in the trap dunng
transplantation.

Use of light traps and preventing the moths laying eggs on the

crop appear to be the possible remedies against this. In the seed-

beds the egg masses can be easily identified, collected and destroy-

ed. If this is done, the transplanted crop can be saved from the

attack. It has been found in other countries where the stem-
borer is a pest that floodiug the fields and allowing the water to

stand and rise in temperature slightly, 25 to 30°C., kills the

larvae.

Rice Hispa (Hispa armigera).—This is a small bluish spiny

beetle often found bad in South Kanara. It has also been noted

in Salem, and Chingleput districts and in Northern Circars. Here
both the grub and the beetle do damage to the young crop, the

former by mining into the leaf tissues and the latter by scraping

the green foliage. It attacks seedlings as well as a broadcast

crop. Badly infested fields present a whitish, dried up foliage. It

is generally found in the summer crop grown in isolated patches

in South Kanara and Malabar. Sometimes the whole crop may
be lost. Later it goes to the main crop sown in June and be-

cause of the extensive area the damage may not be very perceptible.

It appears later in the seed-beds of second crops and continues on.

If the attack is in the nursery the pest can be controlled by
flooding the field, forming a thin film of kerosene emulsion on the

top and passing a rope across the field. Hand netting to catch the

beetles is found very effective and practicable. At each sweep of

the net hundreds of insects may be caught when the attack is

serious. When transplanting, the tips of the seedlings may be
clipped off and destroyed. When the attack is in the large fields

directly sown, the control is rather difficult. The appearance of

this pest in large numbers is a serious limitation to the success of the

second crop in South Kanara. Sometimes when the season is bad,

wnthout timely showers, the vigour of the plants may be so seriously

affected that the whole crop may be lost. The best time to take
control measures would appear to be the summer crop season and
later the seed-bed stages of the main first crop.

Bice plant requires warmth at the time of tillering. The second
crop planted in cold weather does not get this necessary warmth
so much so that the tillering is not vigorous. If the insect attack
also synchronizes with this stage, the plant is very much affected;

This may be the re;^on for the serious consequences of the attack

by the hispa and the stem-borer in the second crop.

Rice Bug (Leptocorisa acute).—This is present in almost
all rice tracts and is characterised by its bad sanell. It is foui:4

also attacking ragi^ cumbu, and othor grasses now and then. TJbif

is zu}t a sermus pest of zioe.
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The bug sucks the juice from the tender ears with the result
that the grains remain discoloured and half filled. It appears
almost every .year at Coimbatore, when the early varieties start
flowering. Hand-netting has been found to be very efficacious.

Removal of the grasses from the bunds where the bug breeds may
also give some relief.

Mice Grasshopper {Hieroglyphtis banian).—This is also not a
serious pest of rice though found occasionally in the West Coast,
Mysore, Northern Ciicars, Tinnevelly and Chingleput. In parts
of Ganjam this has been found to be a serious pest, particularly
on broadcast crops. The grasshopper does damage by feeding
on the foliage and by cutting the earheads.

Use of hand nets and bags on the field bunds soon after the
early rains when the eggs hatch out into hoppers has been tried
with success. In Ganjam scraping and digging up the field bunds
in summer and exposing the egg masses has been tried and found
to be practicable. The control measure to be really effective has,
however, to be adopted by all the people co-operatively in a tract
as otherwise the advantages would not be appareiit.

Rice Gall Fly (Pachydiplosis oryzae).—This disease is, called
anaikomhu in Tamil and kodu in Telugu. This occurs in several
places and occasionally as a serious pest in certain tracts under
certain conditions. The main symptom of the disease is the pro-
duction of a hollow tube-like outgrowth from the centre of the
shoot in place of the normally developed internodes and leaves.

This outgrowth is called the silver shoot. In a case of light attack,
in spite of the appearance of silver shoot in the main stem, tillers

are produced which bear normal earheads, but in instances of seri-

ous infestation almost all the side shoots that may be produced
by the plant may be successively attacked so that no earheads are
produced.

The silver shoot is the shoot gall caused by the maggot of the
small gall-fly, which bores into the stem attacking the shoot bud.
Rice is susceptible to the attacks of this pest during the first three
months of its existence, and during this period there may be as
many as four generations of the pest following one after another
in quick succession.

This pest is kept effectively under check by several parasites
as they usually make their appearance at the very outset of the
attack along with the pest. It would appear that the outbreak of
the pest would of3cur only when the development of the parasite

is retarded by some abnormal external factors. There appear to be
certain grasses which serve as alternate hosts for the pest when
there is no rice crop. It is said that an abnormally wet weather
and lateness in planting are favourable factors for bringing about
a heavy infestation.

18
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There is no definite remedy for this pest. Probably e quick

acting fertilizer if apphed at the initial stages of attack may help

the plant to tiller freely and get over the trouble.

Paddy Mealy Bug (Bipersia oryzae).—The disease is known
as soorai in Tamil and is sometimes bad in Tamore, Trichi-

noply and South Arcot districts. It also appears in Godavari and

Ki^na and is called “dwmpa tegulu in Telugu. Colonies of this

minute insect infest the inside of rice leaf sheath and suck up the

plant sap with the result that the affected plants remain stunted.

The attack becomes apparent only when other plants grow up at

the time of producing earheads. Such affected plants appear in

patches here and there in a field and do not produce any ear-

heads. In severe attacks the whole plants present a scorched up
appearance and if the plants are examined, whitish remains of the

bug can be seen inside the leaf sheaths. How the attack appears

in patches is not definitely known. Observations made at Maru-
teru have shown that the initial infection takes place in the seed-

bed and wherever such infested seedlings are planted, the insect

multiplies and spreads to the neighbouring plants. The insects

when they drop in water can remain afloat on bits of straw and
gefi distributed to healthy plants. How th'e insect passes through

the off-season when there is no rice crop is not sufficiently under-

stood.

No effective remedy is known against this pest. As a preven-

tive measure the plants as soon as they show the attack may be
removed and destroyed and this has been found to be effective in

stopping the spread of the pest.

Rice thrips {Thrips oryzae).—^The insect appears in seed-

beds particularly when the sowing is done late and the plants fio

not get the advantage of the seasonal rains. It appears in the
seed-beds almost every year at Coimbatore. When in large nuip-
bers they suck up the plant juice, and the tender leaf blades get

rolled up and present a withered appearance. In a very severe

attack the seed-bed may be destroyed. The general effect of the
attack by thrips is that seedlings remain thin and the seedlings sre
not found sufficient to plant the programmed area. There af^ars
to exist a certain amount of difference in the susceptibility to this

pest among rice varieties grown under identical conditions.

iphe pest is easily pontrohed by flooding the seed-hefls with a

thin fiUn of kerosene ernulsion on the top. If water is nqt av^
able, spraying with a dilute infusion of tchaoco is aleo fpwfi tp

very effective and economical. Subsequent to the flooding or
spraying, a small dose pf auunonium sulphate applied to the seed-

makes th® seediipgs grow vigorous and get OT'er the trwffile.

4n3on| the pests of rice besides insects the following may have
to be taken into consideration. One is the crab gnd the o^w fhe
rat.

^
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Non-insect pests

Crab .—Crabs do damage to the rice crop both directly and in-

directly. The indirect damage arises by the crabs making holes
through the bunds and causing the water to drain away from the
fields which is a serious point in times of water scarcity. The direct

damage consists in the crabs nibbling the sprouting seedlings in

the nurseries and also cutting through freshly transplanted seed-

lings. A crab-damaged field can be made out from the large number
of gaps that occur and the cut portions of the young seedhngs
floating in the water. If fields can be watered and drained com-
pletely until the plants have all established themselves there is no
risk of any crab damage but such a perfect draining is not possible

because there will always be pockets where water stagnates.

Often the damage is very severe in fields not satisfactorily levelled

and it is confined to the portions where water stagnates. Often
in experimental fields where seedlings are planted in singles and
with regular spacings the damage by crabs becomes very serious

and makes the results unreliable. Though the cutting of the plant

by the crab is done at ]ust below the water-level, the stubbles can
shoot up if it is an already established plant.

Control measures .—Control measures consist of both keeping

the fields well-drained and destroying the crabs either by catching

them or trapping them. Just at the commencement of the season

when water is first let into the fields, the big crabs that remain
inside deep holes come out. Small boys and girls employed at

this time are able to catch hundreds of crabs. Some of these are

gravid females about to liberate the 300 or 400 young ones which
they carry in their abdominal flap. Catching them at this time
certainly helps in keeping the crab population down within limits.

Trapping the crabs has also been tried with success at the Adu-
turai station. The trap consists of an ordinary wide mouthed mud
pot buried in the corners of the fields with its mouth in flush with
the level of the field. The pot is baited with two handfuls of rice

bran which can be renewed every alternate day. The smell of the

bran attracts the crabs which drop into the pot and are held cap-

tives there, the sloping convex neck of the pot preventing all means
of escape. The crabs caught in the trap are removed daily and
destroyed. The dead crabs put into a pit and covered over with

earth, rot and form useful manure. Usually five to six traps may
be sufficient for an acre.

The two methods, catching and trapping have been compared
and though trapping may be cheaper, the catching is probably
more efficient. It is in the catching that a large number of

gravid female along with their young ones get destroyed. Catch-

ing is done by young girls and ^ys who are too young to do any
other wcurk in the fields and they are paid not more than two
annas a day. After the planting is over, women coolies who
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have no other work, can also be employed. Trapping may be
employed with advantage where juvenile labom- is either not

available or is expensive.

Besides traps a trial with poisons was also conducted at this

station. Calcium cyanide, a small quantity of it dropped into each

crab hole and closed with wet mud proved effective in killing the

crabs but the method involved considerable waste of time and was
also very expensive. There was also the risk in letting the coolies

handle a dangerous poison.

At the breeding stations in portions where the most valuable

families are planted, coolies are employed as soon as the planting

is over to catch crabs whether they actually do the damage or not,

just as a sort of precaution. Tl:e damage to transplanted crop

occurs soon after planting, and when once the seedlings are well-

established and begin to produce tillers there is no risk of damage
by crabs.

Rats .—This is another serious pest on rice. It attacks both the

growing crops and the harvested and stored rice. The rat does

damage to the field crops principally when the earheads are form-

ing and the damage is often attributed wrongly to the rat-snake

which goes after the rat. The cultivator by often killing the snake

is removing one of the important biological methods of control over

the rat population. Sometimes the young growing plant is also

attacked and one can see in the burrows plenty of the tender shoots

of rice plants. The rats that do damage to rice crop in the field

are probably semi-aquatic and they live and breed in the field

bunds. They are found to jump into the water, swim and escape

when burrows are disturbed. They have tortuous burrows with
a number of exits. While the burrows can be easily made out

by the piling of the fresh earth at the openings when the crop has
been harvested, it is rather difficult to make them out when the
crop is growing and there is water in the fields.

The usual control method adopted consists in engaging profes-

sional rat-catchers who dig out the burrows and Irill the rats.

These men easily locate the burrows and rat-runs and dig down
from the top with a pointed stick and the moment they see a rat

they strike it with the stick and kill it. It is very rarely that a
rat once located escapes their hands. These men are usually paid

at so much per rat caught and there is no doubt that such catching
tends to "alleviate the rat nuisance. There is, however, one diffi-

culty with regard to the catching, namely, the bunds have to be
repaired and set right again after they have been dug up f<»

catching the rats.

The cyanogas foot-pump by which calcium cyanide dust is

blown into the ra^ burrow wras also tried against rats at Adiiturai.

While it did kill the rats wherever they were found inside, the
vae. {rf the pump by itsdf ws not helpful in completely stoppiua
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the rat nuisance. During the rice-growing season, the burrows
are not easily made out and during the off season when the crop
is off the fields, the bunds crack and it is impossible to make the
holes air-tight, when only fumigation could be effective.

Poison baits are also tried in some cases but they cannot be
said to be a great success under field conditions. Digging the
bunds and destroying the rats though comparatively more expen-
sive than other methods is certainly the most efficient.

Birds,—Birds, particularly sparrows, sometimes do considerable

damage to ripening crops in fields. Usually crops grown out of

the season or very early rices that come to flower much in advance
of others are subject to bird attack. The only way to meet the

difficulty is to scare aw^ay the birds by cooly boys or by means
of any rattling device.

Pests on stored grain

Rice weevil {Calandra oryzae),—This attacks both milled rice

and unshelled grain. The larvae easily make their way through
the husk. As the eggs are laid inside the grain first, the grub
feeds on the kernel and after attaining maturity comes out of

the grain. The damage due to this insect is particularly serious

in the finished rice ready for human consumption. The presence

of the weevil in white milled rice is accentuated by the close

proximity of lower grade broken rice and rice bran and therefore

these should be stored away from the milled rice.

The red-flour beetle {Triboliuni castaneum) is a common pest

attacking several stored grains including rice. The elongate wdiite

larvae are found in the infested material.

The rice moth (Sitotroga cerealella).—This is a small shining

insect found flying in numbers inside infested granaries and caus-

ing damage to stored rice in husk. It is the caterpillar of the

moth that bores into the giain and turns it into chaff. There

appear to be varietal differences with regard to the attack by this

pest. Glutinous rices and rices with golden brown glumes appear

comparatively to be more susceptible than others.

Control,—^The above insects breed and multiply so rapidly

that all the different stages are found on the same material, and
once infested, the material is greatly damaged in a very short

time. The pests also get dispersed when infested material is

conveyed from place to place. The effective measures for

controlling these insects are thorough cleanliness and proper drying

and cleaning of the material before storage. The material must

also be examined periodically and dried again if the storing period

is long.

Even after general cleaning of all the receptacles used for

storing and keeping them closed, the infection may come in as there

may be minute eggs dt larvae which might escape notice duriiig
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cleaning and drying and get multiplied in coiu'se of time. Fumiga
tion of the store-houses or receptacles with carbon-bi-sulphide has

been found to be very effective. The usual dose is one ounce (rf

the liquid to every 16 cubic feet of space enclosed and the period

allowed is 24 hours. Since carbon-bi-sulphide is an inflammable
material precautions must be taken not to take any fire or naked
light near the fumigated chamber for some time.

As a preventive measure against the rice moth, a thin layer

of dry sand may be kept on the top of the bin. The moths that

emerge out from the grain burrow through the sand and come out

but cannot get inside to lay eggs in the grain and thus, further

multiplication is controlled. Small samples of grain stored in

bottles in laboratories can be kept free by putting a napthalene ball

inside each bottle.

Diseases of rice

Blast disease.—Compared to other crops, the number of diseases

which rice is subject to, must be considered relatively few. By
far the most important disease of rice in South India is the ‘ blast

’

disease caused by the fungus Piricularia oryzae {Kollai novn in

Tamil and aggi tegulu in Telugu). This disease is known in almost

all the rice-growing countries of the world. In its typical form it

is the disease of the joints of the stalk. When the attack is in

young plants, characteristic brown spots with ashy grey centres

appear on the leaves. In course of time, the spots become larger,

join together and finally the whole leaf turns brown and shrivels

up. In older plants, the leaf spots do not spread so rapidly but

the attack is more severe at the nodes, and in severe cases the

fungus attacks the ‘ neck ’, i.e., the spot where the stalk passes

into the a<^is of the earhead. In such cases the grains are poorly

developed and the earhead breaks off at the diseased spot. In a
badly infested field the entire crop has a blasted appearance and
the loss caused is indeed very great.

The fungus is prop^ated through its spores and mycelial

threads. In a dry condition, the spores have been found to remain
viable up to six or seven months, a period sufficiently long to

bridge the gulf between two successive rice crops. Experience at

Coimbatore goes to show that the disease occurs year after year
in, a previously infested field provided a variety susceptible is raised

in it. The fungus is spread from plant to plant through the agency
of wrind and rain. Infected straw and chaS are responrable for

the dispersal of the fungus to much greater distances while infected,

grain ^stributed through human agency, carries it across all nattural

barriers.

Und^ South Indian conditions the outbreak of the disease hi

cJosidiy linked with the weather prevailing during the rke seasom
.3^ iforadic mdiore of the outbid and the rapidity of spread
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not admit of any preventive or curative measures. Spraying with

bordeaux mixture may control the disease in the nursery but is

impracticable in the transplanted cropL>

Intensive studies have been carried on to determine the relative

re^ietance of several varieties of rice to this disease. These showed,
that within certain limits, the early maturing varieties had a

relatively lower percentage of infection, but there was a wide range

of variation even among varieties of approximately equal duration.

Various morphological differences among varieties like the size

and inclination of boot-leaf, the degree of emergence of the ear,

the type of the panicle—open or bunched, etc., appeared to have
a relation to the intensity of infection. Another thing that was
noticeable was that portions of crop situated in an extremely
fertile patch characterised by excessive vegetative growth showed
relatively more infection than in other portions. Application of

nitrogenous manures is also found to induce susceptibility to the

disease.

The only methods of combating the disease appeared to be to

avoid growing really susceptible varieties and to breed specially

resistant varieties. The knowledge that varieties like GEB. 24,

Co. 1 and Co. 4 are highly resistant to the disease has been made
use of in making suitable crosses between these resistant and other

susceptible varieties and the results have shown great promise
as already explained.

Mice foot-rot (Thoor azhukal noi in Tamil and Adugu kullu

in Telugu).—’Another serious disease of rice is the foot-rot, caused

by a fungus, Fusarium Sp. This has been found in Godavari and
Cmmbatore. The disease resembles in its effects the ‘ bakanae

'

disease of Japan and ‘ man disease ’ of British Guiana.

When the disease attacks the seedlings, the damage is very

serious. The disease causes paling of the leaves, elongation of the

stalk and in course of time the entire seedling dies. Seedlings

may start dying from as early as the sixth day after sowing. In

the transplanted crop the damage is not as bad as in the nurseries.

The most characteristic symptom in the transplanted crop, is the

appearance here and there of tall lanky tillers, shooting up con-

spicuously above the general level of the crop. The abnormal
elongation of infected tillers appears to be due to an accelerated

gi'owth at the expense of lateral development. Plants which show
this' symptbn invariably show fungus attack at the collar region

arid* die s^thin a period of two to six days. Another symptom
aisbdiated with the disease is the development of adventitious

roots from the nodes above ground level. No earheads are formed

a rule. A few that may be formed are cha%.

Ohserystions have been made with regard to varietal variation

resisting Idm attack of the fungus. They showed that none ci

the varieties examined were absolutely immune to the di^iase but
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varietul dilferences ranged from the verge of complete resistance

to almost total susceptibility.

Since the studies on the fungus have given evidence that the

disease is primarily seed-borne and that seedlings take infection at

the period of germination, various seed treatments have been tried

to control the disease. Though most of the treatments adopted

showed less disease than the controls, formalin, hot water, copper

sulphate, ceresan, upsulun, senesan and granosan (all paten*

preparations) produced convincing results. Of these, ceresan and

granosan are used in the dry form and hence the advantage that

even if the treatment is done before the period of sowing, they do

not affect the germination of the seed. Moreover when treated in

advance the possibilities of re-infection through infected granaries,

etc., are eliminated. There are special mixing machines which
can be used to treat the seed thoroughly.

Helminthosporlwm oryzae (Pulli noi, Tamil, matsa tegvlu

Telugu).—This is known to occur in all rice areas. It is said to be

a serious disease in Japan and often spraying the crop with Bordeaux
mixtm'e is resorted to.

The disease is characterized by small brown linear spots on
leaves and may under favourable circumstances cause the blackening

of the necks, nodes and grains. The earheads are sometimes aflEected

and they do not emerge from the leaf sheath. Individual grains

may also be affected. This disease first appeared in Godavari and
Kistna in 1918-19 and a heavy damage was reported.

The fungus spreads through spores borne on the leaves, stalks

and grains. The fungus can live in the seed and be carried from
season to season. Seedlings raised from infected seed are often
subject to a * seedling blight,* the dead seedlings forming the
medium for tl.e saprophytic development of the fungus, and the
spores blown about, serve as a secondary source of infection.

The fungus is not a virulent parasite and attacks only plants
weakened by other causes. There are no special methods of control
except destruction of infected stubbles and using seed from a non-
infected crop.

Sclerotial disease (Scleroiium oryzae),—This is a minor disease
of rice caused by a fungus. It occurs only here and there and is

not known to cause any appreciable damage to the crop. The
disease escapes the attention of the cultivator in the early stages
when the infected plants can be differentiated from the healthy ones
by the peculiar form of * tillering ' at the base of the infected
culms. Infected culms turn yellow and die. Grains are poorly
developed and the glumes are in most cases empty. In many of
the localities where the disease has been noticed the disease appears
late in the season when the crop approaches maturity. The disease
develops mostly in water-logged localities and is not to be seeii
in well-drained fields.
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The sclerotia of the fungus are capable of living in the soil for

several years but the question of application of chemicals aimed
at killing the fungus is out of consideration for a crop like rice.

While the permanent method of controlling the disease may be
by breeding resistant varieties, the following precautionary methods
may be adopted. The infected plants as soon as they are noticed
may be removed and burnt. The planting may be done thin to
prevent over-crowding. The infected straw should not be carried
to uninfected areas.

False smut of rice {Ustilaginoid virens) (Nel pazham, Tamil,
Vari pandUy Telugu).—This is known to occur throughout the rice
areas, and is characteristic of a bumper crop. The life history of
the fungus is still not known. Even very severe cases of attack
when estimated did not amount to more than 1 or 2 per cent, of
the total earheads and even then only a few of the grains are
affected, the rest remaining normal and healthy.

In the affected earheads, some of the grains Jire not formed
but swollen masses of fungus tissue, yellowish first, turning dark-
brown later, fill in the cavities between the glumes. The young
ovary is invaded by the fungus at an early stage in its development
and is transformed into a hard mass.



CHAPTER XXV
Cost of Peoduction

The agricultural practices and the acre yields obtained vary
so much from tract to tract in the Presidency that it will not
be possible to compare the profits realised from rice cultivation.
There is not much variation in the methods of cultivation, and the
chief differences in the cost must, therefore, depend upon the
standard of cultivation and the cost of labour in the different
tracts. One of the chief items in the cost of cultivation will be
that due to manures and manuring. This again may vary from
practically nothing to as much as Rs. 15 to Es. 20 an acre. In
tracts where bigger acre yields are obtained, some money is usually
spent on manuring or it may be that because some money is spent
on manuring greater yields are obtained. The question of expense
on manuring also depends upon the size of holding and the nature
of tenancy.

It is not possible to obtain reliable figures from private culti-

vators about the costs of cultivation. In large holdings the owner
does not usually maintain accounts, and in very small holdings the
cultivator himself and the members of his family contribute to most
of the labour necessary for the cultivation. Small cultivators grow
rice not because it pays them but because they get some produce
to live upon. They do not value their personal labour devoted to
its cultivation.

To get some idea of the cost of production relative to the pre-
vailing price of the produce in the different tracts, the following
data are given. They have all been taken from the figures available
at the different agricultural research stations of the Province.
Though the figures relate only to the non-experimental areas
of these stations, they must be considered higher than what
obtain in the neighbourhood of the station. Generally better
attention is paid to cultivation and manuring at the Government
stations and the yields are also proportionately higher. The figures
given below represent the cost of producing one hundredweight
(112 lb.) of grain in husk in the different tracts before 1930 when
the present depression had not set in.

station. Year.
Yield per
acre in
lb.

Cost of
cultivation
per acre.

Cost of
producing
1 cwt of
paddy.

Palur .. 1927-28 3,094

RS. A.

65 13

p.

5

BS. A. P.

2 6 4

Samalkota
1032-33 3,094 46 5 9 1 11 0

. . 1028-20 3,000 69 6 2 2 8 S

Kalahasti (flami-'dry) .

.

1032-33 3,000 49 0 i 1 13 4
. . 1028-20 2,000 50 3 7 2 18 8

Tatipamaba •

1032-33 2,000 31 4 1 1 18 0
.. 1028-29 2,000 55 15 7 3 2 2

Coimhitoia
1032-33 1,800 42 1 6 8 O il

.. 1027-28 4,100 79 10 10 2 8 3
1933-34 8,472 74 a 0 2 « •
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The cost of cultivation which includes, preparatory cultivation

including planting, manuring, seeds and sowing, after cultivation,

irrigation, harvesting, threshing, etc., is found to vary from Es. 66

at Taliparamba to Es. 80 at Coimbatore and the cost of producing

1 cwt. of rice in husk varied from Es. 2-3-0 at Coimbatore to

Rs. 3-2-0 at Taliparamba. It shows that the greater the cost of

cultivation, the larger the acre yield and less is the cost of produc-

tion. The prevailing market rate for the grain varied between
Es. 5 and Es. 5-8-0, so that the cost of production comes to nearly

half the value of the produce. The lower the cost of production

relative to the value of the produce, the larger must be the margin
left for the cultivator to meet his expenses, as rent on land (if he
is a tenant), assessment, interest on investment, etc.

After 1932-33 the cost of labour has gone down and hence the

cost of production also has come down relatively and it varies only

from Es. 1-10-0 to Es. 2-10-0 per cwt. of grain. The figures from
the different rice stations, Coimbatore, Maruteru, Aduturai,

Pattambi and Berhampur for 1933-34 vary from Es. 1-6-0 to

Rs. 2-14-0 for the single crop and between Es. 1-9-0 and Es. 2-4-0

for the double crop lands.

The Deputy Director of Agriculture, VIII Circle, has collected

figures for the cost of production in rice from six ryots in the Salem
district prior to 1930 and they are given below along with some
figures collected for three other centres in South .Kanara, Vizaga-
patam and Bellary, by the respective demonstrators :

—

Station. Year.
Yield per
acre in

lb.

Cost of
cultivation
per acre.

Cost of
produoin
1 cwt. 0
paddy.

f

BS. A P. BB. A. P.

Salem . . 1930 3,420 no 6 0 3 9 6
Do . . 1930 2,588 105 14 0 4 10 9
Do. . . 1930 3,150 123 8 0 4 8 0
Do. .. 1930 1,688 67 6 0 4 7 0
Do . . 1930 2,250 79 7 0 4 10 0
Do . . 1930 2,828 76 3 0 3 14 9

South Kanara . . 1930 1,885 40 6 0 2 6 0
Viaagapatam . . 1931 1,968 27 15 0 1 9 a
Belh^ . . 1932 3,600 38 15 0 1 3 6

In Salem for which figures ai’e given, rice is grown as a well

irrigated crop and the cost of cultivation is nearly double that
given in the first table. Nearly a third of this figure relates to the

cost of lifting water. The cost of producing one hundredweight
of rice in husk by well irrigation is more than double that by flow
imgs^ion and even then there was left a safe margin for the culti-

vator to meet his other expenses from, as the price of grain was
high. With the present price of rice, the cost of production by
well irrigation should almost amount to the cost of produce, leaving
BO mwgin fbr the cultivator. The figures given for the other thaee

eompre favourably with tSiose given for the Government
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PuBE Paddy Seed a';d how the ryot may keep it pure

Eor many years the Department of Agriculture, Madras, has

been distributing pure paddy seed, but the demand has almost

always exceeded the supply. If cultivators were alive to the

necessity for maintaining pure seed stocks, it would not be neces-

sary for them to come back to the Department of Agriculture

every year, or two years, for fresh seed. The Department of

Agriculture will never be able to supply fresh seed to all those who
apply, and if more people who have once had a supply would look

after their own seed stocks carefully, the department would

then be able to distribute its stocks to new applicants each year,

and so the improved seed would spread more quickly.

Pure seed means pure crops
;
pure crops mean uniform germi-

nation of a high order, leading to uniform growth (all the plants

of a field coming up together, flowering together, ripening

together). Attacks of disease or pest so common when patches of

plants ripen one after the other are reduced to a minimum. Irri-

gation is made as simple as possible and there is a minimum of

loss at harvest because all the grains are at the same stage of

ripeness. The resulting uniformity of grain commands a better

price in the market. The ryot who follows the suggestions given
below can sell his produce for seed, thereby commanding at every
stage pure seed at an advantage, and the extra trouble that is

necessary in maintaining the purity is amply repaid.

How impurity arises—Seed-beds .—^These may be prepared
either wet or dry. Although dry seed-beds offer certain advan-
tages in some districts, and may even be essential, they offer a
fruitful source of mixture of seed. Cattle are commonly tethered
on ground intended for the dry nursery, and rice straw is used
as fodder. As this straw has, in the majority of cases, been cattle-

threshed, it usually contains odd grains, and these may easily
establish themselves in the ground and come up with the subse-
quent nursery seedlings. If the paddy straw intended for feeding
is stacked on the fields, there is the possibility of the vitality of
any stray seeds being destroyed by the natural heating in the
stack. The practice of stacking paddy straw and sunn hemp hay
in alternate layers, common in the Godavari district, is good in
that the stack heats up to just the right extent and minimisAs the
danger of stray grains sprouting.

Sweepings from the threshing floors are often added to the
nurseries. Though the idea underljdng thin may be to
the organic content of the soil aiid so to improve its teattuf^i
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and fertility, it ie a bad practice. These sweepings are full of

stray grams and probably contain weed seeds, seeds of other

plants, diseased chafi, etc. They are much better burnt, and the

ash then becomes a useful manurial dressing.

In the dry seed-beds of Malabar, seeds of the first crop shed
in one year are liable to remain and sprout in spite of all precau-

tions. This is a difficult question as it is often impossible to

obtain water in time for first-crop nurseries and dry nurseries

become a neoisssity. Stray seeds of the second crop do not appear
to cause trouble, and if the nursery for the first crop is laid down
in a field that was growing the same variety in the previous year,

there is no particular danger in the “ voluntary ” seedlings, as

they are identical with the mass. The remedy here lies in using
one nursery for the same variety, year after year. If this is done,
much of the disadvantage of the dry nursery disappears.

In deltaic tracts under canals or channels where advantage
must be taken of the first flood, wet nurseries are commonly sown
all over the tract at the same time. Usually corners of fields, or
fields in compact blocks, are taken, and field-to-field irrigation is

the rule. As every one is clamouring for water at the same time,
no precautions are taken against washing seed from one field to

another. If all the nurseries are of the same variety, the damage
due to such washing away of seed may be slight; but as all

varieties may be sown together, in contiguous nurseries, mixtures
are bound to occur. The remedy is easy if the disposition is

planned beforehand. The position of the fields that can be used
as nurseries is fixed in relation to the source of water, but what
is usually at fault is a lack of system in separating varieties. Where
nurseries are raised on a large scale and the seedlings are sold to
other ryots at varying distances, the danger is minimised; when
the nuresries are necessarily small, a little co-operation amongst
the cultivators along the same channel could prevent any danger
of mixture.

In broadcasting seed for the nursery, or where transplanting is

not practised for the main fields, the lyot usually likes to get into
every nook and corner of the field and to sow each small field

channel, and in his zealousness a little seed is blown over the bund
or is washed along the drain into the next field. This is another
cominon rource of mixture and the remedy is to discard border
seedlings in a band at least one yard wide all round the field.

These border seedlings may be used for transplanting into fields
that are not intended for seed, but for seed purposes only those
seedlings from the centre of the nursery, which are beyond suspi-
cion, should be used.

In cases where several small plots of different varieties are
sp'iWQ in the same nursery, the httle patches of different seeds
are demarcated by clods of earth or twigs lightly stuck into the
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ground. These are easily moved or washed away and the
sion which results is a certain cause of mixture. The same condi-

tion arises when surplus seedlings of different strains or varieties

are transplanted in plots along with the main bulk. The plots are
again demarcated by mud lumps. The remedy is to use some more
permanent boundary such as a field drain or a bund, and the
importance of leaving a reasonable space between nurseries of

different sorts' of seedlings cannot too strongly be stressed. It is

not a waste of space. It is an insurance. A space of two feet is

quite siifficient in a nursery, with reasonable care, to minimisel
the danger of mixing.

In many cases (particularly on the West Coast) deliberate mix-
ing of seed of similar varieties goes on, as this practice is said to
minimize seasonal effects and ensure at least an 8-anna crop in
bad seasons. It may. But a maximum crop is never attained.
Examples of tliis custom are vettuvari and vattan in palliyal lands
(single crop), and velutharikazhama and aryan in double-crop
lands. Such crops should not be used for seed. Nor is it certain
that the custom has much to recommend it.

When seedlings have been pulled out for transplanting, the
nursery is hurriedly cultivated and some seedlings are replaced.
Stray seedlings may, however, persist, and when several varieties
are grown in the nursery these may be a source of contamination.
Cases where this occurs are not frequent, but in no case is it wise
to use a nursery for the source of seed stocks, and the subsequent
cultivation will have removed the danger in time for the next
crop. As far as possible the position of the nursery should remain
unchanged year after year when rice follows rice with no rotational
crops. Not only will the fertility of the nursery block be main-
tained and built up thereby, but the risk of contamination by stray
seedlings is lessened by the extra attention that is given to the
nurseries.

The danger of ” voluntary ” seedlings mentioned above in dry
nurseries is not so great in the case of wet nurseries. If water is
available the best method of cleaning up fields suspected of har-
bouring stray grain is to plough and let in water to soak the field
for three or four days. As the water dries out the grain will
sprout. Some grain will take longer and an interval of at least
a week should be allowed so that all seeds have a chance to gmni-
nate, and then the plough should again be used, The seedlings
will soon decay and the danger is removed.

Tfofw^ntotwtt.—Fields to be used for planting should, where
_ ssiWe, be fr^d from shed grains by germinating the grain andplougW in the seedhngs just as seed-beds. This may not be

rteceble oyer the whole me», but it is pur^ulacfy impoiilant
porfcionf set aside for wed purfKiiea,
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One nursery may be sufficient to plant up the holding, and
seedlings from another nursery—and quite possibly a differ^
variety—axe frequently used to fill up fields without leaving any
q>ace or boundary. This is unfortunately, only too common in

the initial stages of trying the strains from the Paddy Breeding
Stations. So heavy is the demand for the seed that applicants

usually have to be content with only a portion of their demand.
This means that they must fill up their fields vrith oth^ seedlings,

but in the process the dividing line is not kept and the whole field

is harvested together. The result is almost certain to be a mixture
of types. The remedy is simple and consists merely in separating

the different types by drains or bunds, and harvesting and thresh-

ing them separately.

Another result of this mingling of types in the same field is the

possibility of natural crossing occurring among the plants where

the two types meet. The seed of that generation will escape detec-

tion, but the plants of the next season will show a “ degenera-

tion.” The remedy lies in discarding (for seed purposes) a border

of at least three feet in each type, i.e., a band of six feet where

two varieties touch. This grain is saleable for food but the seed

grain must be harvested and threshed separately.

How natural crossing results in deterioration may be explained.

It must be common knowledge to all who deal vdth rice that there

are enormous variations in the characters some of which follow the

mendelian inheritance. As a role, each paddy flower is closely

self-pollinated, and by the time the six anthers and the two
fe£|ithjBry stigmas are visible, pollination has been effected. The
anthers may not, however, shed their pollen until five minutes

after they appear, and in very unfavourable conditions, such as

4ull weatner, the anthers and stigmas may be outside the glumes
much longer without pollination occurring. It is therefore obvious

that tfiere are distinct chances that pollen froin one plant may
hnd its way on tp the stigmas of another, and so effect a cross.

In fields growing different varieties side by side there are possi-

bilities of such crossing occurring on the edges where the two varie-

ties meet. Suppose a variety, red sirumani of Tanjore, was grow-
ing next to nellore samba and pollen from the latter fertilized a
stigma of the former. There will be no external evidence. The
grain will set normally. If it is sown in the next season the result-

ing plant will have red sirutnani type of round grain and will be in-

distinguishable in this respect from others. In the second year the

case )s auite different. The first generation Fi plant may have

pwdueed^^ to 1,000 or more grains. If 500 of these grains are

lews and they produce plants, there will he approximately 875

wi^ round grains and 125 with long nellore samba grains. So
fotusa yeans there will be a constant splitting of the hybrid round

in the ratio of three round to one long. It is th»efore obvious

contomination due to such Grossing may escape attention in
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the first year, but, once established, it is extremely difficult to

arrest. As it may occur every year round the borders of fields,

the remedy should be obvious—^grain for seed purposes should

always be taken from the centre of the field away from all danger
of contamination, and it must be threshed separately and treated

carefully at each stage to ensure purity.

The advantages of transplanting over broadcasting are many,
but onf that is not often thought of is that there is much greater

control over the mixing of strains. If seed is broadcast in a field

which already contains stray seed, both the broadcast and the stray

seeds will grow up together and there will be no chance of separating
the mixture. If, however, this foul field is iised to receive trans-

planted seedlings, there will, from the start, be a difference between
the seedlings already equipped with leaves and stray seeds that may
eventually sprout, and therefore it is easy to destroy the stray

seedlings. The extra space between seedlings of a transplanted
crop makes this separation still easier.

If a patch of transplanted or broadcast crop dies out from any
cause, e.g., a water pocket resulting from faulty levelling, crab
damage, etc., and the nursery is empty, it is better to pull out
seedlings from the same field to fill up the gaps than to take seed-
lings from someone else’s nursery about which little is known.
Exchange of seedlings is very common in some of the larger deltaic
tracts and is the cause of much mixing.

Growing period .—The ryot naturally wants to use every square
inch of his field and looks with disdain upon the “ stupid ” practice
of walking into the fields and pulling out stray plants. It is all

a question of view point. If the crop is for feeding only, a slight
mixture of grain has little bearing on the market value. Therefore
there is no particular financial advantage in roguing food crops.
But for seed purposes roguing is a first essential and neglect of
this operation stultifies all efforts at maintaining purity.

It is equally important that roguing should be done by uproot-
ing the whole plant and removing it from the field. Cutting off
the vegetative portions with a sickle is of no use as the plants
will send up secondary tillers (ratoons) which hurry through their
growth and may mature with the main crop. The grain is thus
included in the harvests and the work of roguing wasted.

jrfogumg must be earned right through the growing period.
It is not a difficult process and an intelligent coolie can be trained
to do the work. There is no particular period at which roguing
should be deme as the difference in growth of stray plants may be
more cbvkm at one stage than at another. Thus a first genera-
tion hybrid may rush through its early stages and become dbidow
by its extra height and vigour in the first month/ An early, short
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term variety will be obvious immediately it shows signs of flower-

ing and may easily be spotted amongst the bulk of flowering. As
a general rule the pre-flowering and flowering stages offer the

greatest chances of noticing differences.

Generally speaking roguing need only be done on plots intended

for seed. It is always better to do too much than too little and
about one-fiftieth of the holding should certainly be treated and

this must be done every growing season.

Threshing .—The threshing floor is perhaps the most obvious

source of contamination. There is no need to advocate expensive

floors of stone or cement as the ordinary mud floor can be made
quite serviceable in the way common to the country-plastering with

cowdung. The chief disadvantage of an earthen floor is that

it develops cracks. These should be attended to at once, as they

are a source of loss as well as of contamination.

In some tracts high land for threshing floors is very rare. An
ordinary field is then used and this should on no account be put

down later to a nursery or should seed bulks be raised on it. The
dangers of using it as a nursery are that seedlings sprouting from
stray grains are liable, on transplanting, to find their way to any
part of the holding and so get hopelessly mixed in. Such a thresh-

ing floor should, therefore, be chosen only in a field used for raising

food crops.

In some districts, because of the shortage of high pieces, thresh-

ing floors are used by several ryots clubbing together and these

form a serious source of contamination. Different varieties are

all threshed out on the same ground and mixtures, which must
inevitably result, thus find their way into the grain of every ryot,

and the owner of the field suffers most. It is impossible to stop

this system, which is dictated by necessity, and the only remedies
are to thresh out seed stocks separately, and to insist on perfect
cleanliness (by sweeping after every lot is done, closing up cracks
immediately with mud, and by giving the whole floor a further
coating of cowdung).

Grain intended for seed is often taken out of the bulk after

all is threshed. This is a hopeless state of affairs. There are hun-
dreds of a^iculturally different types of rice, but it is not possible
to distinguish them all by their grains. Therefore it is not possible
to separate them in the mass once they are mixed. The only
way of ensuring purity is to stop them getting mixed in the first

place. Thus there is only one satisfactory way of saving seed and
that is to grow a special plot for ihat particular purpose. If only
one quarter of the ryots cultivating rice could be prevailed upon
to grow special seed plots, the difficulty of supplying enough seed
to go round would soon disappear. Se^ plots, should be threshed
litst and, where possible, they diould be hand-threshed' ob trodden
under foot by coolies.

U
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Winnowing should all be done in one place as far as possible

to avoid the distribution of grains that may be light but would
still germinate. In a high wind these may be blown about the

'floor, into the fields, into the heap of threshed grain, etc. Hence
the importance of protection from high winds.

In Malabar practically every cultivator has his own threshing
floor and here the difficulty is not one of the common ownership
but rather that one man may deal with a number of varieties. All

these varieties are threshed on the one floor, advantage being taken
of snatches of sunshine, and with very little cleaning in between.
The remedy here is obviously a closer attention to cleanliness.

Seed drying .—Frequently along the border of a roadside-village

one sees grain spread out on a mat to dry. This may be food-

grain being dried for pounding but is often seed-grain. Undoubt-
edly the drying is necessary but the care taken of it bears no relation

to its value. A properly cowdunged floor with a certain amount of

privacy offers better facilities than a mat in a public highway. The
mat is likely to catch grains in its meshes and these grains may
become a part of the next pile to be dried. The mat is considerably
improved if it is washed over with a thick suspension of cowdung
before use, as this closes up most of the cracks and holes; but
whatever other precautions are taken, the grain should be kept
away from public places where there are so many chances of
contamination and loss.

Seed storing .
—^There are many receptacles called into use for

storing seed. One may mention gunny bags, mud pots, mud bins,
bamboo bins, wooden bins, mudikattas or straw twists, pattarais
of straw twists, pits, granaries, etc. Each method has its merits
and demerits. Thus gunnies are convenient for filling and they
hold a recognised quantity for sale, and are cheap. If care is taken
to see that no stray grain has been left behind in the bag before
it is used, the gunny makes probably the most convenient means
of transport and temporary storage. It is not insect or rat proof,
nor is it damp proof, and insects and damp are the worst anATniAQ
of stored grain. The gunny cannot be said to be a good receptacle
for storage, and it has many disadvantages. But it is convenient,
and is in such common use that it is unlikely that it will even be
replaced. Again, the maxim is cleanliness. If the grain is occa-
Monally spread out on a floor open to the bright sun, much can be
done to keep the grain in a good condition. Sun light is the best
cure for storage ills. Mud pots and mud bins may be made insect
proof by a covering of cowdung. Storage receptacles (pattarais,
etc,), made of straw twists are built up as required and dismantled
after use, but their dang^ lies in the introduction of stray grains
by half-threshtd straw of another variety. I^ie large granaries dt
the Godavari, like little houses, are usually kept yOiy clean and
eaeh year before new produce arrives they reome a fresh
of cowdung inside and new thatching outside,

^
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Germination test .—Before any seed is sown it is an excellent

practice to conduct a germination test. If, for instance, it is known
that a sample will only germinate 50 grains in each 100, it is clearly

necessary to double or even treble the sowing rate to get an even

stand. As a matter of fact seed so bad as this should at once be

discarded unless it can be improved by further exposure to the

sun. But an 80 per cent, germination also needs more seed for

sowing than a 99 per cent, germination. Bad samples are easily

found out in this test. A sample of which the seeds germinate all

together on the same day is good, but some samples will spread

out over a number of days. The disadvantage of this in the field

is obvious and may often be avoided by further drying.

A simple germination test may be carried out on 100 grains

taken at random and put between cloth or blotting paper which

is kept moist. Examination at the same hour each day for three

or four days will soon show the rate and amount of germination.

Moist sand or eai-th may also be used, but it is better to do such

tests in the dark in such a way that there are no sudden changes

of temperature. A square unglazed tile (porous) divided into 100

squares and placed in shallow water so that it is always moist

forms a very convenient germination plate, but it should be
covered, as light has a definite retarding effect on germination.

Conclusion .—The purity of a crop can only be kept up by
incessant care. The above notes touch on several points where
contamination may easily occur, but a little thought will extend
this list greatly. Fortunately it is not necessary to apply these

precautions to the whole of the crop. Few cultivators will require

more than one-fiftieth to one-hundredth of their holding for raising

seed for their own use, and attention should be concentrated on
this. In any field from which rice for seed purposes is taken
whether it is a special seed plot or an ordinary field, the borders
should always be harvested separately and used for food; only the
central portion of the field, about which there is no fear of con-
tamination, should ever be taken for seed. At other stages, such
as threshing, particular care is again needed for the seed grain,
though nothing has been advocated above that might not easily
be applied to the whole crop with advantage.

If it could be said that, in each taluk, there were three culti-

vators in a fairly large way who could be relied upon to raise pure
seed stocks each year, there would be no more difficulty in meet-
ing all the many demands for good seed. The DepajH}ment of
A^icoltare wUl never be in a position to sell seed to all who vnsh
to grow strains, and the most satisfactory way of malriTig the
supply meet the demand is to increase the local supply.

lU
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BlOB OUTSIDB MaDBAS AND OUTSIDB INDIA

Eice is an important crop of some of the other Provinces in

India as well as of some countries outside India. While it is

not possible to describe elaborately the methods of cultivation in

such provinces and countries, in the following pages are men-
tioned some of the salient and special features, culled from publi-

cations.

Besides Madras, Bengal, Bihar and Orissa, Burma and Assam
are the other chief rice-producing provinces. But most of these

except Burma only produce rice just enough or little less than

their own requirements.

Bengal, Bihar, Assam and Orissa .—The main rice area of

Bengal comprises the delta of the two great rivers, the Ganges and

the Brahmaputra. The delta is interlaced with a number of water-

courses and the main problem of the delta is to get the water

off from the fields. A considerable area is subject to heavy floods.

Bengal is also rich in varieties.

In Bengal there are three distinct groups of rice, aus, aman,
and boro, terms used to denote the rices grown in particular seasons.

The aus varieties are always sown broadcast in summer and reaped

in August-September. There are again two groups of aus—one
that is grown on highlands in April-May and the other grovm on
low-lands in Eebruary-March. The latter usually grows in 6 to 6
feet of water and the harvest is generally done in 3 to 4 feet of

standing water. Of the aman varieties there are again two kinds

;

one of which the transplant aman, the most important of all the
groups, is sown in seed-beds in June, transplanted in July-August
and harvested in November.January. The other aman is usually

broadcast in very low-lying areas during March-May and
harvested in December-January when the flood waters have dried
up. Some of these low4and amans can g^ow in even. 20 to 30
feet of xyater. The last kind, boro is compuratively of less im-
portance than the other two. The seed is sown in seed-beds in
October, transplanted in December in places where water does not
dry up even during the cold weather and is harvested m March.

The^e is practically no rotation followed in rice lands excej^
the growing of jnte dternating with rice in parts of Eiust^
Bengal. Occasionally when conditions are favourable a ««nis.Tl

pulse crop may be so^ soon after the rice harvest. The rice
fields do not also receive any manure generally, even the
aas^unt of cattle-dung available being burnt away as 6iel.
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The conditions of rice growing in Bihar, Orissa and Assam are

not {»’dt»ably very different from those of Bengal. Bice is both

directly sown and transplanted, the varieties used being different

for the two treatments, There is also a good area under deep-

water rices in Assam and Orissa. While in Madras ploughing
the deltaic lands in summer has been found to be harmful, in

parts of Bihar, the practice has been found to be actually beneficM.

Usually a pyru crop is sown in the standing rice just before

harvest which grows and matures in the cold weather. Such
pyru crops are usually leguminous, the most common being peas,

lentil, gram, etc. Though in parts of Bihar transplanting is

found more advantageous than broadcasting, the advantage has
not been so apparent in Orissa. In the latter place it is the

usual practice to plough the broadcast fields at a later stage

which serves the purpose of both weeding and thinning the crop.

In the United Provinces the main rice season is from June to

October and both broadcasting and transplanting are practised.

While this crop is grown mainly with the help of rains, occasion-

ally a second crop may be grown if irrigation facilities exist.

In parts of the Central Provinces and Berar rice is generally broad-

cast and is rarely irrigated. In black-cotton soils it is generally

grown as a catch crop before wheat. Even in places where irri-

gation tanks exist transplanting is never practised. Application

of small quantities of ammophos to the seed-beds has been found
to give profitable results.

In Bombay and Sind rice is principally a ‘ kharif
’

crop depend-
ing upon rainfall. No rotation is followed generally, but some-
times, under favourable conditions, castor, gram, etc., are grown.
In parts of Guzarat, the practice of green manuring for rice is

common. In Eanara and the forest areas of Dharwar green leaves

are usually brought from the adjacent forests and applied to rice

fields. In several parts of Bombay, the application of sulphate of

ammonia to supply 30 to 40 lb. of nitrogen in two stages, one at

planting time and the other a month later, has been found to be
profitable.

Burma.—The development of rice cultivation in Burma, the

chief exporting Province of India, is of recent date. Before the

third decade of the 19th century, the crop was grown mainly for

home consumption and there was practically no export trade.

Since the advent of the British, areas which remained as swamps
previously are now grown with rice. To quote Grant, Bice Be-
search Officer, Burma, " A feature of the hist<Hy of paddy culti--

vated in Lower Burma in contrast with that of the older rice-^

prancing countries of the east is that almost the whole of the
area has been brought under cultivation during the last sixty yearS;

by ffitaall dultivators {srodwing for an expmrt market,- the wqrk
batiiig been finanped luaudy by Madras Chettyars. In tTp^

the extension is due mainly to irrigation works; ea^^
out by Govwwaaent/’ . ^
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The bulk of the rice is produced in the low-lying delta lands

and the coastal plains. Over 80 per cent, of the crop is produced

in the stiff alluvial clay soil's of Lower Burma where the crop

is entirely rainfed and it is from here that the whole of the export-

able surplus comes. In Upper Burma, however, the rice crop

is mainly giown with the help of irrigation. The general practice

in Burma is to transplant rice but in some tracts where labour

is scarce or where the crop cannot be got in in time the seed is sown
broadcast by hand.

By far the most important of the varieties grown take about

six to seven months to mature while shorter duration varieties

are grown on a small scale wherever water facilities are not so

assured. In Lower Burma rice is grown year after year on the

same land and so far no other crop which might be grown in

rotation with it has been discovered. Even in Upper Burma where
some rotation is possible rice is cultivated in preference to any
other crop. Little or no manure or fertilizers are applied to the

rice crop in Burma. Cattle-dung is sometimes applied to the nur-

series. Elaborate experiments have been carried out by the Burma
Agricultural Department with all available manures and fertilisers.

While well-preserved cattle-dung applied at the rate of 3 to 4 tons

to the acre may give a 50 per cent, increase in yield, there is not

much of it available and what little is available is of a poor quality

because of the little attention paid to its conservation. It has not

been found possible to raise a green manure crop. Experiments
with chemical fertilisers have given satisfactory results, the profits

amounting to nearly Bs. 25 an acre when the price of rice was high.

With the drop in price the profits are not more than Es. 3 to Ks. 4
per acre now. The application of one hundredweight of ammo-
phos to an acre of seed-bed has been found to give an increase of

10 to 15 per cent, in the final yields.

One chief feature of the Burma rice cultivation is the rather

lower cultivation charges as compared to several other provinces

of India. It is only about Bs. 15 an acre besides Bs. 3 paid as
land revenue. Because of the chief export trade, greater atten-

tion has been paid by the Agricultural Department in Burma in

evolving types suitable for milling purposes.

Bengal, Burma and Madras are the three Provinces where the

crop has been studied by a botanist for over twenty years. Most of

the available information about the rice plant in India has come
from these three Provinces. A large number of improved strains

has been evolved and distributed and a good portion of the rice

i^a is grown now with these strains in these Provinces. Since
the coming into existence of the Imperial Cpundl d AgnculturiBd

Branch six years ago, a large number of rice schemes is bhing
financed hy the Council in the various Provinees d Ludia mad iff

the different univmrsitiei. The work has now been mndi
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intensified and considerable knowledge of a fundamental nature

about this important food crop of this country is likely to be soon

available.

Eice oxjtside India

Japan .—Among the other rice countries of the east, Japan is

by far the most important and the cultivation here is extremely
intensive, much more than in any other eastern coimtry. The
coastal low lands and the river valleys are the most important
rice lands. Hill rice occupies less than 2 per cent, of the area,

ordinary swamp rice 90 per cent, and the glutinous rice the remain-
ing' 8 per cent. Over 85 per cent, of the rice crop in Japan is

irrigated from rivers and reservoirs and the use of paddle wheels
is a common featmre to lift water to the fields from the rivers.

The smallness of the rice fields and the steepness of the terraced

hill sides to grow rice are noteworthy. One third of the total rice

area takes a second crop also. What scientific agriculture can do
to improve the crop is well exemplified by the work in Japan. The
yields now obtained per acre is almost two to two-and-a-haJf times

that prevailing 50 years ago, the improvement having been brought
about by the practice of intensive methods, growing improved
types, and liberal application of manures a ad fertilisers. Though
Japan was not producing enough rice for her requirements in

earlier years, her intensive cultivation and the extension of rice

area in her colonies, Korea and Formosa, have made it almost
self-sufficient in a normal year.

The rice crop is always raised in wet seed-beds, dry seed-

beds being never practised and seedlings planted when 35 to 45

days old. The planting is always done in regular lines with the

help of ropes made of paddy straw about 8 to 9 inches apart. One
chief characteristic of Japan rices is that they are all short, being
never more than three feet in height, and possess stiff straws and
do not lodge even with heavy manuring.

The practices of composting all waste material with a view to

apply it to rice fields, growing of a green manure crop and the

liberal use of the human excreta have long been adopted by
Japanese cultivators. The use of chemical fertilisers like super,

sulphate of ammonia, in large quantities along with the organic

matter (the proportion of the two being half and half) is an
important feature of Japanese rice cultivation. An acre of rice

crop easily gets about 70 to 80 lb. of nitrogen in the shape of

suliJiate of ammonia and about 50 to 60 lb. of phosphoric acid in

the shape of phosphates. A large percentage of the sale of the

chemical fertilisers is managed by the co-operative societies.

Breeding of superior tjrpes has long been practised and it is stated

that over 70 per cent, of the rice area in the country is covered by
scede of known parentage, there being a good control over the dis-

hiibntion of the seed. The number of varieties grown on a large

acftle is also very limited. The rice crop is generally planted in

7tiue aiid reaped in October. Bice is regidarly rotated with other
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cereals and leguminous crops. The application of phosphates in

large quantities is usually done to the barley crop preceding rice.

Weeding and harvesting are done by manual labour. Threshing
and husking are done by small machines which can be worked by
hand, foot or electricity. The rice straw is put to various uses, for

making ropes, for making mats, for thatching and for malting

bags to bale the threshed produce.

The average yield of rice in Japan is over 3,000 lb. per acre

and phenomenal yields of even 7,000 lb. of grain have been
recorded in small selected areas competing for prizes.

China.—^Rice has long remained the staple food of China.

The crop is grown on the coastal low lands and terraced hill slopes

of the country except in the north and in the western high lands

where it is replaced by wheat, barley and other grains. There
are no statistics available with regard to the acreage under rice

but it is surmised it must be larger than in India. The estimated

output of the country is also said to be much higher than in India.

Chinese rice culture from very ancient times has been done
with manual labour and remains so still. As the great areas

of intensive rice culture are flat, water has to be lifted to the

fields, the labourers themselves being the commonest source of

power. Unirrigated rice is also raised where the irrigation is im-
practicable and this is reported to be common in Manchuria.

The outstanding feature of Chinese rice culture is the use of

manures. All waste of man and beast from city and country, is

collected, stored without loss, allowed to ferment and decay and
applied in liquid form to the land in small quantities so that nothing
may be lost. It is applied intensively to the seed-beds and to the
fields as a whole. What garbage there is, is similarly rotted

and used with all other available organic matter. The sluggish

streams and the canals are often dredged and the ooze is carried to

the fields. Over most of the rice lands of China one cfop per
annum, occupies the ground from May until early September, but
some districts in the south yield two crops in the year.

The average acre yields are said to be higher in China, than
in any other eastern country except Japan.

Philippines .—Only a tenth of the total area is cultivated in the
Philippines and of this about 50 per cent., a little over 3} million

acres, is occupied fay rice. The rice production in the Philippines is

not quite sufficient to meet the requirements and about a sixth
of the annual production has to be imported. It is, however, stat^
that the use of selected seed and the adoption of pr(^>er method
of {flanting could make the production self-sufficient even without
mcreasing the present area under rice. The best rice produeing
soils are heavy clays containing a suffident amount of humujs.
&nei)iting a few povinces which have an irrigatioa system the
tnjrfprHy of the rice areas depends ujpon the seasmi^ rt^S
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one crop of rice is generally {Wanted and this is done in the begin-

ning of the rainy season. Some of the irrigation systems have bwn
bnilt by private parties and commercial firms and a large number
of farms is now irrigated by pumps.

The system of rice cultivation in the Philippines is very similar

to what prevails in Madras. The different planting method adopt-

ed are (1) the clearing of jungles, burning the material and sowinj
of rice corresponding to the punam cultivation of Malabar in

Madras, (2) sowing dry seed either broadcast or by drill, practised

in lands mainly dependent on rains and (3) the most extensive

method of raising seed-beds and transplanting the seedlings. The
advantages of transplanting over broadcasting have come to be
realised and the former is gradually replacing the latter in certain

areas. There is a special method of raising seed-beds, though not

very common, adopted at times when the season is late and the
regular method of raising nurseries might mean delay in plant-

ing. After the seed-beds are prepared by puddling the land, plan-

tain leaves are laid over the surface of the mud and allowed to

sink an inch deep letting the mud run over the leaves. The leaves

are placed with the edge towards the centre of the bed, the split

mid ribs thus forming a raised outer border. The ends of the long
narrow beds so formed are closed with similar split leaves placed
crosswise. The leaves are covered with a layer of rice chaff to
a depth of an inch and a thick sowing of the sprouted seed is made
on the surface. The seed-beds are carefully protected from the
heat of the sun and during the early stages watering is done many
times during the day. The roots of the seedlings get interwoven
and the seedlings stand erect. By this method, transplanting, it

appears, can be done much earlier, i.e., in 12 to 16 days after
sowing.

The normal rice crop in the Philippines is said to require over
100 acre-inches of water. The varieties grown in the Philippines
have all been classified and one prominent feature is that a larger
number of bearded forms is still grown there, particularly for
dry sowings. The average yield is stated to be about 1,700 lb. of
grain per acre.

Eotation of crops is not generally practised as the rice lands in
most cases are too heavy for other plants and the land once pre-
pared for swamp rice is not adapted to the culture of other crops,
particularly because of the large number of field bunds which should
make the cultivation very expensive. Occasionally a pulse (gram),
or muxe is grown after rice.

;

There is no systematic practice of fertiliring the rice fields

followed in the Philippines. Pronl observations made in the rice
districts it is believed that thorough preparation of the land,

.^tern^e rotation of cr<^, the pTOfpea: use of water and use ot
selef^ed seed will have a greater effect upon the yield and will be
ml3a» the application of fertilisers. Eesults of ex-
periments have shown that sulphate of ammntiift ig ^ best form
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of nitrogenous manure. The importance of organic matter for the

rice soils is recognised here and the application of chemical ferti-

lisers by themselves is not usually recommended.

Malaya .—-The rice area in Malaya is scattered throughout the

peninsula and it varies from year to year, the chief cause of such

variation being the uneven distribution of rainfall. About 6J lakhs

of acres are under rice which form about 2 per cent, of the total

area. Irrigation on a small scale is a common practice in

Malaya. Water wheels and other mechanical contrivances for lift-

ing water are also employed to irrigate small areas in some parts.

The Government is endeavouring to encourage the extension of rice

cultivation by placing more irrigable land at the disposal of cul-

tivators. Malaya produces only a little more than a third of her

rice requirements and the balance has to be imported. Burma has

remained the chief supplier of rice to Malaya.

Since the soils vary very much from place to place in the

peninsula, the methods of cultivation also vary. Broadly there are

two types of cultivation, the wet rice and the dry rice. The wet
rice cultivation does not differ much from what obtains in Madras
and both dry and wet nurseries are used to raise seedlings. In
some coastal districts rice lands consisting of very heavy clay be-

come so soft and plastic when wetted that there is no necessity

for ploughing. The preparation of a wet nursery for such lands

is somewhat special and peculiar. The grass found growing thick

in the fallow lands is cut and piled up into a long strip usually

3 to 4 feet wide until the pile stands about an inch above the

water-level. On this grass foundation sufficient clay is plastered

to make the whole into a compact bed on the top of which a thin

layer of mud rich in humus is finally laid to complete the seed-

bed. If the level of the water in the fields should rise, the nursery
rendered buoyant by its grass foundation, floats and maintains its

surface above water-level.

The dry cultivation consists of two kinds. One is the clearing

of the jungle, burning the vegetation and then taking two or three

crops of rice and then leaving it fallow for a period of years. In
the other, the preparation of the land and sowing are done dry and,
after three or four years cultivation, is left fallow f(Mr -a similar

period.

In planting, a simple implement' is used (goats’ hoof) with the
help of which the sellings are thrust into the mud without
planting coolie having to stoop down continnously. Greater spacing
IS usually allowed between plants in Malaya than in other places,

varyii^ from 10 to 18 inches according to tisie fertihty ol^ sc^.

There k also the practice in Malaya cff dip^ng the roots of t^
seedling in a irumtu*e paste commonly conskifrig of a mjxtW
of guanip, cowdung or bone meal just befr»e planting. Buouble

jtr^splantn^ k also practised to a small extoot. ‘
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Though green manuring is not practised as such, the thick and
rank growth of grasses and weeds which sping up between two rice

crops is cut down and incorporated into the soil before the lice is

planted. As the water-supply is not controlled in most rice areas

and as the rainy seasons are not very well defined the growing
of special green manure crops is not always a success. Experi-

ments at the Government stations have, however, proved the possi-

bilities of growing green manure crops in Malaya. The use of

fertihsers is little practised in Malaya though their effect appears

to be promising.

Except in very small areas worked by Chinese market gar-

deners, who grow vegetables, no crop is grown in rice fields after

the rice. Experiments have, however, shown the possibihties of

growing crops hke sweet potato, groundnut, castor, maize, etc.,

as catch crops after the haiwest of rice.

The yield in Malaya varies from 1,200 lb. to 1,700 lb. grain

per acre. In the best land after paying for all labour, a net profit

of Es. 40 per acre can be realised. The profits would go down
to about Es. 10 in second-class ordinary land and in the case of

poor land no profit is obtained if labour is to be employed, except

in very good years.

Siam and Indo-China .—Eice is the chief product of Siam and
nearly fifty per cent of the produce is exported from the country.

The major portion of the rice that is available for export is grown
in the plains and the deltas between the large rivers that empty
themselves into the gulf of Siam. The main source of water-

supply to the crop besides rainfall is that due to the rise in the

rivers to inundation level. Large irrigation works are also being

established in recent years. The average rainfall is about 40 to

60 inches and a rice crop is said to require about TO-acre inches.

Besides the hill rice which is grown in cleared jungles on the

hills, the wet rices are both broadcast and transplanted. There

are varieties differing in duration from early-75 days, to late-7

months. Plantings begin in May and may continue imtil October

in Central and North Siam while in South Siam it extends freon

July to December. The general harvest comes in any time between

September and May. The average yield for the whole country

ranges from 1,300 lb. to 1,600 lb. of grain per acre and the

recorded maximum yields have been up to 3,600 lb. The floating

rice grown jn flooded areas is a common feature of Siam and occu-

pies a large area.

The conditions of rice growing in Indo-China are not very

difiEffirent from those of Siam. As in Siam the .cultivation of float-

ing rice is also a special feature of Indo-China. The land is plough-

«d diy^ as for dry rice and tfi^ seed may be either broadcast or

flri&sd. It may even be mixed vrith maize which is planted a

fuctoight ^ft^ rice so as to be ready for harvest iu advance of
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the floods. For the first few months there is very little growth in

the rice, plants but as the flooding begins they grow rapidly and

keep pace with the rise in water-level.

Like Siam, Indo-China is also a large rice exporting country

and the whole export is in the shape of well-milled white rice,

whole and broken. The ryots’ produce being usually a mixture of

varieties varying in size, there is a large amount of breakage

in milling and the improvement in the quality of the grain has

remained an even more important problem than improvement in

acre yields. To get over the difficulty of breakage in milling the

{ffoduce of the cultivators is put through a mechanical grader to

separate the grains of different sizes. The particular type desired

is retained and distributed to the people as seed.

Java .—Java has probably the best-developed irrigation system

for growing rice. The rice soils here are comparatively more fertile

and are also suitable for dry crops. On most lands rice is regularly

rotated with maize, soyabean, groundnut, tobacco and sugarcane.

Sugarcane is grown on a large scale on rice land rented from native

cultivators once in three or four years.

Rice in Java is mainly transplanted. The seed-beds are usually

kept .rather dry and not heavily fertilised, the behef being that the

seedlings will stand transplanting better after such treatment.

With regard to manuring rice in Java, phosphatic fertilisers have
been found to give large increase in yields on many soils, but the

use of fertilisers is, however, limited due to the general poverty

of the cultivator. The average yield in Java is about 2,000 lb. of

grain p^ acre.

Ceylon.—The methods of cultivation of rice in Ceylon are prac-

tically the same as in Madras. The average acre yield is very
low, less than 1,000 lb. grain, and even with a Uttle over eight

lakhs of acres imder rice, the output is hardly enough to meet
even half the requirements. The deficits are met to a small extent

from India proper, but mainly from Burma. Bice here is chiefly

cultivated in the low cmmtry but considerable areas are also grown
at elevations of two to four thousand feet above sea-level. Irriga-

tion water is generally utilised both to supplement and in the dry
season to replace direct rainfall. Even in the wetter puts of the
island the run-off from land adjoining the rice fields is utilised.

Owing to risk of floods in the wet season large areas are cultivated

under irrigation during the dry season.

!^e is mostly broadcast though as a result of the propaganda
by the Agricultural Department, the transplanted uea is gradually
inuearang. One serious difficulty with regard to the extuuum
the pcwjtice of transplanting is the dearth of hdKmr.

Borne bl the other Asiatic couniries which tiK^e Jto a
extent are. Bnssian Tnrlmstan, Persia and Meec^oi^ S, -
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Bice in Europe,—^Bice culti^tion in Europe is practieaHy con-

fined to the Mediterranean Coast, Spain and Italy being the two
countries which grow rice on a large scale. I^e total area under
rice in Europe does not probably exceed six lakhs of acres, and
is not more than the area in one district of Madras, say, CUngle-
put. But the average acre yields of rice in Spain and Italy are

very much higher than in India or elsewhere.

Spain.—'The area under rice is about a lakh of acres and the

greater part of this is permanent rice land unlike in Italy and
Greece where rice is rotated with other crops. The whole area

is supplied by a magnificent system of irrigation canals. The
cultivation of rice in Spain has been brought to a higher pitch

of perfection than anywhere else in the world. Unlike in Madras
where dry cultivation of fields has proved harmful, in Spain the

land is ploughed and harrowed well in winter (January). Water
is let into the fields in May and the crop is transplanted with

seedlings raised earlier. Seed-beds receive a good dose of green

manure and fertilisers. Transplanting is done in three to four

inches of water, clumps of three to five plants being planted eight

to ten inches apart. In June the water is run off for a few days
and the fields are weeded. The crop is harvested in September-
October with sickles as in Madras.

The fields are generally heavily manured, each acre getting

about two hundred weights of sulphate of ammonia, three hundred-
weights of super-phosphate and half a hundredweight of potas-

sium sulphate. Half this quantity is applied just before planting

and half, a month later at the time of weeding.

The average acre yield in Spain is over 6,000 lb. of grain,

the highest in the world. Apart from the general fertility of

the fields the very much higher yields of Spain than in Madras
may be attributed partly to the better methods of preparing the

lands for rice and partly to the intensive manuring.

Italy .—The area under rice in Italy is about four lakhs of acres.

About eighty per cent, of this area is broadcast by hand, about

ten per cent, drilled by machines and ten per cent, transplanted.

One chief feature of the Italian rice area is that the fields we
beautifully levelled and laid in sizes of twenty to thirty acres each.

Tractors are used for ploughing and harrowing, ''^en the soil

is in good condition water is let in and the soil is well stirred by
means of a puddling machine drawn by a tractor or hmrses and then
leveled by hand implements. On large farms drills are used for

sowing and hwe the later thinning is also done by horse-drawn
maefaihes. Doe to the high cost of labour, transplanting is not

l^traed but suitable transplanting machines have been desighed

wre under trial.
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The main rice-growing area adopts a seven-year rotation, namely,

wheat, two years meadow land and four years rice. Rice occupies

only a portion of each holding, the rest of the area being devoted

to other crops among which, clover dominates which permits the

farmer to maintain many work animals and milch cows.

The manuring of rice fields is also very intensive. Farm-
yard manure forms the basal manure. When this is not applied

fertilisers to the extent of 6 cwt. of super-phosphate and 2 cwt.

of potassium sulphate are applied per acre. If found necessary,

this is again supplemented by 1 cwt. of ammonium sulphate at

the time of w'eeding. Leguminous crops, chiefl.y clover, is first

sown in the fields and ploughed in before rice is planted.

The fields are not generally flooded and water is allowed to

flow gently from the main channels through small distributing

channels taken at every six yards. The distribution of water is

left entirely in the hands of rice-growers who pay the charges

to an association which in turn pays the Government. There are

also canals owned by private owners which is unique in Italy. In

spite of the apparent economy in the use of irrigation water, from
the figures given by Teinpany, it would appear that the actual

quantity of water used by a five-months’ crop in Italy is about

100-acre inches, which is more than what is used in Madras for,

a crop of similar duration. Twice during the growth of the crop

water is cut oflE and the fields allowed to dry up for a few days
when irrigation is resumed. This practice has one serious dis-

advantage in that it encourages weed growth and in fact weeding
is one of the most expensive items in the cost of growing rice

in Italy.

While harvesting is entirely done by hand, threshing is done
by machines worked by electricity. The cultivator invariably sells

has produce as milled rice and not as grain as in Madras.

The average acre-yield in Italy is about 3,600 to 4,000 lb.

grain. The cost of cultivation would appear to be about Es. 86d
to Es. 400 per acre and at the present price an acre of rice would
bring in a profit of only about Ks. 70.

Eice is also grown to some extent in Bulgaria and Greece and
the season for rice is practically the same as for Spain and Italy.

One special feature of rice culture in Europe is that the produce
is invariably dried artificially with hot air machines, there being
no sufficient sun to dry the grain as is done in India.

Rice in Ameriea—United Stales.—The three main rice-produc-
ing regions of the United States of America are (1) the bioad
prairie region of south-western Louiraana and south-eastern Texas i

(2) the prairie region of eastern Arkansas and (8) the intericn:

valleys: of California. The water for inig^tioh is obtained inps^y;
by the use of powerful pumps pumping wat^ boita et&er slugi^
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streamB or deep wells. There is also a certain amount of irrigation

from rivers by gravitational flow as in California. In contrast with

rice culture in the orient, where the entire operations are done

by manual labour, in America, practically everything is done by
machinery.

The preparation of the land is all done by powerful tractors.

The land is first ploughed in winter to a depth of six to seven

inches and allowed to weather. It is ploughed again in early

spring, disked and harrowed immediately. Eice is either sown
with a grain drill or broadcast with an ‘ endgate seeder.’ Eecently

aeroplanes have also been used to sow rice in water. Two inches

is considered a good depth to sow the seed in, if drilled. The
sowing is usually done in May and a seed rate of 100 to 160 lb.

is used per acre.

Generally irrigation is seldom used to germinate the seed.

When, however, irrigation is required for germination great care

is taken to drain the water off after 48 hours. The irrigation

usually starts when the plants have reached a height of six to

eight inches and the water which is now given to a depth of one
or two inches is gradually increased until the maximum depth

of five inches is obtained. This depth is maintained until some*
time before harvest. The water is drained off about two weeks
before harvest so that the land will get dry enough to support

harvesting machines. The rice crop in America is stated to require

about 48-acre inches of water, of which about 20 inches are contri-

buted by rains. The cost of pumping water from deep wells of

say 100 feet, is said to work out at Es. 25 to Es. 32 per acre.

The crop is cut when the grains in the lower portions of the

panicle have not quite hardened as this is supposed to give the

best quality rice. The harvesting is done by twine binder and
the sheaves are shocked in the field for a period of seven to fourteen

days when the grain and straw gradually dry. The sheaves are

then threshed and the produce bagged and despatched immediately
to the warehouse.

As regards manuring, under ordinary conditions, best results

have been obtained only with the ploughing in of a leguminous
crop. Without an adequate supply of organic matter to the soil,

the use of fertilizers gives only a temporary benefit and there is even
ultimate harm done to the soil. The growing of soyabean in
rotation with rice is advocated. The soyabean crop not only helps
in the control of weeds in the rice fields, but the plants ^fter thd
beans are removed, when ploughed in, form an excellent organic
manure to the following rice crop. Though cotton is grown in
rolatimi with rice in well-drained soils, in typical rice soils no
other crop can be successfully grown except soyabean.

Bice milling in America has been highly developed and the
Ainencan rices, coming into the Eor<^>ean markets, are such a
h^hfy finished product that. I^ey cost much m<xe than rice from
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any other country. The rice has. a pearly attractive appearance

and is graded absolutely to a uniform size.

The rice area in the United States of America varies from eight

to nine lakhs of acres and the average acre-yield is about 2,600 lb. of

grain. The cost of production is roughly seventy to eighty rupees

per acre while the value of the average produce at the present price

comes to about Bs. 100 leaving a profit of about Bs. 25 per acre.

Bice is also grown in considerable quantities in parts of Central

and South America, the Bepublic of Brazil having an exportable

surplus.

British Guiana.—Bice culture is an important industry of

British Guiana, occupying about 30 per cent, of the total area

under cultivation. The average acre-yields are nearly double those

of India. Since there is a great possibility of both extending the

area under rice and improving the yields, this country may become
an important factor in rice trade. All the rice produced is con-

verted into par-boiled rice for local consumption as well as for

export.

Rice in Africa.—There is an area of over three lakhs of acres

under rice in lower Egypt dependent on Nile irrigation. The
average acre-yield of Egypt (over 3,000 lb. grain) is very much
higher than in India and compares favourably with those of Japan
though the crop is not generally fertilised nor transplanted.

Throughout tropical Africa some rice is grown wherever there is

water but nowhere it is produced in quantities to be of any im-
portance commercially.

Rice in Australia.—The rice area in New South Wales under
the Murrumbridge irrigi«tion has recently been increasing rapidly,

but the production has still not exceeded the consumption. By the
introduction of rice cultivation, lands which were unfit for any
(^op previously have now begun to produce remunerative crops of

wheat and oats.

The problem of weed control is rather serious and suitable rota-

tions are followed to meet it. Bice is sown in October and har-
vested in April-May. The land is winter fallowed and an early

maturing variety of wheat is sown in May and harvested in
December. A short fallow follows this when a winter leguminous
crop is sown and grazed off by sheep. The land is ploughed
shallow in August and the rice is planted in October.

The 'seed is always broadcast at about 90 to 100 lb. per amre.

So far there has not been followed any system of fertilising the
rice crop. The harvesting and threshing is all done by madhin««y.
The ‘ Header * deals with harvesting, threnhing and bagging of
the prodime all in one operation.

The cost of cultivating rice per acre comes to about Be .

Id 160 which is about the cost of <me -ton <d grain loealiy.
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APPENDIX A

Strains already evolved in Madras

Coimbatore strains

GEB. 24 was tho first successful strain and was a selection from a bulk

crop of konamani grown on the Central Farm in 1913-14, Evidences are

accumulating that it must have arisen first as a mutation. This strain

is a short duration samba variety, very popular in this Presidency on
iccouiit of its high quality of table rice. It can be grown under varied

conditions. It matures in about 150 days when sown in July-August but
the duration will be extended or reduced according to the sowings being
made earlier to or later than July-August. It gives an average yield of

3.000 lb. (transplanted) per acre and with intensive cultivation a maximum
ol 5,000 lb. i^er acre has also been obtained. Profuse tillering, fine size

of grain, hard rice taking a good polish, non-shedding even when dead
ripe, resistan<‘e to fungus diseases and drought, high proportion of rico
to paddy^ are some of the qualities for which GEB. 24 has a reputation.
It IS easily distinguishable by its open panicle on a slender axis and a
horizontal flag leaf. It does best on a fairly light soil with good drainage.
It is known as ‘ kitchili samba * round about Coimbatore. It is grown
all through tho Province and has entirely replaced the local varieties in
certain tracts. It is the chief variety of rice in tho adjoining Mvsoro
State.

Co, 1 is a selection from a natural cross in GEB, 24. While possess-
ing several of the good qualities of GEB. 24, the quality of rico is not
quite so good as GEB. 24, and the grain is a little coarser. It matures
in 160 days and gives an average yield of 3,645 lb. cleaned grain
on the Central Farm, Coimbatore. The straw is also coarser than that of
GEB. 24. It has recorded an average increase of 20 per cent, over GEB.
24. Like GEB. 24 it responds to intensive treatments and yields of over
5.000 lb. per acre have been obtained in Coimbatore with this strain.

Tho spread is far more limited. It is very popular round about Coimba-
tore and has been well spoken of in Karur, Kulittalai and Musiri taluks
of Trichinopoly where it has tho reputation of being particularly suited to
a precarious water-supply. It comes up well in Nandyal and Kollongodo
giving increased yields over local varieties.

Co. 2 is a selection from poomhaJai or karthiga samba from Tinnc-
velly district, specially suited for late sowings in October or November.
In Coimbatore it matures in 157 days and gives an average of 3,900 lb.

of threshed grain per acre. The quality is fairly good and straw quite up
to average. It has recorded an average increase of 8 per cent, over local
bulk seed.

This is tho most popular strain in the Fourth Circle being suitable
for the late samba season. It is particularly popular in North Arcot,
Madurantakam in Chingleput and Tindivanam in South Arcot, It is liked
by ryots in Tanjore and Karur and is well reported of from parts of
Tinnevelly and Ramnad districts. In Gobichettipalaiyam taluk it has given
12 per cent, more yield than local sadai samba,

Co. 3 is a selection from iulukka samba of Coimbatore. It matures
in 160 days and gives an average acre yield of 4,050 lb. It has recorded an
average increase of 9 per cent, over local bulk seed. It is very popular
round Coimbatore where it has largely replaced sadai samba. In Gobichetti-
palaiyam taluk this has given 14 per cent, increase over sadai samba. It is

well known in Tenali where the fertile soils produce yields up to 3,400 lb.
It has been largely grown in the Second Circle. It has done well as a
semi-dry crop in parts of Chingleput district also. It is also successfully
grown as a second crop ip Malabar and South Kanara districts.

16
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Co. 4 is a selection from anaihomhan of Gobicliettipalaiyam. It matures
in 192 days from sowing. The grain size is fairly coarse and has
a reddish brown glume but the rice is of white colour of average quality.

The straw is thick and coarse. It has recorded an increase of 12 per cent,

over local bulk seed and an average yield of 3,800 lb, per acre. It is

very popular in Gobichettipalaiyam and Mettupalaiyam taluks of Coimba-
tore. A few trial plots in South Kanara have given very satisfactory results.

Co. 5 is a selection from chinnasamha of Coimbatore. It matures
in 164 days from sowing. It responds well to manuring with profuse

tillering. The earheads are thick and long and the grains well filled. It

has recorded an average increase of 12 per cent, over local bulk seed and has
given an yield of 4,790 lb. per acre. It is popular in Gobichettipalaiyam
and has recently spread in tlie Second Circle, particularly at Bezwada and
Kondapalli in Kistna district and some villages in Nellore district. This
has given good profits to ryots at Cuddapah, Proddatur, Markapur and
Cumbum in the Third Circle.

Co. 6 is a selection from sadai samba of Coimbatore and takes 176
days to mature. It has recorded an increase of 10 per cent, over local bulk
seed and gives an average yield of 3,900 lb. per acre. The grain is of

medium size, slightly broader than Co. 3. This is largely grown round
about Coimbatore but is not so well known outside.

Co. 7 is a selection from sadai samba of Gobichettipalaiyam. It has
profuse tillering and is a heavy yielder of grain and straw. It matures
in 167 days and has yielded 4,157 lb. per acre. It has recorded an
average increase of 10 per cent, over local bulk seed. This is becoming
popular in the districts of Second and Fifth Circles. It has been found
to be very promising in Kavali and is likely to replace the local mola-
kolakulu. It has been introduced with success in parts of Karur and
Perambalur taluks in Fifth Circle.

Co. 8 is a selection from anaihomhan^ the pishanam variety of Tmnevell.v
district. The crop matures in 190 days, yielding a grain approaching
that of GEB. 24 in fineness. The average yield is about 3,000 lb, per
acre. On a six years’ average, "^this strain has been found to give
17 per cent, more yield than local bulk seed under Coimbatore conditions.
This is now spreading in parts of Tinnevelly district.

Co. 9 is a selection from Tinnevelly kar. a short duration first-crop
variety. The crop matures in 116 days yielding about 3,0(K) lb. of grain
per acre. On a four years’ trial at Coimbatore this strain has given a
14 per cent, increase over local bulk seed. The rice is red and the grain
is slightly coarse. The grain has a dull straw colour with brownish tinge
in the furrovrs.

Co. 10 is a selection from Gobichettipalaiyam har, a short duration
first-crop variety grown extensively in Gobichettipalaiyam taluk of Coimba-
tore district. The crop matures in 125 days, yielding about 2,500 lb. of
grain per acre. This has recorded an increase of 17 per cent, over local
bulk seed. The grain is coarse and rice white and is reported to be
popular for the preparation of puffed rice.

Co. 11 is a election of Gobichettipalaiyam ayyan samba, a long duration
variety of Gobichettipalaiyam tract noted for its fine rice. The grain is

thin, long and slightly beaked. It matures in 185 days and is vahied for
its fine quality. This has recorded an average increase of 18 per cent, over
the local bulk seed,

Aduturai strains

Adt. 1 is a selection from red sirumanL an important variety of Tanjore.
The selection was originally made at Manganallur. The strain gives an
increased yield of 16 per cent, over the ryots’ seed. It matures in 176 days
from sowing to harvest. The average yield is 2,600 lb. per acre. The strain
is very popular in the Fifth Circle and has spread extensively in the eastern
part of the Cauvery delta, particularly in Shiyali, Mayavaram, Nannilam
and Negapatam taluks. It is also reported to have done well in Chidam-
baram and Ouddalore taluks of South Arcot district. It is grown to a sn^dl
extent in the Second Circle. ^The name red sirumani is due to the brownish
furrows on the grain when ripe.
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Adt. 3' is a strain, , again the result of selection work started at Msngs-

nallur farm on the ryots* crop of white sh^mani, ,The crop matures in W
days and gives an increased yield of 10 per cent, over that of ryots* bulk.

The average grain yield is 2,400 lb. per acre. The paddy consists of bright
straw coloured small round grains and is highly valued by richer classes

in Tanjore district as good table rice. The par-boiled rice pppared out
of this has a special market in Ceylon. This strain has extensively spread
in the eastern naif of Tanjore delta and is also popular in parts or Fourth
Circle.

Adt. 3 is an early maturing strain of Tanjore kuruvai paddy. It

matures in 96 days and gives an average yield of 2,000 lb. of grain per
acre. The grain has dark brown furrows and the rice though white is

rather coarse. The strain is popular because of its early maturity and
has spread widely in Tanjore and Trichinopoly districts. It has recently

spread to other tracts of the province as well wherever a short maturing
variety was in need as in parts of Vizagapatam and Bellary districts.

The yipe grain because of its brown furrows cannot be easily distinguished
from nellore samba,

Adt. 4 is an improved strain of Tanjore kuruvai paddy. This takes a
week more than Adt. 3 and gives an increased yield of 10 per cent, oyer
the lyots* seed. This strain has a slight tendency to exhibit unsetting
but the yields are not appreciably affected on. that account. This gives
an average yield of 2,300 lb. grain per acre. The ripe grain has brownish
furrows but not so dark as in Adt. 3.

Adt. 6 is a selection from nellore samba grown extensively in Tanjore
and Trichinopoly districts. It matures in 185. days from sowing to harvest.
This gives an increased yield of 25 per cent, over local bulk. The average
yield is 2,600 lb. grain per acre. This is popular in the western half of
Tanjore delta. In Nellore it was found to be better than local molakala-
kulu. This has^ also spread in parts of Tinnevelly district as a pishanam
crop. The grain has dark brown furrows and the rice is good white.

Adt. 6 is a strain of red ottadany from the initial selection made at Manga-
nallur. The strain gives an increased yield of 15 per cent, over the local
seed and matures in 220 days. This strain when grown as ‘ udu * mixed
with kuruvai gives an average yield of 1,400 lb. per acre. The ripe grain
has a uniform reddish brown husk and hence the name.

Adt. 7 is another selected strain of ottadan and differs from Adt. 6
only in having ordinary straw coloured glumes. The crop matures in
220 days and gives an increased yield of 13 per cent, over local seed. The
average grain yield of the strain when grown as ‘ udu * is 1,400 lb. per
abre. Tne grain has occasionally a short awn attached to it.

Adt. 8 is an early maturing hybrid strain of whiie sirumani type of
grain obtained from the progenies of a cross between Adt. 2 and molagu
samba. It is definitely a foi'tnight earlier than Adt. 2 and therefore can
be grown for catching the Ceylon market. It can be grown as a second-crop
variety instead of Adt. 2, in places where there is water scarcity at the
end of second-crop season. It has recorded the same yield as Adt. 2 and
in’ certain cases has evCn exceeded it.

Adt. 9 is a strain from po^nkar variety and has given on an average
13 per cent, increased yield: over its bulk. In the district trial conducted
at Lalgudi, it gave a 31 per cent, increased yield. Wherever water is

received early it is grown in place of kuruvai and records a very much
higher yield of both grain and ^raw than kuruvai. It matures in 112 days
from sowing and gives an average yield of 2,500 lb. per acre.

M Adt. ,10 is a selection from horangu samba variety which is grown in
about 4 Makhs of acres in the eastern half of the Canvery delta. This
strain ogives a 10 per cent, increased yield over the local se^. llie grain

durk broibi .rurrcws. It matures in 166 days and gives an average
>ield of 2,500 Ib. per acre,

, Adi. i ||L,^is- a fine graibied strain from mUore samba (AEB. 65) and
has given ,m 7 per cent, increase over the bulk. This strain

. #ill luplape it. tos a much mor^ uniform stand being tiU

n
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progeny of a single plant. It has mostly spread in Triohinopoly, Pariy;ar

tract and Tinnerelly. Recently it has been introduced into Nellore district

also where it does better than the local molakalahulu* It matures in 176
days from sowing and gires an average yield of 2,500 lb, per acre.

Maruter strains

Mtu. 1 is a strain from hontha akkuUu, a white riced variety ^own
over 40—^0 per cent, of the area in Godavari delta and portions or Kistna
delta as well under a variety of conditions, from the precarious uplands

to
,

the saline and submergeable coastal areas. Its normal flowering tme
IB the third week of October irrespective of the time of sowing or planting
within broad limits. It takes al^ut 185 days from sowing to maturity.
The average yield varies from 2,800—^3,700 lb. per acre. The six years*
average increase over ryots* bulk is 20 per cent, at the Maruter station.

The grain has a rich brown colour.

Mtu. 2 is a selection from potti akkullu, a variety with rather slower
' initial growth found suitable to rich lands that usually suffer from rank
growth and premature lodging. Six years* average increase over ryots*

bulk is 16 per cent. The rice is white. Normally it flowers during the
third week of October, slightly later than Mtu. 1, It takes about 185 days
to mature, from sowing. The average yield ranges from 2,800—3,500 lb.

per acre. The grain is rich brown in colour like Mtu. 1.

Mtu. 3 is a strain from basangi, a variety confined to about 10 per
cent, of the area in the higher portions of the delta. The rice is white
and the grain is short and plump compared to the local seed. This is

particular^ suited to areas of poor fertility and where planting is done
late. It flowers generally during the fourth week of September. It

matures in about 160 days from sowing. The average yield varies from
3,500—4,500 lb. per acre. The average increase is 12 per cent, over the
ryots’ bulk at the Maruter station.

Mtu. 4 is another selection in pedda hasangu It is later in duration
than potti basangi by a week. It has been found useful to areas of
average fertility planted late. This has been noted to stand indifferent
water-supply during its vegetative growth. The rice is white and the
grain size is narrower than local seed. It h^ recorded an average increase
of 9 per cent over local seed. The average yield varies from 3,200—3,800 lb.

per acre.

Mtu. 5 is a selection from bontha krishnakatukdlu, a popular variety
pf West Godavari district covering 30—40 per cent, of the area in the
Western delta. Due to the fineness of the grain it fetches better price.

It has recorded an average increase of 10 per cent, over the ryots* bulk.
It generally flowers towards the last week of October. It matures in about
195 days after sowing. The average yield varies from 2,800—3,400 lb. per
acre. The grain has a characteristic dark purple tip and end.

Mtu. 6 is a selectiofi from potti atragada, a variety chiefly cultivated in
shout 5 per cent, of the area, confined mostly to the lower reaches of the
Godavari delta, where water does not drain off early for harvest. It has
given an average increase of 16 per cent, over ryots* bulk. It flowers during
the end of October. It matures in about 200 days after sowing. The
average yield ranges from 2,800—3,000 lb. per acre. The grain has a
rich brown colour.

Mtu. 7 is a selection from gutti kusuma, a variety grown over 40—ffO per
cent, of the area in Kistna and Guntur deltas. It has recorded an
average increase of 16 per cent, over ryots’ bulk. It matures in about 208
days after sowing and generally flowers during the second week of Novem*
bei*, later than lOie local kusuma by about a week and It is not subject to
lod^ng trouble. It givas bold, wett-fllied, good white rioe« the averagelodgii
yield ranges between 3,400—3,700 lb. per acre*

Mtu. B is a 4eleoti<ni from vankUafmam idea kuosrii as deflU
chiefly euHii^ated in about 15—20 per cent, of the afea in Kistna and ^u^lir
deltas; sperially confined to the higher delta and weI14ivtiiiM ecdlsJ ft
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has recorded an average increase of 10 per cent, over local seed*

matures in about 205 days after sowing and generally flowers during
end of the first week in November. The maximum grain yield obtained
in one of the trial jplots at Duggirala was 3,400 lb. per acre* The <mp
raised from this strain has a characteristic dark green appearance during
the early vegetative growth and an erect leaf duri^ the flowenng
and ripening stages. The ripe grain is uniformly reddiA brown and is

noted for its fineness and translucent rice. The variety usually exhibits
a certain amount of unsetting of grains which may get worse in seasons
when there are rains during the flowering period.

Pattamhi strains

Ptb. 1 is a strain of aryan, an important first-crop variety grown in

Walluvanad, £mad and Ponnani taluks. It matures in 145 days. Sown
in the second week of May, it flowers about the first week of September.
It has consistently given 15*8 per cent, increase over the local bulk. The
grain is brown in colour and has dark furrows on the husk. The rice

is red. The average yield is 2,961 lb. per acre.

Ptb. 2 is a strain from ponnaryan generally grown in high level single-

crop lands called palliyal in Walluvanad and Ponnani taluks. The dura-
tion of the crop is 135 days from sowing. Sown early in June, this flowers
by the third week of September. The grain is golden brown in colour,

and the rice is red. Average increase over ryots^ bulk in four years* test

is 15*4 per cent. The average yield is 2,140 lb. per acre,

Ptb. 3 is a strain from eravapandy, the earliest of the second-crop varie-

ties with a duration of 128 days, chiefly grown in Walluvanltd and Ponnani
taluks. Sown in the second week of September, this flowers by the middle
of December. Rice is red. Four years* average increase over ryots* bulk
is 8*3 per cent. The average yield is 1,850 lb. per acre.

Ptb. 4 is a strain from vellari, a red riced second-crop variety grown in
Emad and Walluvanad taluks. The duration is 140 days from sowing.
Sown early in September, it flowers towards the close of December. Four
years* average increase over local bulk is 22*6 per cent. The average 3deld
18 2,060 lb. per acre.

Ptb. 5 is a strain from velutharikayama, a red riced first-crop variety

of 140 days* duration, chiefly grown in Walluvanad, Ernad and Ponnar
taluks. Sown by the middle of May, this flowers by the first week of
September. During the four years* test, it has recorded an average
increase of 13 *7 per cent, over the local bulk. The average yield is 2,340 Id.

per acre.

Ptb. 6 is a selection from athikraya, a major second-crop variety of

South Kanara. The rice is red and the duration of the crop is 145 days
from sowing to harvest. Sown early in September, this flowers by the
end of December. Four years’ increase over control is 18 per cent. The
grain has a uniform dark brown (dirty) colour on the husk. The average
yield is 2,160 lb. per acre.

Ptb. 7 is a strain isolated from paramhuvattan, a first-crop red riced

awned variety, grown in palliyals or single-crop lands in Walluvanad and
Ponnani taluks. This variety is known for its adaptability to irregular
supply of water during the growing period and for its slight tolerance to
saane conditions in the coastal area. The crop matures in 120 days (sow-
ing to harvest). This strain whose rice is red and whose glume ripens
black with full awns maintained an average increase of 13 per cent, over
the local seed. Under favourable conditions the strain recorded an in-

crease of 25 per cent, in the district trial. Its jield per acre varies between
1^400 to 1,800 lb. according to the season, rainfall and soil fertility.

Ptb. 8 is chumnnari thavalakJeannan, a strain isolated from local
ihavalahkannan bulk, a first-crop variety of 135 days* duration generally
ottltivated in the double-crop wet lands in the districts of Malabar and to
some extent in Soutib Kanara. The local crop is a mixture of both r^
and white rice. This strain recorded an average increase of 16*9 per cent,
emo* six years* trial. The special feature of the strain is that it matures
a week eariier than the tooal. This would enable the eerty oommeiioemeiitm
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of the cultivation of the following second crop. The glume colour of the
inrain is straw with pui^ple tip slightly spread. Its rice is red and hencd
the name of chuvannari (red rioe) is given to the strain to distinguish it

fi:*om the white rice strain Ptb. 9.

Ptb. 9 is veluthari thavalakkannan, a white rice strain isolated from a
ryot*8 bulk crop of thavalakJcannan grown in the first-crop season in double-
crop lands. It is of the same duration as that of the local bulk. It has
an erect tall growing habit and is also noticed to be comparatively free
from lodging. The strain maintained an average increase of 13*6 per cent,
over the standard. Its yield varies from 2,000 lb. to 2,400 lb. per acre.

Ptb. 10 is a strain from fhehkan cheera, a short duration variety of

about 100 days grown in all the three seasons in the Malabar district.

Monthly planting trials for three years at the Agricultural Research
Station, Pattambi^ have revealed its fitness for cultivation throughout the
year as its flowering time is not season fixed. However, the crop during
the punja season (February to March) is at its best. This strain main-
tained an average increase of 10 and 8 per cent, during the first and third-
crop seasons, respectively. Its yield per acre varies oetween 1,600 lb. to
1,800 lb. Its rice is red and is preferred by the local people for their
home consumption.
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APPENDIX B

A list of varieties of rice recognized in the markets in the

Madras Presidency

Olassijlcation of varieties.

Coarse Medium and fine

GanjAxn district

—

Boroponko, Panchakolia—Im- Kathanaohudi, Byyahimdai Maoha—^Import •

ported from Orissa, ** Basulu ed from Orissa» Qunupur Sannam, class 1
—^Mixture of varieties. (grown in the Agency), Guniipur Sannam,

class 11 (grown in the Plains), GEB. 24.

Vizagapatam district

—

Ramagada, Mypali . . . . Gunupur Sannam, Navakoti Sannarn,
Byyahunda, GEB. 24.

f

East Godavari district

—

First crop varieties—^Basangi, Krishnakatukullu (Mtu 5), GEB* 24.

Rasangi, ^ Punaaa Konamani,
Konamani ; second crop varie-

ties— Ncdlarlu, Garikisannavari.

West Gkjdavari district

—

First crop varieties—Basangi ' Akkullu (Mtu* 1 and 2), Krishnakatukullu
(Mtu. 3 emd 4), Potti Atragada (Mtu* 5), GEB. 24*

(Mtu. 6), Konamani; second
crop varieties—Garikisannavari,

Nallarlu.

Kistna district—
Kusuir a (Mtu. 8), Konamani ., Pala Akkullu (Mtu. 1), Pedha Atragada,

Ramasagaralu, Vankisannam or Delhi
Bqgham, (Mtu. 7), GEB. 24.

Guntur district-^

Kusuma (Mtu. 8), Konamani Pala Akkullu (Mtu. 1), Pedha Atrag^a.
Ramasagaralu, Vankisannam or Delhi
Bogham (Mtu. 7), GEB. 24, Molaguhikulu,

Nellore district

—

Vadaxmmba, Redkesari, Nalla- Molagulukulu ^ (Adt. 11), GEB. 24, Co. 2
vadlu. Pishanam.

Chingleput district—
.

' ' '

Vadansamba, Kar, Manavari .. Sirumani, Chinnasamba, GEB. 24, Cb.

South A^ot district-r- ,

Vadansamba, Muthusamba,^ Kothamalli samba or white sirumani (Adt.
Garudansamba, Mottai kar, 2), red sirumani (Adt. 1), Co. 2, Co. 3,

Swarnavari,” Kuruvai (Adt. ORB* 24.

.
'

'

/
•

•;

Tamore district

—

Kuruvai (Adt. 3 and 4), Poonkar White sirumani (Adt. 1), red sirumani
(Adt. 9). Vadansamba, Kathu- (Adt. 2)*

vanam, Kattaisambcdai or
Korangosamba (Adt. 10),

Nellore samba ‘ (Adt. 5 and
11), Ottadan (Adt. 6 and 7).

Triohinopoly distoiot

—

Sarapalli,” Kuruvai (Adt. 8) Sadai samba, Nellore samba (Adt* ll*)Oo,l»
and Poonkar. Co* 2, Co* 3 and GEB. 24.
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OOHM Medium ftnd fine

Madura district

—

Mattai Nellu, Vallaikattai» Vari
Garudanaamba, Manavari and
Milagi.

Tinnevelly district

—

Kar samba (Co. 9)> PuUthiparati
Kuruvai ^lyan, Arikkiravari
and Veethivadangan.

Kamnad district

—

Manavari, Vallaikattai and
Milagi.

North Arcot district

—

Sumavari,^ Vallakar, Ohitrakali,

Manavari, Maoakattai and
Vadansamba.

Chittoor district

Telhusannavadlu, Pichia sannavad*
lu,* Tellakar, Mottaikar for

alkaline lands, Manakattai,
NaJla vadlu and Bairi vadlu.

Anantapur district

—

Sannavadlu, Kasari, Boruguvadlu
and Mudaganti vadlu.

Bellary district

—

Sannavadlu. drat crop, Mulluvadlu,
second crop and Sepoi.

Kumool district

—

Lavuvadlu, Venkalu and
Budama.

Cuddapah district

—

Kesari, Buddasankalu and Potti-

nallavadlu.

8alem district

—

Vallaikar (Adt. 3 and 4), Kar and
Manavari.

Nellore Samba or Arai samba ^ (Adt. 5 and
11), Peria samba, Poovansamba, Siru-
manian andGEB* 24.

Sembali or Nellore samba (Adt* 5 and 11),
Karthigaisamba or Erakkuseunba Anai*
komban (Co* 8). Sendinayagam and
Vallai samba.

Karthigai samba or Poombalai (Co. 2),
Anakomban (Co. 8) and Muthuvalai-

Chinna samba, GEB. 24, Sadai samba,
Palansamba and Co. 2.

Chinna samba, Palan samba and GEB. 24.

GEB. 24.

GEB. 24 has replaced the local varieties to
a great extent in the paddy areas of this
district.

Bangaruthegalu, GEB. 24 and Pasapasan*
dalu.

Nellore Pishanam or Molagulukulu (Adt.
11), Pidikedu Pishanam and Pattadi*
samba*

GEB. 24, Sadai samba, Chinna samba, Guu*
dan samba, Co. 2, Co* 3 and PiUaasamba.

Coimbatore district

—

Vallaikar and Anaikomban (Co.

4).

Malabar district

—

Tekkan cheera, Kaysma, Chet-
tani, Aryan and TavalaJumnan.

South Kanara district-—

Kayama» Guddu and Athikrayi .

.

Nellore samba (Adt. 5 and 11) Sadai samba,
Chinna samba, Bangoon samba, Oo. 1,

Co* 2, Co. 3, Co* 6, Co* 6, Co* 7 and GEB*
24.

GEB. 24 and Anaikomban.

Mascati, Jeerasalae, Qangnllu Sannam,
GEB, 24, Co* 2 and Co* 3*

1, 2, eta, etraine evolved at the Faddv Breeding Station Coimbatore.
Adt. 1, 2, etc., atrains evolved at the Agricultural lie>-earob Sttttloa, Adntural,
Mtti. 1 to 8, strains evolved at the Agricultural Besesroh Station nsmeia.
Bos. 1, 2, 8, etc., against the names ol the varieUss ister to syaon^BS of the same

variety.
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APPENDIX D (I)

Explanations of vernacular terms used in the text.

Atts

Boro

Budama

Ohakram
Cole
Conjee
Dalwa

Gathis .

.

Gulla .

.

Kaipad

Kar

Kareim

Kharif .

.

Karinkora lands

Kumeri
Kuruyai
Lankas
Malayalee
Mammutty
Mbdan lands .

.

Parrab lauds .

.

Patta .

.

Pattarais

Pa^tin^aima .
.

.

P^dapanta *

.

Pioottah

Pidtanam

Pf^U .

.

Punam

'

Punaia ^

PuraaaA
Puria •

or (winter paddy)—a term used in Bengal for the crop
sown on low lands in March to May and harvested in

December to January.
or (autumn paddy)—a term used in Bengal for early rioe

crop sown on high lands in April or May and harvested
in August or September.

or (spring paddy)—a term used in Bengal for a crop sown
in swamps in January or February and harvested in

April or May.
a variety of dry rice gi*own in the uplands of Kistna and
Godavari deltas.

water-wheel used in * cole * cultivation for lifting water*
a special method of rice cultivation in South Malabar*
the decauted water after cooking rice.

The second short crop in the Telugu districts. The tenn
is used to denote both the second-crop season and the
varieties grown then.

specially built granaries in Oiroars for storing paddy,
a term used to denote a particular condition of looi^ness

in the delta soils of Godavari,
the system of cultivation in the coastal lands in Malabar

subject to sea inundation.
the short first crop in the Tamil districts. The term is

used both for the season and for the varieties grown,
a kind of waterJift made out of scooped out palmyra
trunk used in the Kistna district,

a term used in Bombay Presidency for the early monsoon
crop.

low-lying lands in Malabar where water stagnates to
a considerable depth during the monsoon season. ,

a system of primitive hill cultivation in South Kanara.
the first kar crop of Tamil districts,

the islands in the Godavari river,

a native of Malabar district.

an implement used for digging.
term used to denote the d^ lands of Malabar usually

sloping on the top and sides of bills dependent abso-
lutely on south-west monsoon,

are confined to coastal regions along the backwaters
subject to submersion by tidal waters and excessive
drainage from the higher parts of the delta,

a revenue term referring to the ownership of any piece of
land.

; . :

temporary receptacles made out of straw ropes for storing
paddy, common in Tanjore district,

old village-site earth valued highly as UMntae in the
Kistna delta.

the main season (July to December) in the Oiroars.
a common water-lift used for low lifts working on a see-
saw principle. *

:

the long-term second crop in the Tamil districts, syhom-
mous with samba*

a primitive hill oultiyarion in Visagapi^taiii

a system of prinntive hill cultivation in Malebar.
the eiu^fy season .(Mjiroh to Junb) in thi Oiroars.
sacred Hindu po^ical wCrlM^in Sanidkfit
synonymous with pa^surais.
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Puttu ..

Pyrugali

Sake .

.

Samba

Sarva .

.

Seethe
Settun

Shemsu
Thandu thadupu

Udu . •

Uthiri kar

Varam

Varinella

Vattuvari

the Tamil name for glutinous rice.

or com winds which blow in Ciroars during the months of

February to April.

a Japanese fermented spirit prepared out of rice.

the long second crop in Tamil districts, synonymous with
Pishanam.

the first long term, June to December^ in the Telugu
districts.

the refuse waste in the pioparation of indigo dye.

an implement—^a sort of a mower used in Burma to out
the grass from rice fields before ploughing and
puddling the soil.

a Chinese drink prepared out of broken rice.

the system of keeping the fields continuously under
puddle obtaining in portions of West Godavari
aistriot.

a particular system of cultivation in Tanjore where itw6

varieties of rice, a short and a long are grown together
mixed.

a special variety of paddy grown in parts of Tinnevelly

and Chingleput districts.

a term applied to sharing the produce between the land*

lord and the tenant.

a wild rice with long awns recognised as a weed in the

rice fields of Malabar.
or Vattam. The custom of deliberate mixing of different

varieties of rice seed before sowing in Malabar.
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APPENDIX D (U).

The oc»nmoD names of weeds and crop plants used in the text,

with their botanical names.

Am *

.

. . Marsilia diandra.

Btngftl gram .

.

. . Cicer arietinum.

Blaok gram .

.

. . Phaseolua mungo.

Castor .

.

. . Ricinus communis.

Chillies • • . . Capsicum annuum.

Cholam . . Sorghum vulgare.

Cowgram , . Vigna Catjang.

Gumbu . . Pennisetum typhoideum.

Daincha Sesbania aculeata var-cannabina.

Qingolly . • Sesamum indioum.

Goga .

.

f • • . Hibiscus cannabinus.

Greengram « t . . Phaseolua radiatus.

Groundnut « • . . Araohis hypogaea.

Horsegram . . Doliohos biflorus.

Indigo .

.

Indigofera tinotoria and I-sumatrana

Koltngi Tephrosia purpurea.

Korai .

.

. . Cyperus rotundus.

Onion .

.

. . Allium Cepa.

Fillipesara . . Phaseolus trilobus.

Pungam .

.

. . Pongamia glabra

Bagi.. . • Eleusioe coracana.

Bedgram . . Cajanus indicus.

Samai .. . . Panicum miliare.

Senna .

*

• • Cassia angustiloUa

Soyabean • • . . Glycine bispida.

Sonnbemp 4 . . Crotalaria juncea.

Sweet potato .. • • Ipomaea Batatas.

Tangedu e e .. Cassia aunculata*
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HehnirUhosporium oryzoB

Heredity—chromosome theory
of

Hieroglyphus banian .

.

Hispa armigera
Hu^ing test .

.

Hybridization .

.

tiiiie taken to evolve
a strain by .

.

I

I ndia—rice cultivation—out-
side

Indigo . . . . ,

;

wild .

.

Indigofera tinctoria .

.

Indo China—rice cultivation
in

Inheritance of more than two
pairs of characters .

.

single pair of charac-
ters

two pairs of charac-
ters .

.

Insect attack and germination
Introduction—in crop improve-
ment . •

Implements in rice cultivation
Irrigation and drainage
Italy—rice cultivation in ,

. 7

J

Japan—^rice cultivation in .

.

Java—rice cultivation in

Kaipctd cultivatibh in ]!bt|i1^bar

Kistna—rotations in , .

'
’

: > .
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,
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.
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j

... ...

Light—^requirements for rjoe.-
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Ifadura—rotations in

^a,\a.ha.T—kaipad cultivation

in . . • •
,

• •

rotetions in
^

Malaya—rice cultivation in

^i^nures
artificial

compound .

.

green
— mineral

organic .

.

phosphatic ,

.

Manurial experiments—results

of . . • • • • * •

Manuring—effect of—on the

ear formation
general principles

of
nee .

. .

Market—classification of rices

in
• list of varieties re-

cognized in—Appendix B.

Mass selection in rice breeding.

Mendelian hypothesis—^modi-

fication of .a

— inheritance—excep-

tions to simple

Mendelism . . • • • •

Milling—^by-products of

Milling costs ....
— in big mills .

.

in small mills

losses due to

— power . . • *

quality—in classifi-

cation of rice

rice .

.

Modification of

hypothesis .

.

> ratios

Mendelian
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N

Nitrogenous manures . •

Nutritive value—variations

in rices

0)>Bervatioii in pure line

selection

Origin of rice . . . •

Orissa—rice cultivation in .

.
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in . • • • •
•

.

• •
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^ » >»—

^Ued'rice • . .

.
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—

eont.

Pests—^non-insect . • • •

on stored grain

Phaseolua trilchua

Phosphatic manures .

.

Phillippines—^rice cultivation

in

PiUipeaara
Pirioularia oryzss

Planting
Pollination in rice

Production of rice—cost of .

.

Pulled rice . . . . .

.

Pure line selections—^technique

of

Qualitative characters

Quantitative characters

Ratooning in rice

Bats as pests

Red fiour beetle

Riperaia oryzee

Bice, area in Madras

—

Appendix C.
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bug
chromosomes in
classification of—in
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• climatic require-

ments of
colour—classification

by

of

- colouring
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.
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.
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.
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variations in
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4
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Eloe weevil
wild—in cultivated

fields

in Africa
in America • •^——— in Australia

—

in Assam
in Bengal
in Bthar
in British Guiana .

.

in Burma

—

in Ceylon .

,

in China
,

, — in Euiope .

.

in Indo-China
in Italy
in Japan

• f in Java
in Malaya .

.

—

in Phillippines

in Siam

—

— in Spain
inCnited Provinces.

———— in United States of
America

Rotations in Chingleput
in Coimbatcwe

— in Qanjam • •

—

in Godavari .

.

in Kistna
in Madura .

.

in Malabar •

«

in South Kanara
^— in Tanjore .

.

in Tinnevelly
.iP...*..- in Trichinopoly

in Vizagapatam

ineerMus
ISW^alium prytoB

Reaeon -eibct on yield .

.

— fpr sowing and
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Seed-^nuination testing .

.

green manuro—
provision of
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preservation— pure paddy^how the
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\ipim Une seieetloa . . .
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jSSWiitti mii-
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/'sinpliele •.•t .

S*-oenl.

Seedlings—^pruning before
planting

ripening before
planting

Selection—^mass
objeot of
pure Une, technique

of
single plant
work—^limitation ,

.

8e$bania aeuleata
Shatter!^ of grain
Siam—rice cultivation in

SUoiroga csrealella

Soil requirements for rice

South Kanara—rotations in .

.

Sowing and transplanting— dry and semi-dry
rices ••
> effect of—on dura-
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.

effect of—on yield.

in pure line selec-

tion .

.

rate of
• season for .

.

Spacing between plants
^)ain—^rice cultivation in
Special appliances—^in breed-

ing technique
Spodoptera mauritia .

.

Statistics—^area fluctuation .

.

exports
imoprts
Indian position
McKlras position
production fluctua-

tion
world position

Stem-borer
Sterility and Cytology
Storing receptacles

Strain—time taken to evolve

— by hybridisaitioii

Strains—already evolved in

Madras—^Appendix A«
Straw—charaeter

— breeding for
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inherituiosf of \
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8unn^h0mp
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in •• . •y
Tmaperature —^ feq^dfWM#!

,
for rise • •« ^
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Test-—cooking 165———— husking 165
Texture of rice—in classifica-

tion .

.

96
Threshing 56
Thripa oryzca .

.

194
Tillering 146

course of 147
— critical period of 148
Tillers—death of 147—— —— individuality of 148
Tinnevelly—rotations in 85
Transp1antation---doub]e 70
Transplanting—in pure line

selection 159
Transplanting versus Broad-

casting 46
Trials—district 162

yield, preliminary .

.

161
regular 161

Triholiumcaataneum .

.

197
Trichinopoly—rotations in 84

U
* Udu^ cultivation in Tanjore. 63

in other places 64
United Provinces—^rice culti^

vation in • • 213
United States—rice cultiva-

tion in . • ..... 222
Uatiktginoid virena 201

FAQB

V
Variations in nntritivo value

of rice 100—^ root systems . , 186
Varietal diff^renoes in shatter-

ing of grain 144
Varieties of rice . . . . 134

recognised in mar-
kets—^Appendix B .

.

Vernacular terms—Explana-
tions of—Appendix D (1) .

.

Vizagapatam—rotations in . . 83

W
Water requirements for rice . . 5
Weeds and weeding . . . . 62
Wild rices—crosses with . . 179

in cultivated fiel^. 2

Y
Yield—agricultural practices
and 187

Climate and , , 187
Effect of season on. 43
improvement — pro-

blems of 188— in different parts
of the world compared . . 186

relation between
duration and . . • . 43

trials— preliminary. 161
trials—^regular . . 161
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